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INTRODUCTION 
 
Since its inception in 2006, Krishnamurti Foundation Trust has been solely responsible for managing 
the official Krishnamurti YouTube channel, producing its entire content of over 2,000 videos and 
audios from recordings carefully stored in our state-of-the-art archives at Brockwood Park, UK. Every 
week, we continue to publish a previously-unreleased full-length audio recording, and a new topical 
video extract. All our content is offered free of charge and completely advert-free.  
 
The Krishnamurti Foundation Trust Channel on YouTube started in 2011 and contains thousands of 
extracts carefully selected by the Foundation staff, as well as all the episodes of The Urgency Of 
Change Krishnamurti Podcasts. These podcasts are available on Apple Podcasts, the Krishnamurti 
Foundation Trust website, YouTube, and all major podcast platforms. Transcripts are available for 
many of the podcasts at kfoundation.org/podcast.    
 
 
 

How to use this directory  
 
This directory contains information about, and direct links to, all the video and audio extracts taken 
from J. Krishnamurti’s talks and discussions currently on the official Krishnamurti YouTube channel 
(J. Krishnamurti - Official Channel) and/or on the Krishnamurti Foundation Trust channel 
(Krishnamurti Foundation Trust Channel). Many more recordings will be added in the future and will 
be included in updated versions of the directory.  
  
You can consult the directory on a computer, tablet or phone and perform a word search to get  
information about recordings on specific topics. For phones and tablets, you might need to 
download a PDF reader app which allows word search. On a computer you can use CTRL + F 
(Windows) or COMMAND + F (Mac) when the document is opened to activate the search function.  
  
You can go directly to topics such as Attachment or Truth by just clicking on the link in the Table of 
Contents.  
  
To watch or listen to the extract on YouTube, your device would need to be connected to the 
Internet and you will need to click on the hyperlink provided. To enable subtitles in YouTube, click on 
the gear icon (Settings), then select 'Subtitles/CC' and the language desired. Please note that auto-
generated subtitles will contain errors. 
  

  

https://kfoundation.org/podcast/
http://www.youtube.com/@KFoundation
http://www.youtube.com/@kft
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Code format  
Events 

SA80T3 = Saanen 1980 Public Talk No. 3 

BR75D4 = Brockwood (Park) 1975 Public Discussion No. 4 

Extracts 
AM69T4-SQ01 = Amsterdam 1969 Public Talk No.4 Spoken Question No.1 

MA8182Q1-WQ04 = Madras 1981-82 Questions & Answers Meeting No. 1 Written Question No. 4  

OJ79T6-EX01 = Ojai 1979 Public Talk No. 6 Extract No. 1  

Podcasts episodes 

KP103 = Krishnamurti Podcast Episode 103  

  
Most common places  
AM: Amsterdam, Netherlands  
BA: Bangalore, India  
BE: Benares, India  
BK: Berkeley, USA  
BO: Bombay (Mumbai), India  
BR: Brockwood Park, England  
CC: Calcutta (Kolkata), India  
CL: Claremont, USA  
CO: Colombo, Sri Lanka  
LO: London, England  
LS: Los Alamos, USA  
MA: Madras (Chennai), India  
ML: Malibu, USA  
ND: New Delhi, India  
NY: New York, USA  
OJ: Ojai, USA  
RA: Rajghat, India  
RV: Rishi Valley, India  
SA: Saanen, Switzerland  
SF: San Francisco, USA  

Event types  
C: Conversation  
D: Public Discussion  
DS: Discussion with Students  
DSG: Discussion with Small Group  
DSS: Discussion with Staff and Students  
DT: Discussion with Teachers  
DYP: Discussion with Young People  
F: Film  
I: Interview  
Q: Public Question & Answer Meeting 
T: Public Talk  

Get Involved  
Our videos are translated by volunteers from all over the world. If you would like to help us with  
translating subtitles, please contact us at digital@kfoundation.org  
  
For more information on the work and activities of the Foundation, including dozens of featured  
articles delving deeper into Krishnamurti's teachings, an introduction to Krishnamurti, and 
information on Brockwood Park and the Krishnamurti Centre, please visit kfoundation.org  
  
For more information on the work of the Krishnamurti Foundations worldwide, and a large collection 
of searchable transcripts, please visit the international website at jkrishnamurti.org     
  

mailto:digital@kfoundation.org
https://kfoundation.org/brockwood/
https://krishnamurticentre.org.uk/
https://kfoundation.org/
https://jkrishnamurti.org/
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EXTRACTS  
  
  

Accumulation  

ML70DSG7-EX02 A mind freed from accumulation  
Duration: 13 minutes  

Action  

MA7879T1-EX02 An action not of the past  
Duration: 13 minutes  

OJ80Q3-WQ02 On seeing and action  
Duration: 13 minutes  

OJ82Q2-WQ02 What is an action and state of being that is pure?  
Duration: 28 minutes  

SA85Q2-WQ01 When one understands something must one act?  
Duration: 22 minutes  

US66FRR5-EX08 A totally different action  
Duration: 2 minutes  

WA85T2-EX02 What is action?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

MA8081Q2-WQ05 What should I do to make my mind behave rightly?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

BR81S5-EX04 What do we do, faced with this tremendous problem?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR83CPJ1-EX05 We act and react like the ebb and flow of the tide   
Duration: 4 minutes  

SA81Q2-WQ02 On the individual's responsibility for his actions  
Duration: 13 minutes  

OJ80T6-EX01 Is there an action not born of time?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR79S4-EX02 What is one to do in an insane world?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Action/Political  

OJ82Q4-WQ01 On active political involvement  
Duration: 20 minutes  

OJ82Q3-WQ03 Isn't political action necessary to bring about total change?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

Action/Right  

BR81Q2-WQ03 What is right action that will meet everything in our lives?  
Duration: 19 minutes  

BR82Q1-WQ02 Can right action ever encompass violence?  
Duration: 16 minutes  

OJ81Q4-WQ02 What is right action when understanding isn't total?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR78T1-EX01 What is right action?  

https://youtu.be/G4oQk6VKTDE
https://youtu.be/k_JAHI3TBtY
https://youtu.be/O-lPtXPYFJI
https://youtu.be/LUOUUrzEFxA
https://youtu.be/Gigqm99EAjY
https://youtu.be/ysSe38Z6aec
https://youtu.be/vhasmdAoFG4
https://youtu.be/7FUG0UHBkX8
https://youtu.be/iaOL4g9uedw?si=5-wWVkc3leA6K26-
https://youtu.be/Cuh4lpM_9as?si=Oox_zYWKX28GmxIw
https://youtu.be/IBk66QACsFA
https://youtu.be/WaIvSCOvU54
https://youtu.be/BLl9qr0UZM4?si=4ABLhTB-p-h8Z-J-
https://youtu.be/OrvixH7vEQA
https://youtu.be/Umv8CInN1Ag
https://youtu.be/ESa8AJLz1-Q
https://youtu.be/M4zMjvhy4NE
https://youtu.be/QbCjY4VZNwk
https://youtu.be/_Ls_rb7uhlc
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Duration: 9 minutes  

BR80T1-EX02 Who knows what right action is?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

OJ81T3-EX04 Is there a right action?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

OJ81T3-EX02 Can thought bring about right action?  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR7879CBS3-EX02 Right action  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Action/Self  

BR79S2-EX02 Is there an action that is not self-centred?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR79S5-EX04 What is action without a me?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

OJ80T6-EX04 An action that is not self-centred  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Action/Thought  

RA85T1-EX01 Our daily action is based on thinking  
Duration: 8 minutes  

SA78T3-EX07 Is there an action not based on thought?  
Duration: 17 minutes  

Analysis  

BR79T1-EX04 The game of analysis  
Duration: 10 minutes  

SA77T3-EX03 Where there is analysis there must be conflict  
Duration: 4 minutes  

OJ72T2-EX02 Analysis implies time  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Anger  

BR83T3-EX02 I am anger  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Anonymity  

OJ80Q3-EX01 Acting from anonymity  
Duration: 1 minute  

Art of Learning/Listening/Seeing  

MA8384T3-EX02 The art of learning  
Duration: 3 minutes  

SA77T3-EX05 The arts of learning, seeing and listening  
Duration: 4 minutes  

MA8081T5-EX02 The arts of listening, seeing and learning  
Duration: 17 minutes  

SA85Q3-EX01 The art of listening, seeing and learning  
Duration: 17 minutes  

https://youtu.be/DGr0t-UzDJs
https://youtu.be/5fzWvKpZcvU?si=H90I7QTLT8MhpxuX
https://youtu.be/Cs8YEWcBba0?si=KgZ3_6bCfISL8KYl
https://youtu.be/57dmBhjfBY8?si=jJ2mHRuNv_CS1clh
https://youtu.be/xbQI_jsHgLw?si=T3EJCkhjQDyeyfCf
https://youtu.be/kgmlHBx6DSM?si=o2y93gKbmb-J9vyJ
https://youtu.be/wx19enmkLuU?si=-yOAqCZnBn9OjUnI
https://youtu.be/gK09e7tPhzg?si=1rgNDmyGOMdJ0F16
https://youtu.be/ZCdF4nyq_CE
https://youtu.be/7aT89MfQJ4s
https://youtu.be/HpCVVVFPpDs?si=FI_Mgj22SvHZ_pTy
https://youtu.be/MTY9chJtNcA?si=UJvWGkkK1LNpv5qe
https://youtu.be/F3I3XGCdnEQ
https://youtu.be/IQO9L0LcToQ
https://youtu.be/9AVxmQkoN6g?si=qmSISldh-S_2ljag
https://youtu.be/nEPUAQ5q3IM
https://youtu.be/saAAidCxeRU
https://youtu.be/Ke32Z2KkS6w
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BO85T2-EX06 Learn the art of listening  
Duration: 3 minutes  

MA8384T3-EX01 The art of listening  
Duration: 7 minutes  

SA82Q3-WQ01 On seeing and listening  
Duration: 15 minutes  

Artist  

OJ83Q1-WQ01 What is the role of the artist?  
Duration: 20 minutes  

SD74CA17-EX02 What is an artist?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Attachment  

BO85T4-EX04 We are attached to so many things  
Duration: 12 minutes  

BR80Q2-WQ04 Why do you say attachment is corruption?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

CC82T3-EX08 You are all attached to something  
Duration: 11 minutes  

SA80Q5-WQ05 On attachment and detachment  
Duration: 14 minutes  

OJ77T5-EX02 Why are you attached?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR84T3-EX02 Is there an ending of attachment?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

RA85T3-EX05 Why not get free of attachment now?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR78S5-EX02 Can one stay with attachment?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

OJ80T4-EX02 You are attached – why?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

MA8384T3-EX10 End attachment while living  
Duration: 4 minutes  

SA77T6-EX05 There is no freedom in attachment  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR81S2-EX03 Attachment after somebody dies  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SA79T3-EX03 We want to find security in attachment  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Attention  

BO85Q1-WQ02 Why can't we sustain attention?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

BR69T1-EX01 Total vs partial attention  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR84Q1-WQ01 What is attention if it has nothing to do with thought?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

OJ80Q4-WQ05 What is the relationship of attention to thought?  

https://youtu.be/E4OaR1gO50M?si=ltQNsoqTymXXFWHk
https://youtu.be/wg6zwIYUwOc?si=4zzrt3AdeP8MBW8c
https://youtu.be/xAkeVtj6pjk
https://youtu.be/l99DOMtu-kU
https://youtu.be/jarO1gyefWI
https://youtu.be/IRn_rrkvJkE
https://youtu.be/pNxliP7opEc
https://youtu.be/JqAeol4igjs
https://youtu.be/vDpVebZ88_k
https://youtu.be/Hvka9ybl4XA
https://youtu.be/f3WdcgnXMUs
https://youtu.be/sCdA4wFzCCw
https://youtu.be/inmq5YJuD5Y?si=-LqOvJLtwxMsCwLz
https://youtu.be/R-4RlP8z1cc?si=JR388bzy_JP1mXEn
https://youtu.be/LL0sv30fCuk?si=1fLXYCKFm1fuCN97
https://youtu.be/DeH-U5ONv7Y?si=-Jmswxk9EJ9Fjbbf
https://youtu.be/jdvMHQVcPt4?si=mw-gABKx7N1r1pPv
https://youtu.be/iqQnH-0iqx4
https://youtu.be/y4JpRW8mDjU
https://youtu.be/tT5Sb8cuCYc
https://youtu.be/d0YesAXipf4
https://youtu.be/ph-xfNaBRRA
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Duration: 12 minutes  

OJ81Q4-WQ01 Is it possible to achieve a constant attention?  
Duration: 29 minutes  

OJ82Q2-WQ01 What can one do to nourish attention?  
Duration: 17 minutes  

SA84Q3-WQ02 Does attention become a constant spontaneous state of action?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

BR78D2-EX07 Be attentive for a single moment  
Duration: 4 minutes  

SA79T1-EX01 Total attention  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR80T3-EX04 When there is no attention, confusion arises  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR7879CBS5-EX08 What is the state of mind that is completely attentive?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Attention/Concentration  

BR85T4-EX05 Attention vs Concentration  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Attention/Silence  

MA8283T4-EX05 In attention is great silence  
Duration: 2 minutes  

LS84S2-EX04 Where there is attention there is silence  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Austerity  

SA80Q1-WQ02 On austerity, integrity and total transformation  
Duration: 24 minutes  

Authority  

SA82Q3-WQ03 I feel what you say is right and I have left my guru  
Duration: 9 minutes  

LO82T2-EX04 In the realm of the spirit there is no authority  
Duration: 3 minutes  

SA84T3-EX01 A platform doesn’t mean authority  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR77T1-EX03 Authority must come to an end  
Duration: 8 minutes  

MA8384T1-EX09 Question all authority  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR79T1-EX03 Authority does not bring about change  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR76CTM3-EX01 Authority exists because we are in disorder  
Duration: 1 minute  

Authority/Conformity  

SA77T2-EX01 Where there is authority there is conformity  
Duration: 8 minutes  

https://youtu.be/Q_vDCo_aOvo
https://youtu.be/n7XIvEzP990
https://youtu.be/DcFq4eo9PIg
https://youtu.be/WsGlIi0TmjQ
https://youtu.be/ZZz4gqiMCQc
https://youtu.be/wcHnojdK3CI
https://youtu.be/lSocmuUTrRo
https://youtu.be/TgGyXVD_Chc
https://youtu.be/L5jd--kLG5A
https://youtu.be/Et8kVTQJ51E
https://youtu.be/moKkN_3KvAc
https://youtu.be/xglMfSw8nKc
https://youtu.be/KS3IAo9FO4E
https://youtu.be/nRystZH6hx0
https://youtu.be/KmvW7OLLqXU
https://youtu.be/971qFaI_BjY?si=ILh5BN5gfOjxnPsD
https://youtu.be/grEJ99ou8zA
https://youtu.be/CfVM4KdHnZk
https://youtu.be/vyy2I0YVnA4?si=8GF_nVxVpsypnlAT
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Authority/Psychological   

SA77T2-EX03 Psychological authority  
Duration: 10 minutes  

Authority/Spiritual  

SD74CA15-EX01 Why do we accept spiritual authority?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

SD74CA16-EX03 Do not accept spiritual authority  
Duration: 6 minutes  

CC82T3-EX03 Spiritual authority  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Awareness  

BO85Q1-WQ04 Can one be aware with all the senses simultaneously?  
Duration: 16 minutes  

BR7879CBS5-EX07 What is awareness?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

SA80Q2-WQ02 Is it possible to be completely awake?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

SA80Q3-WQ02 On inattention, and the gap between understanding and action  
Duration: 21 minutes  

SA81Q2-WQ03 On awareness and the awakening of intelligence  
Duration: 17 minutes  

SF73T1-SQ01 There is no continuous awareness  
Duration: 11 minutes  

SF73T4-SQ03 Just be aware  
Duration: 2 minutes  

SM72T1-EX06 The simplicity of awareness  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA85Q1-EX01 Are you aware?  
Duration: 1 minute  

Beauty  

BO84Q-WQ01 On beauty  
Duration: 9 minutes  

SD74CA9-EX10 Must beauty be expressed?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR81T4-EX01 A beauty not found in nature or art  
Duration: 7 minutes  

OJ84T4-EX02 What is beauty?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR83T1-EX03 Beauty has no cause  
Duration: 5 minutes  

WA85T1-EX05 Have you ever asked what beauty is?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Beauty/Self  

BR84T4-EX02 Beauty is when the self is not  

https://youtu.be/hdjl3fkeEfA?si=mkVbUmLW0S7b7Sng
https://youtu.be/1GwivivukxE
https://youtu.be/Tq1V7w2iUXg
https://youtu.be/UM1g7z8L-xY
https://youtu.be/FiiEh-pf96k
https://youtu.be/4or2t0229dA?si=e3dLgZUSD6OpRtYx
https://youtu.be/RDJyoTy1OXU
https://youtu.be/Z3EGby9icY8
https://youtu.be/3w2_TaDME28
https://youtu.be/CkCUH6BfBC0
https://youtu.be/0u2WgM1owMM
https://youtu.be/BaJ_jt7JTJU
https://youtu.be/W3A0PTA93vY
https://youtu.be/cTSwts1KGP0
https://youtu.be/aTXBVoFJMvI
https://youtu.be/q79TR4Zedng
https://youtu.be/GTh6vGam6G0
https://youtu.be/s6Qr6qaP2PA?si=DL0xX36xtKDnngbB
https://youtu.be/vVvz6d0yTJk
https://youtu.be/v-ZFLei5j6s
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Duration: 5 minutes  

BR77T4-EX05 When the ‘me’ is absent there is beauty  
Duration: 4 minutes  

RA85T2-EX01 For a second you don’t exist  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BO85T4-EX01 Where there is self there is no beauty  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Becoming  

SA78T7-EX04 The end of becoming  
Duration: 11 minutes  

BR80T2-EX02 Becoming is the urge of desire  
Duration: 7 minutes  

CC82T2-EX06 Becoming is time  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Behaviour  

SM72T1-EX10 What does it take to snap from conditioned behaviour to spontaneity?  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Being stuck  

BR78T2-EX05 Are you stuck in a groove?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

Belief  

OJ80Q2-WQ01 What is an intelligent response to the belief that everything is relative?  
Duration: 29 minutes  

US66FRR2-EX11 Belief is a form of hope  
Duration: 1 minute  

Belonging  

SD72CES2-EX03 Why belong to anything?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Beyond  

BO85T4-EX06 Is there something beyond?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Bible  

SD74CA7-EX02 Using the bible as blinkers  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Book of oneself  

SA81Q3-WQ02 What do you mean by 'reading the book of one's life' in one look?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Brain  

OJ79T5-EX02 Is it possible to keep the brain young?  

https://youtu.be/GIvd0S1_H0k
https://youtu.be/lvyQBJ-Uk9E?si=3D_ulzQ6sqKK2wBG
https://youtu.be/04obGoJIoZo?si=vbhoSpqCHoLJzRv4
https://youtu.be/acDvfx4mX-0
https://youtu.be/hIBw-y-NfaM
https://youtu.be/K7QgJlPJcfs?si=xjDPXYx1VytSQ3-M
https://youtu.be/4x1HOZKCeV4
https://youtu.be/hBw3X8tPgBU
https://youtu.be/ss2x_IEtiok
https://youtu.be/ZJC95_BMelg
https://youtu.be/7_T-EvF3MOo
https://youtu.be/I14PQzqOunY?si=9g4m934qObx555_E
https://youtu.be/gUSUUwmcSP4
https://youtu.be/h6G1QMHGBfk
https://youtu.be/lHcvhAHLuDM
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Duration: 5 minutes  

BR83T4-EX02 If the brain is burdened you can’t go far  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR77T2-EX03 The function of the brain  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR81T2-EX03 Can the brain function as a whole?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR80T4-EX02 Constant struggle wears out the brain  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BO85T1-EX02 Can the human brain be entirely free?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

OJBR80CB9-EX03 Can the brain be free of knowledge?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR85T1-EX03 Can the brain be aware of its limitation?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

AM69T5-EX01 The brain is quiet when there is attention.  
Duration: 12 minutes  

BR83T4-EX05 A brain must have space  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR81T2-EX06 Can the brain act as a whole?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Brain/Change  

BR78T4-EX08 The brain cells undergo a change  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR83T1-EX01 What will change the brain cells?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

CC82T1-EX01 Mutation in the brain cells  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Brain/Mind  

BO84Q-WQ05 On the difference between brain and mind  
Duration: 11 minutes  

MA8081Q1-WQ02 Is there any difference between the brain and mind?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

OJ81Q1-WQ02 Is there a difference between the brain and the mind?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

SA83Q2-WQ02 Could we speak about the brain and the mind?  
Duration: 36 minutes  

SA85Q2-WQ05 Why do you differentiate between the brain and the mind?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

RV82CPA-EX04 The brain is the mind when it is totally free  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR82Q2-WQ03 What do you mean by brain, mind and consciousness?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

Brain/Problems  

BR83Q2-EX01 Is your brain free from problems?  
Duration: 18 minutes  

https://youtu.be/NrabIDOYOm4
https://youtu.be/J7T-W8JRaUY
https://youtu.be/rzW5ez5n2rU
https://youtu.be/B406xzba_34
https://youtu.be/lH0UKis2pP8?si=WWPbCXqLl7RsUKMT
https://youtu.be/u1OdG5bd7a0?si=SQmRqrBtjPns9hTU
https://youtu.be/RLRWa1ZX0Kg
https://youtu.be/X2yTJ4ZvY6c
https://youtu.be/xxDWJi3fi6w
https://youtu.be/dbTGHmBMciU
https://youtu.be/m3SsmMkqbEk
https://youtu.be/RvQkDYGq_9o
https://youtu.be/gmr5JSsDhk4?si=ykOrHNrxvicGWG5B
https://youtu.be/JE87kndmAgE
https://youtu.be/FqGXEFhsjtA
https://youtu.be/LlBQGODx_a8
https://youtu.be/Ymu9ZoaDZsA
https://youtu.be/23aQHCPNumg
https://youtu.be/K9x578ArFhU?si=-qRjI5nTtBhlow4Q
https://youtu.be/u5WMzoK6IpY
https://youtu.be/KZON4PUf36M
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BR85T1-EX02 Is your brain free to solve problems?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BO85T1-EX09 Can the brain be without a single problem?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

MA8384T1-EX04 The brain has a problem  
Duration: 7 minutes  

RA85T1-EX02 Our brain is conditioned to have problems  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Brain/Recording  

BR81T4-EX03 Can the brain stop recording?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

MA8384T2-EX04 The brain is always recording  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Brain/Time  

OJ81T3-EX03 The brain functions in time  
Duration: 10 minutes  

OJ80T1-EX02 The brain is the result of time  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Buddha  

NY71T1-EX07 Question: What do you think about the Buddha?  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Cause/Effect  

BR77T3-EX02 Cause and effect  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Causes  

BR81S1-EX04 The universe has no cause; we have causes  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Certainty  

SA80Q5-WQ06 Is there an absolute certainty?  
Duration: 13 minutes  

BR78D2-EX04 We want to be certain  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Change  

AM69T1-EX01 Why don't we have the energy to change?  
Duration: 13 minutes  

BR79S6-EX04 Will anything make us change?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

BR80Q2-WQ05 Can a minority of integrated people outweigh the majority?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR85Q2-WQ02 If I change, what will happen afterwards?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

https://youtu.be/oaWgSOaLz5I
https://youtu.be/M2kUPZgHrsI?si=vEc5MqmrzKjF4T2R
https://youtu.be/-IVEiI2lHao?si=Q56iXdLUWNquFeMf
https://youtu.be/sR-SHXZAUlo?si=k73jtJydOtc-fleA
https://youtu.be/wOcL1NPCcxU
https://youtu.be/vhDa_K2bPLY?si=LhZvQZR5VK4lTW1K
https://youtu.be/UHlu6rIjDhQ
https://youtu.be/CpLPe6m_aYc?si=-FVVrRRoUezn0qXn
https://youtu.be/hOqPo1j-uFI?si=Fv5esrl2cfP9DF_Y
https://youtu.be/zu4rxJZ1tNY
https://youtu.be/eVX78jn6gyA?si=HUVEjPK80Rtfe3nU
https://youtu.be/MQeMfvjprmM
https://youtu.be/R91xT1z7ivw
https://youtu.be/VeBeJBRzvM4
https://youtu.be/6q0YlISf0Ew?si=Q0P5teMcYk5lthXL
https://youtu.be/rAjv4YBycZU
https://youtu.be/DzTuu-eGQZg
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MA8081Q1-WQ06 On change and destiny  
Duration: 8 minutes  

MA8384Q1-SQ01 What have you done about poverty?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

MA8384Q1-WQ01 How can mere individuals change and affect the whole?  
Duration: 37 minutes  

MA8384Q1-WQ02 Is mutation purely a psychological happening?  
Duration: 32 minutes  

OJ80Q2-WQ03 On the urgency of change  
Duration: 11 minutes  

OJ82Q2-WQ04 Why do we not change?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

OJ85Q2-WQ02 Are we struggling against our nature in seeking to change?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SA83Q3-WQ05 How am I to radically bring about a change in my life?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

SD74CA1-EX02 Change at the root  
Duration: 2 minutes  

US84FCC-EX04 Why don't you change?  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA81T5-EX04 Whose fault is it you haven’t changed?  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR83CPJ1-EX01 Do we want to change?  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA79T2-EX06 What will make you change?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR80T1-EX03 What will make us change?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR76CTM3-EX03 I want to change  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR81S3-EX01 If one person changes, it affects the whole  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR84CRE-EX02 What is change?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

SD74CA1-EX01 It is your responsibility to change  
Duration: 3 minutes  

MA8384T1-EX05 Will reward make us change?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SA79T5-EX01 We remain more or less the same  
Duration: 11 minutes  

Chaos  

OJ83T1-EX02 Who is responsible for this chaos?  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Chattering  

BR79T4-EX04 How am I to stop chattering?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

https://youtu.be/AUWqYBRgl0w
https://youtu.be/6ZAC6MHgJu4
https://youtu.be/7lv2UJLjbT0
https://youtu.be/reL5R6pHunM
https://youtu.be/M3r1KSybPmI
https://youtu.be/HZUJZ2psYBo
https://youtu.be/-Nf-deA97L8
https://youtu.be/P0SVSrHy5Bk
https://youtu.be/O0dI9QF6WS4
https://youtu.be/1wzcY6hd-S8
https://youtu.be/VtfsZUkFH-c
https://youtu.be/xQ491S3Zv38
https://youtu.be/8SZrLahmYRU
https://youtu.be/8GGfNZ_L2f0
https://youtu.be/BJNevwhO720?si=G7Iovsr2tdWQmaYm
https://youtu.be/he2Ae8UWPeQ?si=QIFIlJJ8VWXBeluI
https://youtu.be/IszFIfY3F3I?si=TQGIMFNqy_HLrng7
https://youtu.be/aUb3QAJhKGc
https://youtu.be/KV8X9TIRuMI
https://youtu.be/i4P8FflJV5c?si=NwZyWbf7wYMOt1Wm
https://youtu.be/wuCpk1UmYhQ
https://youtu.be/3OYlhrDMIBk
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Chattering/(Story)  

BR83Q1-EX01 The chattering lady  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Choice  

SA77T7-EX02 Choice comes about when there is no clarity  
Duration: 6 minutes  

OJ81T3-EX01 Only the confused mind chooses  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Choiceless Awareness  

MA8283T4-EX04 Be aware without choice  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Clarity  

SA77T4-EX01 Clarity is not born of logic  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Communion  

SD74CA3-EX01 Communion requires seriousness  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Comparison  

OJ82CNM2-EX02 Can you live without comparing yourself?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

MA8384T4-EX04 There is conflict in comparison  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR76DSS2.2-EX01 To compare yourself is a habit  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Compassion  

BR80Q2-WQ02 Does compassion spring from observation or thought?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

BR82Q1-WQ03 On compassion and action  
Duration: 13 minutes  

MA8283T4-EX02 The highest expression of compassion  
Duration: 5 minutes  

SA77T3-EX07 What is compassion?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Competition  

MA8182Q1-WQ05 Is it possible to be competitive and yet not hurt?   
Duration: 8 minutes  

Computer  

MA8081T5-EX01 The computer is taking over  
Duration: 29 minutes  

BR81S4-EX01 Does the computer learn as we do?  

https://youtu.be/aOEpslnsv-0
https://youtu.be/jXzYBd-9y08?si=UFLuCNFa2UyTKFh0
https://youtu.be/qlIWQ7APWJs?si=vALHfMSNlqplI4v9
https://youtu.be/o3F10Q4DIio
https://youtu.be/QHMJabZPRvE?si=lyqRfMRx4DFUr0Vk
https://youtu.be/SVG_XfotfDs
https://youtu.be/ISV1YWUnOyQ
https://youtu.be/r6OquJ1WrQQ?si=9k-1vxavoJ0K4gc_
https://youtu.be/Ucf3q9U27GI?si=CuBBKaNXJYkY9vL1
https://youtu.be/o3QJ7DCfBn4
https://youtu.be/B-1zIfV2aB0
https://youtu.be/boopbKO5QD4
https://youtu.be/wwideu3wEhE?si=QCBglmyY3Yroo0I-
https://youtu.be/8iyzk1pZABQ
https://youtu.be/Kut5KAl3UbY
https://youtu.be/gZB1YaucfHc?si=XnY7CM9cXQT8sCw5
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Duration: 5 minutes  

BR85T4-EX02 When the computer takes over  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR81T1-EX02 Computers are taking over  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Concentration  

BR80Q1-WQ07 I derive strength from concentrating on a symbol. Is this an illusion?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

OJ77T6-EX01 In concentration is conflict  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Conclusions  

SA79D5-EX01 We are hooked on our own conclusions  
Duration: 2 minutes  

SA77T6-EX01 Conclusions about another  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Conditioning  

BO85T1-EX01 All of us are programmed  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR76D2-EX15 Everyone is conditioned  
Duration: 19 minutes  

OJ81Q1-WQ01 On conditioning  
Duration: 33 minutes  

OJ85Q1-WQ02 Do racial physical differences affect conditioning?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

SA78D1-EX01 You are not different from your conditioning  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SA78D2-EX03 Seeing the danger of conditioning  
Duration: 34 minutes  

BR83Q2-EX04 I am conditioned  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR84IER-EX02 How do I strip away my conditioning?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

OJ72T1-EX04 You don’t see the danger of your conditioning  
Duration: 12 minutes  

BR83T1-EX04 Why is the brain conditioned?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

SF73T4-SQ02 The mind can be free from conditioning  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Conflict  

WA85T1-EX02 Why are we perpetually in conflict?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

BR85T1-EX08 Can we live without a single conflict?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR84T1-EX01 What is the root of conflict?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

https://youtu.be/desy4ilh5D8
https://youtu.be/0qfda11Nv_0
https://youtu.be/dINEc3n8WYo
https://youtu.be/SUNJP5-xXZw
https://youtu.be/DNajf4slhQE
https://youtu.be/UTdbn3QCgk0?si=I_E7TYOCRpGKGYKX
https://youtu.be/onBfP7cOHqc
https://youtu.be/jfE12qIopGc
https://youtu.be/8iqjELJcgqA
https://youtu.be/1iUkGudB608
https://youtu.be/9iaZdcLpSKI
https://youtu.be/XFaYQib__ZM
https://youtu.be/Fs22lJvnPyU
https://youtu.be/Zc_m1EiykSc
https://youtu.be/a438-33CnWg?si=-XK_7xd-fmLk3zcv
https://youtu.be/D1e3XDxunOY
https://youtu.be/xC7ZtUdS46A
https://youtu.be/9Tr9fDmXpMo
https://youtu.be/M-ujaORgP2U
https://youtu.be/_NprcLUur2k
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MA8384T2-EX02 Can you live without conflict?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

OJ80T1-EX01 The battle inside  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR84T1-EX03 When there is limitation there must be conflict  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BO85T1-EX03 Why do we have conflict?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR85T1-EX06 Can conflict end?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

OJ82Q1-WQ02 Will there be less conflict when you depart?  
Duration: 11 minutes  
  

Conflict/Comparison  

SA77T5-EX02 Conflict and comparison  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Conscious/Unconscious  

SA78T6-EX02 Dividing consciousness into the conscious and unconscious is a mistake  
Duration: 24 minutes  

Consciousness  

BR82Q1-WQ01 On individual and group consciousness  
Duration: 21 minutes  

BR83Q2-WQ01 Is awareness beyond time?  
Duration: 36 minutes  

CC82T1-EX02 Your consciousness is not yours  
Duration: 10 minutes  

OJ80Q3-WQ05 What does it mean to step out of the stream?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

OJ81Q4-WQ05 On revolution in consciousness  
Duration: 10 minutes  

OJ81T1-EX01 Consciousness is not yours, it is global  
Duration: 10 minutes  

OJ84Q1-WQ01 On sharing the same consciousness  
Duration: 26 minutes  

SA80Q5-WQ03 Are there different levels of consciousness?  
Duration: 18 minutes  

BR77T4-EX01 Consciousness reveals its story  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR81T3-EX05 Your consciousness is the consciousness of all humanity  
Duration: 5 minutes  

OJ81T2-EX02 We are the result of a million years  
Duration: 3 minutes  

OJ72T2-EX03 Consciousness is its content  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR81S4-EX03 My consciousness is the consciousness of the world  
Duration: 7 minutes  

https://youtu.be/B82KeMQRyZU
https://youtu.be/w6jvi9zLm7E
https://youtu.be/b_etMWoLJJk
https://youtu.be/zNXpdI9COIA?si=mJ-ghir-0KyrHGCX
https://youtu.be/oFX3Q3SShKg
https://youtu.be/IEeyiP1oAcU
https://youtu.be/L5wIVLFdpJg
https://youtu.be/dEtSO-24RWo
https://youtu.be/jCJomzvfl-U
https://youtu.be/Cl50GB1SQMQ
https://youtu.be/JWY2RbeFr4I?si=0XhJUfL8yxN4eDt7
https://youtu.be/5z-W9X4swMQ
https://youtu.be/lpWEa-fNffY
https://youtu.be/YyDFjWV60DA
https://youtu.be/EOnjHVNvEhQ
https://youtu.be/wnUSoWV4lck
https://youtu.be/O4xV8-1aPv4
https://youtu.be/N8LIYJfTMJg
https://youtu.be/Cbczh-fqsSU
https://youtu.be/GCydx1Pt1TA?si=CvoifR7xDqpj35Xd
https://youtu.be/uNorGzAusNE?si=MbDjn4qZbXw0zdeG
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BR76CTM3-EX06 Can consciousness be aware of itself?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

SA82Q3-WQ02 Can the change of a few affect total consciousness?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

CC82T4-EX03 You are a vast reservoir  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR76CTM6-EX02 Consciousness is filled with images  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR79T2-EX05 Observing our consciousness  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Contradictions  

OJ72T2-EX01 Contradiction in oneself  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Control  

SA79T7-EX04 We are educated to control  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR78T4-EX03 Is it possible to live without any form of control?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

Corruption  

MA8081Q1-WQ01 On the corrupt and immoral society  
Duration: 12 minutes  

Creation  

SA85Q1-WQ03 What do you mean by creation?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

BR84T4-EX07 Creation is not invention  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR83T4-EX07 What is creation?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

LS84S1-EX03 Creation is only possible where there is love  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Creativity  

OJ80Q3-WQ01 What is true creativity?  
Duration: 17 minutes  

SA84Q2-WQ01 Cannot creativity include the activity of thought?  
Duration: 28 minutes  

Crisis  

SD74CA3-EX03 A crisis is always new  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA79D4-EX01 We only come together during a crisis  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR85Q1-WQ03 What is my responsibility toward the world crisis?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

https://youtu.be/4j0du2UDvCU
https://youtu.be/zegvas6S4gI
https://youtu.be/Wyb0g6Jkx4k?si=XzYkDCrM4VT0nVqU
https://youtu.be/JFFNib5aqNI
https://youtu.be/ak-d4IjrTqY
https://youtu.be/AFMLP1zTgug
https://youtu.be/BAhRtTT-0lo
https://youtu.be/fSTdELhzxxw
https://youtu.be/9pAbbHpbAEA
https://youtu.be/oQybvN275qY
https://youtu.be/K6H9Pf03w1U
https://youtu.be/8L3Pb2_qoSg
https://youtu.be/yO7mPbAKGKQ?si=ndHb7Y4soxpz-muO
https://youtu.be/Wm6CrwQefz4
https://youtu.be/osq5wx9jMVA
https://youtu.be/MsYYvOROokA
https://youtu.be/_Pd2a5aAcIs
https://youtu.be/ySEJxwM7Jh0
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Death  

BR76T3-EX15 What is the relationship of time to death?  
Duration: 19 minutes  

BR7879CBS5-EX01 What is it that dies?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

MA8081Q2-WQ06 Is there any survival after death?  
Duration: 16 minutes  

MA8182Q2-WQ05 How shall I be rid of the fear of death?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

NY66T4-SQ02 There is no yesterday or tomorrow  
Duration: 7 minutes  

OJ79T5-EX10 What is death?  
Duration: 18 minutes  

OJ80Q3-WQ04 On reincarnation  
Duration: 17 minutes  

OJ85T4-EX01 On death, continuity and creation  
Duration: 22 minutes  

SA80Q2-WQ03 Can one live in a timeless state?  
Duration: 19 minutes  

SA82Q2-WQ01 On death and detachment  
Duration: 53 minutes  

SA83Q3-WQ04 What does death mean to you?  
Duration: 18 minutes  

WA85T2-EX05 Death says you can’t take anything with you  
Duration: 14 minutes  

LO82T2-EX06 What is death?  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR85T4-EX01 We make a fuss about death  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR84T4-EX04 What does it mean to die?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR77T3-EX04 Meeting death  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR83T3-EX05 What is it to die?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

OJ80T6-EX07 Death will not argue with you  
Duration: 6 minutes  

MA8384T3-EX07 Why have you put death far away from you?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

MA8384T3-EX08 Death is the final ending  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Death/(Story)  

SA80T6-EX01 The boy sent to visit Death  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Death/Consciousness  

BR81T3-EX01 Death - What happens if I don't end all the content of my consciousness?  
Duration: 30 minutes  

https://youtu.be/dnc7mOmf35A
https://youtu.be/ciRO1VzWsk0
https://youtu.be/OwCvbSiRkM8
https://youtu.be/jfo7-cWA65s
https://youtu.be/2_ZF5sCTrms
https://youtu.be/vf-Ez6O2hQk
https://youtu.be/P4dnj0M8T2o
https://youtu.be/UWxVT-z8MBo
https://youtu.be/JWeKz6a4PaU
https://youtu.be/OS4oGI2oQzw
https://youtu.be/3uJiP0Uiloc
https://youtu.be/JXnK4Xf4epg
https://youtu.be/ektLPZZCbVc
https://youtu.be/zhS1NxzZcrI
https://youtu.be/UHsnR7-E7ug
https://youtu.be/ZWdZINlJEz4
https://youtu.be/6K4TrtoUyKY
https://youtu.be/4acpodbhKTE
https://youtu.be/NJpoAX29gzg
https://youtu.be/Mxf6mjxkfjc?si=pW-g7SimVWthq7J3
https://youtu.be/VcN3PTfTh70
https://youtu.be/vSRTLc_myvE
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SD74CA13-EX01 On death and the ending of consciousness 1  
Duration: 15 minutes  

SD74CA13-EX02 On death and the ending of consciousness 2  
Duration: 38 minutes  

Death/Fear  

SA78T6-EX03 Why are we afraid of death?  
Duration: 23 minutes  

RA85T3-EX04 Why are we scared of death?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Death/Life  

OJ81T6-EX03 Death is part of life  
Duration: 6 minutes  

AM81T2-EX02 Death is not separate from living  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Death/Order/Disorder  

SD72CES2-EX01 Death, order and disorder  
Duration: 14 minutes  

Dependence  

US84FCC-EX03 Who is there to tell you what to do?  
Duration: 1 minute  

Desire  

BR83Q1-WQ02 Is desire something fundamental?  
Duration: 37 minutes  

OJ85Q1-WQ06 What is it that all of us desire?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SA77T4-EX11 What is desire?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SA80Q1-WQ01 On self-knowledge without desire and will  
Duration: 30 minutes  

SA83Q3-WQ01 What is desire?  
Duration: 24 minutes  

SD74CA17-EX04 Why should I control my desires?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

US66FRR5-EX05 What's wrong with desire?  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR77T2-EX01 The movement of desire  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR78T2-EX02 The structure of desire  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR77T1-EX04 We have so many desires  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR84T3-EX03 Why are we slaves to desire?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

RA85T2-EX05 The nature of desire  

https://youtu.be/Z5AWznA0CQ0
https://youtu.be/y0TRNTFDg7I
https://youtu.be/fQKJWK7f7oc
https://youtu.be/9Y_5a4cn7WU
https://youtu.be/14gbyc46-IE
https://youtu.be/d7qyGcwQB1w?si=a3B9_6aVPAyeTvpK
https://youtu.be/lTRdJT0uzhs
https://youtu.be/owN86vYAO3g
https://youtu.be/BNm5mZmvV20
https://youtu.be/YPISzPnsIAQ
https://youtu.be/RXZme6d_0lg
https://youtu.be/DOqVcSFdsAM
https://youtu.be/Pd-6m1jlvQU
https://youtu.be/5Jvj6ov2uzw
https://youtu.be/Z9fb7U7Kd0k
https://youtu.be/jJUf-IE2jWA
https://youtu.be/5zvrTWiIHww
https://youtu.be/SlEb2MH1ONU
https://youtu.be/zJuYQQFCb40
https://youtu.be/7C_YnAq4u7Y?si=u3BmEcAS0m13UhqJ
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Duration: 3 minutes  

BR80DSG2.0-EX04 When does desire begin?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

OJ80T4-EX01 Where does desire begin?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

SA79T5-EX04 Desire flowers the moment you create the image  
Duration: 6 minutes  

AM81T1-EX03 Desire begins with sensation  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Desire/Pleasure  

SD74CA7-EX01 On desire and pleasure  
Duration: 35 minutes  

Desire/Suppression  

US66FRR5-EX04 Suppression of desire  
Duration: 1 minute  

Desire/Thought  

RA85T2-EX03 Thought creates desire from sensation  
Duration: 9 minutes  

US66FRR5-EX06 Thought strengthens desire  
Duration: 1 minute  

US66FRR5-EX07 Looking at something beautiful without thought  
Duration: 1 minute  

Discipline/Leaning  

SA79T4-EX01 Discipline means to learn, not to conform  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SD74CA8-EX10 Discipline and learning  
Duration: 12 minutes  

Discontent  

SA80Q3-WQ01 I am discontented with everything - what is wrong with me?  
Duration: 25 minutes  

BR80T2-EX08 Discontent burns  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Disorder  

BR77D2-EX01 Disorder  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR80T3-EX01 How do you approach disorder?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

CC82T3-EX01 What is disorder?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

OJ81T4-EX01 There is disorder as long as there is conflict  
Duration: 10 minutes  

SD74CA5-EX05 Disorder is not outside of me  
Duration: 19 minutes  

https://youtu.be/BHOTBdmIoJs?si=Y5aQSRC7Oou6zzJ8
https://youtu.be/6q0eeW3Guvc
https://youtu.be/iy9E4Qr1wf8
https://youtu.be/yKV4yNWtSy4?si=VpKs2h25Pqmy2XpC
https://youtu.be/s9cfsQc3lOg
https://youtu.be/QMbGd0kLfLY
https://youtu.be/rQAOhP7qWMA?si=RPg8mQYQI8yIJabY
https://youtu.be/qHN82da2mDA?si=Pj_Pc8tc32mDQBdy
https://youtu.be/g1r_RDRNJY4
https://youtu.be/l2n1Gsjra_Q
https://youtu.be/OtsErOPI9As
https://youtu.be/a-1HdbNZDgQ
https://youtu.be/q8Ho96MefIE
https://youtu.be/iokwxoOMMCU
https://youtu.be/nd8Y-CmF3K4
https://youtu.be/lqVWdlQPEXU?si=tBvemT27-YV-MNim
https://youtu.be/l5h0kZE1Ml0?si=xVBU9roNjLGHxt5o
https://youtu.be/jhtslrZJggk
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SD74CA5-EX01 Why is there such disorder in the world?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

SA78D5-EX02 Does a limited way of life cause disorder?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Distraction  

NY71T1-EX08 Is distraction really distraction?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Division  

BR85T1-EX07 Why is there a divisive element in us?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR80T3-EX02 The root of division  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR70IOH-EX10 Division implies sorrow  
Duration: 1 minute  

Division/Conflict  

BR78D2-EX03 It is a law that in division is conflict  
Duration: 3 minutes  

NY71T2-EX03 If there is division there must be conflict  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Doubt  

OJ80T6-EX06 One must know when to doubt  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Dreams  

SF73T2-SQ02 Are dreams necessary?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Duality  

SD74CA2-EX02 The mind has evolved in duality  
Duration: 1 minute  

Dying  

OJ77T5-EX01 Dying to everything each minute  
Duration: 23 minutes  

Earth  

OJ83T1-EX11 We are destroying the beauty of the earth  
Duration: 1 minute  

Education  

BO85Q1-WQ01 What is the best way to educate a child?  
Duration: 32 minutes  

BR69T2-EX02 Education at present is a form of violence  
Duration: 8 minutes  

https://youtu.be/3KqcCH6YCZo
https://youtu.be/Ss5ShyJ_Zso
https://youtu.be/NVm59Akd8tE?si=7DUJ33bwRTnwsN5b
https://youtu.be/Cjr2TlqOZRA
https://youtu.be/0YzIS9kD-zI
https://youtu.be/lyjeRyGCR3s
https://youtu.be/Hipfg0kK264
https://youtu.be/1iMkV9_cuuM?si=Jhsl1_-1EpJqg3fT
https://youtu.be/cCWoZ96EInw
https://youtu.be/kBKIZGNcCBs
https://youtu.be/mVUKkTlkkt0
https://youtu.be/mjAfIlYTw6Q
https://youtu.be/yoNharY9N_4
https://youtu.be/ZQGdEvhZl1U
https://youtu.be/3Er5x3ncQCY
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BR81Q1-WQ01 Do your schools create an elite atmosphere?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR82IR-SQ01 What is right education?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR82IR-SQ02 What are we doing at Brockwood?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR84Q2-WQ02 Do your schools give an understanding of human problems?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

MA8081Q1-WQ07 Can a teacher inculcate decent behaviour in children?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

OJ77D3-EX05 There is no teacher separate from the taught  
Duration: 20 minutes  

OJ77D3-EX01 The complex problems in education  
Duration: 12 minutes  

OJ80Q1-WQ01 What is the significance of history in education?  
Duration: 16 minutes  

OJ82Q1-WQ01 How do we help children face the threatening world?  
Duration: 23 minutes  

OJ82Q3-WQ01 On money going to educate a small group of children  
Duration: 18 minutes  

RV83DS2-EX01 What is the greatest profession?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SA80Q2-WQ01 What is the right way to earn a living?  
Duration: 45 minutes  

SA80Q5-WQ01 How do I educate my young child?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

SA82Q3-WQ05 What preparation can I give my child for today's world?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

SA83Q2-WQ01 Is there such thing as right education?  
Duration: 28 minutes  

SA84Q2-WQ03 How can we educate our children to be intelligent and free?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SA84Q2-EX02 What do we mean by education?  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR81S1-EX02 Educate yourself  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Effort  

NY66T4-SQ04 There is effort when there is comparison  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR70IOH-EX07 Is effort necessary?  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR74FPL-EX01 Living Effortlessly  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR79T2-EX02 The movement of effort  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR79S5-EX02 Effort vs no effort  
Duration: 4 minutes  

RA85T3-EX02 Why all this effort?  

https://youtu.be/Wlqiz6epOe8
https://youtu.be/-nj9u-GPSg0
https://youtu.be/gUomGVUUVLU
https://youtu.be/3GsJdlA05ww
https://youtu.be/badgGUwr_oA
https://youtu.be/TDJ1-tRB4FY
https://youtu.be/OJjQ40thxSo
https://youtu.be/QeC1act0R40
https://youtu.be/HwAVHI5cM5s
https://youtu.be/-bOByf5WzFo
https://youtu.be/vNAMv_4Igfw
https://youtu.be/iIqVJaF4Gig
https://youtu.be/OQAHJ1VpLig
https://youtu.be/bEHmp-RQnBg
https://youtu.be/23a8dRWaR4s
https://youtu.be/5lJRtT4P4ps
https://youtu.be/QfJmp7lP32I
https://youtu.be/HI2ywTSWtA0?si=-0dNVs5ZS6wdUoti
https://youtu.be/-MB9924trbc
https://youtu.be/kA2LPDazhMc
https://youtu.be/rGA5WLkmJNU
https://youtu.be/46a5c0wq2aI
https://youtu.be/o96YdgyX1CI
https://youtu.be/HzX2XMruqFw
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Duration: 7 minutes  

Ego  

BR78D1-EX01 The structure of the ego  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SA79T4-EX05 What is the ego?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Emotions  

BR79Q1-WQ04 On reducing the strength of emotions  
Duration: 17 minutes  

SA76T5-EX08 Are emotions rooted in thought?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Emptiness   

BR81S3-EX04 Complete emptiness  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Ending  

MA7879T6-EX02 In the ending is a beginning  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SD74CA9-EX01 The action of ending  
Duration: 11 minutes  

BR79T3-EX05 Can you voluntarily end?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR81CPJ2-EX05 There is great beauty in ending  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR80T4-EX04 Ending is more important than beginning  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR81T3-EX04 Is it possible to end while living?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

OJ80T3-EX02 Is time necessary to end something?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Energy  

BR85T4-EX03 Explosive energy  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Enlightenment  

OJ82CNM3-EX01 You don’t know what enlightenment is  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR80T2-EX01 Enlightenment is not a matter of time  
Duration: 5 minutes  

OJ82Q2-WQ03 Can we truly be enlightened through words?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

SA80Q4-WQ03 What is enlightenment?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

https://youtu.be/_cQ_z8uraHg
https://youtu.be/x27EAGVWoVg?si=Wnj5HDgCPhAWK1_P
https://youtu.be/5YIwmdXfxe4
https://youtu.be/79bcY_1F3N0
https://youtu.be/2itVzTdgJlI?si=zohqMOX4ZFeUJDp4
https://youtu.be/kUtmA8LV7N0
https://youtu.be/TA6rdGdTscQ
https://youtu.be/EA05xONb5Zc
https://youtu.be/oK0qHYU9dFY?si=3__twqZbFaVykRaG
https://youtu.be/EK7w0cwCuqI
https://youtu.be/XsWFF8Nb7HA
https://youtu.be/4fgZPGsXW_c?si=jOMRTQbP05e8juRi
https://youtu.be/tRcqIcaHCeY
https://youtu.be/66S_66JR2b4
https://youtu.be/3pLDOfm5MaA
https://youtu.be/KFhmAMmPjTc
https://youtu.be/WhVkmmlw6Nw
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Entertainment  

SA81T5-EX01 Will you be entertained, or turn inward?  
Duration: 2 minutes  

MA8384T4-EX06 The entertainment industry is taking over your brain  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Environment  

OJ84Q2-WQ04 How is one to live on earth without destructing its beauty?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

Escape  

BR81T3-EX02 Stopping escape  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Evolution/Psychological  

MA7879T3-EX01 There is no psychological evolution  
Duration: 10 minutes  

OJ85Q1-WQ04 Why do you say there is no psychological evolution?  
Duration: 17 minutes  

SM72T1-EX02 Is there such thing as inward growth?  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR78S7-EX01 We are caught in the same trap as the primitive man  
Duration: 10 minutes  

Experience  

SD74CA15-EX02 The craving for experience  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR78S5-EX01 We are attached to experience  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR85Q1-WQ01 How can we know if mystical experiences are illusions?  
Duration: 20 minutes  

SA80Q4-WQ04 What are experiences beyond the senses?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

Fact  

BR81T3-EX03 What takes place when you remain with a fact?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR79S3-EX02 Complete contact with the fact  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR81T1-EX04 What is the difference between a fact and a concept?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR78S5-EX04 Can you watch the fact?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BO85Q2-WQ04 Why is it that certain facts remain mere concepts?  
Duration: 32 minutes  

Failures  

MA8384Q2-WQ01 What is the cause of my many failures?  

https://youtu.be/JrDM3Gb9IJo
https://youtu.be/qTLq74UcMfk?si=nelqzmG9DjvvZKRm
https://youtu.be/HXpv5IojLOk
https://youtu.be/nNm3K9GED_w
https://youtu.be/xB4Nd4-mivQ
https://youtu.be/HLQ0I0C6jYM
https://youtu.be/yMiGtSZSmJg
https://youtu.be/MeNS3cFRhXU
https://youtu.be/JuUGotsbUXk
https://youtu.be/mijk5gvzdIs
https://youtu.be/gunxW0olBt0
https://youtu.be/mbT5NpECviA
https://youtu.be/E2CEOqt-_-o
https://youtu.be/mWL1kul-vhg
https://youtu.be/TV1iHsKFU1U
https://youtu.be/cyqDDiLILAs?si=68RNtDrWk6BjtzvP
https://youtu.be/Hpe_eKOCo5Q
https://youtu.be/fQT7fgzuT78
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Duration: 45 minutes  

Faith  

BO84Q-WQ06 What is faith?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

UN85T-EX03 What is faith?  
Duration: 1 minute  

Fear  

BO85Q1-WQ05 I live in fear of the divine souls-Can you advise me?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR76T1-EX10 No fear  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR76T1-EX01 You cannot do a thing about fear  
Duration: 2 minutes  

OJ80Q4-WQ01 What is the actual substance of fear?  
Duration: 19 minutes  

OJ81Q3-WQ02 How does one tackle the dormant seed of fear?  
Duration: 30 minutes  

OJ82Q1-WQ03 How do I deal with my deep-rooted emotion?  
Duration: 37 minutes  

OJ83Q2-WQ04 On fears and escapes  
Duration: 21 minutes  

OJ85Q2-WQ01 What is the difference between shyness and fear?  
Duration: 28 minutes  

RA85T2-EX06 Do you know your fears?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

SA64T5-EX01 The idea of fear  
Duration: 18 minutes  

SD74CA6-EX02 Fear can be put away completely  
Duration: 14 minutes  

SA81T5-EX07 We are all afraid  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR76T1-EX01 You cannot do a thing about fear  
Duration: 2 minutes  

OJ82Q1-EX03 Fear has existed for time immemorial  
Duration: 1 minute  

OJ82Q1-EX02 If I give complete attention to fear, it doesn’t exist  
Duration: 1 minute  

OJ82Q1-EX01 Endless fear  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR78T1-EX04 What is the cause of fear?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR85T2-EX05 Observing the cause of fear  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR83T3-EX01 Does thought cause fear?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR77T2-EX02 Going to the root of fear  
Duration: 6 minutes  

https://youtu.be/jobYDS3SgXA
https://youtu.be/_kwyJ7OxBWo
https://youtu.be/70rWa5c16JI
https://youtu.be/UaMv53rL-vk
https://youtu.be/3qLnFF_gU_I
https://youtu.be/0ZRfbKw5z-8
https://youtu.be/cBYyu6MvVd8
https://youtu.be/lPWyGNtKcxE
https://youtu.be/bpwPAKstpy4
https://youtu.be/vxf3kko_Dhk
https://youtu.be/pEgYPN97ETk?si=oaSNspHMy-NzTg9x
https://youtu.be/n47jdXJ2Xaw
https://youtu.be/0qLBqcu0KxI
https://youtu.be/ZdHBZjkESU4
https://youtu.be/Bw9_rZ-rFcU
https://youtu.be/A1U-_QYTnMM
https://youtu.be/kGF1iSmi0Dw
https://youtu.be/TSjvGeXZXHw?si=5ggp2BEr2XbfmZmJ
https://youtu.be/UZA3rwrTvdE
https://youtu.be/fu_ZNmIBaeM
https://youtu.be/ycP2yDADB-0
https://youtu.be/rHZCHoq4FNQ
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BR85T2-EX06 Fear is common to all  
Duration: 8 minutes  

WA85T1-EX06 Why have we accepted fear?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR79T3-EX01 The problem of fear  
Duration: 8 minutes  

SA77T3-EX02 Wiping fear away  
Duration: 8 minutes  

OJ80T4-EX04 What is fear?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR78S3-EX01 Fear is a disease  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BO85T2-EX04 Aren't you afraid?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR78S3-EX04 What are you afraid of?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

SA77T6-EX07 Fear is a terrible burden  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SA77T3-EX04 There is fear when there is comparison  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SA79T5-EX05 Is desire responsible for fear?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

SA84T4-EX01 The Ending of Fear  
Duration: 25 minutes  

BR78T1-EX05 Is memory responsible for fear?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

AM81T1-EX04 The origin of fear is thought  
Duration: 6 minutes  

OJ77T3-EX02 Fear comes into being when I think of tomorrow  
Duration: 17 minutes  

SA81T5-EX08 Is time the root of fear?  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA76T2-EX01 Is there fear without the word 'fear'?  
Duration: 22 minutes  

SA79T5-EX07 The future is the movement of fear  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Fear/Cause  

BO85T2-EX05 How is fear caused?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR84CMZ2-EX04 Self-interest is the cause of fear  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Fear/Freedom  

BR78T1-EX03 Is it possible to be free of fear?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR80T3-EX05 Can a human being be free of fear?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

https://youtu.be/cS4D0hINteY
https://youtu.be/Rm-WB1_HIhE
https://youtu.be/_greomp5sGQ
https://youtu.be/ZLQt_ttmpsk
https://youtu.be/hbP8o4XwPDk
https://youtu.be/Mg6eTKpC3-M
https://youtu.be/samTcbto3W8?si=r1Tq7jakgmYyavte
https://youtu.be/qH3KBN4sslw?si=xnqNnEMaLGclFMO8
https://youtu.be/w4x_EI8y-vU?si=TdKGK1A6-BPtH7l-
https://youtu.be/Rs3HAG05Oyc?si=1gVhy55EburASFx6
https://youtu.be/U9sCRZUEdEc
https://youtu.be/BFWBaBdH2qw
https://youtu.be/aYu7JraDqlg
https://youtu.be/chLFwgtezR0?si=WhXBxV3KndQ39TpW
https://youtu.be/xZdgDUJ1xpA
https://youtu.be/-z-97ZlwHYI
https://youtu.be/eR4SeryeZcY
https://youtu.be/-z98AKIt42M?si=7mndtQfUREE67BAS
https://youtu.be/V9jRDTFoQf0?si=BkRf1MEsFTO7g97Z
https://youtu.be/pdYg1wZr_sg?si=pgpu1jlQcWisg-4-
https://youtu.be/V9WGh_GKWmA
https://youtu.be/efeBGQvXvQo
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Fear/Observing  

CL68CHS-EX02 Is it possible to look at fear without the observer?  
Duration: 2 minutes  

LO82T2-EX01 Observing fear  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR79T3-EX02 How do you observe fear?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Fear/Root  

SA78T4-EX05 Observing the root of fear  
Duration: 20 minutes  

BR81T2-EX04 You must discover the root of fear  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR79T3-EX03 What is the root of fear?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Flattery/Insult  

OJ80T5-EX02 Not to register flattery or insult  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Flowering  

BR78S7-EX03 The flowering  
Duration: 8 minutes  

SA78T7-EX07 Why do we follow another?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR81T4-EX07 We want to follow  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA84T1-EX01 To be a follower destroys truth  
Duration: 1 minute  

Fragmentation  

MA8384T1-EX02 Where there is fragmentation there must be conflict  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Freedom  

BR80Q2-WQ09 What is freedom?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR85Q2-EX01 Is it possible to be totally free of influence?  
Duration: 25 minutes  

MA8182Q1-WQ04 What is the nature of freedom?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

OJ82CNM4-EX01 When there is freedom  
Duration: 10 minutes  

SA84Q1-WQ04 On the demands of society and a life of total freedom  
Duration: 9 minutes  

SA84Q2-WQ02 How can one be helped to freedom?  
Duration: 13 minutes  

CC82T3-EX05 The word ‘freedom’ is misused by everybody  

https://youtu.be/3jc87UZcrik
https://youtu.be/ZLmuTX-WJ6Y
https://youtu.be/F3khB-6sY9g
https://youtu.be/_OSu1Em814U
https://youtu.be/qQg_hZsz1DU
https://youtu.be/Gr1Dt9O5I4k
https://youtu.be/O45rwjRce_M?si=pomjLIZuC1xASaVC
https://youtu.be/ZqC-96ek_oo?si=6jmetk5cg2gZ0otN
https://youtu.be/aTUXzLkuH8o
https://youtu.be/cT4RBNHntCA
https://youtu.be/Hh7mQep01IM
https://youtu.be/13ogAANiVQk?si=A6ok43qvZargBgQ3
https://youtu.be/3v1PY5eQDbw
https://youtu.be/CG-61-IPZhI
https://youtu.be/YmKNgxm8kpE
https://youtu.be/BjQwvXvgHkY
https://youtu.be/FNo09qBVOdY
https://youtu.be/2r3C1TGw6_U
https://youtu.be/ctCf-cg5sfk?si=GKMUQTdOa490qP_I
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Duration: 5 minutes  

BO85T1-EX07 Freedom  
Duration: 3 minutes  

OJ72T2-EX09 Freedom is absolutely necessary  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Function/Role  

OJ82Q3-WQ02 Why do we confuse function with role?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

Future  

SA82Q3-WQ06 What is the future of mankind?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR84Q2-WQ03 What do you mean by 'The future is now'?  
Duration: 22 minutes  

SA79T2-EX02 Psychologically there is no future  
Duration: 8 minutes  

God  

MA8182Q2-WQ06 Does God exist?  
Duration: 19 minutes  

RV85DS2-EX01 How do you know there is a God?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BO85T4-EX07 Out of fear we invent gods  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR84Q2-EX02 A man hanging from a cliff prays to God  
Duration: 1 minute  

MA8384T2-EX05 Thought has invented God  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Good/Bad  

BR77T1-EX02 The good and the bad  
Duration: 9 minutes  

OJ79T1-EX01 Goodness is not the opposite of the bad  
Duration: 11 minutes  

Good/Evil  

BR84Q1-WQ04 Is there such a thing as good and evil in the world?  
Duration: 23 minutes  

BR84Q2-WQ01 Does goodness or evil exist outside our thinking?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR81S5-EX01 Good and evil  
Duration: 5 minutes  

CC82T3-EX02 Is good the opposite of evil?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Greed  

BR80T3-EX03 I am greed  
Duration: 9 minutes  

https://youtu.be/O7-luzdspB4?si=QtGv3jyeuubMC6W1
https://youtu.be/pVUhD8hp1q0?si=5m3AHgr0-DDAPReW
https://youtu.be/N07FKu8kG2g
https://youtu.be/P6cTS5sG0B0
https://youtu.be/hoq7YPMs1G0
https://youtu.be/MWaeqiQlld0?si=mCN0fV5sUAqYoYdN
https://youtu.be/tYjYL448-yY
https://youtu.be/DpWrfObFzq4
https://youtu.be/towa8rS4DIw?si=P2BFCDrQkdKLi6cq
https://youtu.be/Nw_T1_nQTMY
https://youtu.be/3rexbhAaqpU?si=9sVLOY2aX9BPUVCq
https://youtu.be/hAT3VVbygrQ
https://youtu.be/PTLu7geUErQ
https://youtu.be/Q1PlUx-3uGQ
https://youtu.be/ADqJrzx2aGI
https://youtu.be/DV7whCVBTkI
https://youtu.be/eS10P37G0x0?si=apa3q2OPmdHP8Xyr
https://youtu.be/y_g5g-qwMwE
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BR7879CBS1-EX01 Can a human being be free of greed now?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Groups  

BR80Q2-WQ08 Does being a member of a Gurdjieff group create fragmentation?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Guilt  

OJ85Q1-WQ01 On guilt and its relation to the ego  
Duration: 24 minutes  

SA83Q2-WQ03 Why is the feeling of guilt such a deep, tenacious one?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

SA85Q1-WQ02 What is guilt?  
Duration: 35 minutes  

Gurus  

SD74CA8-EX04 Can you hold the sea in your hand?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR84IER-EX03 I am not your guru  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR80Q1-WQ02 Is it wrong to work with an enlightened man and be a sannyasi?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

OJ83Q1-WQ05 On gurus and mantras  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SA80Q1-WQ03 How is one to know if the gurus are speaking the truth?  
Duration: 17 minutes  

OJ77T5-EX01 On gurus  
Duration: 1 minute  

OJ81T6-EX05 Gurus multiply like mushrooms  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SA85Q1-EX03 You don't need any guru or leader  
Duration: 1 minute  

Habits  

OJ81T6-EX01 The terrible tragedy of habit  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR69T2-EX01 Habits make the mind dull  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR83Q1-SQ01 How does one break free of habits?  
Duration: 19 minutes  

SA78T5-EX02 Habit produces disorder  
Duration: 24 minutes  

Happiness  

BO84Q-WQ07 How is it that one person is happy and another is unhappy?  
Duration: 16 minutes  

https://youtu.be/K1eyKjhYMks?si=I-sTiL6dolO5NPJI
https://youtu.be/sip9Fiai3dM
https://youtu.be/-7-xfpF1rxQ
https://youtu.be/FrtVI2qGm-4
https://youtu.be/H6lqAmWvPXw
https://youtu.be/cFUDt2BK9p8
https://youtu.be/Prxnv407E9Y
https://youtu.be/ClOHGs6TumU
https://youtu.be/7Covu0rQU8I
https://youtu.be/mry02Yxw5T8
https://youtu.be/HXko8WSldSE
https://youtu.be/UYE3_JqR0ys?si=NhKp894jzVVUB07m
https://youtu.be/eCrlQJkE7S8
https://youtu.be/gZvRfzDrAhE
https://youtu.be/d8hpgFXPlzw
https://youtu.be/Ng7Y0phq0Ls
https://youtu.be/p-rQ8UmnpgY
https://youtu.be/tyeMaAOmvP8
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Harmony  

OJ72T1-EX03 Where there is harmony there is no conflict  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Healing  

OJ82Q3-WQ05 What part does psychic healing play in this?  
Duration: 19 minutes  

Help  

BR69D1-EX01 Nobody can help you  
Duration: 4 minutes  

OJ83T1-EX03 Nobody on earth or in heaven can help you  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR85T1-EX04 Seeking help is useless  
Duration: 3 minutes  

NY71T1-EX06 Can one help another?  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Homosexuality  

OJ84Q2-WQ03 On homosexuality  
Duration: 30 minutes  

Hope/Faith  

US66FRR1-EX04 Hope and faith have no significance  
Duration: 1 minute  

How  

BR76CTM6-EX03 Never ask how  
Duration: 1 minute  

Human  

SD74CA1-EX03 You are a human being, not a Christian or Hindu  
Duration: 2 minutes  

SM72T2-EX04 When you are human you are not a woman or man  
Duration: 10 minutes  

Humanity  

SA77T4-EX02 Every human being is the rest of humanity  
Duration: 3 minutes  

SA77T6-EX06 The house of humanity is burning  
Duration: 5 minutes  

CC82T1-EX03 The salvation of all humanity  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR7879CBS5-EX02 The stream of humanity  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR85T3-EX03 What do we have in common?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

https://youtu.be/pVSba6kMWps?si=SjKo77mkDefvVLIe
https://youtu.be/k8Y0_1A1uXM
https://youtu.be/zu4yvjTDVjM
https://youtu.be/0I8TRZqof8A
https://youtu.be/852n1syQ_Fc
https://youtu.be/H22JLINt-8I?si=QU2c7Muecyk2prC-
https://youtu.be/ORNCfV1YyRE
https://youtu.be/0mHeVaXdkIY
https://youtu.be/ed5_z2xQv0I
https://youtu.be/7_s6Ip_iPQY
https://youtu.be/AA_7mv7-RGo
https://youtu.be/sv8Kuv6jIOE
https://youtu.be/DfNXfscTNUg?si=Yg78OSvt7-SDsaM6
https://youtu.be/nIv-Z9nZWoM?si=qLjIkv-v_g_RThaW
https://youtu.be/Cye00AWogp4?si=vjOyLOpyTQHr22XO
https://youtu.be/1lTSQ9aepHY
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Humility  

SM72T2-EX01 Be humble to find out about goodness  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Humility/Modesty  

OJ82Q4-WQ04 What are humility and modesty?  
Duration: 9 minutes  
  

Hurt  

BR76D1-EX01 Why are you hurt?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

MA8081Q2-WQ02 Having been recently hurt, can I get rid of the image?  
Duration: 21 minutes  

MA8384T3-EX04 Most of us are wounded  
Duration: 10 minutes  

OJ81Q1-WQ03 I have been deeply hurt in childhood-What am I to do?  
Duration: 16 minutes  

SA78D3-EX03 Can past hurts be wiped away?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SD74CA11-EX01 The nature of hurt  
Duration: 15 minutes  

SA81T5-EX10 Why are we hurt?  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR78T4-EX06 Ending hurt  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR7879CBS3-EX03 Why can’t we give up hurt?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR78S2-EX04 Wiping away hurt  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR78S2-EX03 What is hurt?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

OJ77D2-EX01 If you have a self image you are going be hurt  
Duration: 23 minutes  

OJ80T2-EX03 What is it that is hurt?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Ideas  

NY71T1-EX03 Ideas are the most important things in our lives  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Identification  

SA78T4-EX02 Can one not identify with another?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

SM72T1-EX09 It is your conditioning that demands you identify yourself with ‘Godself’  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR83T1-EX02 In identification we are incapable of being humble  
Duration: 10 minutes  

https://youtu.be/64BX3MQh-hM
https://youtu.be/I23IreBg2Lg
https://youtu.be/UhHMoiSk63A
https://youtu.be/OnhaZphzl8A
https://youtu.be/_HYT-RhU90A?si=PRuhsInh3YZs1Ibx
https://youtu.be/46fkd7BsYZM
https://youtu.be/3MJbjkPwsXI
https://youtu.be/zZbpYx5Xib4
https://youtu.be/ytfXVkD-cE4
https://youtu.be/UhCQTMqt-0w
https://youtu.be/g8z7MfEJLTw?si=xnn1-OVFUWkEaAR5
https://youtu.be/s6jycNzyJMw?si=pCU_Lgp8Fy0oGwTG
https://youtu.be/J0leJOeUZsc?si=yy-7gXUUlIRUtRX7
https://youtu.be/0cny89LSVM8
https://youtu.be/-nngMOwBXK0?si=LnWHTU-kyctQw6Ez
https://youtu.be/wtCsUV9uFiY?si=D-Npht_NoyVLGv-T
https://youtu.be/rPiFP7GLpTE
https://youtu.be/WFZ_Hx72_aY
https://youtu.be/4QSpTPAUMRM
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Illness  

BR85Q1-WQ02 Does illness have another significance?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SA80Q4-WQ02 I have cancer, what should I do?  
Duration: 16 minutes  

SA82Q1-WQ02 How can one face an incurable disease?  
Duration: 32 minutes  

SA85Q2-WQ04 Is there any benefit to physical illness?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Illusion  

BR78S5-EX06 Letting illusion flower  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Illusion/Fact  

BR79S4-EX01 Illusion and fact  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Images  

OJ85Q1-EX01 Worshipping images  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BO85T1-EX08 Is it possible to live without a single image?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Images/(Story)  

SD74CA14-EX01 The man who wanted to meet his dead wife  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Images/Relationship  

SA77T4-EX08 Image-making in relationship  
Duration: 2 minutes  

OJ80Q3-WQ03 For the making of images to end, must thought also end?  
Duration: 21 minutes  

BR70IOH-EX04 Do we look at anyone with fresh eyes?  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Imagination  

SF73T4-SQ01 What place has imagination?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Immeasurable  

BR85T4-EX06 Can the brain see the immeasurable?  
Duration: 5 minutes  
BR85Q2-WQ05 Are people who follow a discipline and come upon the immeasurable self-

deluded?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

https://youtu.be/OX1v1hHOJVM
https://youtu.be/w1JRoEyOqTU
https://youtu.be/IhRVIod9LNk
https://youtu.be/VleJS0mEQj0
https://youtu.be/VnWVcVkTrEg?si=B4rBAULIC_F7AO8t
https://youtu.be/7L8KSbZ8YNc?si=XKB7AfXmhXHTqkJc
https://youtu.be/kJ2zJ--hGoY
https://youtu.be/Ajbbu_U20ZU?si=bbCe9hicqatsBjC1
https://youtu.be/BHLruddFxhU
https://youtu.be/q0QbIrCzYXg?si=XSl9E0PC-TOKwaOn
https://youtu.be/mL7V37979Qs
https://youtu.be/3dz9wBEaTWs
https://youtu.be/9reZALR-LDs
https://youtu.be/-WMEhLIpdbg
https://youtu.be/Q1GIctIxER4
https://youtu.be/Q1GIctIxER4
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Immortality  

BR7879CBS5-EX05 What is immortality?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Inattention  

MA7879T2-EX02 Awareness in inattention is attention  
Duration: 15 minutes  

India  

MA8182Q1-WQ02 What should be done to help India and its people?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

MA8283Q2-WQ01 What has happened to the wisdom of the Indian mind?  
Duration: 32 minutes  

Individuality  

BR83T2-EX01 Are you an individual?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

OJ81T1-EX02 Are we individuals?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR79S4-EX04 Turn your back on individuality  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR79S4-EX03 We are not individuals  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BO85T1-EX06 Why do you think you are an individual?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR83CB1-EX05 We think we are separate individuals  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Injustice  

MA8182Q2-WQ01 Is there no place in your teachings to fight injustice?  
Duration: 20 minutes  

Inquiry  

SA84Q1-EX01 How far would we go in pursuing something serious in life?  
Duration: 24 minutes  

US66FRR5-EX09 Inquiry is not profitable  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR79T4-EX05 Inquiry into yourself  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Insight  

BR79Q2-WQ02 Isn't insight intuition?  
Duration: 16 minutes  

BR85Q1-WQ05 What is total vision?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

OJ80Q2-WQ05 What does it mean to see the totality of something?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

OJ81Q3-WQ05 What is the difference between insight and enlightenment?  

https://youtu.be/VhujpXPAnUo?si=e_6rpUWpaMGVy5Bt
https://youtu.be/3VrN45mg8gI
https://youtu.be/JP6lbx4GjsU
https://youtu.be/n6Dw13QmYH4
https://youtu.be/S1m6Wy7rGQw
https://youtu.be/w8OI3vDACiw
https://youtu.be/7gLUrjNclf0?si=7acNmn73yO5V1Etf
https://youtu.be/MBhae8ellS4?si=foOUKvlZvJOd01uq
https://youtu.be/1Kh8qQUPUOM?si=n5EmZYyPQq5vUKNY
https://youtu.be/YuYKjN4tT4M?si=2SfY54D5V9UprCiS
https://youtu.be/WBAPPNLsqZ0
https://youtu.be/xUqkvOjYJUM
https://youtu.be/4vacVc94k5M
https://youtu.be/kViRBKFHYk4
https://youtu.be/C8EpVIgscRk
https://youtu.be/dRR_1FNF3Dc
https://youtu.be/EluxyiWTtr8
https://youtu.be/MhmNxOdxRJM
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Duration: 6 minutes  

SA80Q4-WQ05 What is the nature of the insight you speak about?  
Duration: 21 minutes  

SA83Q1-WQ01 On deep insight and stopping thought  
Duration: 59 minutes  

BR78T1-EX02 Instant insight  
Duration: 5 minutes  

SA77T5-EX01 Intelligent insight  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR79S5-EX05 Insight and action  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR7879CBS2-EX07 Insight transforms the brain  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR79S6-EX03 Insight and experience  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Insight/Intuition  

SA81Q1-WQ01 On insight and intuition  
Duration: 20 minutes  

SA79T3-EX04 Insight is not intuition  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Intelligence  

OJ81Q3-WQ01 What is the relationship between intelligence and responsibility?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

OJ83Q2-WQ02 On livelihood and on being unselfish and intelligent  
Duration: 23 minutes  

OJ83Q2-WQ06 On the nature of intelligence  
Duration: 17 minutes  

SA79T6-EX04 The quality of intelligence  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SA84Q3-WQ03 Could you tell us more about this vast intelligence?  
Duration: 23 minutes  

SA85Q2-WQ03 What is intelligence?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

SD74CA12-EX03 Intelligence means sensitivity to the situation  
Duration: 10 minutes  

Intelligence/(Story)  

SA81Q2-EX01 The man in a bowler hat  
Duration: 1 minute  

Jealousy  

BR78S4-EX01 Can I observe jealousy?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Joy  

SM72T1-EX07 Krishnamurti, when have you experienced joy?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

https://youtu.be/6603quW52pM
https://youtu.be/8292bjDNiR8
https://youtu.be/HUrxA7139TU
https://youtu.be/cnV0DkSfnFs
https://youtu.be/aZz17vocZ8I?si=opI6NhxLApLu04Io
https://youtu.be/QLdnN7tPo8I
https://youtu.be/BLA-UbZCRLg?si=KXel0PqbHy0TKS-T
https://youtu.be/GQLyVoTPmNA
https://youtu.be/D3d3nWBsano
https://youtu.be/9iN95B5o-7o
https://youtu.be/d-odWZDv1cI
https://youtu.be/AUgZqlpp15Y
https://youtu.be/qLFo_0D8bfE
https://youtu.be/5KvPSJfmoKE
https://youtu.be/OYuH0c9eP9U
https://youtu.be/nGLZ2mmg_-w
https://youtu.be/1nO8Bzxn_oY
https://youtu.be/rfJgpukUuKc?si=JZsitN3aCcgHxL0E
https://youtu.be/CiwKSRpKydg
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Judgement  

OJ84Q2-WQ02 What is judgement?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

Judging  

SM72T4-EX03 Why do you judge at all?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Justice/Change  

OJ80Q4-WQ02 On justice and changing oneself  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Killing  

SD74CA12-EX02 Killing has become an industry  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Knowing  

BR78S2-EX07 You can’t know me  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Knowing oneself  

BO85Q1-SQ01 Is it possible to know yourself when you are not related to anybody?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Knowledge  

LS84S1-EX01 Knowledge can never be creative  
Duration: 10 minutes  

OJ80Q1-WQ02 Why is knowledge always incomplete?  
Duration: 40 minutes  

SA81Q1-WQ04 On knowledge  
Duration: 13 minutes  

OJ83T1-EX06 There is no complete knowledge about anything  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR83T2-EX05 Knowledge is always incomplete  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR81S2-EX01 We are caught in knowledge  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR81T3-EX01 What relationship has knowledge to love?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR80T1-EX04 Do I need to accumulate psychological knowledge?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

OJ80T2-EX01 Security in knowledge is a trick  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR80T2-EX04 Knowledge is the movement of time  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Known  

BR78T3-EX05 End the known now, not when death comes  

https://youtu.be/Dfo5QEEffxI
https://youtu.be/egXU2zb9bzA
https://youtu.be/bLhesqVqc7I
https://youtu.be/C-0Zhj0pDm0
https://youtu.be/PGfJ1JloSkI?si=6NvDRO9LUCCecWtc
https://youtu.be/BmjsozAdG1A
https://youtu.be/Bnn_EpO9ouM
https://youtu.be/jhr2pJSroZw
https://youtu.be/oBg3DW5kJzI
https://youtu.be/ofdFJlyVlfk
https://youtu.be/At70SfGvc30
https://youtu.be/HGpZBwR7pp8?si=hT7zGz7ndz38Mhxw
https://youtu.be/_yeu35hQTFc
https://youtu.be/RW8Dlog3mQE
https://youtu.be/olBDbhNZaX8
https://youtu.be/R7vHiiXIREE
https://youtu.be/1CMWd0KW3zY
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Duration: 10 minutes  

Krishnamurti  

BR81Q1-EX01 Krishnamurti, the guru of gurus?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

MA8384T1-EX07 You have an image of me  
Duration: 6 minutes  

OJ82CNM2-EX01 Krishnamurti, you are stuck in a rut  
Duration: 6 minutes  

OJ84Q1-EX01 Krishnamurti designated no one to carry on his work  
Duration: 5 minutes  

OJ85Q1-WQ03 How do you live in regards to income?  
Duration: 2 minutes  

SA81Q3-WQ05 Who are you?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

SA83Q3-WQ03 Is not K's consciousness put together by thought and words?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SA84Q2-WQ04 What is your relationship to us?  
Duration: 15 minutes  
SM72T1-EX08 Krishnamurti, are you aware of the contradiction between your words and your 

life?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR79Q2-WQ03 Why do you have your own organisation?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Krishnamurti/(Story)  

SD74CA8-EX05 Krishnamurti is visited by a monkey  
Duration: 2 minutes  

SA85Q3-EX01 The boy Krishnamurti invited in  
Duration: 3 minutes  

RA85T3-EX08 Krishnamurti loved jokes  
Duration: 4 minutes  

MA8384T2-EX01 The speaker has been angry only once  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Krishnamurti's teachings  

BR79Q2-WQ01 Is K's teaching only for the few?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

BR80Q1-WQ01 Why do you have schools and foundations?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR80Q1-WQ04 On the urgency to change fading  
Duration: 14 minutes  

BR84Q1-WQ03 On listening to Krishnamurti  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR85Q1-EX01 Why are you here?  
Duration: 20 minutes  

BR85Q2-WQ04 What do you say to people who pick parts of what you say?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

MA8081Q1-WQ03 What should I do to understand K's message fully?  

https://youtu.be/2UxqJ6RnI1A
https://youtu.be/T5s05aMitwY?si=c5FbJSg9DHUzL4pL
https://youtu.be/cHzs-fkEiqA
https://youtu.be/rAahrIMmeOM?si=tikUvvSDVCRge-23
https://youtu.be/_nw2ZlZo-QA
https://youtu.be/_uTZoQ6_h0Q
https://youtu.be/xxbpR-sDPkI
https://youtu.be/TI4wlBXWQhA
https://youtu.be/D2BEzXKzoDs
https://youtu.be/D2BEzXKzoDs
https://youtu.be/tHoB5SAmxtQ
https://youtu.be/mkhcFrxc25o
https://youtu.be/qvzMljhRd5k
https://youtu.be/Wdp1dOBBRhs
https://youtu.be/wmmmIFBN8KA?si=sUSs4O3dL0t7L8Lh
https://youtu.be/8CUSnIB8QWQ
https://youtu.be/IUBPme8gXGw
https://youtu.be/vrdZa6M5xdc
https://youtu.be/9M2UGSkvFfs
https://youtu.be/b8Zlc4w0a7M
https://youtu.be/72uUuwZp6XU
https://youtu.be/sgQZJWUqVmw
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Duration: 13 minutes  

MA8485Q1-WQ01 How can I get at what you are saying without any effort?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

OJ83Q2-WQ01 Why aren't you more practical and less abstract?  
Duration: 19 minutes  

SA80Q3-WQ03 Should we talk about your teachings?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

SA84Q3-WQ01 How does one live without motives?  
Duration: 18 minutes  

SA84Q3-WQ04 Why do your teachings have so little effect on us?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

SA85Q1-EX01 Why do you come to these meetings?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

SA85Q1-EX02 Why do you come here?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

SA78D2-EX05 I have listened to you for many years. Why haven’t I changed?  
Duration: 20 minutes  

BR82Q2-WQ06 What can one do to keep the profoundness of your talks?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR83Q1-EX01 From whom do you expect the answers?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR83Q1-WQ01 How do you know what you are saying is true?  
Duration: 19 minutes  

BR83Q2-WQ02 Why don't you encourage people to hold group discussions?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

BR84Q2-WQ05 What are we to do when you are no longer with us?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

OJ84Q1-WQ02 Have you designated a special person to carry on your teachings?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

RA85D-SQ01 Are the teachings of K going to meet the same fate of Buddha's and Christ's?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SA85Q1-WQ01 On gurus saying they give the same teaching as K  
Duration: 13 minutes  

MA8586T3-EX01 Krishnamurti's last public words  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Law/freedom  
BR83Q2-WQ04 On law and freedom  

Duration: 14 minutes  

Leaders  

SD74CA16-EX05 Our rulers are irreligious  
Duration: 2 minutes  

MA8182Q2-EX01 If you depend on leaders you become weak  
Duration: 2 minutes  

OJ81T2-EX01 We always look to others to lead us  
Duration: 6 minutes  

https://youtu.be/WQSjwkUDdzI
https://youtu.be/MXKrxa90Gck
https://youtu.be/e4MSJMdDxRM
https://youtu.be/IeBDxUMiKcY
https://youtu.be/6WZKmVc-FuE
https://youtu.be/SQE6q7RMUHQ
https://youtu.be/seRx0o6jetI
https://youtu.be/EvnMUX0HZfY
https://youtu.be/1y1sizjhz4s
https://youtu.be/mHiWGKAbTzc
https://youtu.be/X1ugxPEzN5A
https://youtu.be/QGdtXye_Lwk
https://youtu.be/U3Ror57A8Zk
https://youtu.be/MECkExQQGgg
https://youtu.be/598bq3CT-T0
https://youtu.be/9PE0ORGBb5g
https://youtu.be/kdU47a1eHH8
https://youtu.be/bsmiTQoTd1Y
https://youtu.be/KNNqlM2fVM8
https://youtu.be/gOrn9UfIjvw
https://youtu.be/7FLruqqSPTo
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Learning  

MA7879T1-EX03 Another way of learning  
Duration: 15 minutes  

OJ77T2-EX01 You can learn only when you have leisure  
Duration: 9 minutes  

OJ79T4-EX01 A learning that is not acquiring knowledge  
Duration: 14 minutes  

SD74CA10-EX01 What is there to learn?  
Duration: 21 minutes  

BR78D2-EX01 Is there another way of learning?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

CL68CHS-EX01 The moment I learn about something I am free of it  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR78S5-EX05 There is nothing to learn about yourself  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR78D2-EX05 Learning about oneself in relationship  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Letting go  

BR85T4-EX04 Letting go  
Duration: 10 minutes  

Liberation  

BR81Q2-WQ05 How can liberation be a matter of the whole of humanity?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

Life  

PA65T4-EX01 Life is impermanent  
Duration: 4 minutes  

NY71T1-EX02 The totality of our lives  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BO85T4-EX09 Life is precious  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR83T2-EX04 Can you look at life with a mind free of problems?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

CC82T3-EX07 Life is empty without love  
Duration: 5 minutes  

SA77T6-EX02 Can you observe life as a total movement?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

CC82T4-EX04 What is a religious life?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR84T1-EX06 Is there any security in life?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Light  

BR78S6-EX05 Be a light to all humanity  
Duration: 4 minutes  

SM72T1-EX05 What does being a light to oneself mean?  

https://youtu.be/_jMt_45V9cw
https://youtu.be/J5VppejtjCI
https://youtu.be/NXRYvilCnK8
https://youtu.be/gXJjNvviGFY
https://youtu.be/6mrGfVc2MbY
https://youtu.be/Dg2RMhkFTKM?si=uscxcnuwhNnVsqSN
https://youtu.be/FWuD1Sh1GYY?si=ZOO5tWh6kolhPCDp
https://youtu.be/paHWFFg1EBs
https://youtu.be/9igKl7NXYJA
https://youtu.be/6FevLUxPYgk
https://youtu.be/OrixqFMHUeQ
https://youtu.be/cm6ckHO0k8I
https://youtu.be/o4rSCAGhESU?si=Z3wh_mZ54bmUht78
https://youtu.be/zKLM4cYR8LM
https://youtu.be/7OeY12WME5Y?si=6lAZHogpj8kmFklA
https://youtu.be/dGq8B_HD-fA?si=EaVLuyA-U3NCwYai
https://youtu.be/JK1C31wsyJk
https://youtu.be/mianJXI2ZZY
https://youtu.be/-vUCVPrRkVk?si=Omggmj4gq0zw3_qJ
https://youtu.be/klir4rChO3Y
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Duration: 1 minute  

Listening  

BO85Q2-WQ01 On having an active brain and on listening without action  
Duration: 14 minutes  

BR7879CBS2-EX04 Can I listen?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

MA7879T1-EX01 Do you ever listen?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

SD74CA10-EX02 What happens when I actually listen?  
Duration: 13 minutes  

BR76CTM6-EX01 To whom are we talking?  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR80T1-EX01 The sermon is over  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR78D2-EX06 What does it mean to listen?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

SA79T4-EX07 Listen with care  
Duration: 6 minutes  

US66FRR1-EX03 Hearing words is not listening  
Duration: 1 minute  

Living  

BR76CTM3-EX02 Why do human beings live this way?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR81Q2-WQ01 How do we meet life as it is today?  
Duration: 16 minutes  

BR82Q1-WQ04 On the inner and outer chaos  
Duration: 19 minutes  

BR83Q2-WQ03 On the problem of livelihood  
Duration: 14 minutes  

BR84Q1-EX01 Understanding problems, and the art of living  
Duration: 28 minutes  

OJ85Q1-WQ05 On living peacefully with intelligence  
Duration: 13 minutes  

SA82Q2-WQ03 How am I to live in this world without becoming part of its cruelty?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SA84Q3-EX01 Can one live totally honestly?  
Duration: 21 minutes  

MA8283T4-EX03 Are you clinging to life?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR83CPJ2-EX01 We live petty lives  
Duration: 1 minute  

OJ80T6-EX05 This is what we call living  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SA77T2-EX02 Is it possible to live without a pattern?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BO85T4-EX02 Are we wasting our lives?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

https://youtu.be/MGHUavq4Klg
https://youtu.be/mm_0HAI1q0g?si=t5hHZ_bA1zKXi3C-
https://youtu.be/vCMjuF52lXg
https://youtu.be/0a7XjjHTpXY
https://youtu.be/xLeWG34dV2M
https://youtu.be/wJW0wHDQ98E
https://youtu.be/Tayq31Qc7Ws
https://youtu.be/FTNrS9TS7eE
https://youtu.be/YMwq6VinKz0
https://youtu.be/ylACMmFOA3o?si=cYBO6CYL8t8t-4ED
https://youtu.be/cwvkmFzGPYc
https://youtu.be/xS2dCf7tt_o
https://youtu.be/Y2miDx-ZKHY
https://youtu.be/pi7jdQHi3Q4
https://youtu.be/w6h4ag1xJak
https://youtu.be/7nbWSdYT4XM
https://youtu.be/P2O_wRguSRA
https://youtu.be/uqTwB8plBKs
https://youtu.be/-AZaBI9A1jw
https://youtu.be/UnwuYdebG3Q
https://youtu.be/6eoO0FNcVZI?si=ZqQgiKj4TnjnDNLj
https://youtu.be/AAx-Dhxd2ac?si=6FelqKHKhz5PkP_2
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SA77T7-EX01 Living without making decisions  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR79T2-EX04 Is it possible to live without effort?  
Duration: 2 minutes  

OJ72T2-EX04 Your life is guided by fear and pleasure  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR79T4-EX02 Is it possible to live a life without a single problem?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Living (historical clip from 1930s)  

OM32F-EX01 Footage at Ommen, 1930s  
Duration: 1 minute  

Living/Conflict  

BR78S4-EX02 Is it possible to live a life without conflict?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

LS84S2-EX03 Is it possible to live without conflict?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Living/Control  

SA78D3-EX02 Can one live a life without control?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

SD74CA18-EX01 Living without control  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Living/Dying  

BR77T3-EX03 Living and death  
Duration: 10 minutes  

MA8384T3-EX09 Living with death  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR84T4-EX05 Can one live and die every day?  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BO85T4-EX03 We have separated living from dying  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Loneliness  

MA8081T3-EX11 What is loneliness?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SA78D2-EX02 Loneliness is different to solitude  
Duration: 11 minutes  

SM72T3-EX04 You never face your loneliness  
Duration: 7 minutes  

KP003-EX01 Terence Stamp reading from Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living — On Loneliness  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA84T4-EX10 What is loneliness?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR77T2-EX05 Remain with loneliness  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR77D1-EX05 What is the cause of loneliness?  

https://youtu.be/eNfkc8wkyQI?si=O7KoO_RdisRYF5X5
https://youtu.be/mH8wuFfNWyI?si=qYUNVOJ6NcN1GJcm
https://youtu.be/ftLPOuMU5Zs
https://youtu.be/SecaGnzDJqU
https://youtu.be/jPs2hmtx8fw?si=7fNrOODicqg7U51V
https://youtu.be/qMAEA_xv_Tw?si=6sE8azG_hWn4bnDL
https://youtu.be/caAjRmZIbPE?si=bWKdiAebC4S40SOZ
https://youtu.be/ONgMWIoufrc
https://youtu.be/Jj3NtsHSb9o
https://youtu.be/cZXMGhqvD64
https://youtu.be/1mf8DQwzOwQ?si=a-N3Ik6bUm4aZI6M
https://youtu.be/FtY9MYG4ZZQ
https://youtu.be/ui8iWfLu3Zo?si=Ggj-kgITOT13hYLV
https://youtu.be/-ikHIDKIdwY
https://youtu.be/sscPR9RN3ko
https://youtu.be/HOBsym9IeO0
https://youtu.be/_fwwBPRcSZk
https://youtu.be/pWWxLeosUPE
https://youtu.be/eu5ZGdt8uUY
https://youtu.be/ypbh3wreCGo
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Duration: 4 minutes  

BR77D1-EX04 Watching loneliness  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR78S3-EX05 How is it that I am lonely?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Longing  

SA79T7-EX02 Can you observe your longing?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Looking  

MA8384T2-EX06 Do you ever look?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

NY71T4-EX04 Are you capable of looking?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

SA78T1-EX03 Can you look without the past?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

SM72T3-EX03 Can you look without prejudice?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR84SBR1 Looking without recording  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Looking/Images  

NY71T1-EX04 Looking through an image  
Duration: 7 minutes  

SM72T3-EX05 To look at another without an image is a blessing  
Duration: 5 minutes  

SM72T3-EX02 Can you look at yourself without an image?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Looking/Words  

US66FRR1-EX02 You must be free of words to look  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR83T2-EX03 Looking is blocked by words and knowledge  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Love  

MA8081Q2-WQ03 On love and attachment  
Duration: 8 minutes  

OJ81Q2-WQ03 On attachment and love  
Duration: 21 minutes  

OJ81Q4-WQ04 Is there love between people only when physically present?  
Duration: 18 minutes  

SA81Q2-WQ01 Can I prevent the world from corrupting my son?  
Duration: 21 minutes  

SA83Q1-WQ02 I long to be loved. It is a constant anguish-What am I to do?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

SD72CES2-EX02 Love is total attention  
Duration: 11 minutes  

https://youtu.be/AXRD0Hq9obo
https://youtu.be/ZZmQN1N318g?si=02avvtaqims0FrgU
https://youtu.be/9F8bkb_FT9A
https://youtu.be/iZCJlpF7XTo?si=Qe7nuWv-rZStT62J
https://youtu.be/z36P5Sr9hyM?si=aug1qmOYj16IlEP-
https://youtu.be/Zu6PAOnpHvQ
https://youtu.be/yx27RpjU6QA
https://youtu.be/t0KNTAUVsiE?si=ohkamjT1AAp9shNP
https://youtu.be/7_Cp5PHk3Bo?si=2P_mBWGg0wVizf62
https://youtu.be/5sBuJ9XaIfw
https://youtu.be/ZWtOfiK-KeY
https://youtu.be/lQh5hH9Y3GM
https://youtu.be/THo_r0DBjBI
https://youtu.be/8hqy_vabonU
https://youtu.be/ztLEMnrEE2s
https://youtu.be/B_3wNqikiKY
https://youtu.be/NUws5pAq7tk
https://youtu.be/AqPANow7lJw
https://youtu.be/yxTq4grQXZc
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US66FRR5-EX01 How can we find out what love is?  
Duration: 1 minute  

US66FRR1-EX01 What is love?  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR70IOH-EX05 What love is not  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR70IOH-EX06 When does love come into being?  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR70IOH-EX09 Why can't we love?  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR85T3-EX06 Can love exist where there is hate?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR77D1-EX02 Do you love anybody?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR78T3-EX02 Does love have an opposite?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR77D1-EX03 I don’t know what love is  
Duration: 8 minutes  

SA77T4-EX09 Is love a remembrance?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR81S2-EX05 I love you; I don’t want a thing from you  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR79S6-EX01 A love that is not individualistic  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR7879CBS3-EX05 The quality of love  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR84CIM1-EX04 Is love part of my consciousness?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR79S5-EX01 As an individual, can you love?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

BR80T2-EX07 How can an isolated entity love?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR77T4-EX03 Love is without time  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Love/Desire  

SA77T4-EX10 Is love desire?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Love/Memory  

US66FRR5-EX02 Has memory anything to do with love?  
Duration: 1 minute  

BO85T4-EX05 Love is not a memory  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Love/Negation  

SA77T4-EX13 Negate what love is not  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR78S7-EX06 Negate everything that’s not love  

https://youtu.be/kArmMD1Lqwc
https://youtu.be/VmuXKozuj4I
https://youtu.be/fsMFPC5dKRM
https://youtu.be/CHo_by3IW60
https://youtu.be/a-3_xc_pPSE
https://youtu.be/kfParND0mPs
https://youtu.be/NsvGbhyYq8Y
https://youtu.be/ASPS4V4r3A4
https://youtu.be/f3g5AG0fmXE
https://youtu.be/MJ1DTmw1Dho
https://youtu.be/6bcrzAwby64
https://youtu.be/10eZbKZUtoA?si=YFPLqosPXWk9oCn_
https://youtu.be/flCV4qNg3F0?si=ZaJKISCe9ZkvU1Y0
https://youtu.be/0vxP6tELolU?si=WvGxCxBBouJuc0yO
https://youtu.be/irDx6dcUyjQ?si=0f0Rdc3uG_38XURN
https://youtu.be/Ct48Pf0ipmo
https://youtu.be/90UbO_EUfqo
https://youtu.be/CGXZ1U6eDJk?si=chDgHus6FiAV2DR0
https://youtu.be/XfwWFpmW7ic
https://youtu.be/iBqpIMB_9P0?si=-x0wQIrScVnn6GhC
https://youtu.be/tw6dWwJ9XG4
https://youtu.be/iSoBPaBqbbQ?si=kpUjCS-Z4RwyOHKr
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Duration: 7 minutes  

Love/Pleasure  

BR84T3-EX04 Is love pleasure?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

WA85T2-EX04 We have identified love with pleasure  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Love/Relationship  

SA78T5-EX01 When there is love all relationship changes  
Duration: 15 minutes  

BR70IOH-EX10 Love and Relationship  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Man/Woman  

AM81T1-EX01 There is conflict between man and woman  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Mantras  

SA80T7-EX01 Mesmerised by mantras  
Duration: 2 minutes  

OJ72T2-EX07 Mantra, meditation, yoga  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Measureless  

SA80Q5-WQ02 Can you share something measureless to man?  
Duration: 27 minutes  

Measurement/Energy  

MA8384T4-EX08 Measurement and energy  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Mediocrity  

SA80Q5-WQ04 Why is it that almost all human beings are mediocre?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

Meditation  

BR69T4-EX01 The beauty of meditation  
Duration: 18 minutes  

MA7879T6-EX01 Meditation, attention and silence  
Duration: 18 minutes  

MA8081T6-EX01 Meditation is unpremeditated art  
Duration: 18 minutes  

NY71T4-EX02 What does it mean to meditate?   
Duration: 10 minutes  

OJ80T6-EX09 Meditation is understanding the whole movement of life  
Duration: 11 minutes  

SA78D3-EX01 What place has meditation in daily life?  

https://youtu.be/yQ9ZBsdrmdA
https://youtu.be/Mciwa7rLteI?si=pW5NXb1FRDV-MYMk
https://youtu.be/TPFDjG2cxLk
https://youtu.be/iTK4NBTuVSQ?si=_wpjo6Nmt_iAM_QR
https://youtu.be/7ulkjRv-eK0
https://youtu.be/AChW8H3CCVI
https://youtu.be/SQrcWXk8Rwk
https://youtu.be/brqZRElQZWE
https://youtu.be/tqaKKfpoprE
https://youtu.be/wTAqT-eUuRI
https://youtu.be/qEpspRmmIZ0
https://youtu.be/1iqZta5Jx5A
https://youtu.be/Z_QpHabajKI
https://youtu.be/MV-4pYUWSNo?si=3eoZ3D1Ek2d4vvcP
https://youtu.be/L2leNDmLWyc
https://youtu.be/-cUNTTtn9Ec
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Duration: 8 minutes  

SA78T7-EX11 Come to meditation freshly, innocently  
Duration: 22 minutes  

SD74CA17-EX01 Start meditation not knowing  
Duration: 8 minutes  

MA8283T4-EX01 You may be practising the wrong note  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA77D3-EX11 Real meditation (Saanen 1977)  
Duration: 1 minute  

OJ84T4-EX04 Meditation has no rewards  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA78T7-EX10 Come to meditation afresh  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA76T2-EX07 The foundations of meditation  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR70IOH-EX08 What meditation is not  
Duration: 6 minutes  

OJ83T1-EX09 Part of meditation is to live without division  
Duration: 1 minute  

OJ84T4-EX03 Meditation is not a practice  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR78T4-EX01 What is meditation?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR80T4-EX06 Why should one meditate?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR80T1–EX06 Real meditation (Brockwood Park 1980)  
Duration: 3 minutes  

WA85T2-EX06 You may be repeating a wrong note  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BO85T4-EX08 Is meditation a deliberate act?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR79S6-EX02 Meditation is not about achieving a result  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR84T4-EX06 The freedom of meditation  
Duration: 8 minutes  

RA85T3-EX07 If there is a meditator there is no meditation  
Duration: 9 minutes  

LO82T2-EX08 Is meditation a practice?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

MA8384T4-EX07 One must be free of all systems to meditate  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Meditation/(Story)  

BR79Q1-EX02 The story of the master and the stones  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR79Q2-EX01 The man who meditated for 25 years  
Duration: 3 minutes  

https://youtu.be/uFBlusGQNkM
https://youtu.be/8QeVG4SMha8
https://youtu.be/8jmNolSZe3k?si=0zmQ5G-xdvJNndeA
https://youtu.be/oQ2U3QjLgvY
https://youtu.be/Rr9pyxFRnuk
https://youtu.be/VxuNO3i0XK4
https://youtu.be/b171SSBSwIM
https://youtu.be/xpqC24LxWus
https://youtu.be/wOoNfFca8Vg
https://youtu.be/3UFhV7uKLdA
https://youtu.be/zcbpDN6Ch8U
https://youtu.be/2D2IPDRPvFY
https://youtu.be/wbqAQL6kVCQ
https://youtu.be/wx51-tA9oJg
https://youtu.be/AfadV3PbDeA?si=Lyn95coFVmnjDtOw
https://youtu.be/hhLtj7kA-AQ?si=ArAg69-GoIjZvqL_
https://youtu.be/LwGcnC25CEo
https://youtu.be/f1Ku-Tm_s1M?si=iFWfP2xvcNKZCOdZ
https://youtu.be/KTxrYhTuv5o
https://youtu.be/e3Ye2Kt0I20?si=nTFS3H9Y-czWzljr
https://youtu.be/eiHgIDg0GgA
https://youtu.be/YSM9trWA0WE
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Memory  

SA84Q1-WQ02 What is the action of not letting memory intrude?  
Duration: 30 minutes  

BR81S2-EX04 You are memory  
Duration: 5 minutes  

AM81T2-EX01 We are memory  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR85T2-EX01 Memory and beauty  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR83T1-EX05 How does one look at memories?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Mind  

BO85Q2-WQ03 What is the mind?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

BR79Q1-WQ05 Why does the mind so readily accept trivial answers?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR81Q1-WQ02 What is it in the human mind that wants to follow?  
Duration: 42 minutes  

BR76T4-EX10 A mind that is free  
Duration: 15 minutes  

BR81S4-EX06 Is there an immovable state of mind?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

OJ82CNM4-EX02 What is a healthy mind?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR77D2-EX05 Why is your mind occupied?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR80Q1-WQ03 On my mind being the same as others', and responsibility  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR78T4-EX05 Can the mind empty itself of time?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Mind/Chattering  

OJ80Q4-EX01 Why is your mind chattering?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR83T4-EX04 Ending the mind’s chatter  
Duration: 1 minute  

Mind/Deterioration  

OJ83CJS-EX01 What cripples the mind?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

MA8283Q2-WQ02 Is the ageing of the mind inevitable?  
Duration: 16 minutes  

SA82Q1-WQ01 Is the deterioration of the mind inevitable?  
Duration: 36 minutes  

Mind/Freedom  

SA79T3-EX02 What is the quality of a mind that is free?  

https://youtu.be/tDVlCH34iNo
https://youtu.be/XBEOFZLYFpQ
https://youtu.be/1nLL9wJuwgU?si=JgmC_goyV-4l_DDH
https://youtu.be/t44yaf1Tof0
https://youtu.be/LLUWZemMd0Q
https://youtu.be/FOWi5ohVMYo
https://youtu.be/1vF4USIEQfs
https://youtu.be/BJkC8IwWQWw
https://youtu.be/EJm-N4B_odA
https://youtu.be/Ev9iZcpq40c
https://youtu.be/pwFP3zg-7hU?si=oQdVTwxTLTkjnD1B
https://youtu.be/3tdPMdAPGM8
https://youtu.be/dKxZtV83n-A
https://youtu.be/zTFFjJzU9qU
https://youtu.be/guBLpQbC-RA
https://youtu.be/rbVbUL3MMRM
https://youtu.be/9wCcnUe74Vs?si=Sbi9EtIzthYgzqFd
https://youtu.be/jnUAG6b0kwU
https://youtu.be/X2L3COBPpaQ
https://youtu.be/Yz8AoGYB4Dg
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Duration: 7 minutes  

AM81T2-EX05 The mind must be completely free  
Duration: 3 minutes  

SD72CES1-EX01 A mind free of the ‘me’  
Duration: 28 minutes  

Mind/Quiet  

NY71T4-EX03 How does the mind become quiet?   
Duration: 11 minutes  

OJ72T2-EX06 How is the mind to be made quiet?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Mind/Religious  

SD74CA11-EX02 What is the quality of a religious mind?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

BR80T4-EX01 The quality of a religious mind  
Duration: 9 minutes  

AM81T2-EX03 A religious mind is a factual mind  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Mind/Silence  

LO82T2-EX10 Absolute silence of the mind  
Duration: 3 minutes  

SA79T7-EX05 An absolutely silent mind  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Miracles  

MA8081Q2-WQ04 What is your stand with regard to miracles?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Modesty  

OJ81Q3-WQ03 How would you define and value the quality of modesty?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Money  

BR81Q2-WQ04 What is the right relationship to money?  
Duration: 18 minutes  

Monk/(Story)  

SD74CA7-EX01 The self-castrated monk  
Duration: 4 minutes  

SD74CA16-EX06 The monks who had left the world but not their baggage  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Morality  

MA8485Q2-WQ03 Can humanity survive without a code of morality?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

https://youtu.be/4LtvRr8XnQg?si=88PNzIj5HlSxZdv1
https://youtu.be/88ewKAjk7sg
https://youtu.be/nTeovX7jZ74
https://youtu.be/u_aQIUakcsY?si=WH8KA60fK-9KVeCm
https://youtu.be/oooP6V5J16w
https://youtu.be/SyULhYNKRWw
https://youtu.be/aIYApAZHKYY?si=-woHaUXQ80WeyVMt
https://youtu.be/Ym3Vb8GleWM
https://youtu.be/wtDz_QW7Gks
https://youtu.be/26PnFKuFhz8
https://youtu.be/ZYg3G9sWBts
https://youtu.be/Ep_g41H-6nE
https://youtu.be/eB5ZYYCSUsg
https://youtu.be/GVuP68vWXDw
https://youtu.be/7BgcOzUuE3o
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More/Better/Good  

BR81T2-EX01 The 'more’ or the 'better’ is the enemy of the good  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Mutation/Psychological  

MA8384T1-EX03 Psychological mutation  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Nationalism  

OJ81Q2-WQ02 What can this country give to the rest of the world?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

US84FCC-EX01 Nationalism is Glorified Tribalism  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR83Q2-EX02 Does anybody care?  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR83Q2-EX01 If you are identified we will never have peace  
Duration: 1 minute  

MA8485T2-EX01 Seeking security in a nation creates war  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Nature  

BO85Q2-WQ02 How does nature come into existence?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR80Q2-WQ03 On the balance of nature and death and suffering  
Duration: 4 minutes  

GS78COC-EX01 Have we lost touch with nature?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

SD74CA9-EX04 We have lost touch with nature  
Duration: 2 minutes  

OJ80T3-EX01 Thought is destroying nature  
Duration: 10 minutes  

Needs/Psychological  

OJ80Q2-WQ04 Is there such a thing as true psychological needs?  
Duration: 1 minute  

Negation  

SD74CA3-EX10 Negating oneself  
Duration: 11 minutes  

Neurosis  

OJ81Q2-WQ01 I realise I act neurotically but the neurosis remains. What can I do?  
Duration: 16 minutes  

New  

SM72T3-EX01 Where does the new come from?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

https://youtu.be/Cx7mTNOgOBU?si=MSrp4xfMu-t9dfBX
https://youtu.be/jMYKoWFU7is?si=O3Lz8lHBmLsbZYMu
https://youtu.be/OuoUVAGShDI
https://youtu.be/RRQgExLkYEk
https://youtu.be/f0rw4kPwr6A
https://youtu.be/sjP4Emeh6l8
https://youtu.be/opthEa7FEH0?si=V4p8sjt8kk9J7WIT
https://youtu.be/cIUUStR8xXg
https://youtu.be/WcION-P7lIQ
https://youtu.be/yfyqhTpmBJQ
https://youtu.be/JQz5DsEkdWU
https://youtu.be/VZmFd9kx52Y
https://youtu.be/ie5g5V8wT0M
https://youtu.be/JLTOgFgqwL0
https://youtu.be/NnhUQY7NRv0
https://youtu.be/kPsnlyH1Tjw
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Nothingness  

SA78T7-EX05 Can you be nothing?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Observation  

BR77T1-EX01 Observing clearly  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR77D2-EX03 Observation without distortion  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR77T4-EX02 The art of observation  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR80T3-EX06 Learn to observe  
Duration: 9 minutes  

SA79T6-EX03 Pure observation  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR81S2-EX02 Am I different from what I observe?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

OJ80T4-EX03 What is observation?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Observation/Desire/Discipline  

BR80T2-EX03 Observation, desire and discipline  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Observation/Motive  

BR78S1-EX03 Have I a motive in my observation?   
Duration: 13 minutes  

SA79T7-EX01 Observation without motive  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Observation/Pressure  

SA78T1-EX02 Can you observe without pressure?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Observation/Seeing  

BO84Q-WQ02 On the perception of the actual without thought  
Duration: 8 minutes  

MA8081Q2-WQ01 Why don't we notice things as you do?  
Duration: 17 minutes  

ML70DSG5-EX01 Can I observe without controlling or resisting?  
Duration: 34 minutes  

OJ83Q2-WQ03 How am I to have a global vision?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

OJ84Q2-WQ01 What is necessary to allow a sustained clarity?  
Duration: 22 minutes  

OJ85Q2-WQ04 What is the obstacle preventing observation and insight?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

SA77D2-EX01 On observation and motive  

https://youtu.be/ZIF3HBSL3bY
https://youtu.be/1bVu_VeDi3E
https://youtu.be/D76MhFaOGjU
https://youtu.be/KnujwMZDg2s
https://youtu.be/yQpHMgRraRw
https://youtu.be/DLLyN8uOTLg
https://youtu.be/bt1dNH_PKHk?si=3771ymT9f7Mu3FSU
https://youtu.be/Y1huqRg30bk?si=K54vcOC-fvQR_s9E
https://youtu.be/N7VYWXxPqAU
https://youtu.be/mx8LeTwUR6M
https://youtu.be/0kxgQKIh4Vk
https://youtu.be/7L2Du7RE4xM
https://youtu.be/cgShYbUFtRM
https://youtu.be/UGWWtgZTSMQ
https://youtu.be/gQ7cjrNarCg
https://youtu.be/fwJ9dx1NJsA
https://youtu.be/K_qwbiwtzqM
https://youtu.be/m4tXELH7AkI
https://youtu.be/Stc80Lq5zbM
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Duration: 25 minutes  

SA84Q1-WQ01 On the difference between observing and thinking about oneself  
Duration: 16 minutes  

SD71DYP1-SQ01 How is it possible to see clearly when I am in confusion?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Observer/Observed  

OJ80Q4-WQ04 In observation without the observer is there a transformation?  
Duration: 19 minutes  

SA81Q1-WQ05 How can we fully understand 'The observer is the observed'?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR79S3-EX01 There is no observer  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR84SBR1-EX02 Observing without the observer  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Observing  

SD74CA8-EX03 Observing the extraordinary map of your life  
Duration: 7 minutes  

ML70DSG6-EX01 Observing oneself without time or verbalisation  
Duration: 8 minutes  

NY71T1-EX01 We observe ourselves with the eyes of the past  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR79S2-EX03 Observing without distortion  
Duration: 7 minutes  

SA77T6-EX04 Learning how to observe  
Duration: 6 minutes  

OJ81T4-EX02 Observe with all your senses  
Duration: 8 minutes  

CC82T2-EX02 Observing without words  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Occupation  

BR81T4-EX04 We are always occupied  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Opinions  

SA83Q3-WQ02 On having opinions about serious things  
Duration: 13 minutes  

BR7879CBS5-EX06 Have you dropped your opinions?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Opposites  

OJ80Q2-WQ06 Is there a state that has no opposite?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR78T3-EX01 Living in opposites  
Duration: 11 minutes  

https://youtu.be/kswDO60A3h8
https://youtu.be/jK9innYlGMM
https://youtu.be/3kLr9LTrqjQ
https://youtu.be/MS9r2_fUtWM
https://youtu.be/KJ035oPj7KY
https://youtu.be/G9TqQ8V5zEU?si=szoRyWndOAaqk3F6
https://youtu.be/nAh7vpplIZQ
https://youtu.be/y9FoNqtbfkw
https://youtu.be/JcCzcX30VrA
https://youtu.be/9Hip7CTog6M?si=XLEmdhpQNZ-OXVVt
https://youtu.be/Cxy8p-gcCN0
https://youtu.be/GOVP0x-kCu4?si=KJ-j89NM6xUsZXMO
https://youtu.be/c0-Dy9cKzF0
https://youtu.be/-Q9jWdkbOh4
https://youtu.be/4MRdFw8Q6xc
https://youtu.be/zxv0Mxg3oyI
https://youtu.be/9Id9nIR6bik
https://youtu.be/JcF2P1_ENh8
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Order  

ML70DSG7-EX03 Order within oneself  
Duration: 17 minutes  

SA78D5-EX01 Are you serious enough to live a life of total order?   
Duration: 15 minutes  

BR83T4–EX08 Undisciplined order  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR76CTM4-EX01 Do we have order within us?  
Duration: 1 minute  

LO82T2-EX02 We say one thing and do another  
Duration: 2 minutes  

OJ72T2-EX05 Order doesn’t exist within the field of consciousness  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR78T2-EX01 There is tremendous energy in order  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Order/Disorder  

BR69T3-SQ01 The danger of disorder  
Duration: 28 minutes  

BR84Q1-WQ02 Why is man so disorderly?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

MA8182Q2-WQ03 Can one remain unaffected by the disorder of the world?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

OJ77T2-EX02 Are you aware you are in disorder?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Origin  

BR76CTM7-EX03 The origin of everything  
Duration: 1 minute  

Pain  

SF73T1-SQ02 What is the place of pain?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Past  

AM69T4-SQ01 Does it take time to get rid of the past?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR78T2-EX04 We live in the past  
Duration: 4 minutes  

SA79T2-EX05 Will you let your past go?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR81S1-EX03 We are drenched in the past  
Duration: 7 minutes  

CC82T4-EX02 The past is dead  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Peace  

BR69T1-SQ01 How am I to live peacefully?  

https://youtu.be/9fTq7OhbYxo
https://youtu.be/0XiEYkTvkHs
https://youtu.be/UQYu4fd_SYQ
https://youtu.be/0uN0HnXYxvI?si=eh9iw2itfSEif6q_
https://youtu.be/l3OW-4lUUFc
https://youtu.be/0fZYD95TxFw?si=nrI6NMYqYuMHHtYz
https://youtu.be/paA2kzxAhXI
https://youtu.be/jUwRd7xEVEM
https://youtu.be/97bcGdclYmo
https://youtu.be/gIZRJURGlzs
https://youtu.be/HHXEGy7BDDg
https://youtu.be/epv65e96f0k
https://youtu.be/xPFGb3wujH8
https://youtu.be/rcnZQCCIgFM
https://youtu.be/0VVCZbZBYoM
https://youtu.be/2274CiQb-JA
https://youtu.be/L8EHiiFu8t8
https://youtu.be/jdg1VYHOw0Q?si=ZAQu2vJavQL7a2pT
https://youtu.be/kik9SwKYqUk
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Duration: 7 minutes  

BR84Q2-EX01 How does one find peace in the world, and in oneself?  
Duration: 30 minutes  

UN85T-EX01 Can we live peacefully with each other?   
Duration: 10 minutes  

MA8384T1-EX01 There is no peace in the world or in ourselves  
Duration: 8 minutes  

MA8384T4-EX03 What is peace?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

UN85T-EX02 There can only be peace if there is no conflict within yourself  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Perceiver/Perceived  

BR76CTM6-EX04 Is the perceiver different from the perceived?  
Duration: 1 minute  

Perception  

MA8384T3-EX03 The art of perception  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR83T4-EX06 Perception brings order  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Permanency  

BR84T4-EX03 Is there anything permanent?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Pleasure  

BR76T2-EX15 With pleasure comes fear  
Duration: 11 minutes  

OJ77T5-EX05 Pleasure causes deterioration  
Duration: 5 minutes  

SA76T4-EX01 Why is there this demand for pleasure?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

SD74CA8-EX01 Pleasure has no relationship to joy  
Duration: 16 minutes  

SM72T2-EX02 What is implied in the pursuit of pleasure?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SA81T5-EX06 The repetition of pleasure  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR78T2-EX06 Does pleasure play the greatest part in your life?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR81T2-EX07 Why do we cling to pleasure?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

SA77T4-EX04 Every human being is seeking pleasure  
Duration: 7 minutes  

OJ80T5-EX01 The pursuit of pleasure  
Duration: 7 minutes  

https://youtu.be/viwEpJSTLnU
https://youtu.be/0GG83OYvEnQ
https://youtu.be/Y5WcDkdT214
https://youtu.be/u7qNH4wN8xY
https://youtu.be/yM1SDGQGYxo
https://youtu.be/4H_Kp0adza0
https://youtu.be/w6cUtbDvdzM
https://youtu.be/aCtVBXPpmU4
https://youtu.be/1O_5Ho2yIeI
https://youtu.be/bYPhkUmi5MQ
https://youtu.be/S4EwvZuROfk
https://youtu.be/BQkp-38Vxdo
https://youtu.be/CpIMlomLpPw
https://youtu.be/JI-Me_MKkbg
https://youtu.be/XgCmkMa7mkc
https://youtu.be/z56BnCGzYyg?si=35c7J0TqrPXl8OHv
https://youtu.be/-a9kJYdy3jo
https://youtu.be/o1o2BV5_STM
https://youtu.be/Rfo0WCf-1OE?si=nt122mR3HxGefFpu
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Pleasure/Love  

OJ77T4-EX01 Why is pleasure more dominant than love?  
Duration: 16 minutes  

Power  

OJ77T3-EX01 Can you be free of the desire for power?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

SA78T7-EX06 Why do you want power over another?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR78T4-EX07 We are seeking power  
Duration: 5 minutes  

MA8384T3-EX11 Is power evil?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Power/Money/Sex  

SM72T1-EX04 Power, money and sex are the most important things in this world  
Duration: 1 minute  

Prayer  

BR84Q2-WQ04 Why do you not find value in prayer?  
Duration: 13 minutes  

Prayer/Faith  

BR80Q2-WQ06 On prayers and faith  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Prejudices  

BR79S2-EX05 Are you aware of your prejudices?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR79S2-EX04 Will you drop your prejudices?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Present  

MA8384T4-EX05 You are looking at the present with the past  
Duration: 9 minutes  

SA78T2-EX01 To perceive the present, the past must be absent  
Duration: 17 minutes  

Problems  

BR78S1-EX04 How do you approach a problem?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

MA8485Q1-EX01 What is a problem?  
Duration: 23 minutes  

OJ81Q2-WQ05 On giving complete attention to a problem  
Duration: 6 minutes  

OJ83Q2-WQ05 Is it lack of energy that prevents us going to the end of problems?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

SA78T7-EX02 The correct approach to a problem  

https://youtu.be/VQL6QJDrjnE
https://youtu.be/JsrtyscbYxk
https://youtu.be/7Xogf7fvLo4
https://youtu.be/xZz40ZKgFLU
https://youtu.be/2-y8eE02MsY?si=wWfwu7gcDWKi4HM6
https://youtu.be/gjicUTDJiT0
https://youtu.be/cBZ-77p7yeI
https://youtu.be/cJl-gk5cbp4
https://youtu.be/IoA2xc2SJAw?si=sJouYaNONGarZH_j
https://youtu.be/R2Qy7vvl518?si=ZbhkEvU0nfXApd40
https://youtu.be/dot-ORxeiAQ?si=49uE9GsVbUc7To1H
https://youtu.be/ow96VqRi71Y
https://youtu.be/3Bpg127wmB0?si=UUhPGOvXVXAGurZR
https://youtu.be/y5JEZuJY2HA
https://youtu.be/-799HuGPI4w
https://youtu.be/VhPokqXKtcg
https://youtu.be/sq9Ptoa3y5s
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Duration: 6 minutes  

SD74CA3-EX02 Come to a problem afresh  
Duration: 8 minutes  

WA85T1-EX03 Is it possible to be free from problems?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

BR85T1-EX01 Why have we so many problems?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR81T1-EX01 Is thought capable of solving our problems?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Progress  

MA8182Q1-WQ01 How can there be progress without the desire to improve?  
Duration: 40 minutes  

Questioning  

BR80DSG2.0-EX01 To whom can I turn?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR82Q1-EX01 Do questions need answers?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

OJ81Q4-WQ03 What is the role of questions in life?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

SA81Q3-WQ04 On the art of questioning  
Duration: 22 minutes  

SA82Q1-EX01 What is the intention behind the question?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

SA82Q2-WQ02 How do you pose a fundamental question?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SA82Q3-EX01 Why is it that we cannot find the answers in ourselves?  
Duration: 23 minutes  

SA84Q2-EX01 Is there one final question that will answer all questions?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

Quietness  

OJBR80CB15-EX01 Quietness obtained from another doesn’t last  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Reality  

OJ72T2-EX08 What is reality?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Reality/Truth  

BR7879CBS4-EX01 What is reality and what is truth?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

Recording  

RA85T3-EX01 Is it necessary to record?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR7879CBS3-EX06 The recording process  
Duration: 5 minutes  

https://youtu.be/U41G8JF4t6w
https://youtu.be/e8bfI639WDg
https://youtu.be/aipu1pS2B8c
https://youtu.be/E-5UpDcoEFg
https://youtu.be/7h4yJqKOM24
https://youtu.be/ROumK_IJU0k?si=mQ9uHA_x-Iwf3JCD
https://youtu.be/3l314N-lzM4
https://youtu.be/_iuN2loTtB0
https://youtu.be/oDcSbZmH4Oo
https://youtu.be/Hq0zhCQuyQc
https://youtu.be/OnfYw0VgoEc
https://youtu.be/xpLTl5fmHMI
https://youtu.be/f3cW8XeWeG8
https://youtu.be/twDwcHpouK0
https://youtu.be/p_Khjg3FX_o?si=_JCc1IJ1RlaRKPuo
https://youtu.be/QGDWySV6Esg
https://youtu.be/fLnMMbBtd44?si=I1oSoY9rJCtf6vyv
https://youtu.be/guqUbF2wDhE?si=NASFwVa3wL0Oau9V
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Registering  

SA77T4-EX07 Is it possible to register only the necessary?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Registering  

SA77T3-EX01 Only register what is necessary  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Reincarnation  

BR80T4-EX05 What is it that reincarnates?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Relationship  

BR78S6-EX02 Pleasure and pain in relationship  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BO84Q-WQ03 On living with a partner who does not care  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BO84Q-WQ04 On marriage  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR82Q2-WQ01 Can a marriage which did not start well become a positive force?  
Duration: 28 minutes  

BR83Q1-WQ03 On jealousy, mistrust and isolation  
Duration: 15 minutes  

CC82T1-EX04 Without relationship you cannot exist  
Duration: 15 minutes  

OJ81Q2-WQ04 On relationships and conflict  
Duration: 29 minutes  

OJ81Q4-WQ06 What is my relationship to society?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

OJ81T2-EX03 Relationship is life  
Duration: 10 minutes  

OJ82CNM1-EX01 Self-centred relationship  
Duration: 10 minutes  

OJ83Q1-WQ03 On living together without marriage  
Duration: 28 minutes  

SA81Q3-WQ01 On conflictual relationships  
Duration: 25 minutes  

SD74CA4-EX01 Relationship is the foundation of existence  
Duration: 9 minutes  

SM72T2-EX03 Are you related to anybody?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR76CTM6-EX06 The greatest and most responsible relationship  
Duration: 1 minute  

OJ83T1-EX08 Relationship is the greatest thing in life  
Duration: 1 minute  

OJ83T1-EX10 What is my relationship with someone stupid?  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR79T4-EX03 Is there love in your relationships?  

https://youtu.be/3CFs7WjSeI0?si=fdgvsKRRUtjyLFpu
https://youtu.be/YPj8ALmwis0?si=DnmkrFHABbtn-Ek9
https://youtu.be/VZPrIavAysY
https://youtu.be/oSY-Iv8QVQU?si=Nk9m8bKkc2EnkBgT
https://youtu.be/b564_BwjcTc
https://youtu.be/1D_gNPx2Hnw
https://youtu.be/_p0-9XCDMlU
https://youtu.be/U3TA7hqWOBQ
https://youtu.be/ELLvY9TN8oo
https://youtu.be/RymPoGgnS_k
https://youtu.be/oMTdvz9G87I
https://youtu.be/Qb2mM6CujHs
https://youtu.be/qVN5SD_X-r0
https://youtu.be/V6x8jIe07Ag
https://youtu.be/rwxxvAVD6aQ
https://youtu.be/ODyCN7-zLGY
https://youtu.be/_ApYMRm3alo
https://youtu.be/-ole_l4HGL0?si=Fjn0HA5_tPnzmKlF
https://youtu.be/PD_arA4PMxg
https://youtu.be/22GaXLFudHk
https://youtu.be/LPvK5lKdNQM
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Duration: 9 minutes  

BR83T2-EX02 We cannot live without relationship  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR81T1-EX03 What is the truth of your relationships?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR78S2-EX01 Relationship is one of the most important things in life  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR78S2-EX06 The problem of relationship  
Duration: 9 minutes  

SD74CA2-EX01 Knowledge in relationship is destructive  
Duration: 5 minutes  

WA85T2-EX01 The mirror of relationship  
Duration: 3 minutes  

OJ80T6-EX08 Is there security in relationship?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR84T1-EX05 The place of thought in relationship  
Duration: 9 minutes  

MA8384T1-EX06 What goes on in relationship  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Relationship/Conflict  

BR84T1-EX04 Relationship with no shadow of conflict  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR81T2-EX02 The cause of conflict in our relationships  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Relationship/Images  

BR77T2-EX04 Image in relationship  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR78D2-EX02 Images in relationship  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR78S1-EX06 Relationship without a single image  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Religion  

BR81Q2-WQ02 On man's search for something truly religious  
Duration: 17 minutes  

BR81T4-EX06 Religions have lost their meaning  
Duration: 3 minutes  

SD74CA16-EX01 Inquiring into religion  
Duration: 10 minutes  

MA8384T4-EX02 What has religion to do with your daily life?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SD74CA16-EX02 Religion is a factor of regeneration  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Religion/God  

OJ82Q3-WQ06 On religion and God  
Duration: 11 minutes  

https://youtu.be/kaPGPymKjiY
https://youtu.be/LFTdz-hK9pA
https://youtu.be/J2o2xdKony0?si=WO4VauTmXxicedFR
https://youtu.be/wLR-l6n0vA8?si=T7JeBErr5gOlD0vU
https://youtu.be/YIuTWK0q1Qw
https://youtu.be/lz3pQpIsADg
https://youtu.be/V8iz-Dlgp7Q?si=CfVDAY8HQDVDcYL9
https://youtu.be/F4LC57YkVIc
https://youtu.be/4HYRGQSvLyo?si=BtPDOgwlzEXCRp_y
https://youtu.be/_5RKw-bSK9Q
https://youtu.be/6gob9Hi9rBs
https://youtu.be/3Tu7wZ5CSQo
https://youtu.be/QzvilePAvpw
https://youtu.be/r3hhMCa_to0?si=7rjQCmVbT2UNLWVT
https://youtu.be/q8Tr2Pw-vtI
https://youtu.be/Hmsh9kDRokQ
https://youtu.be/3Zr8jWgob1s
https://youtu.be/LMwMSaTKQJ4?si=RHSNbjP1ws2uyQYl
https://youtu.be/YX96D_U0CSw
https://youtu.be/lLWp7n-MlCI
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Religions  

LO82T2-EX07 Religions have become an entertainment  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BO84Q-WQ08 What is religion?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR83Q2-WQ05 Is there no spiritual value in the inspired works of man?  
Duration: 13 minutes  

OJ77T6-EX02 Organised religion is based on thought  
Duration: 7 minutes  

OJ85Q2-WQ03 Q3: Is there some essential religious instinct in all human beings?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

SD74CA15-EX05 Negating organised religions  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SD74CA16-EX10 Putting away everything said about religion  
Duration: 12 minutes  

Religions/Freedom  

RA84T1-EX09 There must be freedom from religious concepts  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Repetition  

RA85T3-EX06 Repetition leads to dullness  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Resisting  

BR69D2-EX01 When shall I resist and not resist?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Responsibility  

OJ85Q2-WQ05 What is our responsibility to ourselves and others?  
Duration: 19 minutes  

SA85Q2-EX01 What is our responsibility?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SD74CA4-EX02 Responsibility unconsciously enters into the irresponsible mind  
Duration: 8 minutes  

SD74CA3-EX05 Responsibility means responding adequately to a crisis  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Sacred  

BR78T4-EX09 Is there anything sacred in life?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

ML70DSG7-EX01 How do you receive something that's beyond the mind?  
Duration: 20 minutes  

OJ79T6-EX01 Is there anything wholly sacred?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

OJ82Q2-WQ05 On the meaning of holiness  
Duration: 9 minutes  

SA81Q2-WQ04 Can you help me to apprehend the sacred?  

https://youtu.be/Gj9d9JQCcac
https://youtu.be/u89Ay-uVzfc
https://youtu.be/ZdO8j1MeCL8
https://youtu.be/Y77KiZpFbFw
https://youtu.be/aPZo1WJntpY
https://youtu.be/xdOSYxeyrTQ
https://youtu.be/PeENfCrXLuc
https://youtu.be/NjinjyoyYkg?si=SF2NEYCosUgHrBVV
https://youtu.be/A2RNW8hd234
https://youtu.be/RqGnIZAbIbk
https://youtu.be/VKmpaJJkb7E
https://youtu.be/2pHE5BCOtBo
https://youtu.be/JpykehoF8eY
https://youtu.be/oq6HQUPFGEM
https://youtu.be/gGuj1Ujb8yA
https://youtu.be/hTkBA3fuvio
https://youtu.be/kUfNMIPi0o8
https://youtu.be/QhtsxG15Ht0
https://youtu.be/K3iXqw5YKmo
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Duration: 29 minutes  

SA81Q3-WQ03 Are supernatural experiences steps towards illumination?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

SA82Q3-WQ04 Is there something sacred in life?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

SA83Q3-WQ06 What is a spiritual life?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

SA85Q3-WQ04 How can our limited brain grasp the unlimited?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

SA81T5-EX05 Something timelessly sacred  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR76CTM7-EX01 Something the mind has never touched  
Duration: 1 minute  

AM81T2-EX04 What thought creates is not sacred  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Saints  

MA8081Q1-WQ05 On saints' idols and stories  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Sannyasi  

SA80T7-EX02 The sannyasi under the tree  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Searching  

BR79Q2-WQ06 Is there one thing that will end my seeking?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

Security  

BR79Q1-WQ03 Can there be absolute security in this life?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

BR82Q2-WQ02 On security  
Duration: 21 minutes  

SA85Q3-WQ03 Isn't it violence and corruption to have security while others starve?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

SA77T1-EX01 Are we seeking security?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

RA85T1-EX05 We all want security  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR78S4-EX03 Is it possible to have complete physical security?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Seeing  

BR7879CBS4-EX03 Seeing without ideas  
Duration: 11 minutes  

SA77T4-EX05 Seeing without registering  
Duration: 2 minutes  

SA79T5-EX03 Seeing, sensation, desire  
Duration: 12 minutes  

https://youtu.be/cTkg4BXN5Xg
https://youtu.be/GdnR08uX53U
https://youtu.be/V-ayih1IZO4
https://youtu.be/eAWfURwXZTs
https://youtu.be/cQvmArqYlvw?si=bFOBzLk2B2pZC1do
https://youtu.be/vmyC9sd-mPA
https://youtu.be/IuxJxYvXyzs?si=6kTvB5wVz-10FG-z
https://youtu.be/_8zTS7Qyndw
https://youtu.be/_HldkOzWiw0
https://youtu.be/mIpYwaqM2vo
https://youtu.be/UFQIjWnCcYs
https://youtu.be/_TJfcbNNAMc
https://youtu.be/eV1LQNPGFO4
https://youtu.be/QcN0dWK2xaM
https://youtu.be/tWBQtCSqB3I
https://youtu.be/EeA7A94DF5g?si=jHX63wrlMP_XA1du
https://youtu.be/zxAWNTRtyWA?si=w0Sc_HbNpg8w9WfO
https://youtu.be/jP9qQqB5Ee4?si=wRLH2vPcdz94j183
https://youtu.be/I6nkE2OpRTY?si=Xnw-B97NrpYDjlIA
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Seeking  

SA79T7-EX03 What are you seeking?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Self  

OJ80T6-EX03 Is it possible to live without the self-centre?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

NY71T1-EX05 When you look at yourself  
Duration: 10 minutes  

SA79T4-EX03 The concept of me and you  
Duration: 11 minutes  

BR7879CBS5-EX04 There is no permanent 'me'  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR79Q1-WQ01 Is it possible to be free of self-centred activity?  
Duration: 22 minutes  

BR80Q1-WQ06 I have a ten foot wall around me. What do I do?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

MA8485Q1-WQ02 What is myself and what is its relation to the cosmos?  
Duration: 19 minutes  

OJ80Q4-WQ03 Can we die psychologically to the self?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

OJ81Q3-WQ04 Show me how to dissolve the 'I'  
Duration: 18 minutes  

OJ82Q4-WQ02 How does one negate the 'I' without suppression?  
Duration: 39 minutes  

SM72T4-EX02 How did the ‘me’ come about?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

RA85T1-EX04 What are you?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR84SBR1-EX04 The self is divisive  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Self/Ending  

BR83T3-EX04 Can the self end?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR7879CBS2-EX05 When the self ends  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Self-Interest  

BR85T3-EX01 Self-interest divides people  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Selfishness  

SA78D1-EX02 We are driven by selfishness  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR83CPJ1-EX02 Selfishness is encouraged  
Duration: 1 minute  

OJ72T1-EX02 We are terribly selfish  

https://youtu.be/FozjVgBTOSo
https://youtu.be/ZWfAvnREwDM?si=DCz9jKFVxZhvfVmw
https://youtu.be/gan0e9xP9x4
https://youtu.be/gYIHMlGcZO8
https://youtu.be/f4HglcQqP3w?si=f5NPKY2RWZQ08t8J
https://youtu.be/05buQAWFab8
https://youtu.be/kosnGgGRQjs
https://youtu.be/i5MR7pBFA0k
https://youtu.be/SG2ArQE83SU
https://youtu.be/Az9aM4J22yA
https://youtu.be/TRNmh1zVFgE
https://youtu.be/lf9OrOhT1UQ
https://youtu.be/yTas1mM0vyk
https://youtu.be/9wUNsFnyUj4?si=KxX25wA-As9E1Zrz
https://youtu.be/shYPmgnwS6M
https://youtu.be/sT7EpkVoYW4?si=NhgJCHIwx_4QtK_N
https://youtu.be/mHAmfgLzmvc
https://youtu.be/lRnJlZ5D9zs
https://youtu.be/597lyUfCUvY
https://youtu.be/Ws8lMQ4to2s
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Duration: 7 minutes  

SA79T6-EX02 Selfish activity  
Duration: 11 minutes  

Self-knowledge  

MA8182Q2-WQ02 On right action and self-knowledge  
Duration: 22 minutes  

SM72T4-EX01 Don’t pretend then you’ll find out what you are  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR84IER-EX01 Know thyself  
Duration: 7 minutes  

OJ82CNM3-EX02 I don’t need anybody to tell me about myself  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR7879CBS3-EX04 I want to know myself  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Sensation  

BR85T3-EX05 We live by sensation  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR81T2-EX05 Sensation awakens desire  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SA78T1-EX01 Can you observe sensation without identifying with it?  
Duration: 19 minutes  

Senses  

BR78T4-EX02 Can the senses function as a whole?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR79T2-EX03 What is the relationship between the senses and desire?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

Senses (Story)  

MA8283Q2-EX01 The monks who never looked at the beauty of nature  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Seriousness  

SA77T1-EX02 What we are talking about is serious  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Sex  

BR79Q2-WQ04 Is sex incompatible with religious life?  
Duration: 17 minutes  

SD74CA12-EX01 Why has sex become so important?  
Duration: 19 minutes  

BR7879CBS2-EX06 Sex  
Duration: 7 minutes  

SA80Q3-WQ05 Why does sex play such an important part in life?  
Duration: 16 minutes  

https://youtu.be/M7pEhyn4l28
https://youtu.be/_8elfpWKQMQ
https://youtu.be/cBpqFvEQg2I
https://youtu.be/T15-4B6zMuA?si=7FbPNkW0aSDbptVv
https://youtu.be/dAcwGwcEgyQ?si=EkSj4EeQZq9bl-DA
https://youtu.be/5KT8QYQzxIo?si=CfqVrAq60Q9N7H9f
https://youtu.be/up3OhFIVgkE
https://youtu.be/u_zYohEwhtk
https://youtu.be/aZPa-BNNjiU
https://youtu.be/WmGjPbVVhM0
https://youtu.be/2DLbhYVAObY
https://youtu.be/mZEsRzEdFk0
https://youtu.be/l7LTL9jb0Rc
https://youtu.be/cCkz-ocCPkM
https://youtu.be/I0Yr8668Ffo
https://youtu.be/MJGJLGMv5Lo?si=mwfAeG050rS-M2SA
https://youtu.be/lrKj3lRXeCM
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Silence  

MA67T3-EX01 An indescribable silence  
Duration: 9 minutes  

MA8485Q2-WQ02 On silence and the transformation of man  
Duration: 17 minutes  

OJ83Q1-WQ04 Can we live in ways that allow silence to come?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

OJ84Q1-WQ05 Why is the observance of silence so important?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

SA80Q4-WQ01 Has sitting quietly to observe thought any value?  
Duration: 20 minutes  

SA84Q1-WQ03 What is the ground on which inner silence may come about?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

BR76CTM7-EX02 In that silence  
Duration: 1 minute  

BO85T2-EX02 Silence is not separate from sound  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Silence/Creation  

SD74CA18-EX10 Silence and creation  
Duration: 11 minutes  

Simplicity  

BR69T3-SQ05 What is simplicity?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Sleep  

ML70DSG8-EX01 An attentive sleepful state  
Duration: 24 minutes  

SA78T7-EX03 We have divided sleeping and waking  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Sleep/Being awake  

SD74CA17-EX10 What is sleep and what is it to be awake?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

Society  

BR85IRF-EX02 How to create a new society  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR79T1-EX01 We create society  
Duration: 9 minutes  

SA79T2-EX03 Can we bring about a good society?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Society/Change  

RA85T2-EX02 Unless you change radically, you’ll never change society  
Duration: 7 minutes  

OJ80T1-EX04 Society can only change if you change  

https://youtu.be/uTWHZVefKvw
https://youtu.be/f6PFUU5iuZE
https://youtu.be/WuiTpD2-x58
https://youtu.be/bninEYf9REE
https://youtu.be/s9IS1zW6In4
https://youtu.be/F_I8f9NXoiI
https://youtu.be/DoPMRvGeuWk
https://youtu.be/7rkF7rXWdR0?si=C4jmoAjMVK5JaBsu
https://youtu.be/5MY12a8AvrY
https://youtu.be/R_vyia2arp0
https://youtu.be/wOW1b3DnU6g
https://youtu.be/c49Mtm9xfVo
https://youtu.be/2lBLo_ExYnY
https://youtu.be/jw0jNMFq3xk
https://youtu.be/-ZN_GQGW8x4
https://youtu.be/X0h4058gvnI
https://youtu.be/OlCgS2beyiQ?si=4EAQk-RkpAeXVjS0
https://youtu.be/YYPy6h3pl5Y
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Duration: 7 minutes  

Sorrow  

WA85T2-EX03 Living with sorrow  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR79T3-EX04 Why do you live in sorrow?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

MA7879T5-EX01 Observing sorrow  
Duration: 15 minutes  

MA8182Q1-WQ03 What is sorrow?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

MA8384T3-EX05 Sorrow  
Duration: 11 minutes  

MA8485T3-EX06 We are only concerned with our own sorrow  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SA78T6-EX01 Your sorrow is mankind's sorrow  
Duration: 17 minutes  

SD74CA9-EX02 Facing sorrow  
Duration: 8 minutes  

OJ77T5-EX04 The challenge of sorrow  
Duration: 3 minutes  

MA8283T4-EX06 Sorrow is your shadow  
Duration: 10 minutes  

SA83T5-EX01 We cover up our sorrows  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR77T3-EX05 The challenge of sorrow (Brockwood Park 1977)  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR78T3-EX04 Never run from sorrow  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR78T3-EX03 Global sorrow  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR85T3-EX04 Is there an end to sorrow?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR83T3-EX03 Sorrow is not personal  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR79T1-EX02 Has sorrow changed humanity?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Sorrow/Ending  

CC82T3-EX06 Ending sorrow  
Duration: 8 minutes  

OJ81T6-EX02 Can sorrow ever end?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Sorrow/Loneliness  

AM81T1-EX05 Sorrow and loneliness  
Duration: 10 minutes  

https://youtu.be/QUvRCa-JbQ8
https://youtu.be/NnoxBoRNp54
https://youtu.be/vctpDWt4ui4
https://youtu.be/AEKQVS4OTE8
https://youtu.be/VKEKYp5VWV8
https://youtu.be/zKUdrh2Zwco
https://youtu.be/yS8bZXbMnro
https://youtu.be/JE_LpNPxJvA
https://youtu.be/yMwzngQjMB8?si=DUeY18bbjqukvzyb
https://youtu.be/mB5r5j1Q5XA
https://youtu.be/G-gWNmjelXo
https://youtu.be/c2zwV9B3bX4
https://youtu.be/97lV5X77Vdk
https://youtu.be/cMW_57bOf6Q
https://youtu.be/9U80AExvmBo
https://youtu.be/6OFjhnBkWpM
https://youtu.be/CoAkwdtY0cE
https://youtu.be/YHBvkdJvL8U
https://youtu.be/c4WtB1zJr74?si=Dixo7wmaRm_mWA1_
https://youtu.be/PuIkZoLndho
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Space  

SD74CA18-EX02 Space in the mind  
Duration: 7 minutes  

SA77T7-EX06 It is important to have space  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Space/Order  

BR77T4-EX04 Space and order  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Strife  

SA79T4-EX02 Strife must exist where there is division  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Suffering  

SA77T5-EX04 If there was no 'me' would there be suffering?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BO85Q1-WQ03 Does suffering and enjoyment affect our lives?  
Duration: 13 minutes  

BR80Q1-WQ05 Is suffering needed to face the necessity to change?  
Duration: 21 minutes  

BR81Q1-WQ03 How can I penetrate the problem of pain without becoming theoretical?  
Duration: 27 minutes  

OJ77T5-EX02 Why do you tolerate suffering?  
Duration: 24 minutes  

SA77T5-EX01 On suffering  
Duration: 21 minutes  

US66FRR1-EX05 Looking at suffering  
Duration: 1 minute  

LO82T2-EX05 We are carrying on like barbarians  
Duration: 1 minute  

OJ77T5-EX03 What is suffering?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR84T3-EX01 The intense pain of suffering  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BR7879CBS5-EX03 Why should I suffer?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

OJ80T5-EX03 Where there is suffering there is no love  
Duration: 11 minutes  

Suffering/Thought  

BR83CB2-EX06 Thought creates suffering  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Thinker/Thought  

BR76CTM6-EX05 If there is no thinker there is no thought  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR84CIM1-EX01 Is the thinker his thoughts?  

https://youtu.be/ttREtZbt4jU
https://youtu.be/43hGOxmqWDI
https://youtu.be/yM0FJhCGygc
https://youtu.be/BZffD-YjHbY?si=FeK41Fl7SH_Zkc4J
https://youtu.be/GnEC_ERgZ1c
https://youtu.be/_fhHiNF3aMw
https://youtu.be/FqILkOZmpaE
https://youtu.be/BvEJipQOVOY
https://youtu.be/iGqL3TJx3KE
https://youtu.be/sCRquK8UYxA
https://youtu.be/rdfLn64Dbcs
https://youtu.be/AgRCLTXfjDs
https://youtu.be/eY1bSDmBSx0
https://youtu.be/7Vh04Onepio
https://youtu.be/ZPqowO9oBbM?si=6SW7sqYhpSKcrODH
https://youtu.be/VBSMR_Hb-MQ
https://youtu.be/f4AmzngJEoc?si=DZF5fnxL_ORxJbeH
https://youtu.be/gyzxUyjeWRs
https://youtu.be/2kbMaq7IQks?si=NnrDm7YASmRX2pMB
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Duration: 7 minutes  

Thinking  

RA85T1-EX03 Why do you think at all?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

SA78T4-EX01 Think clearly for yourself  
Duration: 4 minutes  

OJ80T2-EX05 What is the nature of thinking?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR81S3-EX03 Is it possible to not think in terms of time?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

Thinking/Together  

SA80Q3-WQ04 What do you mean by 'thinking together'?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

SA79T2-EX04 Let's think together  
Duration: 7 minutes  

SA79T2-EX01 Thinking together  
Duration: 4 minutes  

SA79T1-EX04 The beauty of thinking together  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Thought  

BR79Q2-WQ05 Can thought be aware of itself?  
Duration: 15 minutes  

BR80Q2-WQ01 On relationship between thought and consciousness  
Duration: 25 minutes  

MA7879T2-EX01 Thought is limited  
Duration: 13 minutes  

MA8081Q1-WQ08 How does one go to the very source of thought?  
Duration: 13 minutes  

MA8081T4-EX01 Thought is responsible for our confusion  
Duration: 15 minutes  

MA8283Q2-WQ03 Can thought be separated from sensory perceptions?  
Duration: 17 minutes  

MA8485Q2-WQ01 Is there another instrument of inquiry than thought?  
Duration: 39 minutes  

OJ80Q1-WQ03 Does thought originate as a defence against pain?  
Duration: 21 minutes  

OJ83Q1-WQ02 Isn't the observation of thought continuing its use?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

OJ84Q1-WQ03 What is observing thought down to its very roots?  
Duration: 28 minutes  

SA85Q3-WQ01 On thought being responsible for confusion  
Duration: 22 minutes  

BR76CTM4-EX02 Thought sees the truth and ends  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA77T1-EX05 Being out of this world though living in it  
Duration: 1 minute  

https://youtu.be/gd4B6MZKVhw
https://youtu.be/UaFXs1RKAj8
https://youtu.be/AmzjaijNn2U?si=BQncw_StbMhm2U5V
https://youtu.be/1XKU0b8padI?si=-_JngI6wFLYhPXjr
https://youtu.be/_yoipAcSHj0
https://youtu.be/2r9FnWz_pmE
https://youtu.be/JaTKtNZUPo4?si=hv8FNVNSUOepSE3s
https://youtu.be/G35pFJg8T8M?si=tdEToNhyeSqQEpoB
https://youtu.be/4h3E5eqYt0o
https://youtu.be/bTZvz8Z4TIo
https://youtu.be/tVCJVZOriik
https://youtu.be/LZlkYPlS5s0
https://youtu.be/8WRNOzXD9VY
https://youtu.be/olKbyJVMfgs
https://youtu.be/C7oyEh-Vzho
https://youtu.be/QmszrHEMiFA
https://youtu.be/u_vVNCkD8H4
https://youtu.be/vH4ohwy8WRQ
https://youtu.be/Bz7bnNNiEUk
https://youtu.be/x6oGGFtFMpI
https://youtu.be/jO968EU3OEc
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SA77T1-EX04 Thought is never intelligent  
Duration: 2 minutes  

OJ84T4-EX01 How limited thought is  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR81T4-EX05 Can thought be still?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR81T4-EX02 Thought wanders away and you pull it back  
Duration: 3 minutes  

OJ83T1-EX05 You are thought  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR77D1-EX06 Can thought realise it is limited?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR85T2-EX04 Thought is the basis of our life  
Duration: 5 minutes  

NY71T2-EX04 Thought gives vitality to an incident that is over  
Duration: 9 minutes  

OJ81T1-EX03 Is thought the only instrument we have?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

WA85T1-EX08 What is thought?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

MA8384T1-EX08 If thought is the only instrument we have, we are condemned  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BR81S3-EX02 Can thought see what it has done?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BR85T1-EX05 Can thought be aware of itself?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR84CMZ1-EX02 Watching the beginning of thought  
Duration: 8 minutes  

SA78D4-EX01 Mechanical thought deteriorates the brain  
Duration: 13 minutes  

LS84S1-EX02 Can thought be creative?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

BO85T1-EX04 Thought is responsible for division  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR70IOH-EX03 Thought is responsible for pleasure and fear  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA79T5-EX06 Thought has created the future  
Duration: 1 minute  

Thought/Images  

CC82T2-EX04 Thought creates an image out of sensation  
Duration: 4 minutes  

MA8384T4-EX01 Thought invents the image and worships it  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR78T2-EX03 Trouble begins when thought makes an image  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR80T2-EX06 Why does thought create images?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

https://youtu.be/xfiexptp_Vo
https://youtu.be/TVwIC0TDEps
https://youtu.be/3Ovkzjf0IMo
https://youtu.be/cqkTNvJkuDQ
https://youtu.be/B2JxtTxaKp4
https://youtu.be/4BO_NCaF1Yk
https://youtu.be/Fer-XfUKcaw
https://youtu.be/xUt9-ofIC0A
https://youtu.be/rxqRc9cXYIw
https://youtu.be/3N86Dh5Z_Pg?si=5oq4LZRPq_EawiZd
https://youtu.be/LC2672Z0eSs?si=7CnBv-fjq77en7Fh
https://youtu.be/nugX6k29Gq0?si=ayrfA4w2FFpgK3gy
https://youtu.be/FpMAL3tnf-E
https://youtu.be/KcOliKWZSlo?si=u9z7z05ybyOGfE8m
https://youtu.be/8nVL0aApmhA
https://youtu.be/Wti6-vFr7Kg?si=kewGm08dj4pUDhs6
https://youtu.be/3Aqa0bko70E?si=0wm1cH53YbR-YNs-
https://youtu.be/vvBfQuM0j1M
https://youtu.be/gF1pRjZhu1Q
https://youtu.be/RRxnxLv46Ag?si=DfV5VkE5KI9Q7TnG
https://youtu.be/3ymt7dExOOc
https://youtu.be/ug-WFoGp7OQ
https://youtu.be/BFZXmbFLUOw
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Thought/Security  

SA77T1-EX03 Thought seeks security in what it creates  
Duration: 2 minutes  

SA79T4-EX04 Thought hopes to find security  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Thought/Stop  

BR76CTM6-EX07 When thought stops  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR78S4-EX05 Can thought stop?  
Duration: 3 minutes  

Time  

BR84T1-EX02 Is time one of the causes of conflict?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

SM72T1-EX03 We have no time  
Duration: 1 minute  

MA8485Q1-WQ03 Is not psychological time a fact?  
Duration: 25 minutes  

RA85T2-EX08 Tomorrow is now  
Duration: 9 minutes  

SA81Q1-WQ03 On psychological time, conflict and sorrow  
Duration: 21 minutes  

SA81Q3-WQ06 Would you speak further on time, measure and space?  
Duration: 22 minutes  

SA85Q3-WQ02 On time and death  
Duration: 13 minutes  

BR85T2-EX02 Can this repetitive cycle end?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

BR85T2-EX03 The future is now  
Duration: 10 minutes  

WA85T1-EX07 What is time?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

BO85T2-EX03 Time is the past, present and future  
Duration: 6 minutes  

SA79T1-EX02 Psychological time  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Time/Death  

BR80T4-EX03 Time and death  
Duration: 10 minutes  

Time/Ending  

BR78T4-EX04 Can the movement of time end?  
Duration: 9 minutes  

BR79T2-EX01 Can the whole movement of time come to an end?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

https://youtu.be/Q2GRjoO5HkA
https://youtu.be/yo1Bukg0gK0?si=fHJA51T84LdqibWt
https://youtu.be/kaOD4FoR_no
https://youtu.be/xkUOOhRp1jQ?si=gBY8-obSvUgmnW1R
https://youtu.be/mJClKUDTsT8?si=0m3SfUImxaG1l8ne
https://youtu.be/PUOQ8IcFCi0
https://youtu.be/MRjS6gdK_zQ
https://youtu.be/mYF2XVzanKQ?si=wYxl6NqFQj6SrNi2
https://youtu.be/Vqgy4DnWZso
https://youtu.be/9X48Y_cBqcA
https://youtu.be/VjxdQMAgNMY
https://youtu.be/FdbmyLX0Yl8
https://youtu.be/mBsTcY8Bbbg
https://youtu.be/nKDMKjoeVRo?si=K3yfnF9KOZVKRDIM
https://youtu.be/H_vIxqZv5gA?si=VwvbcQrdQuHD3l9l
https://youtu.be/n9eMKxBoGFs
https://youtu.be/nVR9xR5K7ms
https://youtu.be/hs_Gdt8ThrI
https://youtu.be/jHBPwqvH2qI
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Timeless  

SA77T7-EX07 A movement that is timeless  
Duration: 9 minutes  

To be  

BR80T2-EX05 We are always seeking to be  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Tomorrow  

SA79T1-EX03 Is there a tomorrow at all?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

BR79T4-EX01 Can you be free of the idea of tomorrow?  
Duration: 8 minutes  

NY71T4-EX05 Is there a tomorrow?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Tradition  

OJ83T1-EX07 There is nothing left of tradition  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR78S7-EX02 The trap of tradition  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Transformation  

MA8081Q1-WQ04 On transformation  
Duration: 5 minutes  

SD74CA6-EX01 What place has knowledge in transformation?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

SA77T4-EX03 A radical psychological transformation  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Trouble  

OJ81Q2-EX01 Why do we go to somebody if we are in trouble?  
Duration: 1 minute  

Truth  

BR85IRF-EX01 There is no path to truth  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BO85Q2-SQ01 What is true and what is false?  
Duration: 5 minutes  

BR85Q2-WQ01 Is there a faculty to see that there is no path to truth outside myself?  
Duration: 21 minutes  

OJ82Q3-WQ04 Won't we find truth through service to humanity?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

OJ84Q1-WQ04 On perceiving truth and not acting  
Duration: 5 minutes  

SA80Q5-WQ07 Are there different paths to truth?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

MA82DSG-EX06 The germ of truth  

https://youtu.be/3UaaRaDwwlY
https://youtu.be/AItPRkp3HRI
https://youtu.be/Mcjw2SsTGEA
https://youtu.be/T4DUztDE8UM
https://youtu.be/azEadMg8XyM?si=eI5yG7-CKohJi-ln
https://youtu.be/ZV5VjvHRN-c
https://youtu.be/KvEu16DWsRY
https://youtu.be/90aXNvl8OSo
https://youtu.be/ydqYPe5CjUU
https://youtu.be/s78wiTJX1a0?si=ArnTl8UrLzz7EgXt
https://youtu.be/5gyU0sixG4I
https://youtu.be/bGnThuEP7_s
https://youtu.be/pLKtr_9BDGM
https://youtu.be/bJxp-_eLEWw
https://youtu.be/qkR1EYGqL6I
https://youtu.be/SqPbWfA0YFc
https://youtu.be/jjdZeLs08iI
https://youtu.be/TgvH1Qr5ox0?si=Gsljhh0RFI8nLUIO
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Duration: 7 minutes  

BR80Q2-WQ07 On supreme truth and mankind's behaviour  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR81S4-EX04 Truth cannot be experienced  
Duration: 7 minutes  

Truth/(Story)  

SA81Q2-EX02 The boy who left home to search for truth  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR84SBR3-EX01 The judge who meditated for 25 years  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA78D2-EX03 The disciple who could walk on water  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR84Q1-EX02 A man finds truth on the road  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR83Q2-EX03 The story of the devil and the fragment of truth  
Duration: 1 minute  

Understanding  

BR85Q1-WQ04 Does asking for guidance necessarily prevent understanding?  
Duration: 14 minutes  

MA8182Q2-WQ04 What do you mean by 'Give your life to understand life'?  
Duration: 4 minutes  

OJ85Q2-EX01 What are the barriers that prevent us from understanding?  
Duration: 21 minutes  

Understanding/Oneself  

LS84S2-EX01 Unless I understand myself I may be deceiving myself   
Duration: 9 minutes  

LS84S2-EX02 How do I understand myself?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

United Nations/(Story)  

OJ85T2-EX01 The United Nations official  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Vanity/Arrogance  

SA79T6-EX01 Vanity and arrogance  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Victim/Predator  

OJ82Q4-WQ03 On becoming a victim or a predator  
Duration: 9 minutes  

Violence  

BR82Q2-WQ04 On reacting while witnessing aggression  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR82Q2-WQ05 Is there an awareness which will meet the world's violence?  

https://youtu.be/F22mU6ncBvo
https://youtu.be/AeavkU52wPc?si=Jgore4fDaLTF0e-1
https://youtu.be/6sfNno3J2Ew
https://youtu.be/qbewtxzDx-8
https://youtu.be/UQRH-NGP5s0
https://youtu.be/qeik4-iRGZg
https://youtu.be/rWaRqiYd1TE
https://youtu.be/cmU5ts1Jcik
https://youtu.be/73JCinTbYLw
https://youtu.be/zEDsO7OZeWM
https://youtu.be/cfbQtZgLVlk
https://youtu.be/bYCWFWkd7yM?si=jaYBqBsxF8VTtAtU
https://youtu.be/WtPQCUoYicU
https://youtu.be/VuMS3MCR32o
https://youtu.be/MDjI96swADw
https://youtu.be/jVLETd7o64g
https://youtu.be/EgIozmbbqGc
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Duration: 7 minutes  

BR85Q2-WQ03 On aggression and psychological attacks from a relative  
Duration: 11 minutes  

OJ80Q2-WQ02 What is right action with regard to violence?  
Duration: 18 minutes  

OJ81Q4-WQ07 How do I deal with my deep-rooted violence?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

SA85Q2-WQ02 Would you allow a friend to be attacked in front of you?  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR83T4-EX01 The majority of people are violent  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR85T3-EX02 We are violent people  
Duration: 7 minutes  

OJ80T1-EX03 Human beings are violent  
Duration: 4 minutes  

BO85T1-EX05 Facing violence  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR77D1-EX01 Is it possible to be free from violence?  
Duration: 10 minutes  

OJ83T1-EX04 If we are violent, so is society  
Duration: 1 minute  

BR77D2-EX04 Watching violence  
Duration: 4 minutes  

War  

UN85T-EX04 If a tyrant attacks, do you not defend?  
Duration: 2 minutes  

US84FCC-EX02 On war  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA81T5-EX09 We are ready for another war  
Duration: 2 minutes  

SA82Q2-EX01 Why does war exist at all?  
Duration: 1 minute  

SD71DYP1-SQ02 What to do when there's a military draft?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

War/Peace  

NY66T4-SQ03 To have peace we must live peacefully  
Duration: 3 minutes  

LO82T2-EX03 We are pursuing war and talking about peace  
Duration: 2 minutes  

What is  

SA77T2-EX06 To live with 'what is'  
Duration: 10 minutes  

MA8384Q2-WQ02 How can we gather our entire energy to see 'what is'?  
Duration: 23 minutes  

SA77T5-EX03 Movement away from 'what is'  
Duration: 8 minutes  

https://youtu.be/bIAKoIgvvlk
https://youtu.be/S7zGa2ODy30
https://youtu.be/LIurRT7zrWE
https://youtu.be/QV4lhjempls
https://youtu.be/EHC0sYwFMSQ
https://youtu.be/OBHMqiMYVYE
https://youtu.be/u3zlZZgZ1Sg
https://youtu.be/Jil-LDvTvUc?si=Hn_SsX3QlgshmtYw
https://youtu.be/bsXNO0LvONM
https://youtu.be/_F2uXFib7Gc?si=XkEd04v-Z24-Hks9
https://youtu.be/RbgVVM4dAhs
https://youtu.be/-yxR4_Tbft0
https://youtu.be/fy2e7F7Tvag
https://youtu.be/R2ZLlv9sluM
https://youtu.be/a4WpskKNStY
https://youtu.be/RpaNlAMrMzs
https://youtu.be/uOtEX6c6sXk
https://youtu.be/jXp93KYEPx8
https://youtu.be/xbZnR7EHJ8o?si=xHMHx8ofHbqwQeKX
https://youtu.be/r_LRACLEnlQ
https://youtu.be/INynHjRrrJ8
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Wholeness  

BR76DSS2.1-EX02 To be whole  
Duration: 6 minutes  

Will  

SA77T7-EX04 Living without will  
Duration: 4 minutes  

Wisdom  

SD74CA18-EX04 Wisdom is the ending of suffering  
Duration: 2 minutes  

BR70IOH-EX01 Where is wisdom found?  
Duration: 2 minutes  

Words  

SA77T3-EX06 The word is never the thing  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR77D2-EX02 Are we caught in words?  
Duration: 7 minutes  

World  

SM72T1-EX01 This world of chaos  
Duration: 3 minutes  

OJ81Q2-EX02 The modern world is making people strange  
Duration: 1 minute  

OJ83T1-EX01 Look at the whole world  
Duration: 1 minute  

Wounds  

WA85T1-EX04 Most of us are psychologically wounded  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR78S5-EX03 Wounds from childhood  
Duration: 6 minutes  

BR78S5-EX07 You have been wounded as a child  
Duration: 5 minutes  

Yoga  

BR79Q1-WQ02 Will yoga practice bring about a spiritual awakening?  
Duration: 11 minutes  

BR79Q1-EX01 On yoga  
Duration: 3 minutes  

BR84T4-EX01 Yoga is not just having a beautiful body  
Duration: 4 minutes  

OJ85T3-EX01 Yoga has become a business  
Duration: 1 minute  

You are the world and the world is you  

OJ77T1-EX01 You are not different  

https://youtu.be/aWbDuuYNvXA
https://youtu.be/r6AYvBuldEU
https://youtu.be/oMFgDHXCSlY
https://youtu.be/fC0CYPsHexQ
https://youtu.be/-ECIyBb-7w8?si=83wTTh6rDwETdl81
https://youtu.be/wztksx3PqSQ
https://youtu.be/mx7emgXQ7aQ
https://youtu.be/Rs5CUfsqWF0
https://youtu.be/tuQBGKIwhX0
https://youtu.be/dHzqGDe2tso
https://youtu.be/eaGsqAjQJ1o
https://youtu.be/qVKdw7CSWGM?si=6mc3lNzBhEhyC3C0
https://youtu.be/chPBmSzvStQ
https://youtu.be/Bw-FykkoPhY
https://youtu.be/G_zEf-7Rthk
https://youtu.be/MB5NqfLgpdQ
https://youtu.be/q97I0Xn1cLg
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Duration: 7 minutes  

SA81Q1-WQ02 How can the idea that 'you are the world' be justified?  
Duration: 12 minutes  

WA85T1-EX01 You are mankind  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA81T5-EX03 We are mankind  
Duration: 1 minute  

SA77T6-EX03 You are the representative of all humanity  
Duration: 6 minutes  
  
  

https://youtu.be/SIMeM3DFHmI
https://youtu.be/CHOIqPnP2a0
https://youtu.be/5hMFpDc6vNY
https://youtu.be/Ck7lJ2IHSvs
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Urgency of Change: The Krishnamurti Podcast 
 

Podcast playlists 
(Apple) Urgency of Change • The Krishnamurti Podcast 
 
(kfoundation.org) Urgency of Change • The Krishnamurti Podcast 
 
(Podbean) Urgency of Change • The Krishnamurti Podcast 
 
(Spotify) Urgency of Change • The Krishnamurti Podcast 
 
(YouTube) Urgency of Change • The Krishnamurti Podcast 
 

 

Podcast episodes 

KP1 Krishnamurti interviewed by Bernard Levin 

32 minutes 
Summary 
This interview with Krishnamurti was first broadcast in 1981. Recorded at Brockwood Park in 
Hampshire, as part of The Levin Interview TV series, it serves as a good introduction to 
Krishnamurti’s work. Bernard Levin was one of Britain’s best-known journalists. Questions explored 
include: Why don't we realise the damage we are doing in the world? Is it wrong to seek happiness? 
What is action? What is right living? Can society be changed? How is man to be free? 
Links 

(Apple) KP1 Krishnamurti interviewed by Bernard Levin 

(kfoundation.org) KP1 Krishnamurti interviewed by Bernard Levin 

(Podbean) KP1 Krishnamurti interviewed by Bernard Levin 

(Spotify) KP1 Krishnamurti interviewed by Bernard Levin 

(YouTube) KP1 Krishnamurti interviewed by Bernard Levin 

KP2 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 1) 

34 minutes 
Summary 
Commentaries on Living is one of Krishnamurti’s most well-known and best loved books. In it, he 
recalls many of the private conversations with those who came to see him. With encouragement 
from Aldous Huxley these meetings were written down by Krishnamurti and published in 1956.  
 
Terence Stamp is an Oscar-nominated actor. It was through working with Fellini that he met and 
became friends with Krishnamurti, who, in Stamp’s words, ‘used his presence to pause my thinking.’ 
Thanks to the Karina Library in Ojai, California for these recordings.  
 
Chapters included in this episode are Fulfilment, Thought and Love, Simplicity of the Heart, The Self, 
and Psychological Security. 
Links 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299
https://kfoundation.org/podcast/
https://krishnamurti.podbean.com/
https://open.spotify.com/show/1ktr7GOqbSeNT32GV0omvu
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAzG7SWeLlkRu3rkqVB7Vp22HI-1AX8Lk
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-1-interview-by-bernard-levin
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/interview-by-bernard-levin/id1480713299?i=1000571305680
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-1-interview-by-bernard-levin
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-7gkhu-1283eb6
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1e7QvRYYRaRgreTUn04Wju?si=F1-vrT-1RQCV7k6X_ML0TQ
https://youtu.be/jmOdpejJePg
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-2-commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-1
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(Apple) KP2 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 1) 

(kfoundation.org) KP2 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 1) 

(Podbean) KP2 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 1) 

(Spotify) KP2 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 1) 

(YouTube) KP2 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 1) 

KP3 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 2) 

42 minutes 
Summary 
Commentaries on Living is one of Krishnamurti’s most well-known and best loved books. In it, he 
recalls many of the private conversations with those who came to see him. With encouragement 
from Aldous Huxley these meetings were written down by Krishnamurti and published in 1956. 
 
Terence Stamp is an Oscar-nominated actor. It was through working with Fellini that he met and 
became friends with Krishnamurti, who, in Stamp’s words, ‘used his presence to pause my thinking.’ 
Thanks to the Karina Library in Ojai, California for these recordings. 
Chapters included in this episode are Continuity, Awareness, Loneliness, and Silence. 
Links 

(Apple) KP3 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 2) 

(kfoundation.org) KP3 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 2) 

(Podbean) KP3 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 2) 

(Spotify) KP3 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 2) 

(YouTube) KP3 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 2) 

KP4 The Future of Humanity - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 1 

85 minutes 
Summary 
Part 1 of The Future of Humanity asks: what is the future of mankind? The pair discuss how our 
psychological problems are the result of thought, since thought breeds conflict. We think that 
thought can solve our problems but is this true? They look at how the self is put together by thought 
and whether our consciousness is individual to each of us, or inseparable, a consciousness of 
humanity. It is clear that dividing the world into countries and religions creates havoc, but is our very 
sense of self divisive? Why does division exist at all? 
 
David Bohm has been described as one of the most significant theoretical physicists of the 20th 
century and was a fellow of the royal society. He worked with Einstein at the Institute for Advanced 
Study, and on the Manhattan Project with Oppenheimer. Later he pioneered research into quantum 
physics and models of the brain, being increasingly interested in consciousness, order and thought. 
His books include Wholeness and the Implicate Order, Science, Order and Creativity, and Causation 
and Chance in Modern Physics. 
 
Bohm’s contact with Krishnamurti began in the early 60s and continued into the 80s. Their dialogues 
are far-reaching and profound. Over 30 audios or videos are available on our YouTube channel at 
https://bit.ly/2EfqsCU, and are published in the books Truth and Actuality, The Transformation of 
Man, and The Ending of Time. Recorded in 1983, The Future of Humanity represents Bohm’s and 
Krishnamurti’s final dialogues together. 
Links 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-part-1/id1480713299?i=1000451137775
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-2-commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-1
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-msxx4-c0ae62
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1WsYKqoqKRIhfwAueRRUTl?si=mNfexD-XSaSLXc9SvuQGaQ
https://youtu.be/8Bzml4A7r2s
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-3-commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-2
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-part-2/id1480713299?i=1000451996775
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-3-commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-2
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-pzt43-c0ae73
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0jpmOCrkCWWe9poXd2bZ6k?si=8fG0lHy0T1CyviYuWu30aA
https://youtu.be/ZQ2NQuTOIIQ
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-4-the-future-of-humanity-with-david-bohm-1
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(Apple) KP4 The Future of Humanity - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 1 

(kfoundation.org) KP4 The Future of Humanity - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 1 

(Podbean) KP4 The Future of Humanity - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 1 

(Spotify) KP4 The Future of Humanity - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 1 

(YouTube) KP4 The Future of Humanity - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 1 

KP5 The Future of Humanity - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 2 

70 minutes 
Summary 
The second and final part of The Future Of Humanity explores whether there is evolution of 
consciousness. Can the consciousness of mankind be changed through time? Is psychological 
conditioning centred in the self? Can our conditioned brain cells change? The pair then inquire into 
the relationship between the mind and the brain, suggesting that as long as the brain is conditioned, 
its relationship to the mind is limited. The then look at perception and intelligence.  
 
David Bohm has been described as one of the most significant theoretical physicists of the 20th 
century and was a fellow of the royal society. He worked with Einstein at the Institute for Advanced 
Study, and on the Manhattan Project with Oppenheimer. Later he pioneered research into quantum 
physics and models of the brain, being increasingly interested in consciousness, order and thought. 
His books include Wholeness and the Implicate Order, Science, Order and Creativity, and Causation 
and Chance in Modern Physics.  
 
Bohm’s contact with Krishnamurti began in the early 60s and continued into the 80s. Their dialogues 
are far-reaching and profound. Over 30 audios or videos are available on our YouTube channel at 
https://bit.ly/2EfqsCU, and are published in the books Truth and Actuality, The Transformation of 
Man, and The Ending of Time. Recorded in 1983, The Future of Humanity represents Bohm’s and 
Krishnamurti’s final dialogues together.  
Links 

(Apple) KP5 The Future of Humanity - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 2 

(kfoundation.org) KP5 The Future of Humanity - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 2 

(Podbean) KP5 The Future of Humanity - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 2 

(Spotify) KP5 The Future of Humanity - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 2 

(YouTube) KP5 The Future of Humanity - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 2 

KP6 Krishnamurti interviewed by Ross Saunders 

30 minutes 
Summary 
Krishnamurti Interviewed by Ross Saunders. This interview was recorded for the Australian television 
show ‘This Day Tonight’. The programme is half an hour long and was recorded in 1970.  
Describing the interview in her diary, Mary Zimbalist, Krishnamurti’s assistant, said that Krishnamurti 
‘demolished belief and religion then went on with such fresh clarity until the end of the half hour, 
covering a great deal with simplicity and eloquence.’  
 
Questions explored include: Is it possible for a mind to be free from yesterday and from belief? How 
can an individual, who is part of the system, get outside the system in order to observe it and 
himself? Do the younger generation have a thirst for awareness and self-knowledge? You have been 
critical of religions. Could you tell me your own particular outlook on religion? What do you make of 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/the-future-of-humanity-with-david-bohm-part-1/id1480713299?i=1000452844406
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-4-the-future-of-humanity-with-david-bohm-1
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ctg4p-c1fbf7
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4R1V9xl14QqcK5MkvMVrag?si=nXmXa7g5TWi9qu0-rvvXzQ
https://youtu.be/GA8oNt0T39c
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-5-the-future-of-humanity-with-david-bohm-2
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/the-future-of-humanity-with-david-bohm-part-2/id1480713299?i=1000453709137
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-5-the-future-of-humanity-with-david-bohm-2
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-5bmy4-c37a42
https://open.spotify.com/episode/395D4qr9VGDX6c28JbfAXn?si=I_5awZGGTKqFCkyinCzhmw
https://youtu.be/_o65guA92Ms
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-6-interview-by-ross-saunders
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death? More than 40 years after you dissolved the Order of the Star, how would you summarise 
your aims? 
Links 

(Apple) KP6 Krishnamurti interviewed by Ross Saunders 

(kfoundation.org) KP6 Krishnamurti interviewed by Ross Saunders 

(Podbean) KP6 Krishnamurti interviewed by Ross Saunders 

(Spotify) KP6 Krishnamurti interviewed by Ross Saunders 

(YouTube) KP6 Krishnamurti interviewed by Ross Saunders 

KP7 Krishnamurti with Iris Murdoch 1 

63 minutes 
Summary 
First conversation with Iris Murdoch: There is no love where there is self-interest.  
Iris Murdoch was a well-known novelist and philosopher. Her books explore themes such as good 
and evil, morality, and the power of the unconscious. They emphasise the inner lives of individuals, 
in the tradition of Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy, whilst her philosophical works reinterpret Aristotle and 
Plato.  
 
In this first conversation, Krishnamurti and Iris Murdoch inquire into love, discovering that love is not 
desire or pleasure; love is not the opposite of hate; love has no relationship to jealousy; and that 
love can never bring conflict. 
Links 

(Apple) KP7 Krishnamurti with Iris Murdoch 1 

(kfoundation.org) KP7 Krishnamurti with Iris Murdoch 1 

(Podbean) KP7 Krishnamurti with Iris Murdoch 1 

(Spotify) KP7 Krishnamurti with Iris Murdoch 1 

(YouTube) KP7 Krishnamurti with Iris Murdoch 1 

KP8 Krishnamurti with Iris Murdoch 2 

42 minutes 
Summary 
Second conversation with Iris Murdoch: What do we mean by conditioning?  
Iris Murdoch was a Booker prize winning novelist and philosopher. Her many books include The Bell, 
The Black Prince, and The Sea, The Sea.  
 
In this second conversation, Krishnamurti and Iris Murdoch look at why we are fragmented, how our 
way of thinking and acting is comparatively like the rest of mankind, and that we are the rest of 
humanity mankind because we all suffer. Krishnamurti states that when there is love, there is truth 
and beauty.  
Links 

(Apple) KP8 Krishnamurti with Iris Murdoch 2 

(kfoundation.org) KP8 Krishnamurti with Iris Murdoch 2 

(Podbean) KP8 Krishnamurti with Iris Murdoch 2 

(Spotify) KP8 Krishnamurti with Iris Murdoch 2 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/ross-saunders-interview/id1480713299?i=1000454565446
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-6-interview-by-ross-saunders
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-y27ey-c3a55b
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3ln2f665HRptPYLbqTfpoI?si=ER3PUBgWQZe1oe8I0PXEAw
https://youtu.be/aNZv4-3Em38
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-7-krishnamurti-with-iris-murdoch-1
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-with-iris-murdoch-first-conversation/id1480713299?i=1000455465451
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-7-krishnamurti-with-iris-murdoch-1
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-sscum-c3a56d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4s1kty0IbeS2uoyBfmzk41?si=CWvjY8RkS9aT0Sx9Wdv15Q
https://youtu.be/QqwYC2gQieA
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-8-krishnamurti-with-iris-murdoch-2
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-with-iris-murdoch-second-conversation/id1480713299?i=1000456055948
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-8-krishnamurti-with-iris-murdoch-2
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-8y6br-c3a589
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2wacCGaniDBneSUk43tgyn?si=Zw5Z9YHYSSGBDYqQ0w6BTQ
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(YouTube) KP8 Krishnamurti with Iris Murdoch 2 

KP9 Krishnamurti with David Shainberg 

62 minutes 
Summary 
Memory, thought and the illusion of continuity.  
Shainberg trained at the American Institute for Psychoanalysis and worked in New York. He was a 
leading force behind the integration of eastern and western philosophies in the understanding of 
consciousness and experience. Shainberg was the first to bring psychoanalysts and eastern spiritual 
leaders together. He retired from practice in 1981 in order to devote more time to painting.  
 
Recorded in New York in 1983, the conversation between Krishnamurti and Shainberg inquires into 
why illusion and thought have such power. What can a person do for another who is caught up in 
their illusions? Why do human beings give importance to their own self-centred activity? The very 
idea of protecting oneself brings about isolation. The ‘me’ is not something separate from memory. 
Memory is the only thing that continues, but represents something that is dead, finished. Our psyche 
is being programmed by ideologies, which have been put together by thought. 
Links 

(Apple) KP9 Krishnamurti with David Shainberg 

(kfoundation.org) KP9 Krishnamurti with David Shainberg 

(Podbean) KP9 Krishnamurti with David Shainberg 

(Spotify) KP9 Krishnamurti with David Shainberg 

(YouTube) KP9 Krishnamurti with David Shainberg 

KP10 Krishnamurti with Huston Smith 

62 minutes 
Summary 
Authority is Destructive.  
Huston Smith is widely regarded as one of the world’s most influential figures in religious studies. He 
was professor of philosophy at MIT and later professor of religious studies at Berkeley, where he 
met with Krishnamurti in 1968. Smith’s works include: The Worlds Religions, which has sold more 
than three million copies, Tales of Wonder, and the PBS television series The Wisdom of Faith.  
 
Subjects in this podcast include: Is it possible to live with total lucidity in this confused world? / To 
have clarity, freedom from authority is essential. To be a light to yourself you must deny every other 
light, however great that light be. / As long as we accept violence, we perpetuates fear and accept 
authority. The moment you ask ‘how’ you move away from the central fact of learning. To learn 
about something you must face it. At the moment of fear there is neither the observer nor the 
observed. Thought can never be free because it is the response of the past. 
Links 

(Apple) KP10 Krishnamurti with Huston Smith 

(kfoundation.org) KP10 Krishnamurti with Huston Smith 

(Podbean) KP10 Krishnamurti with Huston Smith 

(Spotify) KP10 Krishnamurti with Huston Smith 

(YouTube) KP10 Krishnamurti with Huston Smith 

https://youtu.be/8xa-HJ8kvtQ
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-9-krishnamurti-with-david-shainberg
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-with-david-shainberg/id1480713299?i=1000456655729
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-9-krishnamurti-with-david-shainberg
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ip64t-c69d54
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7fPOQ2PFGCLtZlB8pRbHFZ?si=Mdiw8Kj4SxeljQQpigMSdg
https://youtu.be/F8KmF8nfZaA
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-10-krishnamurti-with-huston-smith
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-with-huston-smith/id1480713299?i=1000457372603
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-10-krishnamurti-with-huston-smith
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-pqhyr-c69d62
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1dA10vot3whxJRy8nKUD83?si=ENVsufawSbqoYCLn-jVJnA
https://youtu.be/yqlWTZEL83I
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KP11 Conditioning - Krishnamurti with Mary Zimbalist 1 

31 minutes 
Summary 
Mary Zimbalist was Krishnamurti’s assistant from the 1960s until his death in 1986. Her unfinished 
memoirs chronicling her time with Krishnamurti are online free of charge, and in the book In the 
Presence of Krishnamurti, which is available on our website kfoundation.org.  
 
This conversation with Krishnamurti was recorded in 1984. Topics covered include: Can the brain be 
free from all the programming it has received? Is this possible through watching the very activity of 
thought? Watchfulness makes the brain extraordinarily acute, sharp and clear. This clarity is 
freedom. 
Links 

(Apple) KP11 Conditioning - Krishnamurti with Mary Zimbalist 1 

(kfoundation.org) KP11 Conditioning - Krishnamurti with Mary Zimbalist 1 

(Podbean) KP11 Conditioning - Krishnamurti with Mary Zimbalist 1 

(Spotify) KP11 Conditioning - Krishnamurti with Mary Zimbalist 1 

(YouTube) KP11 Conditioning - Krishnamurti with Mary Zimbalist 1 

KP12 Fear - Krishnamurti with Mary Zimbalist 2 

31 minutes 
Summary 
In her early working life, Mary Zimbalist was a model and actress. She first heard Krishnamurti speak 
in the 1940s and in the 1960s began helping Krishnamurti, becoming his assistant and friend. Her 
memoirs chronicling her time with Krishnamurti are online free of charge, and form the book In the 
Presence of Krishnamurti, which is available at our online bookstore.  
 
This second conversation with Krishnamurti concerns the topic of fear. They ask whether, in the very 
act of looking at fear, we can discover its origin. Can we look at fear as we would an extraordinary 
jewel? Can we not look at a particular branch of fear but at the whole nature, structure and quality 
of fear?  
Links 

(Apple) KP12 Fear - Krishnamurti with Mary Zimbalist 2 

(kfoundation.org) KP12 Fear - Krishnamurti with Mary Zimbalist 2 

(Podbean) KP12 Fear - Krishnamurti with Mary Zimbalist 2 

(Spotify) KP12 Fear - Krishnamurti with Mary Zimbalist 2 

(YouTube) KP12 Fear - Krishnamurti with Mary Zimbalist 2 

KP13 Krishnamurti interviewed by Oliver Hunkin 

27 minutes 
Summary 
Oliver Hunkin was head of religious programmes at the BBC, where he revolutionised the format. He 
was also an author and cartoonist. In his memoirs he wrote: ‘We have to admit there is an air of 
antique unreality about organised religion. The majority of people do not see the point of it. Have 
we lost track of the fact that religion is a specific experience rather than a system of dogma?’ 
Indeed, he had a revelatory spiritual experience one evening whilst driving, later saying: ‘I felt totally 
at one with the landscape, and with myself, and with all creation. The memory of it has affected my 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-11-krishnamurti-with-mary-zimbalist-1
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-with-mary-zimbalist-part-1-conditioning/id1480713299?i=1000458061996
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-11-krishnamurti-with-mary-zimbalist-1
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-jiikc-c814ce
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2hSImC9hEsbwPuXYfi8sSb?si=h3UxJiljRNic7lW40BIAeA
https://youtu.be/x71tdlP4Jus
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-12-krishnamurti-with-mary-zimbalist-2
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-with-mary-zimbalist-part-2-fear/id1480713299?i=1000458700700
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-12-krishnamurti-with-mary-zimbalist-2
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-396f2-c814db
https://open.spotify.com/episode/17hOS4hFCtrRzvUvMVcWPe?si=lqeaeYDVTDC5ufNzvoQvIw
https://youtu.be/WvKn05qWysA
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-13-interview-by-oliver-hunkin
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attitude to life ever since’.  
 
This interview with Krishnamurti was recorded at Brockwood Park in 1970. In the conversation, 
Krishnamurti states that authority has crippled the mind, religiously and inwardly. The authority of 
belief, imposed by religions, destroys the discovery of reality. One relies on authority because one is 
afraid to stand alone. To understand fear one must also understand pleasure, as they are two sides 
of the same coin. Are we seeing each other with an image? There is love only when I have 
understood myself and so in myself there is no fragmentation, anger, ambition or greed. Effort is a 
contradiction of energies. A meditative mind is a very silent mind. 
Links 

(Apple) KP13 Krishnamurti interviewed by Oliver Hunkin 

(kfoundation.org) KP13 Krishnamurti interviewed by Oliver Hunkin 

(Podbean) KP13 Krishnamurti interviewed by Oliver Hunkin 

(Spotify) KP13 Krishnamurti interviewed by Oliver Hunkin 

(YouTube) KP13 Krishnamurti interviewed by Oliver Hunkin 

KP14 Krishnamurti with Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche 

40 minutes 
Summary 
Chogyam Trungpa Rimpoche was a Buddhist meditation master and a major figure in the 
dissemination of Buddhism to the West. He founded more than one hundred meditation centres 
throughout the world, including Naropa University in Boulder, Colorado, where Pema Chodron, Allen 
Gingberg and Ken Wilber were among his many students. He wished to present the path of 
meditation in secular terms, developing a programme called Shambhala Training.  
 
This conversation with Krishnamurti was recorded in San Diego, California in 1972. In it, the pair ask: 
what is the quality of the mind that is no longer held in the matrix of experience? What is meditation 
and why should one meditate? They inquire into seeing without the 'me', and the possibility of a 
total observation without time and memory. 
Links 

(Apple) KP14 Krishnamurti with Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche 

(kfoundation.org) KP14 Krishnamurti with Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche 

(Podbean) KP14 Krishnamurti with Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche 

(Spotify) KP14 Krishnamurti with Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche 

(YouTube) KP14 Krishnamurti with Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche 

KP15 On Intelligence - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 

92 minutes 
Summary 
David Bohm has been described as one of the most significant theoretical physicists of the 20th 
century and was a fellow of the royal society. He worked with Einstein at the Institute for Advanced 
Study, and on the Manhattan Project with Oppenheimer. Later he pioneered research into quantum 
physics and models of the brain, being increasingly interested in consciousness, order and thought. 
Bohm’s books include Wholeness and the Implicate Order, Science, Order and Creativity, and 
Causation and Chance in Modern Physics.  
 
This relatively early conversation between Bohm and Krishnamurti centres around the relationship 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/interview-by-oliver-hunkin/id1480713299?i=1000459362509
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-13-interview-by-oliver-hunkin
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-kynix-c9de34
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1m6Pz9x9pUWQGhhSfxRAda?si=5VPInQFZRUeniuwaOeFwiQ
https://youtu.be/LVnfHtUN7m0
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-14-krishnamurti-with-chogyam-trungpa-rinpoche
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-with-chogyam-trungpa-rinpoche/id1480713299?i=1000460040343
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-14-krishnamurti-with-chogyam-trungpa-rinpoche
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-qn3r2-c9de39
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2vkXc6Icz1AxXF6IsENZsB?si=qLpSmK95TIGELJn4_PNn4Q
https://youtu.be/sp-1TlF4gCc
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-15-krishnamurti-with-david-bohm-1972
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between thought and intelligence. Thought is mechanical, measurable, a movement in time. Is 
intelligence mechanical and of time? Does intelligence use thought? Thought is a pointer; without 
intelligence the pointer has no value. Politically, religiously and psychologically thought has created a 
world of tremendous contradiction and fragmentation. Can life be guided by intelligence and lived in 
harmony? The desire for intelligence has created the image of God. Thought must be completely still 
for the awakening of intelligence. You come upon it when you see the whole. The quality of a mind 
that sees the whole is not touched by thought. Therefore there is perception and insight.  
Links 

(Apple) KP15 On Intelligence - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 

(kfoundation.org) KP15 On Intelligence - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 

(Podbean) KP15 On Intelligence - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 

(Spotify) KP15 On Intelligence - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 

(YouTube) KP15 On Intelligence - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 

KP16 Beyond organised religion - Krishnamurti with David O’Hanlon 

89 minutes 
Summary 
Daniel O’Hanlon was a Jesuit priest and respected theologian. He taught at Marymount University in 
Los Angeles and for more than 30 years at the Jesuit School of Theology in Berkeley. He had many 
contacts in other religions, particularly of Asia, and included aspects of these religions in his 
teaching. Interested in integration of religions, in 1984 he published Integration of Christian 
Practices: A Western Christian Looks East.  
 
This conversation with Krishnamurti, recorded in Malibu, California in 1972, asks whether organised 
religion brings about real depth of understanding. Does the past have any value in coming upon 
something new? Can the mind empty itself of the pettiness of what man has put together? Thought 
can be used legitimately and illegitimately. Krishnamurti urges us to find out if there is something 
beyond tradition and myth.  
Links 

(Apple) KP16 Beyond organised religion - Krishnamurti with David O’Hanlon 

(kfoundation.org) KP16 Beyond organised religion - Krishnamurti with David O’Hanlon 

(Podbean) KP16 Beyond organised religion - Krishnamurti with David O’Hanlon 

(Spotify) KP16 Beyond organised religion - Krishnamurti with David O’Hanlon 

(YouTube) KP16 Beyond organised religion - Krishnamurti with David O’Hanlon 

KP17 The circus of man’s struggle - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 1 

60 minutes 
Summary 
Alain Naude was Krishnamurti’s private secretary in the 1960s. He met Krishnamurti in 1963 whilst a 
music lecturer at Pretoria University and a professional concert pianist. He gave up his teaching and 
performing in 1964 to work with Krishnamurti. Fluent in several languages, he was very helpful at 
international gatherings and in attracting younger audiences to Krishnamurti’s talks at a time of 
cultural change in the West.  
 
This conversation with Krishnamurti was recorded in Malibu, California in 1972 and begins by asking: 
Why do we divide the world as the human being and the divine? When I realise that my 
consciousness is the consciousness of the world, and the consciousness of the world is me, whatever 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-david-bohm-1972-on-intelligence/id1480713299?i=1000460724203
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-15-krishnamurti-with-david-bohm-1972
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-9am47-cc10df
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0wmbcsh0KuYYL1cWaLF2c8?si=g7Y4N9KNQXaaBQDVGKA_bg
https://youtu.be/Iy4WnWeBIws
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-16-krishnamurti-with-david-o-hanlon
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-david-ohanlon-beyond-organised/id1480713299?i=1000461286014
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-16-krishnamurti-with-david-o-hanlon
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ptvxa-cc1119
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2MfspUnNm0wRbYCZND6zUz?si=1rpiOQMQRkC7SSS4TusklQ
https://youtu.be/lO57140EcMQ
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-17-krishnamurti-with-alain-naude-1
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change takes place in me affects the whole of consciousness. Can human consciousness undergo a 
radical change? To find out if there is something beyond this consciousness I must understand the 
content of consciousness. The mind must go beyond itself. Do we realise that the observer is the 
content itself? If there is no thought, there is no thinker. If the observer is the observed, what is the 
nature of change in consciousness? Will is not the factor of change. Radical revolution in 
consciousness takes place when there is no conflict at all. 
Links 

(Apple) KP17 The circus of man’s struggle - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 1 

(kfoundation.org) KP17 The circus of man’s struggle - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 1 

(Podbean) KP17 The circus of man’s struggle - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 1 

(Spotify) KP17 The circus of man’s struggle - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 1 

(YouTube) KP17 The circus of man’s struggle - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 1 

KP18 On good and evil - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 2 

57 minutes 
Summary 
Alain Naude was Krishnamurti’s private secretary in the 1960s. He met Krishnamurti in 1963 whilst a 
music lecturer at Pretoria University and a professional concert pianist. He gave up his teaching and 
performing in 1964 to work with Krishnamurti. Fluent in several languages, he was very helpful at 
international gatherings and in attracting younger audiences to Krishnamurti’s talks at a time of 
cultural change in the West.  
 
This second conversation between Naude and Krishnamurti opens with the question: Do good and 
evil really exist or are they simply conditioned points of view? The inquiry looks at goodness as total 
order, not only outwardly but inwardly especially. Is virtue the outcome of planning? You cannot will 
to do good. Either you are good or not good. Will is the concentration of thought as resistance. Are 
poisonous snakes, sharks and the cruel things in nature evil? The moment we assert that there is 
absolute evil, that assertion is the denial of the good. Goodness implies total abnegation of the self, 
because ‘the me’ is always separative. Order means behaviour in freedom. Freedom means love. 
When one sees all this very clearly there is a marvellous sense of absolute order.  
Links 

(Apple) KP18 On good and evil - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 2 

(kfoundation.org) KP18 On good and evil - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 2 

(Podbean) KP18 On good and evil - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 2 

(Spotify) KP18 On good and evil - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 2 

(YouTube) KP18 On good and evil - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 2 

KP19 The role of the teacher - Krishnamurti with Jacob Needleman 1 

60 minutes 
Summary 
Jacob Needleman is Professor of Philosophy at San Francisco State University and former Director of 
the Center for the Study of New Religions at Berkeley. He is the author of many books, including The 
Wisdom of Love, Time and the Soul, Why Can't We Be Good?, and Necessary Wisdom. He 
popularised the term 'new religious movements' and was honoured by the New York Open Center in 
2006.  
 
This first conversation with Krishnamurti was recorded in Malibu, California in 1971. It forms the 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/first-conversation-with-alain-naud%C3%A9-the-circus/id1480713299?i=1000461904936
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-17-krishnamurti-with-alain-naude-1
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-kdusn-cc1120
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5ZNbCBK9ApfoV4Xc9Qmer9?si=B213PlVIQ2in_RSQHf4OfQ
https://youtu.be/Ni8L3u8rBPM
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-18-krishnamurti-with-alain-naude-2
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/second-conversation-with-alain-naud%C3%A9-on-good-and-evil/id1480713299?i=1000462580240
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-18-krishnamurti-with-alain-naude-2
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-wgrn8-cc1122
https://open.spotify.com/episode/133x0qLMa6FDVJJEW3mMm8?si=HDPpVmgQQ7aNPcBrWFzibg
https://youtu.be/GW6alUUIBXw
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-19-krishnamurti-with-jacob-needleman-1
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opening chapter of the classic book, The Awakening of Intelligence. Subjects discussed include: the 
spiritual revolution among young people, hope of a new flowering for civilisation, and whether one 
can go into oneself at tremendous depths and find out everything, without asking for help. If there 
were no books or gurus, what we do? Is effort needed to reach God, enlightenment or truth? Why 
do we divide energy? The observer comes into being in wanting to change ‘what is’. The state of not-
knowing is intelligence. 
Links 

(Apple) KP19 The role of the teacher - Krishnamurti with Jacob Needleman 1 

(kfoundation.org) KP19 The role of the teacher - Krishnamurti with Jacob Needleman 1 

(Podbean) KP19 The role of the teacher - Krishnamurti with Jacob Needleman 1 

(Spotify) Not available 

(YouTube) KP19 The role of the teacher - Krishnamurti with Jacob Needleman 1 

KP20 Inner space - Krishnamurti with Jacob Needleman 2 

64 minutes 
Summary 
Jacob Needleman is Professor of Philosophy at San Francisco State University and former Director of 
the Center for the Study of New Religions at Berkeley. He is the author of many books, including The 
Heart of Philosophy, Money and the Meaning of Life, Time and the Soul, and I Am Not I.  
 
This second conversation with Krishnamurti was recorded in Malibu, California in 1971. Questions 
that come up in the conversation include: Is it possible to be free of the centre, so that the centre 
doesn’t create space around itself and build a wall? Can the centre be still? Can consciousness empty 
itself of its content? Is love within the field of consciousness? Are there environments which are 
conducive to liberation? 
Links 

(Apple) KP20 Inner space - Krishnamurti with Jacob Needleman 2 

(kfoundation.org) KP20 Inner space - Krishnamurti with Jacob Needleman 2 

(Podbean) KP20 Inner space - Krishnamurti with Jacob Needleman 2 

(Spotify) Not available 

(YouTube) KP20 Inner space - Krishnamurti with Jacob Needleman 2 

KP21 Krishnamurti with Keith Berwick 1 

28 minutes 
Summary 
Keith Berwick is a four-time Emmy Award winning television broadcaster, and senior fellow of the 
Aspen Institute. His career also includes historian, educator, newspaper publisher and editor. He 
lives in Santa Barbara, California.  
 
This first interview was recorded in Los Angeles in 1981. Berwick begins by asking: Why, in 1929, 
Krishnamurti gave up being the head of The Order of the Star. Other themes include: What is the 
major theme of the teachings? The fundamental issue is whether the human condition, with all its 
misery, anxiety and sorrow can be changed. We don’t realise that our consciousness is the common 
ground on which we all stand; we thinks we are separate. There is nothing sacred in what thought 
has created. How does one achieve right action, right relationship? If you have no image you can 
never be hurt. Freedom is to be free from the image-building machinery, which is thought. 
Links 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-with-jacob-needleman-1-the-role-of-the-teacher/id1480713299?i=1000463368998
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-19-krishnamurti-with-jacob-needleman-1
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-8jz25-cfe83b
https://youtu.be/32DaFC5lwms
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-20-krishnamurti-with-jacob-needleman-2
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-with-jacob-needleman-2-inner-space/id1480713299?i=1000464020459
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-20-krishnamurti-with-jacob-needleman-2
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-7trr5-cfe845
https://youtu.be/-9g_zQjwOFw
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-21-krishnamurti-with-keith-berwick-1
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(Apple) KP21 Krishnamurti with Keith Berwick 1 

(kfoundation.org) KP21 Krishnamurti with Keith Berwick 1 

(Podbean) KP21 Krishnamurti with Keith Berwick 1 

(Spotify) Not available 

(YouTube) KP21 Krishnamurti with Keith Berwick 1 

KP22 Krishnamurti with Keith Berwick 2 

55 minutes 
Summary 
Keith Berwick is a four-time Emmy Award winning television broadcaster, and senior fellow of the 
Aspen Institute. His career also includes historian, educator, newspaper publisher and editor. He 
lives in Santa Barbara, California.  
 
This second interview was recorded in Los Angeles in 1983, two years after the first. Themes include: 
What is a human being? What is an individual? Clarity can only come into being when there is no 
confusion. One must have physical security, but it is being denied because we think in terms of 
tribalism. Disorder creates authority. Ambition, jealousy, desire and pleasure are not love. What is 
intelligence? What is thinking? Conscious meditation is determination, not meditation. To meditate 
you must understand relationship. What is the root of desire? Is there another instrument than 
thought? If thought has its right place, then you can look. 
Links 

(Apple) KP22 Krishnamurti with Keith Berwick 2 

(kfoundation.org) KP22 Krishnamurti with Keith Berwick 2 

(Podbean) KP22 Krishnamurti with Keith Berwick 2 

(Spotify) KP22 Krishnamurti with Keith Berwick 2 

(YouTube) KP22 Krishnamurti with Keith Berwick 2 

KP23 Has there been a radical change in Krishnamurti’s teaching? - Krishnamurti with P. 

Jayakar 1 

79 minutes 
Summary 
Pupul Jayakar, who died in 1997, was an Indian cultural activist and writer, best known for her work 
on the revival of traditional and village arts, handlooms, and handicrafts. She was a close friend of 
prime minister Indira Gandhi, and was her cultural advisor and biographer. Having been to a school 
established by Annie Besant, Pupul became involved with Krishnamurti’s work in the 1940s, 
becoming a trustee of the Indian foundation.  
 
This first conversation was recorded in 1978, at Brockwood Park. Pupul asks: Has there been a 
radical change in your teaching, a movement away from observation, from the division between the 
thinker and the thought? They ask whether it’s possible to see the total content of consciousness 
and move out of it? Complete, total insight is only possible instantly, and that instant is not 
contained in time. The thinker and thought are not separate. Thinking is based on growth, becoming, 
evolving. Will the mind, being so heavily conditioned by the tradition of growth, listen? 
Links 

(Apple) KP23 Has there been a radical change in Krishnamurti’s teaching? - Krishnamurti with Pupul 
Jayakar 1 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-in-conversation-with-keith-berwick-1/id1480713299?i=1000464720752
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-21-krishnamurti-with-keith-berwick-1
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-kfbak-cfe84f
https://youtu.be/bNj4p59Ul1U
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-22-krishnamurti-with-keith-berwick-2
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-in-conversation-with-keith-berwick-2/id1480713299?i=1000465420087
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-22-krishnamurti-with-keith-berwick-2
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-mtddi-cfe85b
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1IpCbHxsq6mInpv3nv5jGP?si=8Xx91j6qQ9KiwlmWotOtnA
https://youtu.be/rWUHdEVi4mk
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-23-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-1
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-23-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-1
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/pupul-jayakar-1-has-there-been-a-radical-change-in/id1480713299?i=1000466116198
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/pupul-jayakar-1-has-there-been-a-radical-change-in/id1480713299?i=1000466116198
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(kfoundation.org) KP23 Has there been a radical change in Krishnamurti’s teaching? - Krishnamurti 
with Pupul Jayakar 1 

(Podbean) KP23 Has there been a radical change in Krishnamurti’s teaching? - Krishnamurti with 
Pupul Jayakar 1 

(Spotify) KP23 Has there been a radical change in Krishnamurti’s teaching? - Krishnamurti with Pupul 
Jayakar 1 

(YouTube) KP23 Has there been a radical change in Krishnamurti’s teaching? - Krishnamurti with 
Pupul Jayakar 1 

KP24 Thought cannot comprehend the totality of consciousness - Krishnamurti with P. 

Jayakar 2 

88 minutes 
Summary 
Pupul Jayakar was a trustee of Krishnamurti Foundation India, and for decades was a friend of 
Krishnamurti’s. She helped publish many of his books in India, along with writing a biography which 
was published soon after his death. Her other books include The Earth Mother, The Buddha and God 
is Not a Full-Stop.  
 
This second conversation was recorded in the summer of 1978, at Brockwood. Krishnamurti asks: 
What does the word ‘conscious’ mean to you?, saying that thought can never be aware of the total 
content of consciousness. Can the mind perceive the totality? Is there a love or a quality which is not 
part of consciousness? Is it possible to observe with all one’s senses? Is there a totally different 
dimension to consciousness, not invented by thought? Can this be discovered? What quality is 
necessary to move out of the circle of consciousness? How can we know order when we live in total 
disorder? When thought is completely, absolutely still, there is an action. 
Links 

(Apple) KP24 Thought cannot comprehend the totality of consciousness - Krishnamurti with Pupul 
Jayakar 2 

(kfoundation.org) KP24 Thought cannot comprehend the totality of consciousness - Krishnamurti 
with Pupul Jayakar 2 

(Podbean) KP24 Thought cannot comprehend the totality of consciousness - Krishnamurti with Pupul 
Jayakar 2 

(Spotify) KP24 Thought cannot comprehend the totality of consciousness - Krishnamurti with Pupul 
Jayakar 2 

(YouTube) KP24 Thought cannot comprehend the totality of consciousness - Krishnamurti with Pupul 
Jayakar 2 

KP25 Can fear be completely wiped away? - Krishnamurti with Ronald Eyre 

88 minutes 
Summary 
Ronald Eyre was a leading director for cinema, opera, television and the theatre. He was nominated 
for a Tony Award in 1975 as Best Director. He was also a television presenter and writer. His most 
well-known series was The Long Search, a survey of world religions.  
 
Recorded at Brockwood in 1984, this conversation with Krishnamurti explores playfulness and 
distraction, the cycle of fear, and whether we do anything we love. Krishnamurti asks if we are afraid 
of life. What are love and death? Why is there such a tremendous craving inwardly? What is the root 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-23-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-1
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-23-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-1
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ycutx-d33659
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ycutx-d33659
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6mC9BBJWPRb2Nwqzr8DNJF?si=unba4GqWQ1eS_It23-Osnw
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6mC9BBJWPRb2Nwqzr8DNJF?si=unba4GqWQ1eS_It23-Osnw
https://youtu.be/NOXEtA4k2jg
https://youtu.be/NOXEtA4k2jg
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-24-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-2
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-24-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-2
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/pupul-jayakar-2-thought-cannot-comprehend-the/id1480713299?i=1000466807437
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/pupul-jayakar-2-thought-cannot-comprehend-the/id1480713299?i=1000466807437
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-24-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-2
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-24-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-2
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-rv24j-d33665
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-rv24j-d33665
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5k5YuUFnrUTrB0NyNzZZ6E?si=Rg2yu6p3TcikR_T0yvEH-g
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5k5YuUFnrUTrB0NyNzZZ6E?si=Rg2yu6p3TcikR_T0yvEH-g
https://youtu.be/5CDEcgLvLFs
https://youtu.be/5CDEcgLvLFs
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-25-krishnamurti-with-ronald-eyre
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of fear? Why does thought enter into the realm of the psyche? What is creation that is not born out 
of knowledge?  
Links 

(Apple) KP25 Can fear be completely wiped away? - Krishnamurti with Ronald Eyre 

(kfoundation.org) KP25 Can fear be completely wiped away? - Krishnamurti with Ronald Eyre 

(Podbean) KP25 Can fear be completely wiped away? - Krishnamurti with Ronald Eyre 

(Spotify) KP25 Can fear be completely wiped away? - Krishnamurti with Ronald Eyre 

(YouTube) KP25 Can fear be completely wiped away? - Krishnamurti with Ronald Eyre 

KP26 Krishnamurti interviewed by Eric Robson 

28 minutes 
Summary 
Eric Robson is a broadcaster, author and documentary film maker, based in the UK where he also 
farms. For 25 years he chaired Gardner’s Question Time.  
 
This 1984 conversation was part of a television series he hosted, called Revelations. Questions 
Robson asks Krishnamurti include: Did you ever believe, as the people who were sponsoring you 
believed, that you were some sort of messiah? Can you explain why you are so positively against 
organised religion? Is your system rooted in any religion? How do you strip away conditioning? Is 
there only one truth or are there many truths? When you approach the pathless land of truth, do 
you have to do anything with that truth? Is it possible for everyone to achieve truth? You said that 
the world can only change through personal transformation, and yet the world is sliding to the edge 
of a black abyss. Won’t personal transformation simply come too late? 
Links 

(Apple) KP26 Krishnamurti interviewed by Eric Robson 

(kfoundation.org) KP26 Krishnamurti interviewed by Eric Robson 

(Podbean) KP26 Krishnamurti interviewed by Eric Robson 

(Spotify) KP26 Krishnamurti interviewed by Eric Robson 

(YouTube) KP26 Krishnamurti interviewed by Eric Robson 

KP27 Is there a permanent ego? - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 3 

51 minutes 
Summary 
Alain Naude was Krishnamurti’s private secretary in the 1960s. He met Krishnamurti in 1963 whilst a 
music lecturer at Pretoria University and a professional concert pianist. He gave up his teaching and 
performing in 1964 to work with Krishnamurti. Fluent in several languages, he was very helpful at 
international gatherings and in attracting younger audiences to Krishnamurti’s talks at a time of 
cultural change in the West.  
 
This conversation with Krishnamurti was recorded in Malibu, California in 1972 and begins by asking 
whether there is a permanent ‘me’?  
Unless I am free from the vulgar, I will continue representing the whole vulgarity of humanity.  
I lead the usual life, along the small river, following that current. I am that current and ‘the me’ is 
bound to continue in that stream, with millions of others. I am not different from those millions of 
others.  
When you say, ‘My brother is dead,’ and ask whether he is still living, as a separate consciousness, I 
question whether he was ever separate from the stream.  

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/ronald-eyre-can-fear-be-completely-wiped-away/id1480713299?i=1000467505582
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-25-krishnamurti-with-ronald-eyre
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-tysvk-d3366b
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1Y8HRIYmXdmurJZitSbLz4?si=eEAqu6b4RYq0o-Snhy0LPA
https://youtu.be/weBtk6sRXN0
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-26-interview-by-eric-robson
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/interview-by-eric-robson/id1480713299?i=1000468075859
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-26-interview-by-eric-robson
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ihjnw-d3367b
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2Xq7fKgd7UNudgdb5lL5H1?si=A0KORnn7QOKUqCFe3e1TUg
https://youtu.be/iU8JUH3m4eU
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-27-krishnamurti-with-alain-naude-3
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If there was a permanent self, it would be of this stream. Realising that I am like the rest of the 
world, that there is no ‘me’ separate, I can incarnate only if I step out of the stream.  
Change takes place away from the stream; in the stream there is no change.  
What happens if you step out of the stream? The stepping out is the incarnation.  
When one steps out of the stream, one has compassion. 
Links 

(Apple) KP27 Is there a permanent ego? - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 3 

(kfoundation.org) KP27 Is there a permanent ego? - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 3 

(Podbean) KP27 Is there a permanent ego? - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 3 

(Spotify) KP27 Is there a permanent ego? - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 3 

(YouTube) KP27 Is there a permanent ego? - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 3 

KP28 Masters and hierarchy - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 4 

49 minutes 
Summary 
Alain Naude was Krishnamurti’s private secretary in the 1960s. He met Krishnamurti in 1963 whilst a 
music lecturer at Pretoria University and a professional concert pianist. He gave up his teaching and 
performing in 1964 to work with Krishnamurti. Fluent in several languages, he was very helpful at 
international gatherings and in attracting younger audiences to Krishnamurti’s talks at a time of 
cultural change in the West.  
 
This fourth conversation between Naude and Krishnamurti was recorded in January 1972. Naude 
begins by asking about masters. ‘One finds in various teachings the idea of masters, conscious 
entities who work for the good of mankind. Is there a reservoir of wisdom? Do such entities exist, or 
does man want to have myths?’  
 
Krishnamurti responds that there is a reservoir of goodness and a reservoir of violence and asks 
whether there something which is not these two, that is beyond these two?  
 
Is your mind capable of not being held in the reservoirs of goodness or violence?  
 
When you understand these two opposites and go beyond them, meditation is not in terms of vision 
or action, but the state of silence which is then operating, an energy which then flows. That energy 
has no character.  
 
When one asks, ‘Is there a hierarchy, a master, a group of evolved entities?’ you are asking from a 
point of view, or from desire, from hope.  
 
What is the relationship between the current of vulgarity and that which is beyond and above the 
opposites?  
Links 

(Apple) KP28 Masters and hierarchy - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 4 

(kfoundation.org) KP28 Masters and hierarchy - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 4 

(Podbean) KP28 Masters and hierarchy - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 4 

(Spotify) KP28 Masters and hierarchy - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 4 

(YouTube) KP28 Masters and hierarchy - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 4 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-alain-naude-is-there-a-permanent-ego/id1480713299?i=1000468762954
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-27-krishnamurti-with-alain-naude-3
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-byn9c-d5870b
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7FPQITGNPUbWJdnrHJO4mS?si=-qEuPdS_SaKyjCoO_5X_AQ
https://youtu.be/ynFca3NwtFA
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-28-krishnamurti-with-alain-naude-4
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-alain-naude-masters-and-hierarchy/id1480713299?i=1000469456467
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-28-krishnamurti-with-alain-naude-4
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-bab96-d58714
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4c0ToqVv90UWRWkM3xWGIY?si=2-qP8j_RQGO111B0JE-5yg
https://youtu.be/purYCompE_s
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KP29 Krishnamurti interviewed by Frank Waters 

90 minutes 
Summary 
Frank Waters was a well-known American author based in New Mexico. His books include novels, 
biographies, histories, and essay collections. Known as the Grandfather of Southwestern Literature, 
he was nominated for the Nobel Prize several times.  
 
His interview with Krishnamurti took place in Malibu, California in 1972. Subjects include: what 
brings about receptivity? Speaking to the unconscious; the little self and the big self; how 
Krishnamurti’s teachings work; myth; the destruction of the planet; sleep; and kundalini.  
Links 

(Apple) KP29 Krishnamurti interviewed by Frank Waters 

(kfoundation.org) KP29 Krishnamurti interviewed by Frank Waters 

(Podbean) KP29 Krishnamurti interviewed by Frank Waters 

(Spotify) KP29 Krishnamurti interviewed by Frank Waters 

(YouTube) KP29 Krishnamurti interviewed by Frank Waters 

KP30 A feeling for something sacred - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 

94 minutes 
Summary 
David Bohm’s contact with Krishnamurti began in the early 60s and continued into the 80s. Their 
dialogues are far-reaching and profound. Over 30 audios and videos are available on our YouTube 
channel, and are published in the books Truth and Actuality, The Transformation of Man, and The 
Ending of Time.  
 
Recorded in 1981 in Ojai, California, this conversation explores the sacred, with Krishnamurti saying 
that there is a sacred origin which gives one tremendous passion and energy. He asks: is anyone 
willing to totally abandon everything that thought has created, including the ‘me’? Is it possible to 
live a daily life in the modern world without any identification? How am I to educate myself to have 
no shocks of any kind? Only a brain free from shocks can find the origin. The brain must be always in 
a state of movement without identification, like a river. Then it cannot be shocked. 
Links 

(Apple) KP30 A feeling for something sacred - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 

(kfoundation.org) KP30 A feeling for something sacred - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 

(Podbean) KP30 A feeling for something sacred - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 

(Spotify) KP30 A feeling for something sacred - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 

(YouTube) KP30 A feeling for something sacred - Krishnamurti with David Bohm 

KP31 Krishnamurti with Donald Ingram Smith 1 

54 minutes 
Summary 
This conversation between Krishnamurti and Donald Ingram Smith, entitled 'Awareness is a mirror in 
which the movement of thought is perceived', was recorded in Ojai, California in 1977. Krishnamurti 
asks whether all of consciousness is made up of its content. Can thought be aware of itself? Is 
whatever thought has created reality? Intelligence is not a product of thought. Thought has limited 
itself, made itself a fragment. Attention is the summation of all energy.  

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-29-interview-by-frank-waters
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/interview-by-frank-waters/id1480713299?i=1000470200806
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-29-interview-by-frank-waters
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-xzke2-d5872c
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4NfQjeK60DpwaI3FOtOvHh?si=j3P5InufSTyncKs92ASNuQ
https://youtu.be/iMsp5_wOSic
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-30-krishnamurti-with-david-bohm-1981
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-david-bohm-a-feeling-for/id1480713299?i=1000470914159
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-30-krishnamurti-with-david-bohm-1981
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-rdypg-d58738
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5XuHqyb09GZNqZSpnUYImN?si=w1o5vFe2ST-k9xVSJEUNbA
https://youtu.be/LzgVLSW30cA
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-31-krishnamurti-with-donald-ingram-smith-1
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Donald Ingram Smith was a well-known Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) broadcaster from 
Sydney. For many years he was involved with the recording of Krishnamurti’s talks in Australia and 
India. He also hosted a radio programme on Krishnamurti. Ingram Smith first met Krishnamurti in 
1949 and his memoirs of the times he spent with Krishnamurti through to his death are published in 
the book Creative Happiness: A Journey with J. Krishnamurti. 
Links 

(Apple) KP31 Krishnamurti with Donald Ingram Smith 1 

(kfoundation.org) KP31 Krishnamurti with Donald Ingram Smith 1 

(Podbean) KP31 Krishnamurti with Donald Ingram Smith 1 

(Spotify) KP31 Krishnamurti with Donald Ingram Smith 1 

(YouTube) KP31 Krishnamurti with Donald Ingram Smith 1 

KP32 Krishnamurti interviewed by Wilfred Thomas 

32 minutes 
Summary 
This interview by Wilfred Thomas with Krishnamurti took place at the recently-purchased 
Brockwood Park in Hampshire. It was recorded for Australian radio. Questions asked include: How 
old were you when you first heard the theosophists’ plans for you? When did you first have doubts 
about the pattern they had laid down for you? How are you reaching younger people? Do you think 
it is possible that humanity, instead of breaking up into national groups and races, will merge into 
one? What is your definition of love? What do you think happens when the body dies, 
reincarnation? You now have three institutions. Are they maintained by subscriptions? Wilfred 
Thomas lived in Australia and then London. He began his career as a singer and later moved on to 
presenting and acting for television and radio. 
Links 

(Apple) KP32 Krishnamurti interviewed by Wilfred Thomas 

(kfoundation.org) KP32 Krishnamurti interviewed by Wilfred Thomas 

(Podbean) KP32 Krishnamurti interviewed by Wilfred Thomas 

(Spotify) KP32 Krishnamurti interviewed by Wilfred Thomas 

(YouTube) KP32 Krishnamurti interviewed by Wilfred Thomas 

KP33 On God - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 3 

83 minutes 
Summary 
This conversation between Krishnamurti and Pupul Jayakar was recorded at Brockwood Park in 
1981. Jayakar begins by asking if they can discuss and investigate into the nature of God. They go on 
to question whether we can negate completely the whole movement of knowledge – except the 
knowledge of driving a car, speaking a language, technological knowledge? Can one totally empty 
the whole accumulation of a million years? We never say, ‘I don’t know.’ That is an absolutely 
motionless state of mind, because I don’t know. One of our difficulties is that we all want to know; 
which means put what God is into the bag of knowledge. Can we have an insight into the movement 
of knowledge, so that the insight stops the movement? It’s not that we stop the movement or the 
brain stops the movement; the very insight is the ending of knowledge and the beginning of 
something entirely different. Is it possible to quieten thought completely? Is it possible to be free of 
the meditator? Then there is no problem. Then there is no question whether there is God or no God 
– because it doesn’t matter. Then meditation is the meditation of the universe.  

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-donald-ingram-smith/id1480713299?i=1000471590867
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-31-krishnamurti-with-donald-ingram-smith-1
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-d52ur-d82b67
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3ZSN86dXvEoWYIcotVpvxw?si=15nrdosgS56vwhHBXd18Vg
https://youtu.be/9z1ZW986-xE
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-32-interview-by-wilfred-thomas
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/interview-by-wilfred-thomas/id1480713299?i=1000472346418
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-32-interview-by-wilfred-thomas
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-d777z-d82b6a
https://open.spotify.com/episode/02hYErFe2PBAaQiGu1VnV2?si=qHiRaOWvSiaqdaaKodAPTQ
https://youtu.be/P68gYpBDTQo
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-33-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-3
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Pupul Jayakar, who died in 1997, was an Indian cultural activist and writer, best known for her work 
on the revival of traditional and village arts, handlooms, and handicrafts. She was a close friend of 
prime minister Indira Gandhi, and was her cultural advisor and biographer. Having been to a school 
established by Annie Besant, Pupul became involved with Krishnamurti’s work in the 1940s, 
becoming a trustee of the Indian foundation. 
Links 

(Apple) KP33 On God - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 3 

(kfoundation.org) KP33 On God - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 3 

(Podbean) KP33 On God - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 3 

(Spotify) KP33 On God - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 3 

(YouTube) KP33 On God - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 3 

KP34 Living with death - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 4 

63 minutes 
Summary 
This conversation from 1981 between Krishnamurti and Pupul Jayakar looks at ending and death. 
What is ending? The mind cannot enter into a totally new dimension if there is a shadow of memory. 
If the movement of thought ends, consciousness as we know it is not. Thought is the enemy of 
compassion. What significance has death? Have we seen the meaning of death, the extraordinary 
beauty of ending something?  
 
Pupul Jayakar, was a trustee of Krishnamurti Foundation India, and for decades was a friend of 
Krishnamurti’s. She helped publish many of his books in India, along with writing a biography which 
was published soon after his death. Her other books include The Earth Mother, The Buddha and God 
is Not a Full-Stop.  
Links 

(Apple) KP34 Living with death - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 4 

(kfoundation.org) KP34 Living with death - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 4 

(Podbean) KP34 Living with death - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 4 

(Spotify) KP34 Living with death - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 4 

(YouTube) KP34 Living with death - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 4 

KP35 Thought cannot investigate into intelligence - Krishnamurti with Asit Chandmal 

70 minutes 
Summary 
This conversation took place at Brockwood Park in 1982. Krishnamurti asks: Do you accept that 
intelligence is not the product of thought? What do you have you left when you don’t use the brain 
to inquire? What is not contaminated by thought? Can your brain observe something whole without 
any kind of fragmentation?  
 
Krishnamurti and Asit Chandmal were friends for many years, and Krishnamurti would often stay 
with him when in Bombay. Chandmal studied engineering in London, where he later taught 
mathematical economics, before becoming finance director at Tata Motors. His interest in 
computing led to Chandmal’s involvement with many Silicon Valley start-ups. A trustee of the 
Krishnamurti Foundation India, he was also a keen photographer and in 1985 published the One 
Thousand Moons, a book of photographs illustrating a year in Krishnamurti’s life. 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-pupul-jayakar-3-on-god/id1480713299?i=1000473091519
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-33-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-3
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ur74p-d82b6f
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5ZYIlO3DOZh1EksoYv2iTG?si=cDKnnNniQpqgHMCzRhkEKw
https://youtu.be/TWyfpW1fGtU
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-34-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-4
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-pupul-jayakar-4-living-with-death/id1480713299?i=1000473735272
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-34-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-4
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ua285-d82b71
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1vjuyfpx7NiSHa14ehVxYa?si=e4l7XG92QkWM8LJXt5Jitg
https://youtu.be/4GJxnBROwvA
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-35-krishnamurti-with-asit-chandmal
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Links 

(Apple) KP35 Thought cannot investigate into intelligence - Krishnamurti with Asit Chandmal 

(kfoundation.org) KP35 Thought cannot investigate into intelligence - Krishnamurti with Asit 
Chandmal 

(Podbean) KP35 Thought cannot investigate into intelligence - Krishnamurti with Asit Chandmal 

(Spotify) KP35 Thought cannot investigate into intelligence - Krishnamurti with Asit Chandmal 

(YouTube) KP35 Thought cannot investigate into intelligence - Krishnamurti with Asit Chandmal 

KP36 Inquiring into meditation - Krishnamurti with Christopher Titmuss 

46 minutes 
Summary 
This conversation between Krishnamurti and Titmus was recorded at Brockwood Park in 1984. 
Krishnamurti asks: What do we mean by the word ‘meditation’? Why should we meditate? Do we 
need to be taught how to meditate? Have we extended ambition from this world to the spiritual 
world? Who is the controller that controls thought?  
 
Christopher Titmuss, a former Buddhist monk, is a teacher and writer in the Buddhist tradition. He 
teaches and hold retreats in many countries around the world and many of his talks are available 
online. His books include The Buddha of Love, Light on Enlightenment, An Awakened Life and Poems 
from the Edge of Time. 
Links 

(Apple) KP36 Inquiring into meditation - Krishnamurti with Christopher Titmuss 

(kfoundation.org) KP36 Inquiring into meditation - Krishnamurti with Christopher Titmuss 

(Podbean) KP36 Inquiring into meditation - Krishnamurti with Christopher Titmuss 

(Spotify) KP36 Inquiring into meditation - Krishnamurti with Christopher Titmuss 

(YouTube) KP36 Inquiring into meditation - Krishnamurti with Christopher Titmuss 

KP37 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 3) 

37 minutes 
Summary 
Commentaries on Living is one of Krishnamurti’s most well-known and best loved books. In it, he 
recalls many of the private conversations with those who came to see him. With encouragement 
from Aldous Huxley these meetings were written down by Krishnamurti and published in 1956. 
Chapters included in this episode are titled Three Pious Egoists, Identification, Gossip & Worry, 
Thought & Love, Aloneness & Isolation, and Pupil & Master.  
 
Terence Stamp is an Oscar-nominated actor, known for his roles in The Limey, Superman, The 
Collector, Wall Street and many others. It was through working with Fellini that he met and became 
friends with Krishnamurti, who, in Stamp’s words, ‘used his presence to pause my thinking.’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP37 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 3) 

(kfoundation.org) KP37 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 3) 

(Podbean) KP37 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 3) 

(Spotify) KP37 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 3) 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-with-asit-chandmal-thought-cannot/id1480713299?i=1000474494765
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-35-krishnamurti-with-asit-chandmal
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-35-krishnamurti-with-asit-chandmal
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-n4bd5-dad3e6
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4bxCBbAcKwZcwcsib2PlbY?si=e-z933NaS0uIewtnZg86GQ
https://youtu.be/zyXFnV7SsSs
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-36-krishnamurti-with-christopher-titmuss
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-with-christopher-titmuss-inquiring-into/id1480713299?i=1000475229605
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-36-krishnamurti-with-christopher-titmuss
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-7xb72-dad3e9
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2vHdFpNJ30i48kwsLaz7y0?si=wEGQ171GQJCcdkUlbnTifw
https://youtu.be/fDKYOrJemP4
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-37-commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-3
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/terence-stamp-reading-commentaries-on-living-part-3/id1480713299?i=1000475979686
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-37-commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-3
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-icuk9-dad3ea
https://open.spotify.com/episode/14oTMoTHZXNHjOG5lE0Oha?si=x8hQhfCeTDeM_c7J21EUpA
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(YouTube) KP37 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 3) 

KP38 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 4) 

34 minutes 
Summary 
Commentaries on Living is one of Krishnamurti’s most well-known and best loved books. In it, he 
recalls many of the private conversations with those who came to see him. With encouragement 
from Aldous Huxley these meetings were written down by Krishnamurti and published in 1956. 
Chapters included in this episode are titled The Rich & The Poor, Ceremonies & Conversion, 
Knowledge, Respectability, and Politics, none of which have been released previously.  
 
Terence Stamp is an Oscar-nominated actor, known for his roles in The Limey, Superman, The 
Collector, Wall Street and many others. It was through working with Fellini that he met and became 
friends with Krishnamurti, who, in Stamp’s words, ‘used his presence to pause my thinking.’  
Links 

(Apple) KP38 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 4) 

(kfoundation.org) KP38 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 4) 

(Podbean) KP38 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 4) 

(Spotify) KP38 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 4) 

(YouTube) KP38 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 4) 

KP39 Stepping out of the stream of the self - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 5 

83 minutes 
Summary 
This conversation between Krishnamurti and Naude was recorded in Malibu in 1972. They ask: Is 
there in us a place where there is no corruption, where there is real, absolute peace and order?  
The stream of vulgarity in the world has its source in the self, ‘the me’, the ego.  
When there is no self, there is a responsibility for humanity.  
What is the relationship between this stream, the self which is perpetuating the stream, and the 
unknown?  
How is one who is in the stream to understand instantly, without going through the evolutionary 
process?  
One steps out of the stream if one denies time, in the sense of becoming, being, achieving, 
comparing.  
Can the mind, without any motive, negate the self?  
 
Alain Naude was Krishnamurti’s private secretary in the 1960s. He met Krishnamurti in 1963 whilst a 
music lecturer and concert pianist. He gave up his teaching and performing in 1964 to work with 
Krishnamurti. Fluent in several languages, he was very helpful at international gatherings and in 
attracting younger audiences to Krishnamurti’s talks, at a time of cultural change in the West. 
Links 

(Apple) KP39 Stepping out of the stream of the self - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 5 

(kfoundation.org) KP39 Stepping out of the stream of the self - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 5 

(Podbean) KP39 Stepping out of the stream of the self - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 5 

(Spotify) KP39 Stepping out of the stream of the self - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 5 

(YouTube) KP39 Stepping out of the stream of the self - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 5 

https://youtu.be/zEjpL40X52Y
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-38-commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-4
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/terence-stamp-reading-commentaries-on-living-part-4/id1480713299?i=1000476748362
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-38-commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-4
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-xdeuw-dad3ec
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6fyKj8gk0654E9Zi3gOkvw?si=M0KEiTuCRuS4rKpt3mmk_g
https://youtu.be/rntsEvQy39w
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-39-krishnamurti-with-alain-naude-5
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-alain-naud%C3%A9-5-stepping-out-of/id1480713299?i=1000477389772
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-39-krishnamurti-with-alain-naude-5
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-eshjw-de9ea4
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7DBwL9i7VLI1gcrNWeH9ek?si=VF79XcbuTw2vTdrvFCi-wA
https://youtu.be/wNNUt0jgOGw
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KP40 A mind that is not empty cannot find truth - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 6 

80 minutes 
Summary 
This conversation between Krishnamurti and Naude was recorded in Malibu in 1972. Naude begins 
by asking: Are the various scriptures of India and the Middle East similar to or in contradiction to 
your teaching?  
Krishnamurti later asks: Can thought end right through one’s consciousness? Must thought not end 
for something new to be observed?  
How does the mind look at itself? Does it look as an observer different from the observed, or 
without the observer and therefore there is only the observed?  
Can consciousness empty itself of its content?  
What has happened to the mind that has discarded the weight of becoming, of tradition, myth, 
gurus and authority?  
A mind that has no space can never find truth. A mind that is not empty can never find truth.  
Remaining with the fact of hurt.  
When you are nothing, you love.  
There is a movement in silence that has no beginning and no end, a movement that is always new.  
Inquiry is different from effort, from seeking, from achievement.  
 
Alain Naude was Krishnamurti’s private secretary in the 1960s. He met Krishnamurti in 1963 whilst a 
music lecturer and concert pianist. He gave up his teaching and performing in 1964 to work with 
Krishnamurti. Fluent in several languages, he was very helpful at international gatherings and in 
attracting younger audiences to Krishnamurti’s talks, at a time of cultural change in the West. 
Links 

(Apple) KP40 A mind that is not empty cannot find truth - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 6 

(kfoundation.org) KP40 A mind that is not empty cannot find truth - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 6 

(Podbean) KP40 A mind that is not empty cannot find truth - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 6 

(Spotify) KP40 A mind that is not empty cannot find truth - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 6 

(YouTube) KP40 A mind that is not empty cannot find truth - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 6 

KP41 What is living, actually? - Krishnamurti with Donald Ingram Smith 2 

52 minutes 
Summary 
This conversation was recorded in Ojai, California in 1980. Subjects explored include: Our 
conditioning is irrational. Will doubt help me to find out what truth is? Is there a listening without 
the word, without recognition? Thought can see itself in action. We have got many toys which 
absorb us. Is it possible to get rid of them? An occupied mind is always limiting itself, narrowing its 
activity.  
 
Donald Ingram Smith was a well-known Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) broadcaster from 
Sydney. For many years he was involved with the recording of Krishnamurti’s talks in Australia and 
India. He also hosted a radio programme on Krishnamurti. Ingram Smith first met Krishnamurti in 
1949 and his memoirs of the times he spent with Krishnamurti through to his death are published in 
the book Creative Happiness: A Journey with J. Krishnamurti.  
Links 

(Apple) KP41 What is living, actually? - Krishnamurti with Donald Ingram Smith 2 

(kfoundation.org) KP41 What is living, actually? - Krishnamurti with Donald Ingram Smith 2 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-40-krishnamurti-with-alain-naude-6
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-alain-naud%C3%A9-6-a-mind-that-is-not/id1480713299?i=1000478315859
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-40-krishnamurti-with-alain-naude-6
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-u64jh-de9ee1
https://open.spotify.com/episode/37F8YmljbVjy0M5Fm0WLXW?si=ND5Z90ZsSHeZbxxLKruFyQ
https://youtu.be/Of26BgAY5ZE
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-41-krishnamurti-with-donald-ingram-smith-2
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-donald-ingram-smith-2-what-is-living/id1480713299?i=1000479448978
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-41-krishnamurti-with-donald-ingram-smith-2
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(Podbean) KP41 What is living, actually? - Krishnamurti with Donald Ingram Smith 2 

(Spotify) KP41 What is living, actually? - Krishnamurti with Donald Ingram Smith 2 

(YouTube) KP41 What is living, actually? - Krishnamurti with Donald Ingram Smith 2 

KP42 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 5) 

37 minutes 
Summary 
Commentaries on Living is one of Krishnamurti’s most well-known and best loved books. In it, he 
recalls many of the private conversations with those who came to see him. With encouragement 
from Aldous Huxley these meetings were written down by Krishnamurti and published in 1956. Two 
further volumes were published in 1958 and 1960.  
Chapters included in this episode are titled Experiencing, Virtue, Simplicity of the Heart, Facets of the 
Individual, Sleep, and Love in Relationship.  
 
Terence Stamp is an Oscar-nominated actor, known for his roles in The Limey, Superman, The 
Collector, Wall Street and many others. It was through working with Fellini that he met and became 
friends with Krishnamurti. Stamp includes his experiences with Krishnamurti in his recent memoir 
The Ocean Fell Into the Drop. 
Links 

(Apple) KP42 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 5) 

(kfoundation.org) KP42 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 5) 

(Podbean) KP42 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 5) 

(Spotify) KP42 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 5) 

(YouTube) KP42 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 5) 

KP43 How does one inquire into the source of all life? - Krishnamurti with P. Jayakar 5 

91 minutes 
Summary 
This conversation between Krishnamurti and Pupul Jayakar was recorded at Brockwood Park in 
1982. The inquiry includes:  
What is the source of all existence, all life, all action?  
What is the approach of a mind that wants to inquire into something that it doesn’t know, 
something that demands an extraordinary quality of deep subtlety, deep capacity of order?  
Why doesn’t one feel totally responsible for the wars, the brutality, the terrible things that are 
happening in the world?  
Human beings have created such disorder in themselves and therefore outwardly. How does one 
comprehend or be aware of the origin of disorder?  
What is the state of action that is born out of complete attention?  
Is it necessary to go through the process of watching one’s reactions and observing diligently one’s 
relationships?  
Any person who gives attention, who really says, 'I must find the source of life,' who is passionate 
about it, not just casual, will listen. They will listen: it is in the air.  
 
Pupul Jayakar, who died in 1997, was an Indian cultural activist and writer, best known for her work 
on the revival of traditional and village arts, handlooms and handicrafts. She was a close friend of 
prime minister Indira Gandhi, and was her cultural advisor and biographer. Having been to a school 
established by Annie Besant, Pupul became involved with Krishnamurti’s work in the 1940s, 
becoming a trustee of the Indian foundation. 

https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ac93v-de9eef
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1QA5vWDqZS19FeIlyAssws?si=nSVtL9TjQPiyrXxdux_HzA
https://youtu.be/nMCMVjTBWMo
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-42-commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-5
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/terence-stamp-reading-commentaries-on-living-part-5/id1480713299?i=1000480886474
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-42-commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-5
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ggnxp-e0f012
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2mkgaPkGhOkF6wO8OQZK9A?si=Iy4vrqYhS86sKys_1a0-tQ
https://youtu.be/RL3yd8Glu3E
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-43-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-5
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Links 

(Apple) KP43 How does one inquire into the source of all life? - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 5 

(kfoundation.org) KP43 How does one inquire into the source of all life? - Krishnamurti with Pupul 
Jayakar 5 

(Podbean) KP43 How does one inquire into the source of all life? - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 5 

(Spotify) KP43 How does one inquire into the source of all life? - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 5 

(YouTube) KP43 How does one inquire into the source of all life? - Krishnamurti with Pupul Jayakar 5 

KP44 Can we live without the burden of a thousand yesterdays? - Krishnamurti with P. 

Jayakar 6 

68 minutes 
Summary 
This second conversation between Krishnamurti and Pupul Jayakar from 1982 was recorded at 
Brockwood Park. They ask:  
Is it possible to keep the mind very young, and yet ancient?  
What is consciousness?  
Is it possible to completely end the whole content of my consciousness, of human consciousness, 
which has grown through millennia?  
Can the brain ever be free from its own bondage?  
Is it possible to look at life as a whole, without fragmentation?  
 
Pupul Jayakar, was a trustee of Krishnamurti Foundation India, and for decades was a friend of 
Krishnamurti’s. She helped publish many of his books in India, along with writing a biography which 
was published soon after his death. Her other books include The Earth Mother, The Buddha, and 
God is Not a Full-Stop. 
Links 

(Apple) KP44 Can we live without the burden of a thousand yesterdays? - Krishnamurti with Pupul 
Jayakar 6 

(kfoundation.org) KP44 Can we live without the burden of a thousand yesterdays? - Krishnamurti 
with Pupul Jayakar 6 

(Podbean) KP44 Can we live without the burden of a thousand yesterdays? - Krishnamurti with Pupul 
Jayakar 6 

(Spotify) KP44 Can we live without the burden of a thousand yesterdays? - Krishnamurti with Pupul 
Jayakar 6 

(YouTube) KP44 Can we live without the burden of a thousand yesterdays? - Krishnamurti with Pupul 
Jayakar 6 

KP45 On education - Krishnamurti interviewed by Fred Hall 

45 minutes 
Summary 
This interview with Krishnamurti was recorded for television in Ojai 1975, in the context of the 
foundation of The Oak Grove School. Questions asked include:  
You are working toward the realisation of a new school in the Ojai Valley. Why another school?  
Would you mind explaining the words: ‘whole’, ‘sane’ and ‘holy’?  
You say a school is a place where one learns both the importance of knowledge and its irrelevance. 
Can you explain ‘irrelevance’?  

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-pupul-jayakar-5-how-does-one-inquire/id1480713299?i=1000483502093
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-43-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-5
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-43-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-5
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-mfms7-e0f01b
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6ojdsipxcsBVLJPVl9vdtq?si=xaNpPl2FTfm7zqE0mgdmmw
https://youtu.be/jVR6I9wri8g
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-44-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-6
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-44-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-6
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-pupul-jayakar-6-can-we-live-without/id1480713299?i=1000485126214
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-pupul-jayakar-6-can-we-live-without/id1480713299?i=1000485126214
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-44-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-6
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-44-krishnamurti-with-pupul-jayakar-6
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-4czfz-e0f023
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-4czfz-e0f023
https://open.spotify.com/episode/602Eqx92VI6GTTG8PPK7v4?si=5V5884AmSxSxL_-qnzpQRg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/602Eqx92VI6GTTG8PPK7v4?si=5V5884AmSxSxL_-qnzpQRg
https://youtu.be/KX63tUnGXCc
https://youtu.be/KX63tUnGXCc
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-45-interview-by-fred-hall
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I’d like to ask you about three more words: ‘thought’, ‘love’, ‘death’.  
You have travelled far and spoken often and have been heard by millions, and you have created 
several schools. Do you feel that you have made a dent, that you have communicated meaningfully 
with large numbers of people?  
 
Fred Hall was editor of Ojai Valley News and a radio pioneer. He was known for his interviews with 
famous musicians, bandleaders and singers of the 1930s, '40s and '50s. He lived Ojai for over 40 
years and his newspaper often featured articles on Krishnamurti. 
Links 

(Apple) KP45 On education - Krishnamurti interviewed by Fred Hall 

(kfoundation.org) KP45 On education - Krishnamurti interviewed by Fred Hall 

(Podbean) KP45 On education - Krishnamurti interviewed by Fred Hall 

(Spotify) KP45 On education - Krishnamurti interviewed by Fred Hall 

(YouTube) KP45 On education - Krishnamurti interviewed by Fred Hall 

KP46 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 6) 

44 minutes 
Summary 
Commentaries on Living is one of Krishnamurti’s most well-known and best loved books. In it, he 
recalls many of the private conversations with those who came to see him. With encouragement 
from Aldous Huxley these meetings were written down by Krishnamurti and published in 1956. Two 
further volumes were published in 1958 and 1960. Chapters included in this episode are titled ‘The 
Known and the Unknown’, ‘The Search for Truth’, ‘Sensitivity’, ‘The Individual and Society’, ‘The Self’, 
and ‘Belief’.  
 
Terence Stamp is an Oscar-nominated actor, known for his roles in The Limey, Superman, The 
Collector, Wall Street and many others. It was through working with Fellini that he met and became 
friends with Krishnamurti. Stamp includes his experiences with Krishnamurti in his recent memoir 
The Ocean Fell Into the Drop. 
Links 

(Apple) KP46 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 6) 

(kfoundation.org) KP46 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 6) 

(Podbean) KP46 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 6) 

(Spotify) KP46 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 6) 

(YouTube) KP46 Krishnamurti's Commentaries on Living read by Terence Stamp (Part 6) 

KP47 We live in conflict with everything - Krishnamurti with Linda Strawn 

99 minutes 
Summary 
Linda Strawn was a presenter at Pacifica Radio. This conversation with Krishnamurti was recorded in 
Ojai, California in 1984. Topics include:  
 
Is it possible to look at the external and internal simultaneously?  
Why does the brain immediately create images when meeting someone?  
Is there security psychologically?  
Is it possible to uncondition the brain?  
As long as you are conditioned, do what you will outwardly, nothing is going to change man.  

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/interview-on-education-by-fred-hall/id1480713299?i=1000485701326
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-45-interview-by-fred-hall
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-hb334-e32b49
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0zA5m2PogpNjTmktpMW7Rx?si=uSft8KlFR-OnjEyrI66VIA
https://youtu.be/JjLwx2RR6vU
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-46-commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-6
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/terence-stamp-reading-commentaries-on-living-part-6/id1480713299?i=1000486506192
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-46-commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-6
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-9uabm-e32b5d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1pGbNI2Uf5Zn5sVlTHdtgd?si=hOzP-ae_Q6KRQeSHfmyNQA
https://youtu.be/44Mm-O-C2Xg
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-47-krishnamurti-with-linda-strawn
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I see nationalism is a danger, so I move away from danger.  
Our brains are occupied all the time and so our energy is limited.  
If you change, deeply, profoundly, it affects the consciousness of man.  
Psychologically, do not depend on anybody. 
Links 

(Apple) KP47 We live in conflict with everything - Krishnamurti with Linda Strawn 

(kfoundation.org) KP47 We live in conflict with everything - Krishnamurti with Linda Strawn 

(Podbean) KP47 We live in conflict with everything - Krishnamurti with Linda Strawn 

(Spotify) KP47 We live in conflict with everything - Krishnamurti with Linda Strawn 

(YouTube) KP47 We live in conflict with everything - Krishnamurti with Linda Strawn 

KP48 Is death a matter of continuity, or ending? - Krishnamurti with Ravi Ravindra 

68 minutes 
Summary 
This conversation between Krishnamurti and Ravi Ravindra was recorded in Ojai, California, in 1985. 
The inquiry includes:  
What do we mean by energy?  
The brain has tremendous energy.  
Is it possible for me to know what happens when I die, without inventing theories?  
Is all I have collected different from the ‘I’?  
The world is in disorder and 99% of people are disorderly.  
We rarely ask what death is. What does it mean to die? How do you find out?  
 
Ravi Ravindra was born in India and later moved to Canada. He holds a Ph.D. in physics and an M.A. 
in philosophy, and is professor of Comparative Religion at Dalhousie University in Nova Scotia. He 
met Krishnamurti in the 1960s and the two met formally and informally over the years. Among his 
many books, Two Birds on One Tree and Centred Self, focussing on his time with Krishnamurti. 
Links 

(Apple) KP48 Is death a matter of continuity, or ending? - Krishnamurti with Ravi Ravindra 

(kfoundation.org) KP48 Is death a matter of continuity, or ending? - Krishnamurti with Ravi Ravindra 

(Podbean) KP48 Is death a matter of continuity, or ending? - Krishnamurti with Ravi Ravindra 

(Spotify) KP48 Is death a matter of continuity, or ending? - Krishnamurti with Ravi Ravindra 

(YouTube) KP48 Is death a matter of continuity, or ending? - Krishnamurti with Ravi Ravindra 

KP49 Religion and Meditation - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 7 

45 minutes 
Summary 
This conversation between Krishnamurti and Alain Naude was recorded in Malibu, California, in 
1972. Subjects include:  
Is there any connection between the supernatural and religion?  
Is a religious life to lead a good life?  
A religious life is a life in which the self is not.  
We get caught in the so-called mysterious. But when the self is not, there is a greater, vaster 
mystery.  
Self-knowing is much more important than acquiring some kind of power.  
What place has meditation in religious life?  
Meditation is not control or a practice, it is not an effort to achieve an experience or to remain in a 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000500189352
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-47-krishnamurti-with-linda-strawn
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-nizws-f32652
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4Hex1oBNLWpaMRDYksNzdP?si=t93M7_MgTWmKkLhtN6B_ww
https://youtu.be/NrxWKTpBGQQ
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-48-krishnamurti-with-ravi-ravindra
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-ravi-ravindra-is-death-a/id1480713299?i=1000487894134
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-48-krishnamurti-with-ravi-ravindra
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-bcifp-e5dc15
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4cSk89H2Q0OcSyUWYT39v4?si=dgxoKFKLQmqIIgrGrcC7Zw
https://youtu.be/ocbLkwPwofs
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-49-krishnamurti-with-alain-naude-7
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particular state of consciousness.  
If the self is, the religious life is not. Can one dissolve the self?  
Why are certain human beings entrenched in the myth of Jesus or Krishna?  
Attachment destroys freedom.  
Where there is freedom there is joy. It is that quality of mind that has this sense of joy and freedom 
that perceives.  
Meditation means freedom and joy to observe, without any attachment or partial perception.  
 
Alain Naude was Krishnamurti’s private secretary in the 1960s. He met Krishnamurti in 1963 whilst a 
music lecturer and concert pianist. He gave up his teaching and performing in 1964 to work with 
Krishnamurti. Fluent in several languages, he was very helpful at international gatherings and in 
attracting younger audiences to Krishnamurti’s talks, at a time of cultural change in the West. 
Links 

(Apple) KP49 Religion and Meditation - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 7 

(kfoundation.org) KP49 Religion and Meditation - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 7 

(Podbean) KP49 Religion and Meditation - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 7 

(Spotify) KP49 Religion and Meditation - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 7 

(YouTube) KP49 Religion and Meditation - Krishnamurti with Alain Naude 7 

KP50 Terence Stamp reading Commentaries on Living – Part 7 

45 minutes 
Summary 
Commentaries on Living is one of Krishnamurti’s most well-known and best loved books. In it, he 
recalls many of the private conversations with those who came to see him. With encouragement 
from Aldous Huxley these meetings were written down by Krishnamurti and published in 1956. Two 
further volumes were published in 1958 and 1960.  
Chapters included in this episode are titled Silence, Renunciation of Riches, Repetition and 
Sensation, The Radio and Music, Authority, Meditation, and Anger.  
 
Terence Stamp is an Oscar-nominated actor, known for his roles in The Limey, Superman, The 
Collector, Wall Street and many others. It was through working with Fellini that he met and became 
friends with Krishnamurti. Stamp includes his experiences with Krishnamurti in his recent memoir 
The Ocean Fell Into the Drop. 
Links 

(Apple) KP50 Terence Stamp reading Commentaries on Living – Part 7 

(kfoundation.org) KP50 Terence Stamp reading Commentaries on Living – Part 7 

(Podbean) KP50 Terence Stamp reading Commentaries on Living – Part 7 

(Spotify) KP50 Terence Stamp reading Commentaries on Living – Part 7 

(YouTube) KP50 Terence Stamp reading Commentaries on Living – Part 7 

KP51 Krishnamurti on Listening 

56 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s podcast has four sections.  
 
This first extract (starting at 2:19) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1962, titled 'The Act of 
Listening'.  

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/conversation-with-alain-naud%C3%A9-7-religion-and-meditation/id1480713299?i=1000488551247
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-49-krishnamurti-with-alain-naude-7
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-zrx2p-e5dc1d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/74vVx9kQYSqH6x1fuE5CE6?si=VqR1J28CSN6caQOIg_-5bg
https://youtu.be/5xcP0NbF46s
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-50-commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-7
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/terence-stamp-reading-commentaries-on-living-part-7/id1480713299?i=1000489269384
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-50-commentaries-on-living-read-by-terence-stamp-7
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-8dmfz-e716b1
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0RhWHIoqRgCXUPzxe9DfuC?si=28hP-n6ZQRGvkTTZylUw1A
https://youtu.be/Ji6xQezv7H0
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-51-krishnamurti-on-listening/
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The second part (starting at 35:04) is from the sixth talk in Saanen 1983, titled 'In Listening is a 
Miracle'.  
 
The third part (starting at 44:50) is from the fourth talk in Ojai 1977, titled 'The Art of Listening'.  
 
The final extract this week (starting at 50:34) is from the ninth talk in Saanen 1965, titled 'You are 
Listening to Yourself and not to the Speaker'. 
Links 

(Apple) KP51 Krishnamurti on Listening 

(kfoundation.org) KP51 Krishnamurti on Listening 

(Podbean) KP51 Krishnamurti on Listening 

(Spotify) KP51 Krishnamurti on Listening 

(YouTube) KP51 Krishnamurti on Listening 

KP52 Krishnamurti on Images 

62 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s podcast has three sections.  
 
The first extract (starting at 2:11) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Bombay 1966, titled To establish 
right relationship is to destroy the image.  
 
The second extract (starting at 39:44) is from the fourth talk in Ojai 1977, titled Observing without 
the image  
 
The final extract this week (starting at 50:46) is from the first talk in New York City 1974, titled In 
attention there is no image 
Links 

(Apple) KP52 Krishnamurti on Images 

(kfoundation.org) KP52 Krishnamurti on Images 

(Podbean) KP52 Krishnamurti on Images 

(Spotify) KP52 Krishnamurti on Images 

(YouTube) KP52 Krishnamurti on Images 

KP53 Krishnamurti on Passion 

50 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s podcast has four sections.  
 
The first extract (starting at 2:07) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Madras 1964, titled We have 
killed passion.  
 
The second extract (starting at 29:12) is from the second talk in New Delhi 1970, titled Out of sorrow 
comes passion.  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-listening/id1480713299?i=1000489899180
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-51-krishnamurti-on-listening/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-7bsyv-e92759
https://open.spotify.com/episode/27sOSQR6wQ7xL6H7PMuCLT?si=aR4LdEqDSparHFG1QNRgdQ
https://youtu.be/BaNmiCu3Juo
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-52-krishnamurti-on-images
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-images/id1480713299?i=1000490555869
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-52-krishnamurti-on-images
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-f7gpr-ea219f
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1Oftw9aJgCRzeyU4CRfclo?si=uARW5Vt3Rr-13bCzoyeKXw
https://youtu.be/6QsxaH2GeQ4
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-53-krishnamurti-on-passion
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The third extract (starting at 34:45) is from the third talk in Bombay 1974, titled Compassion means 
passion for all.  
 
The final extract this week (starting at 45:23) is from the fourth talk in Madras 1967, titled Without 
passion there is no love. 
Links 

(Apple) KP53 Krishnamurti on Passion 

(kfoundation.org) KP53 Krishnamurti on Passion 

(Podbean) KP53 Krishnamurti on Passion 

(Spotify) KP53 Krishnamurti on Passion 

(YouTube) KP53 Krishnamurti on Passion 

KP54 Krishnamurti on Confusion 

64 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s podcast has two sections.  
 
This first, longer, extract (starting at 2:16) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in New York 1966, titled 
Action born of confusion leads to more confusion.  
 
The second, shorter, extract (starting at 1:00:40) is from the fourth talk in Madras 1970, titled 
Confusion tells its own story. 
Links 

(Apple) KP54 Krishnamurti on Confusion 

(kfoundation.org) KP54 Krishnamurti on Confusion 

(Podbean) KP54 Krishnamurti on Confusion 

(Spotify) KP54 Krishnamurti on Confusion 

(YouTube) KP54 Krishnamurti on Confusion 

KP55 Krishnamurti on Time 

56 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s podcast has four sections.  
 
 
The first extract, starting at 2:10, is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Rajghat 1984, titled The future is 
now  
 
 
The second extract, starting at 12:30, is from the third talk in Ojai 1980, titled Your consciousness is 
the essence of time  
 
 
The third extract, starting at 28:36, is from the forth talk at Brockwood 1973, titled Thought is time 
as movement  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-passion/id1480713299?i=1000491426537
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-53-krishnamurti-on-passion
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-6kpvy-ea21c5
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4V7i3WMcPyJ4Ujfo4MX62j?si=OSHp2wqoQUKJJdPeUe3MDA
https://youtu.be/Jkf4qyHgLvY
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-54-krishnamurti-on-confusion
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-confusion/id1480713299?i=1000492241905
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-54-krishnamurti-on-confusion
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-xyyv3-ebc870
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7KOOYZWFewgoYXGMd1eyPf?si=a7OnRfDCQQqC-SwLZbciuw
https://youtu.be/3FQkv2OwolM
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-55-krishnamurti-on-time
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The final extract this week, starting at 51:19, is from the sixth talk in Saanen 1978, titled When you 
understand death, time has come to an end 
Links 

(Apple) KP56 Krishnamurti on Freedom 

(kfoundation.org) KP55 Krishnamurti on Time 

(Podbean) KP55 Krishnamurti on Time 

(Spotify) KP55 Krishnamurti on Time 

(YouTube) KP55 Krishnamurti on Time 

KP56 Krishnamurti on Freedom 

56 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s podcast has five sections.  
 
The first extract, starting at 2:07, is from Krishnamurti’s second Q&A meeting at Brockwood in 1980, 
titled What is freedom?  
 
The second extract, starting at 11:40, is from the fourth talk in Saanen 1965, titled Freedom and 
order.  
 
The third extract, starting at 30:17, is from the first talk at Brockwood in 1972, titled Freedom from 
thought.  
 
The fourth extract, starting at 45:13, is from the first talk in San Juan 1968, titled Freedom is not at 
the end, it’s at the very first step.  
 
The final extract this week, starting at 50:58, is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in New Delhi 1973, 
titled Meditation is absolute inward freedom. 
Links 

(Apple) KP56 Krishnamurti on Freedom 

(kfoundation.org) KP56 Krishnamurti on Freedom 

(Podbean) KP56 Krishnamurti on Freedom 

(Spotify) KP56 Krishnamurti on Freedom 

(YouTube) KP56 Krishnamurti on Freedom 

KP57 Krishnamurti on Change 

78 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s podcast has five sections.  
 
The first extract, starting at 2:12, is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1974, titled If you 
change, humanity changes.  
 
The second extract, starting at 7:37, is from the second question and answer meeting in Madras 
1981, titled Why don’t we change?  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-time/id1480713299?i=1000493033398
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-55-krishnamurti-on-time
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-qhrzm-eccd79
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2UlW6Fxk0FNjWg1waZYIhn?si=agiWOnLLQluH49owQQYDsA
https://youtu.be/fx8RRTgh04M
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-56-krishnamurti-on-freedom
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-freedom/id1480713299?i=1000493887386
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-56-krishnamurti-on-freedom
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-qngea-eccdb9
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6iXvfx7PRnjPBSSdPP7OPq?si=ECfQh3ccSPaS0pJg_xEbqg
https://youtu.be/UZnaQXtNoUo
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-57-krishnamurti-on-change
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The third extract, starting at 23:06, is from the second talk in Saanen 1973, titled The urgency of 
change  
 
The fourth extract, starting at 34:13, is from later in the same talk, titled Total transformation  
 
The final extract this week, starting at 1:05:08, is from the third discussion in Saanen 1973, titled 
Change without ambition. 
Links 

(Apple) KP57 Krishnamurti on Change 

(kfoundation.org) KP57 Krishnamurti on Change 

(Podbean) KP57 Krishnamurti on Change 

(Spotify) KP57 Krishnamurti on Change 

(YouTube) KP57 Krishnamurti on Change 

KP58 Krishnamurti on Consciousness 

62 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s podcast has four sections.  
 
The first extract, starting at 2:07, is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1981, titled 
Consciousness is common to all mankind.  
 
The second extract, starting at 20:51, is from the fourth talk at Brockwood Park 1977, titled 
Observing consciousness.  
 
The third extract, starting at 38:06, is from the third talk in Bangalore 1974, titled What happens to 
consciousness when one dies?  
 
The final extract this week, starting at 55:14, is from the fourth talk in New York 1974, titled The 
emptying of consciousness. 
Links 

(Apple) KP58 Krishnamurti on Consciousness 

(kfoundation.org) KP58 Krishnamurti on Consciousness 

(Podbean) KP58 Krishnamurti on Consciousness 

(Spotify) KP58 Krishnamurti on Consciousness 

(YouTube) KP58 Krishnamurti on Consciousness 

KP59 Krishnamurti on Action 

46 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s podcast has four sections.  
 
The first extract, starting at 2:06, is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Ojai 1984, titled What is action?  
 
The second extract, starting at 7:10, is from the first talk in Amsterdam 1981, titled The cycle of 
thought and action.  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-change/id1480713299?i=1000494750465
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-57-krishnamurti-on-change
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-u2k29-ef1de0
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6NRN2oquetrM4LqDQLTDR6?si=jdgpiNBfRkqJhzodLanl7Q
https://youtu.be/AOptwFS0jY0
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-58-krishnamurti-on-consciousness
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-consciousness/id1480713299?i=1000495597050
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-58-krishnamurti-on-consciousness
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ypx5g-ef1deb
https://open.spotify.com/episode/48eMEFwfq7HmR1jGQESo64?si=NLTk91-JS7CEBFKsJ0gByw
https://youtu.be/h38KHHpz9Qc
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-59-krishnamurti-on-action
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The third extract, starting at 19:24, is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Brockwood Park in 1978, titled 
Complete, immediate action.  
 
The final extract this week, starting at 41:19, is from the fourth talk in Saanen 1973, titled Intelligent 
action. 
Links 

(Apple) KP59 Krishnamurti on Action 

(kfoundation.org) KP59 Krishnamurti on Action 

(Podbean) KP59 Krishnamurti on Action 

(Spotify) KP59 Krishnamurti on Action 

(YouTube) KP59 Krishnamurti on Action 

KP60 Krishnamurti on Observation 

64 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s podcast has four sections.  
 
The first extract, starting at 2:11, is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Madras 1969, titled ‘Seeing 
exactly what is.’  
 
The second extract, starting at 7:54, is from the first question and answer meeting in Ojai 1980, 
titled ‘Can the observer be absent in observation?’  
 
The third extract, starting at 20:22, is from the forth talk in San Diego 1970, titled ‘To observe clearly, 
the mind must be quiet.’  
The final extract, starting at 29:17, this week is from the first talk at Brockwood Park 1973, titled ‘The 
observer is the observed.’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP60 Krishnamurti on Observation 

(kfoundation.org) KP60 Krishnamurti on Observation 

(Podbean) KP60 Krishnamurti on Observation 

(Spotify) KP60 Krishnamurti on Observation 

(YouTube) KP60 Krishnamurti on Observation 

KP61 Krishnamurti on Emotion and Sentimentality 

64 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s episode on Emotion and Sentimentality has eight sections.  
 
The first extract (2:10) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1976, titled ‘Emotions are natural, 
healthy, normal’.  
 
The second extract (5:25) is from the third discussion in Saanen 1976, titled ‘Emotion untouched by 
thought’.  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-action/id1480713299?i=1000496324259
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-59-krishnamurti-on-action
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-j48f2-ef1df2
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0QF2LQJmy3qfq6TDyzMGqp?si=FBECEwAzRAaaJ6vVfyxyWg
https://youtu.be/ibi4fmNaIUw
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-60-krishnamurti-on-observation
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-observation/id1480713299?i=1000497188663
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-60-krishnamurti-on-observation
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-nhjfk-f0ef42
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2rx1CVFF5gO8KJq1Vaipua?si=opIGiG9ATueSaU_fTRHVHg
https://youtu.be/GRW3hmOrmIY
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-61-krishnamurti-on-emotion-and-sentimentality
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The third extract (14:06) is from the fourth talk in Saanen 1970, titled ‘Thought divides intellect and 
emotion’.  
 
The fourth extract (23:17) is from the third discussion in Saanen 1971, titled ‘Watching without 
thought or emotion’.  
 
The fifth extract (30:45) is from the second talk in Saanen 1984, titled ‘Health without emotional 
strain’.  
 
The sixth extract (39:50) is from the second question and answer meeting in Madras 1981, titled 
‘Looking at emotion anew’.  
The seventh extract (49:02) is from the third talk in New York 1974, titled ‘Sentimental people are 
violent’.  
 
The final extract (53:10) this week is from the fifth discussion in Saanen 1975, titled ‘Compassion has 
no sentimentality’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP61 Krishnamurti on Emotion and Sentimentality 

(kfoundation.org) KP61 Krishnamurti on Emotion and Sentimentality 

(Podbean) KP61 Krishnamurti on Emotion and Sentimentality 

(Spotify) KP61 Krishnamurti on Emotion and Sentimentality 

(YouTube) KP61 Krishnamurti on Emotion and Sentimentality 

KP62 Krishnamurti on Education 

50 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s episode on Education has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:07) is from Krishnamurti’s discussion Ojai 1985, titled ‘Why are we educated?’  
 
The second extract (12:29) is from the fifth question and answer meeting in Saanen 1980, titled 
‘Education is cooperative’.  
 
The third extract (18:23) is from the first question and answer meeting Madras 1981, titled ‘Teaching 
is the highest profession’.  
 
The final extract this week (29:29) is from the second question and answer meeting in Saanen 1983, 
titled ‘What is right education?’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP62 Krishnamurti on Education 

(kfoundation.org) KP62 Krishnamurti on Education 

(Podbean) KP62 Krishnamurti on Education 

(Spotify) KP62 Krishnamurti on Education 

(YouTube) KP62 Krishnamurti on Education 

KP63 Krishnamurti on Violence 

60 minutes 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-emotion-and-sentimentality/id1480713299?i=1000498219448
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-61-krishnamurti-on-emotion-and-sentimentality
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-6t663-f0ef4b
https://open.spotify.com/episode/774e63YqInunWoh26nGWJU?si=cBFa98X_RkKZdPUg4IygbA
https://youtu.be/XxPHZSinV9U
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-62-krishnamurti-on-education
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-education/id1480713299?i=1000499319453
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-62-krishnamurti-on-education
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-rkwkf-f0ef6e
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6xYinoG6SHtYicG5GrSTJu?si=RrhLH21cRAmXWJ117Z-tgw
https://youtu.be/CROgYvDxFXA
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-63-krishnamurti-on-violence
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Summary 
This week’s episode on Violence has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:12) is from Krishnamurti’s first discussion at Brockwood Park in 1977, titled ‘What 
is violence?’  
 
The second extract (8:06) is from the second talk in Bombay 1983, titled ‘Facing the fact of violence’  
 
The third extract (15:14) is from the first question and answer meeting in Saanen 1982, titled ‘Does 
violence have an opposite?’  
 
The fourth extract (28:48) is from the first talk in San Francisco 1983, titled ‘Ending violence without 
motive’.  
 
The final extract this week (49:10) is from the first question and answer meeting in Saanen 1981, 
titled ‘Are you adding to the violence in the world? 
Links 

(Apple) KP63 Krishnamurti on Violence 

(kfoundation.org) KP63 Krishnamurti on Violence 

(Podbean) KP63 Krishnamurti on Violence 

(Spotify) KP63 Krishnamurti on Violence 

(YouTube) KP63 Krishnamurti on Violence 

KP64 Krishnamurti on Intellect 

55 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s episode on Intellect has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:08) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Madras 1983, titled ‘Intellection cannot 
go very far’.  
 
The second extract (8:54) is from the sixth talk in Saanen 1980, titled ‘Intellect has little place in 
compassion’.  
 
The third extract (14:12) is from the fifth talk in Saanen 1970, titled ‘Intelligence is beyond the 
interpretation of the intellect’.  
 
The fourth extract (21:26) is from the fourth talk in Saanen 1978, titled ‘Do we think reasonably, 
logically, sanely?’  
 
The final extract this week (34:56) is from the second talk in New Delhi 1970, titled ‘Can the 
intellectual process bring about a harmonious life?’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP64 Krishnamurti on Intellect 

(kfoundation.org) KP64 Krishnamurti on Intellect 

(Podbean) KP64 Krishnamurti on Intellect 

(Spotify) KP64 Krishnamurti on Intellect 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-violence/id1480713299?i=1000500189351
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-63-krishnamurti-on-violence
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-74bfx-f2db05
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0gu50QJfvNuP8DJxJRyGe2?si=_PNxzq06Siaol6kiRizzAw
https://youtu.be/nqnq5LJAR94
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-64-krishnamurti-on-intellect
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-intellect/id1480713299?i=1000501084619
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-64-krishnamurti-on-intellect
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-r6ttn-f2db13
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3fQpaKn1wa0dU5GVxzhoS3?si=jkKLD9qbT-KwDVaKTOEkjQ
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(YouTube) KP64 Krishnamurti on Intellect 

KP65 Krishnamurti on Happiness 

53 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s episode on Happiness has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:07) is from Krishnamurti’s fourteenth talk in Ojai 1949, titled ‘Why are we seeking 
happiness?’  
 
The second extract (8:32) is from the second talk in Bombay 1974, titled ‘What is the meaning of 
life?’  
 
The third extract (31:06) is from the fourth talk in Ojai 1978, titled ‘The moment you say you are 
happy, you are not happy’.  
 
The fourth extract (35:58) is from the sixth talk in Saanen 1972, titled ‘When there is enjoyment, the 
brain relaxes’.  
 
The fifth extract (42:18) this week is from the third talk in Ojai 1975, titled ‘Is happiness in the past 
or future?’  
 
The final extract this week (50:42) is from the first talk in San Juan 1968, titled ‘To come upon 
happiness one must understand oneself’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP65 Krishnamurti on Happiness 

(kfoundation.org) KP65 Krishnamurti on Happiness 

(Podbean) KP65 Krishnamurti on Happiness 

(Spotify) KP65 Krishnamurti on Happiness 

(YouTube) KP65 Krishnamurti on Happiness 

KP66 Krishnamurti on Self Knowledge 

59 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s episode on Self-knowledge has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:10) is from Krishnamurti’s first question and answer meeting in Saanen 1980, 
titled ‘What is self-knowledge?’  
 
The second extract (9:42) is from the fifth discussion in Saanen 1977, titled ‘Observing oneself in 
relationship’.  
 
The third extract (22:38) is from the third talk at Brockwood Park in 1970, titled ‘We look at 
ourselves with knowledge’.  
 
The fourth extract (37:56) is from the third question and answer meeting in Saanen 1981, titled 
‘Reading the book of oneself’.  
 

https://youtu.be/ThYVlb-5R2U?si=qSNfXF4OFxOu9ApJ
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-65-krishnamurti-on-happiness
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-happiness/id1480713299?i=1000501871819
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-65-krishnamurti-on-happiness
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-vj8qt-f2db18
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0kDhZqc3L4x8QnFuZWZtbL?si=Uh2tTnVAT12PRfm5OwtCeA
https://youtu.be/X0rwiuhzz8I
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-66-krishnamurti-on-self-knowledge
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The fifth extract (45:40) is from the sixth talk in Ojai 1949, titled ‘Without self-knowledge there can 
be no meditation’.  
 
The final extract this week (54:22) is from the third question and answer meeting in Ojai 1982, titled 
‘Because we don’t know ourselves, we destroy’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP66 Krishnamurti on Self Knowledge 

(kfoundation.org) KP66 Krishnamurti on Self Knowledge 

(Podbean) KP66 Krishnamurti on Self Knowledge 

(Spotify) KP66 Krishnamurti on Self Knowledge 

(YouTube) KP66 Krishnamurti on Self Knowledge 

KP67 Krishnamurti on Anger 

48 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s episode on Anger has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:06) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Rajghat 1967, titled ‘Looking at anger 
totally’.  
 
The second extract (6:26) is from the second discussion in Madras 1971, titled ‘Is it possible to be 
free of irritation?’  
 
The third extract (11:30) is from the first talk in New Delhi 1967, titled ‘Being attentive to anger’.  
 
The fourth extract (15:40) is from the second talk in Madras 1971, titled ‘An observation of anger 
without the observer’.  
 
The fifth extract (33:20) is from the second discussion in Saanen 1972, titled ‘Anger has no opposite’.  
 
The final extract (45:10) this week is from the second question and answer meeting in Ojai 1980, 
titled ‘Don’t respond to anger with anger’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP67 Krishnamurti on Anger 

(kfoundation.org) KP67 Krishnamurti on Anger 

(Podbean) KP67 Krishnamurti on Anger 

(Spotify) KP67 Krishnamurti on Anger 

(YouTube) KP67 Krishnamurti on Anger 

KP68 Krishnamurti on God 

59 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s episode on God has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:10) is from Krishnamurti’s second question and answer meeting in Bombay 1985, 
titled ‘To understand the human psyche is more important than to talk about God’.  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-self-knowledge/id1480713299?i=1000502535617
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-66-krishnamurti-on-self-knowledge
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-neydb-f4f5af
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4afVQeBxPnZj5qXDPIXwF9?si=QZacurHfRAGQR_1nWUgCcg
https://youtu.be/Jf5TDYiX3_s?si=yLknSrPI_IP08hd4
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-67-krishnamurti-on-anger
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-anger/id1480713299?i=1000503301994
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-67-krishnamurti-on-anger
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-mg6a2-f4f5b3
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2jnqBaCM7CIY7rNJOUkE90?si=LgX7g1SXRVyvscp90PoUKQ
https://youtu.be/hFI9odVSDbU
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-68-krishnamurti-on-god
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The second extract (9:10) is from the second question and answer meeting in Madras 1981, titled 
‘Does God exist?’  
 
The third extract (18:20) is from the third talk in Saanen 1984, titled ‘Thought created God’.  
 
The fourth extract (25:20) is from the seventh talk in London 1962, titled ‘The religious mind isn’t the 
mind that believes’.  
 
The fifth extract (41:08) this week is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood 
Park in 1984, titled ‘Why do we pray?’  
 
The final extract (53:54) this week is from the first discussion at Brockwood Park in 1971, titled ‘I 
don’t know what God is’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP68 Krishnamurti on God 

(kfoundation.org) KP68 Krishnamurti on God 

(Podbean) KP68 Krishnamurti on God 

(Spotify) KP68 Krishnamurti on God 

(YouTube) KP68 Krishnamurti on God 

KP69 Krishnamurti on Jealousy and Envy 

47 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s episode on Jealousy and Envy has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:16) is from Krishnamurti’s first question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park 
in 1983, titled ‘Why am I jealous?’  
 
The second extract (12:30) is from the second talk at Brockwood Park in 1978, titled ‘Is jealousy part 
of love?’  
 
The third extract (24:54) is from the second talk at Brockwood Park in 1975, titled ‘Can you live 
without comparison?’  
 
The fourth extract (32:00) is from the second talk in Saanen 1977, titled ‘Ending envy’.  
 
The final extract this week (42:18) is from the first talk at Brockwood Park in 1969, titled ‘Giving all 
your attention to jealousy’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP69 Krishnamurti on Jealousy and Envy 

(kfoundation.org) KP69 Krishnamurti on Jealousy and Envy 

(Podbean) KP69 Krishnamurti on Jealousy and Envy 

(Spotify) KP69 Krishnamurti on Jealousy and Envy 

(YouTube) KP69 Krishnamurti on Jealousy and Envy 

KP70 Krishnamurti on Intelligence 

58 minutes 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-god/id1480713299?i=1000503943430
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-68-krishnamurti-on-god
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-wm3qy-f4f5b8
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5KogY7X2vD5qqSy4gip3vb?si=W8mrkJiBRGOQZHNEIA0_Eg
https://youtu.be/8IjzJ9-KMGo
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-69-krishnamurti-on-jealousy-and-envy
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-jealousy-and-envy/id1480713299?i=1000504521042
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-69-krishnamurti-on-jealousy-and-envy
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-pi3vs-f57444
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3JYZAKpHR7v9Dtd5p4E3w3?si=28bv9d8mTy6hwoow6FbC5Q
https://youtu.be/ODaUDsJzlHM
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-70-krishnamurti-on-intelligence
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Summary 
This week’s episode on Intelligence has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:10) is from Krishnamurti’s second question and answer meeting in Saanen 1985, 
titled ‘Partial versus holistic intelligence’.  
 
The second extract (15:17) is from the sixth talk in Saanen 1979, titled ‘Intelligence is perception and 
action’.  
 
The third extract (25:36) is from the third question and answer meeting in Saanen 1984, titled 
‘Unlimited intelligence’.  
 
The fourth extract (47:55) is from the third talk in Saanen 1980, titled ‘Where there is intelligence 
there is right action’.  
 
The final extract this week (53:04)is from the fourth talk in New Delhi 1972, titled ‘In intelligence is 
total security’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP70 Krishnamurti on Intelligence 

(kfoundation.org) KP70 Krishnamurti on Intelligence 

(Podbean) KP70 Krishnamurti on Intelligence 

(Spotify) KP70 Krishnamurti on Intelligence 

(YouTube) KP70 Krishnamurti on Intelligence 

KP71 Krishnamurti on Habits 

57 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s episode on Habits has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:06) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1962, titled ‘Awareness of habits’.  
 
The second extract (24:24) is from the first question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1983, 
titled ‘Ending the habit of chattering’.  
 
The third extract (39:28) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1970, titled ‘Listening ends habit’.  
 
The final extract this week (48:08) is from the third discussion in Madras 1979, titled ‘The habit of 
tradition’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP71 Krishnamurti on Habits 

(kfoundation.org) KP71 Krishnamurti on Habits 

(Podbean) KP71 Krishnamurti on Habits 

(Spotify) KP71 Krishnamurti on Habits 

(YouTube) KP71 Krishnamurti on Habits 

KP72 Krishnamurti on Authority 

57 minutes 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-intelligence/id1480713299?i=1000505325138
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-70-krishnamurti-on-intelligence
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-6i9r6-f57451
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0Szct0OncyqQVVHtkzdjvM?si=EALs3iNnQFq4cf3zXMkb0Q
https://youtu.be/EnqQ2vwuIvI
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-71-krishnamurti-on-habits
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-habits/id1480713299?i=1000505898343
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-71-krishnamurti-on-habits
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-6dk5c-f57458
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3JTR4iu272RAO2SpAcPMPz?si=djcQyHbbRxevLak-7NKQaA
https://youtu.be/0od909ag-l8
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-72-krishnamurti-on-authority
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Summary 
This week’s episode on Authority has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:11) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in New Delhi 1962, titled ‘Breaking down 
authority’.  
 
The second extract (18:20) is from the fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1975, titled ‘We accept the 
authority of gurus’.  
 
The third extract (25:12) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Bombay 1967, titled ‘Spiritual authority 
is an evil thing’.  
 
The fourth extract (43:54) is from the second talk at Brockwood Park in 1971, titled ‘Cooperation 
without authority’.  
 
The final extract this week (50:59) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 1970, titled ‘Freedom 
implies the cessation of all authority’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP72 Krishnamurti on Authority 

(kfoundation.org) KP72 Krishnamurti on Authority 

(Podbean) KP72 Krishnamurti on Authority 

(Spotify) KP72 Krishnamurti on Authority 

(YouTube) KP72 Krishnamurti on Authority 

KP73 Krishnamurti on Awareness 

68 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s episode on Awareness has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:08) is from Krishnamurti’s second question and answer meeting at Brockwood 
Park in 1982, titled ‘What is it to be aware?’  
 
The second extract (8:14) is from the first talk at Brockwood Park in 1970, titled ‘Awareness of your 
conditioning’.  
 
The third extract (27:21) is from Krishnamurti’s eighth talk in Saanen 1963, titled ‘Choiceless 
awareness’.  
 
The fourth extract (40:58) is from the sixth talk in Madras 1978, titled ‘Can thought be aware of 
itself?’  
The fifth extract (46:28) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in Saanen 1971, titled ‘Awareness of 
unawareness’.  
 
The final extract this week (56:06) is from the fourth talk in Berkeley 1969, titled ‘Awareness in 
meditation’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP73 Krishnamurti on Awareness 

(kfoundation.org) KP73 Krishnamurti on Awareness 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-authority/id1480713299?i=1000506757858
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-72-krishnamurti-on-authority
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-4c8sp-f855f5
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6qdmQIZ7e652uWE69kxTfr?si=Z9pdRKptRC6dnjrpjaiJnw
https://youtu.be/qPvf1ljyQPE
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-73-krishnamurti-on-awareness
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-awareness/id1480713299?i=1000507534462
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-73-krishnamurti-on-awareness
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(Podbean) KP73 Krishnamurti on Awareness 

(Spotify) KP73 Krishnamurti on Awareness 

(YouTube) KP73 Krishnamurti on Awareness 

KP74 Krishnamurti on Life 

81 minutes 
Summary 
This week’s episode on Life has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:06) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Bangalore 1971, titled ‘What is our daily 
life?’  
 
The second extract (9:44) is from the fourth talk in Saanen in 1973, titled ‘Is there a meaning to life?’  
 
The third extract (39:16) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Ojai 1982, titled ‘A holistic view of life’.  
 
The final extract this week (1:15:04) is from the fifth discussion in Saanen 1968, titled ‘The only thing 
important in life’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP74 Krishnamurti on Life 

(kfoundation.org) KP74 Krishnamurti on Life 

(Podbean) KP74 Krishnamurti on Life 

(Spotify) KP74 Krishnamurti on Life 

(YouTube) KP74 Krishnamurti on Life 

KP75 Krishnamurti on Truth 

64 minutes 
Summary 
‘Truth is not something that is mysterious; truth is where you are. From there we can begin.’  
This week’s podcast has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:06) is a rare recording of Krishnamurti reading ‘Truth is a Pathless Land’, in Ojai 
1930.  
 
The second extract (7:10) is from the second question and answer meeting in Ojai 1980, titled ‘Is 
truth absolute or relative?’  
 
The third extract (34:02) is from Krishnamurti’s third question and answer meeting at Brockwood 
Park in 1983, titled ‘Facts show what the truth is’.  
 
The fourth extract (53:04) is from the fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1972, titled ‘Truth is to see 
the false’.  
 
The final extract this week (58:34) is from Krishnamurti’s first question and answer meeting in Ojai 
1984, titled ‘Truth acts as a poison if one doesn’t act’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP75 Krishnamurti on Truth 

https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-w2qin-f855fc
https://open.spotify.com/episode/48qjAONirnwQWYBdlyuk1q?si=MCdftcYPQz-wgue7e9mWTw
https://youtu.be/on7G5PuJQYU
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-74-krishnamurti-on-life
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-life/id1480713299?i=1000508453546
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-74-krishnamurti-on-life
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-9d6j6-f85603
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7fjR1maCTYFdfGe7b5Le9p?si=SbajZPcnQZa_5btWTniakQ
https://youtu.be/c1sWou--lt4
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-75-krishnamurti-on-truth
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-truth/id1480713299?i=1000509583308
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(kfoundation.org) KP75 Krishnamurti on Truth 

(Podbean) KP75 Krishnamurti on Truth 

(Spotify) KP75 Krishnamurti on Truth 

(YouTube) KP75 Krishnamurti on Truth 

KP76 Krishnamurti on Relationship 

75 minutes 
Summary 
‘Relationship, if we allow it, can be a process of self-revelation; but, since we do not allow it, 
relationship becomes merely a gratifying activity. As long as the mind uses relationship for its own 
security, that relationship is bound to create confusion and antagonism.’  
This week’s podcast has two sections.  
 
The first extract (2:14) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Ojai 1973, titled ‘A life in which there is no 
conflict in relationship’.  
 
The second extract (1:02:55) is from the second talk in Ojai 1949, titled ‘Right relationship’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP76 Krishnamurti on Relationship 

(kfoundation.org) KP76 Krishnamurti on Relationship 

(Podbean) KP76 Krishnamurti on Relationship 

(Spotify) KP76 Krishnamurti on Relationship 

(YouTube) KP76 Krishnamurti on Relationship 

KP77 Krishnamurti on Beauty 

62 minutes 
Summary 
‘Can there be beauty in the external world without understanding the beauty of life in oneself?’  
This week’s podcast has five sections, including an exclusive recording made for the book 
‘Krishnamurti to Himself’, which has not been heard before, outside of the archives.  
 
The first extract (2:06) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1982, titled ‘What is beauty?’  
 
The second extract (9:22) is from the fourth talk in Saanen in 1985, titled ‘Is it beauty when you are 
absorbed by something?’  
 
The third extract (27:02) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Madras 1974, titled ‘The silence of a 
quiet mind is the essence of beauty’.  
 
The fourth extract (37:18) is from the fourth talk in Ojai 1978, titled ‘Beauty and desire’.  
 
The final extract this week (53:54) is from a recording by Krishnamurti in Ojai 1983, titled ‘A new day 
has begun, full of beauty’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP77 Krishnamurti on Beauty 

(kfoundation.org) KP77 Krishnamurti on Beauty 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-75-krishnamurti-on-truth
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-fp9jf-f9e032
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2aWcnMlFmDgj9B3K5RnaJz?si=Xu9Ki4BXRxmOt_YJEMiu7w
https://youtu.be/ScdDj3Il5Lk
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-76-krishnamurti-on-relationship
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-relationship/id1480713299?i=1000510560757
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-76-krishnamurti-on-relationship
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-5r8zd-f9e038
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1uMflh6vlbaAmIhq8jdp6a?si=49F7DJCYRwCzNBovqVwJUA
https://youtu.be/9fDmZ68d68A
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-77-krishnamurti-on-beauty
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-beauty/id1480713299?i=1000511467378
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-77-krishnamurti-on-beauty
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(Podbean) KP77 Krishnamurti on Beauty 

(Spotify) KP77 Krishnamurti on Beauty 

(YouTube) KP77 Krishnamurti on Beauty 

KP78 Krishnamurti on Compassion 

57 minutes 
Summary 
‘Compassion means passion for all human beings, animals and nature. How can there be compassion 
when there is fear or when the mind is constantly pursuing pleasure?’  
This week’s podcast has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:08) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Madras 1983, titled ‘What is 
compassion?’.  
 
The second extract (7:02) is from the second talk in San Francisco 1973, titled ‘We have no 
compassion’  
 
The third extract (15:02) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk at Brockwood Park in 1975, titled ‘The 
ending of sorrow is the beginning of compassion’.  
 
The fourth extract (29:37) is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 
1979, titled ‘Compassion is supreme’.  
 
The fifth extract (34:44) is from Krishnamurti’s third question and answer meeting in Ojai 1982, titled 
‘Compassion can only exist when the self is not’.  
 
The final extract this week (46:08) is from the fifth discussion in Saanen 1975, titled ‘Without 
compassion, the sacred cannot be found’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP78 Krishnamurti on Compassion 

(kfoundation.org) KP78 Krishnamurti on Compassion 

(Podbean) KP78 Krishnamurti on Compassion 

(Spotify) KP78 Krishnamurti on Compassion 

(YouTube) KP78 Krishnamurti on Compassion 

KP79 Krishnamurti on Death 

80 minutes 
Summary 
‘Why have we put death at the far end of one's life? Because we cling to what is known, and death is 
unknown.’  
This week’s podcast has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:12) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Ojai 1981, titled ‘What is the meaning of 
death?’  
 
The second extract (11:36) is from the fourth talk in Madras 1985, titled ‘Living with death’.  
 

https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-wgn8d-f9e03c
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1WOqIfrsIuqG9rFLWaMGrw?si=6IuJMPsQQUmyAIGAmymXig
https://youtu.be/7HAMy3bj1zI
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-78-krishnamurti-on-compassion
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-compassion/id1480713299?i=1000512393527
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-78-krishnamurti-on-compassion
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-burkf-fc5b80
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0r6smSIAr3IIzkkbyYvGNY?si=oFKG9XSkQhiG5XkJrEXbqg
https://youtu.be/O8VtQlh-mXM
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-79-krishnamurti-on-death
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The third extract (31:30) is from Krishnamurti’s second question and answer meeting in Saanen 
1982, titled ‘What is it that dies?’  
 
The fourth extract (42:34) is from the third talk at Brockwood Park in 1975, titled ‘What is 
immortality?’  
 
The final extract this week (1:03:54) is an exclusive to this podcast, never being heard before outside 
of the archives. It is from a direct recording by Krishnamurti in 1984, titled ‘The extraordinary 
simplicity of dying.’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP79 Krishnamurti on Death 

(kfoundation.org) KP79 Krishnamurti on Death 

(Podbean) KP79 Krishnamurti on Death 

(Spotify) KP79 Krishnamurti on Death 

(YouTube) KP79 Krishnamurti on Death 

KP80 Krishnamurti on Thought 

91 minutes 
Summary 
‘If thought is the cause of this chaos, thought can end and something totally new can begin.’  
This week’s podcast has seven sections.  
 
The first extract (2:09) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Brockwood Park in 1984, titled ‘What is 
thinking?’  
 
The second extract (9:06) is from the second talk in Madras 1979, titled ‘Thought is limited’.  
 
The third extract (23:48) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1980, titled ‘Is thought the cause 
of chaos?’  
 
The fourth extract (33:16) is from the first question and answer meeting in Bombay 1984, titled ‘You 
are thought’.  
 
The fifth extract (43:26) is from Krishnamurti’s second question and answer meeting at Brockwood 
Park in 1979, titled ‘Can thought be aware of itself as it arises?’  
 
The sixth extract (50:00) is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1971, titled ‘Can thought be completely 
silent?’  
 
The final extract this week (1:24:40) is from the sixth talk at Rajghat in 1962, titled ‘Letting every 
thought flower in freedom’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP80 Krishnamurti on Thought 

(kfoundation.org) KP80 Krishnamurti on Thought 

(Podbean) KP80 Krishnamurti on Thought 

(Spotify) KP80 Krishnamurti on Thought 

(YouTube) KP80 Krishnamurti on Thought 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-death/id1480713299?i=1000513360930
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-79-krishnamurti-on-death
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-v96i6-fc5b8c
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6wYZvKcIvbMmm2ZPXjWU92?si=U2ec9GDxSsaRlnTz5_KwvA
https://youtu.be/dCteLYtAaoU
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-80-krishnamurti-on-thought
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-thought/id1480713299?i=1000514174958
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-80-krishnamurti-on-thought
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-pvfx4-fc5b93
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0Hm7bvMyo704mgpIXYyucX?si=iixX3Y3ITSKg01QB8f2vSA
https://youtu.be/URXhw0FVUoM
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KP81 Krishnamurti on Psychological Evolution 

73 minutes 
Summary 
‘We are asking: is there psychological evolution at all, the 'me' becoming something?’  
This week’s podcast has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:12) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1982, titled ‘We have become like 
this through evolution’.  
 
The second extract (23:58) is from the first talk in Saanen 1979, titled ‘Psychologically there is no 
tomorrow’.  
 
The third extract (36:52) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Bombay 1983, titled ‘Ending fear now’.  
 
The final extract this week (1:04:12) is from the first talk in Saanen 1984, titled ‘What you are now 
you will be’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP81 Krishnamurti on Psychological Evolution 

(kfoundation.org) KP81 Krishnamurti on Psychological Evolution 

(Podbean) KP81 Krishnamurti on Psychological Evolution 

(Spotify) KP81 Krishnamurti on Psychological Evolution 

(YouTube) KP81 Krishnamurti on Psychological Evolution 

KP82 Krishnamurti on Loneliness 

59 minutes 
Summary 
‘If you see the absurdity of escaping, the fact that running away from it is part of loneliness, then you 
have the energy to face loneliness.’  
This week’s podcast has five sections.  
The first extract (2:10) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Saanen 1971, titled ‘We isolate 
ourselves’.  
 
The second extract (11:30) is from the fourth talk in Saanen 1982, titled ‘What is the cause of 
loneliness?’  
 
The third extract (31:52) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Saanen 1976, titled ‘Loneliness and 
death’.  
 
The fourth extract (40:16) is from the second talk in Ojai 1973, titled ‘Observing loneliness’.  
 
The final extract this week (47:02) is from Krishnamurti’s thirteenth talk in Ojai 1949, titled ‘We are 
lonely but never alone’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP82 Krishnamurti on Loneliness 

(kfoundation.org) KP82 Krishnamurti on Loneliness 

(Podbean) KP82 Krishnamurti on Loneliness 

(Spotify) KP82 Krishnamurti on Loneliness 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-81-krishnamurti-on-psychological-evolution
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-psychological-evolution/id1480713299?i=1000515115238
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-81-krishnamurti-on-psychological-evolution
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-tmhuf-fe4470
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7ouR5OKLXr6EMQSu7D5KE3?si=I-qrz68RS0me9eAmjwcb9w
https://youtu.be/vaBr2qp56XM
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-82-krishnamurti-on-loneliness
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-loneliness/id1480713299?i=1000516075512
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-82-krishnamurti-on-loneliness
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-64838-fe4478
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3MKr3soEeYvuDl53C7VqmH?si=7GE7_1XLQS6w4QXVT2Q2ww
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(YouTube) KP82 Krishnamurti on Loneliness 

KP83 Krishnamurti on Nature and the Environment 

69 minutes 
Summary 
‘We never have this feeling of wholeness, where the things of the sea and earth, the nature and the 
sky, is the universe, is part of us.’  
This week’s podcast has seven sections.  
The first extract (2:12) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Madras 1979, titled ‘If one loses contact 
with nature’.  
 
The second extract (8:28) is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 
1980, titled ‘We are the greatest danger to the world’.  
 
The third extract (12:14) is from Krishnamurti’s second question and answer meeting in Ojai 1985, 
titled ‘Are we struggling against our nature in seeking to change?’  
 
The fourth extract (18:00) is from the first talk in Saanen 1978, titled ‘Observing natural sensation’.  
 
The fifth extract (28:32) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1983, titled ‘What is 
the origin of all life?’  
 
The sixth extract (42:14) is from the second talk in Benares 1964, titled ‘Communion with nature’.  
 
The final extract this week (51:26) is from a direct recording by Krishnamurti in 1983, titled ‘Will we 
ever live on this beautiful earth peacefully?’ This exclusive recording is presented here for the first 
time. 
Links 

(Apple) KP83 Krishnamurti on Nature and the Environment 

(kfoundation.org) KP83 Krishnamurti on Nature and the Environment 

(Podbean) KP83 Krishnamurti on Nature and the Environment 

(Spotify) KP83 Krishnamurti on Nature and the Environment 

(YouTube) KP83 Krishnamurti on Nature and the Environment 

KP84 Krishnamurti on Negation 

75 minutes 
Summary 
‘When your mind is in that state of complete negation, you can approach anew all your problems, 
and then you will find that they can be resolved totally and completely.’  
This week’s podcast has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:18) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1965, titled ‘The negative 
approach’.  
 
The second extract (9:18) is from the sixth talk in Paris 1961, titled ‘To see what is true there must be 
negation of the false’.  
 

https://youtu.be/rD76yTCqzoo
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-83-krishnamurti-on-nature-and-the-environment
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-nature-and-the-environment/id1480713299?i=1000517049033
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-83-krishnamurti-on-nature-and-the-environment
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-kv2pf-fe447b
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7JQYuqTBJW6WsFpKMk4Y75?si=2fO_ryt4Sqa5HDX1a9HHDg
https://youtu.be/aRAUCwNnPjE
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-84-krishnamurti-on-negation
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The third extract (15:52) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Bombay 1966, titled ‘Negation is positive 
action’.  
 
The fourth extract (39:56) is from the fourth talk in Ojai 1982, titled ‘Negating all that is not love’.  
 
The final extract this week (52:54) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Bombay 1982, titled ‘Negation, 
death and ending’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP84 Krishnamurti on Negation 

(kfoundation.org) KP84 Krishnamurti on Negation 

(Podbean) KP84 Krishnamurti on Negation 

(Spotify) KP84 Krishnamurti on Negation 

(YouTube) KP84 Krishnamurti on Negation 

KP85 Krishnamurti on Knowledge 

73 minutes 
Summary 
‘Knowledge is absolutely necessary to earn a livelihood, but why should I accumulate psychological 
knowledge?’  
This week’s episode has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:22) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in San Francisco 1973, titled ‘The function of 
knowledge’.  
 
The second extract (16:38) is from the first talk in Saanen 1973, titled ‘What place has knowledge in 
transformation?’  
 
The third extract (40:14) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Brockwood Park in 1980, titled ‘Ignorance 
and knowledge go together’.  
 
The final extract (52:10) this week is from the sixth talk in Bombay 1981, titled ‘Meditation is the 
understanding of knowledge’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP85 Krishnamurti on Knowledge 

(kfoundation.org) KP85 Krishnamurti on Knowledge 

(Podbean) KP85 Krishnamurti on Knowledge 

(Spotify) KP85 Krishnamurti on Knowledge 

(YouTube) KP85 Krishnamurti on Knowledge 

KP86 Krishnamurti on Analysis 

57 minutes 
Summary 
‘Analysis implies a division between the analyser and the analysed, and in that division there is 
already the root of conflict.’  
This week’s podcast has three sections.  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-negation/id1480713299?i=1000517980416
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-84-krishnamurti-on-negation
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-3xwye-1008b23
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3pgRFZH6Z6f9AD1tYtxk25?si=I8sw5QvXRpapZgXe2bnyrA
https://youtu.be/Mo9nZEhZKMY
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-85-krishnamurti-on-knowledge
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-knowledge/id1480713299?i=1000518928618
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-85-krishnamurti-on-knowledge
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-jaivm-1008b27
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4EzD6dL542CZzh2x0mq8p7?si=ZELmanp6TpystNPaFKRxkg
https://youtu.be/g4PUji_yq9w
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-86-krishnamurti-on-analysis
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The first extract (2:24) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Saanen 1970, titled ‘The division between 
the analyser and the analysed’.  
 
The second extract (31:42) is from the fifth talk in Saanen 1970, titled ‘Can analysis end fear?’  
 
The final extract this week (39:02) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Madras 1978, titled ‘Analysis is 
paralysis’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP86 Krishnamurti on Analysis 

(kfoundation.org) KP86 Krishnamurti on Analysis 

(Podbean) KP86 Krishnamurti on Analysis 

(Spotify) KP86 Krishnamurti on Analysis 

(YouTube) KP86 Krishnamurti on Analysis 

KP87 Krishnamurti on Society 

66 minutes 
Summary 
‘We need a new society; and that society is not going to be created by anybody except by you. I do 
not think we feel the immense responsibility of this.’  
This week’s episode on Society has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:29) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth question and answer meeting in Ojai 1981, titled 
‘What is your relationship to society?’  
 
The second extract (8:36) is from the third talk in Madras 1985, titled ‘Each one of us has built 
society’.  
 
The third extract (19:10) is from Krishnamurti’s second question and answer meeting in Saanen 
1982, titled ‘Is it possible to not contribute to the cruelty of society?’  
 
The fourth extract (30:24) is from the fourth talk in Saanen 1972, titled ‘Society creates an image in 
us’.  
 
The final extract (48:36) this week is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Bombay 1965, titled ‘We need a 
new society’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP87 Krishnamurti on Society 

(kfoundation.org) KP87 Krishnamurti on Society 

(Podbean) KP87 Krishnamurti on Society 

(Spotify) KP87 Krishnamurti on Society 

(YouTube) KP87 Krishnamurti on Society 

KP88 Krishnamurti on Meditation 

82 minutes 
Summary 
‘Meditation means the emptying of consciousness of its content. Then only can the mind be 
absolutely quiet.’  

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-analysis/id1480713299?i=1000520196636
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-86-krishnamurti-on-analysis
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-qt8rn-1008b2c
https://open.spotify.com/episode/47uXmAGGgEmuWtUMmtB0Og?si=pn8o-rryRJSNdKWhjvum0g
https://youtu.be/D3yTc6YTOls
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-87-krishnamurti-on-society
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-society/id1480713299?i=1000521394417
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-87-krishnamurti-on-society
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-8xzt2-1029ef5
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5IJl6csCkM1YtdUkxz2e8d?si=PKmY9003TF6WXLpZuR568Q
https://youtu.be/a86Y4QClD0U
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-88-krishnamurti-on-meditation
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This week’s episode on Meditation has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:24) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in San Diego 1970, titled ‘What is 
meditation?’  
 
The second extract (16:41) is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1974, titled ‘The controller is the 
controlled’.  
 
The third extract (42:32) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Ojai 1949, titled ‘Meditation is the 
beginning of self-knowledge’.  
 
The final extract (1:11:11) this week is from a direct recording by Krishnamurti in 1983, titled 
‘Meditation is without measurement’. This recording is exclusive to this podcast and has not been 
heard outside of the archives before now. 
Links 

(Apple) KP88 Krishnamurti on Meditation 

(kfoundation.org) KP88 Krishnamurti on Meditation 

(Podbean) KP88 Krishnamurti on Meditation 

(Spotify) KP88 Krishnamurti on Meditation 

(YouTube) KP88 Krishnamurti on Meditation 

KP89 Krishnamurti on Individuality 

75 minutes 
Summary 
‘Each of us has been brought up to be a separate individual with our own soul. Is this a fact, or 
merely a concept?’  
This week’s episode on individuality has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:18) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Ojai 1981, titled ‘We think we are 
individuals’.  
 
The second extract (25:34) is from the first talk at Brockwood Park in 1981, titled ‘The concept of 
individuality is the root of division’.  
 
The third extract (41:11) is from the first question and answer meeting in Ojai 1984, titled ‘You are 
not unique’.  
 
The final extract (1:06:15) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Madras 1972, titled ‘Is there a 
permanent you?’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP89 Krishnamurti on Individuality 

(kfoundation.org) KP89 Krishnamurti on Individuality 

(Podbean) KP89 Krishnamurti on Individuality 

(Spotify) KP89 Krishnamurti on Individuality 

(YouTube) KP89 Krishnamurti on Individuality 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-meditation/id1480713299?i=1000522280449
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-88-krishnamurti-on-meditation
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-fzapw-1029f0c
https://open.spotify.com/episode/67MyQTpVtgohfncGcnNU8z?si=6bynyIffTdmGBc7V9KMhWA
https://youtu.be/y4D3nijYD1E
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-89-krishnamurti-on-individuality
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-individuality/id1480713299?i=1000523120975
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-89-krishnamurti-on-individuality
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-wgwrx-1029f1c
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1fcN45YdBE8a6dh1J8PR3e?si=CGkUh_zUQUyueL9t_nVMWw
https://youtu.be/n7JiP4fRtvo
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KP90 Krishnamurti on Peace 

76 minutes 
Summary 
‘Peace is necessary in order to grow, to flower, to understand, to have time to look around, to 
explore into ourselves and what we find there. We must have peace.’  
This week’s episode on Peace has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:26) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1983, titled ‘Is it possible to live in 
peace?’  
 
The second extract (30:32) is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood in 1984, 
titled ‘Peace requires intelligence’.  
 
The final extract (58:08) this week is from Krishnamurti’s ninth talk in Saanen 1964, titled ‘Peace of 
mind’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP90 Krishnamurti on Peace 

(kfoundation.org) KP90 Krishnamurti on Peace 

(Podbean) KP90 Krishnamurti on Peace 

(Spotify) KP90 Krishnamurti on Peace 

(YouTube) KP90 Krishnamurti on Peace 

KP91 Krishnamurti on Ambition 

62 minutes 
Summary 
‘Ambition is the same, whether it is in the world or turned towards God.’  
This week’s episode on Ambition has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:18) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in London 1962, titled ‘Denying ambition 
totally.’  
 
The second extract (13:46) is from the sixth talk in Saanen 1981, titled ‘Where there is ambition, can 
love exist?’.  
 
The third extract (25:52) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Brockwood Park in 1973, titled ‘Ambition 
is a waste of energy’.  
 
The final extract this week (43:30) is from the ninth talk in Ojai 1949, titled ‘Are you free of 
ambition?’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP91 Krishnamurti on Ambition 

(kfoundation.org) KP91 Krishnamurti on Ambition 

(Podbean) KP91 Krishnamurti on Ambition 

(Spotify) KP91 Krishnamurti on Ambition 

(YouTube) KP91 Krishnamurti on Ambition 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-90-krishnamurti-on-peace
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-peace/id1480713299?i=1000523872130
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-90-krishnamurti-on-peace
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-s3mfj-104a78a
https://open.spotify.com/episode/528uj34TN0E0cLIiiIF6Cu?si=RSjdI06MTsWOTFZRV_KQ8Q
https://youtu.be/74eZH0ySAk8
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-91-krishnamurti-on-ambition
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-ambition/id1480713299?i=1000524727024
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-91-krishnamurti-on-ambition
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-g2s8s-104a78e
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0ZDrRTOzmtA4I6Nvv8Dbof?si=Y8jEKXJQSPWJV-KtQVlGDw
https://youtu.be/B8Hblhe3l6g
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KP92 Krishnamurti on Fear 

71 minutes 
Summary 
‘Most of us are concerned with trimming fear, like we trim branches of a tree. And we think this is 
good enough, but we don’t challenge ourselves whether it is possible to be completely free of fear.’  
This week’s episode on Fear has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:24) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in San Francisco 1983, titled ‘We are two 
friends discussing fear’.  
 
The second extract (9:34) is from the fifth talk in Saanen 1981, titled ‘What is fear?’  
 
The third extract (23:52) is from Krishnamurti’s third question and answer meeting in Ojai 1981, 
titled ‘Observing fear’.  
 
The fourth extract (47:56) is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 
1985, titled ‘Fear of change’.  
 
The final extract (57:22) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Saanen 1981, titled ‘Fear of dying’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP92 Krishnamurti on Fear 

(kfoundation.org) KP92 Krishnamurti on Fear 

(Podbean) KP92 Krishnamurti on Fear 

(Spotify) KP92 Krishnamurti on Fear 

(YouTube) KP92 Krishnamurti on Fear 

KP93 Krishnamurti on Conflict 

68 minutes 
Summary 
‘Where there is division there must be conflict. That is a law, and we all know this.’  
This week’s episode on Conflict has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:32) is from Krishnamurti’s second question and answer meeting in Ojai 1981, 
titled ‘Where there is division there is conflict.’  
 
The second extract (28:51) is from the fifth talk in Saanen 1977, titled ‘Is it possible to live without 
conflict?’  
 
The third extract (39:02) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Brockwood Park in 1984, titled ‘Is thought 
the cause of conflict?’  
 
The final extract this week (52:00) is from the third question and answer meeting in Saanen 1981, 
titled ‘The root of conflict in relationship.’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP93 Krishnamurti on Conflict 

(kfoundation.org) KP93 Krishnamurti on Conflict 

(Podbean) KP93 Krishnamurti on Conflict 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-92-krishnamurti-on-fear
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-fear/id1480713299?i=1000525685770
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-92-krishnamurti-on-fear
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-prxwn-104a791
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0Z9Dko5XBAbbPMQCeuLjK9?si=Fio0lfIXQvS17MM1D7CgxQ
https://youtu.be/h5JAUE5Az7w
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-93-krishnamurti-on-conflict
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-conflict/id1480713299?i=1000526569425
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-93-krishnamurti-on-conflict
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-9nu6x-1067172
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(Spotify) KP93 Krishnamurti on Conflict 

(YouTube) KP93 Krishnamurti on Conflict 

KP94 Krishnamurti on Anonymity and Creativity 

62 minutes 
Summary 
‘There is great beauty in being totally anonymous. And the whole world is seeking identity, power, 
position.’ This week’s episode on Anonymity and Creativity has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:32) is from Krishnamurti’s third question and answer meeting in Ojai 1980, titled 
‘In anonymity is true creativity.’  
 
The second extract (19:03) is from the fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1978, titled ‘Total anonymity 
and humility’.  
 
The third extract (28:42) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in Saanen 1961, titled ‘Creativity and the 
still mind’.  
 
The final extract this week (45:34) is from the fourth talk in Amsterdam 1968, titled ‘Become 
completely anonymous’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP94 Krishnamurti on Anonymity and Creativity 

(kfoundation.org) KP94 Krishnamurti on Anonymity and Creativity 

(Podbean) KP94 Krishnamurti on Anonymity and Creativity 

(Spotify) KP94 Krishnamurti on Anonymity and Creativity 

(YouTube) KP94 Krishnamurti on Anonymity and Creativity 

KP95 Krishnamurti on Religion 

60 minutes 
Summary 
‘Religion is not the authoritarian, accepted form of religion, the state religion, the religion of belief, 
of faith, of dogma, of rituals, of worshipping a symbol.’  
This week’s episode on Religion has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:24) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Ojai 1982, titled ‘What is religion?’  
 
The second extract (19:07) is from the fourth talk in Madras 1974, titled ‘Religion is the core of a 
new culture’.  
 
The third extract (33:38) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in London 1982, titled ‘The religious 
mind’.  
 
The fourth extract (47:31) is from the sixth talk in Saanen 1984, titled ‘The religious mind is in a state 
of creation’.  
The final short extract (54:29) is from a recording by Krishnamurti in Ojai 1984, titled ‘Religion is a 
form of science’. This recording made for the book ‘Krishnamurti to Himself’ is an exclusive to this 
podcast and has not been made available before now. 
Links 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/67tpBj0KBXyHWHZiFqk6X4?si=qJq6GxPXS5eP_pazloEbCQ
https://youtu.be/DZNMpTPfcC8
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-94-krishnamurti-on-anonymity-and-creativity
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-anonymity-and-creativity/id1480713299?i=1000527319149
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-94-krishnamurti-on-anonymity-and-creativity
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-qfwua-106717a
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2iQe4fG4KuElwZnzZZuL6v?si=EnF6h7WHTqmjSp--Lzy_Mg
https://youtu.be/6mXavL-cnnQ
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-95-krishnamurti-on-religion
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(Apple) KP95 Krishnamurti on Religion 

(kfoundation.org) KP95 Krishnamurti on Religion 

(Podbean) KP95 Krishnamurti on Religion 

(Spotify) KP95 Krishnamurti on Religion 

(YouTube) KP95 Krishnamurti on Religion 

KP96 Krishnamurti on Love 

67 minutes 
Summary 
‘Where there is love, then do what you will, it will be right action’.  
This week’s episode on Love has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:16) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Ojai 1984, titled ‘What is love?’  
 
The second extract (10:28) is from the sixth talk in Saanen 1973, titled ‘Love in relationships’.  
 
The third extract (24:26) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Saanen 1975, titled ‘Is love a movement 
in time?’  
 
The fourth extract (36:22) is from the third talk at Brockwood Park in 1985, titled ‘With the ending of 
sorrow is love’.  
 
The final extract this week (55:30) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Bombay 1983, titled ‘Is there 
love in your heart?’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP96 Krishnamurti on Love 

(kfoundation.org) KP96 Krishnamurti on Love 

(Podbean) KP96 Krishnamurti on Love 

(Spotify) KP96 Krishnamurti on Love 

(YouTube) KP96 Krishnamurti on Love 

KP97 Krishnamurti on Conditioning 

62 minutes 
Summary 
‘Can the mind be aware of the content of its conditioning only, and not try to go beyond it?’  
This week’s episode on Conditioning has two sections.  
 
The first extract (2:24) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 1973, titled ‘Freeing the mind 
from the web of conditioning’.  
The second and final extract (51:25) is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1981, titled ‘Can one 
specialise yet function wholly?’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP97 Krishnamurti on Conditioning 

(kfoundation.org) KP97 Krishnamurti on Conditioning 

(Podbean) KP97 Krishnamurti on Conditioning 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-religion/id1480713299?i=1000528076959
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-95-krishnamurti-on-religion
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-6mziy-1067183
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5ag9oFASMKJNTolZ7Aoptu?si=GcAdrVECSTSdnPa9mzjeFg
https://youtu.be/KjhWWd8-qxs
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-96-krishnamurti-on-love
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-love/id1480713299?i=1000528809635
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-96-krishnamurti-on-love
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-j327v-1080141
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3z7WqyvPgnwYaxmgcdAsFC?si=lufK9h0UQf2lcEb6Rf_S_A
https://youtu.be/b2w9TlotcKg
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-97-krishnamurti-on-conditioning
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-conditioning/id1480713299?i=1000529540424
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-97-krishnamurti-on-conditioning
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-y57xi-1080144
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(Spotify) KP97 Krishnamurti on Conditioning 

(YouTube) KP97 Krishnamurti on Conditioning 

KP98 Krishnamurti on Enlightenment 

76 minutes 
Summary 
‘Enlightenment is not of time. It is not a process. It is not something that you gradually come to.’  
This week’s episode on Enlightenment has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:22) is from the second question and answer meeting in Ojai 1982, titled ‘What is 
enlightenment?’  
 
The second extract (12:51) is from the first question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1980, 
titled ‘The one who says, “I know,” does not know’.  
 
The third extract (20:51) is from the fourth question and answer meeting in Saanen 1980, titled ‘Is 
enlightenment a matter of time?’  
 
The fourth extract (34:43) is from the third question and answer meeting in Saanen 1981, titled ‘Is 
enlightenment an experience?’  
 
The final extract (44:30) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Saanen 1979, titled ‘A light to oneself’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP98 Krishnamurti on Enlightenment 

(kfoundation.org) KP98 Krishnamurti on Enlightenment 

(Podbean) KP98 Krishnamurti on Enlightenment 

(Spotify) KP98 Krishnamurti on Enlightenment 

(YouTube) KP98 Krishnamurti on Enlightenment 

KP99 Krishnamurti on Security 

57 minutes 
Summary 
‘Is there security at all? There is when there is intelligence. Intelligence is the most positive force of 
security’.  
This week’s episode on Security has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:24) is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1982, 
titled ‘Is there any security?’  
 
The second extract (17:26) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Saanen 1974, titled ‘Our physical 
security is being threatened’.  
 
The third extract (34:51) is from the first talk in Saanen 1977, titled ‘Can thought provide security?’  
 
The final extract this week (49:27) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in New York 1974, titled ‘Total 
security’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP99 Krishnamurti on Security 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/5a6dd7IhkPk74XDnSoN3Ku?si=orxnyPIkSbKNm_TyPmoJqA
https://youtu.be/f1hmg0gVykU
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-98-krishnamurti-on-enlightenment
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-enlightenment/id1480713299?i=1000530237410
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-98-krishnamurti-on-enlightenment
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-nu92k-108014a
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2TRhBwBEqqi8VzC65Ji0j2?si=qDG0LL1xRbCqpKuIu9kGfA
https://youtu.be/lLPtKdpCWsI
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-99-krishnamurti-on-security
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-security/id1480713299?i=1000530934191
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(kfoundation.org) KP99 Krishnamurti on Security 

(Podbean) KP99 Krishnamurti on Security 

(Spotify) KP99 Krishnamurti on Security 

(YouTube) KP99 Krishnamurti on Security 

KP100 Krishnamurti on Silence 

61 minutes 
Summary 
‘In silence is that quality of energy you have never touched before, and that is the transforming 
factor, the real creative movement of life.’  
This week’s episode on Silence has seven sections.  
 
The first extract (2:27) is from the first question and answer meeting in Ojai 1984, titled ‘Why is 
silence necessary?’  
 
The second extract (9:08) is from the first question and answer meeting in Ojai 1983, titled ‘Silence 
needs space.’  
 
The third extract (18:05) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Madras 1967, titled ‘Silence is not the 
ending of noise’.  
 
The fourth extract (26:46) is from the fourth talk in Madras 1974, titled ‘Silence is not to be 
practiced’.  
 
The fifth extract (35:32) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in New Delhi 1973, titled ‘In silence there 
is a totally different kind of energy’.  
 
The sixth extract (43:43) is from the fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1984, titled ‘The sound of 
silence’.  
 
The final extract this in this episode (52:12) is from a direct recording made by Krishnamurti in Ojai 
1983, titled ‘The roots of heaven are in deep abiding silence’. This recording has not been heard 
before, outside of the archives. 
Links 

(Apple) KP100 Krishnamurti on Silence 

(kfoundation.org) KP100 Krishnamurti on Silence 

(Podbean) KP100 Krishnamurti on Silence 

(Spotify) KP100 Krishnamurti on Silence 

(YouTube) KP100 Krishnamurti on Silence 

KP101 Krishnamurti on Yoga 

54 minutes 
Summary 
If you are doing yoga there must be no effort at all, no forcing the body. If you force the body it is 
not yoga.'  
This week’s episode on Yoga has six sections.  
 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-99-krishnamurti-on-security
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-nqqqm-1097e5c
https://open.spotify.com/episode/73O3acSl4ZAqsFDxJBJyCb?si=Tr7LEVLbTXO6td1eUn6_mw
https://youtu.be/LFTGjZ9UyMA
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-100-krishnamurti-on-silence
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-silence/id1480713299?i=1000531665066
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-100-krishnamurti-on-silence
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-6dudp-1097e61
https://open.spotify.com/episode/34y3yaJpyDRfkYD65dAcyY?si=8muR9jWHR1qQ-Jdlx-wAIA
https://youtu.be/t4Br95HNZ8Y
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-101-krishnamurti-on-yoga
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The first extract (2:30) is from the fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1972, titled ‘The origins of yoga’.  
 
The second extract (5:36) is from the fourth talk in Amsterdam 1971, titled ‘Which is more 
important, a healthy body or a healthy mind?’ 
 
The third extract (12:23) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth discussion at Brockwood Park School in 1970, 
titled ‘Yoga without effort or control’.  
 
The fourth extract (24:45) is from the first question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1979, 
titled ‘Can yoga awaken deeper energy, called kundalini?’  
 
The fifth extract (35:25) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Ojai 1985, titled ‘The highest form of 
yoga’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (42:28) is from the sixth talk in Ojai 1980, titled ‘There is only one 
yoga’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP101 Krishnamurti on Yoga 

(kfoundation.org) KP101 Krishnamurti on Yoga 

(Podbean) KP101 Krishnamurti on Yoga 

(Spotify) KP101 Krishnamurti on Yoga 

(YouTube) KP101 Krishnamurti on Yoga 

KP102 Krishnamurti on Uncertainty 

57 minutes 
Summary 
When you live in a state of complete inward uncertainty, you will see that you meet any challenge 
with clarity and swiftness.'  
This week’s episode on Uncertainty has two sections.  
 
The first extract (2:44) is from Krishnamurti’s first question and answer meeting in Saanen 1980, 
titled ‘We move from certainty to uncertainty to certainty’.  
The second and final extract (14:04) in this episode is from the second talk in Bombay 1964, titled 
‘Be free and live in a state of uncertainty’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP102 Krishnamurti on Uncertainty 

(kfoundation.org) KP102 Krishnamurti on Uncertainty 

(Podbean) KP102 Krishnamurti on Uncertainty 

(Spotify) KP102 Krishnamurti on Uncertainty 

(YouTube) KP102 Krishnamurti on Uncertainty 

KP103 Krishnamurti on Revolution 

74 minutes 
Summary 
A radical revolution is necessary, a revolution that is not merely economic or social, but at much 
greater depth, at the very root of consciousness.'  

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-yoga/id1480713299?i=1000536224683
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-101-krishnamurti-on-yoga
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-8xp7n-10dfe9c
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7kInOTAb6O5gcHtExb5SOU?si=v9kDSPN1Q223ENPPUV_Krw
https://youtu.be/PhKggbtl0lU
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-102-krishnamurti-on-uncertainty
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-uncertainty/id1480713299?i=1000536944271
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-102-krishnamurti-on-uncertainty
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-e7w75-10dfea2
https://open.spotify.com/episode/62mIVuyuPrks2jmBTl2HTu?si=LPl4jtjZRretzsn1f4Mx5Q
https://youtu.be/NGogklrSgyU
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-103-krishnamurti-on-revolution
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This week’s episode on Revolution has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:28) is from Krishnamurti’s talk in Rishi Valley 1967, titled ‘Revolt is one thing, 
revolution another’.  
 
The second extract (32:57) is from the second talk in Bombay 1967, titled ‘A radical revolution is 
necessary’.  
 
The third extract (44:47) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in London 1962, titled ‘A deep 
psychological revolution’.  
 
The fourth extract (52:39) is from the sixth talk in Paris 1961, titled ‘Revolution from complete 
emptiness.’  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:07:19) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in New Delhi 1963, 
titled ‘A religious revolution’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP103 Krishnamurti on Revolution 

(kfoundation.org) KP103 Krishnamurti on Revolution 

(Podbean) KP103 Krishnamurti on Revolution 

(Spotify) KP103 Krishnamurti on Revolution 

(YouTube) KP103 Krishnamurti on Revolution 

KP104 Krishnamurti on Comparison 

58 minutes 
Summary 
Is it possible to live without comparison of any kind, never translating yourself in terms of 
comparison with another or with an idea or hero?'  
This week’s episode on Comparison has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:34) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Saanen 1970, titled ‘We are conditioned to 
compare’.  
 
The second extract (8:27) is from the fourth talk in Bombay 1983, titled ‘We are always comparing’.  
 
The third extract (12:42) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Bombay 1967, titled ‘Can you live 
without comparison?’  
 
The fourth extract (24:44) is from the second talk in Rajghat 1974, titled ‘What happens when there 
is no comparison?’  
 
The fifth extract (34:28) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Ojai 1982, titled ‘Where there is 
comparison there must be fear’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (46:35) is from the first question and answer meeting in Saanen 
1985, titled ‘Why do gurus compare themselves to Krishnamurti?’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP104 Krishnamurti on Comparison 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-revolution/id1480713299?i=1000537686120
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-103-krishnamurti-on-revolution
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-qt924-10dfead
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4NBftIJZ1Rl0uuVHUp9wjj?si=u3BU0uphReWfQ6yw_VObZA
https://youtu.be/JF6z4yBfh4s
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-104-krishnamurti-on-comparison
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-comparison/id1480713299?i=1000538410539
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(kfoundation.org) KP104 Krishnamurti on Comparison 

(Podbean) KP104 Krishnamurti on Comparison 

(Spotify) KP104 Krishnamurti on Comparison 

(YouTube) KP104 Krishnamurti on Comparison 

KP105 Krishnamurti on Greed 

48 minutes 
Summary 
‘If I allow time to be free from greed, I am still greedy. But to understand greed, the cause of greed, 
is the ending of greed.’  
This week’s episode on Greed has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:36) is from the first question and answer meeting in Bombay 1985, titled ‘We are 
educated to have more, more, more’. 
 
The second extract (7:20) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Madras 1982, titled ‘Trying to become 
non-greedy is still greed’.  
 
The third extract (17:51) is from the fourth discussion in Saanen 1976, titled ‘Observing the whole 
movement of greed’.  
 
The fourth extract (26:45) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Bombay 1981, titled ‘How do I 
observe greed?’  
 
The fifth extract (38:10) is from the fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1971, titled ‘Awareness of 
greed without the observer’.  
 
The final extract (44:48) in this episode is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Stanford 1969, titled 
‘When the mind is not greedy, nothing can make it greedy’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP105 Krishnamurti on Greed 

(kfoundation.org) KP105 Krishnamurti on Greed 

(Podbean) KP105 Krishnamurti on Greed 

(Spotify) KP105 Krishnamurti on Greed 

(YouTube) KP105 Krishnamurti on Greed 

KP106 Krishnamurti on Suppression 

60 minutes 
Summary 
‘If I don't escape, control, suppress or try to rationalise, my energy is concentrated. So I have 
enormous energy to deal with facts.’  
This week’s episode on Suppression has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:48) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Calcutta 1982, titled ‘Should we suppress 
desire?’  
 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-104-krishnamurti-on-comparison
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-rbh5m-10dfeb4
https://open.spotify.com/episode/67BPOCiHTCOs1WDqJinked?si=GoznEVjFQaeaz4eN845jjQ
https://youtu.be/xjn6SvabEDE
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-105-krishnamurti-on-greed
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-greed/id1480713299?i=1000539128202
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-105-krishnamurti-on-greed
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-zs8a8-1101d59
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0k83Lh0cbHfER2UFWfJ5wL?si=wcD4mNrwSzWi4X3I_a0Ang
https://youtu.be/09GCqKx7wqM
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-106-krishnamurti-on-suppression
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The second extract (22:30) is from the second discussion in Saanen 1972, titled ‘What happens if I 
don’t suppress anger?’  
 
The third extract (33:11) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in New Delhi 1983, titled ‘We are 
conditioned to suppress fear’.  
 
The final extract (45:57) in this episode is from the seventh talk in New Delhi 1963, titled ‘Religions 
encourage suppression’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP106 Krishnamurti on Suppression 

(kfoundation.org) KP106 Krishnamurti on Suppression 

(Podbean) KP106 Krishnamurti on Suppression 

(Spotify) KP106 Krishnamurti on Suppression 

(YouTube) KP106 Krishnamurti on Suppression 

KP107 Krishnamurti on Hate 

59 minutes 
Summary 
‘Where there is jealousy, there is hate. Has hate any relationship to love? Is love the opposite of 
hate?’  
This week’s episode on Hate has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:27) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1982, titled ‘Is hatred going to 
destroy us?’  
 
The second extract (17:00) is from the seventh talk in Ojai 1949, titled ‘How am I to be free of hate?’  
 
The third extract (33:49) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Brockwood Park in 1982, titled ‘The flame 
of attention burns away hate’.  
 
The final extract (43:16) this in this episode is from the fourth talk in Madras 1983, titled ‘Has hate 
any relationship to love?’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP107 Krishnamurti on Hate 

(kfoundation.org) KP107 Krishnamurti on Hate 

(Podbean) KP107 Krishnamurti on Hate 

(Spotify) KP107 Krishnamurti on Hate 

(YouTube) KP107 Krishnamurti on Hate 

KP108 Krishnamurti on Experience 

72 minutes 
Summary 
‘Experiences are always in the past, never at the moment, and any experience you have is 
recognisable, otherwise it is not an experience.’  
This week’s episode on Experience has two sections.  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-suppression/id1480713299?i=1000539838742
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-106-krishnamurti-on-suppression
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-cxmah-110dd3a
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1wc5ZQtMTNd8VA4lqBoUKX?si=Gle7twSHRpmR3qpeJz61kQ
https://youtu.be/GWlb-_KF4UY
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-107-krishnamurti-on-hate
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-hate/id1480713299?i=1000540578742
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-107-krishnamurti-on-hate
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-jcigs-1115345
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0oqpFnKQIhnBTQ4aejTmTW?si=5DmfDacJSm6kCCZVPKANwg
https://youtu.be/MlZTt8COSjQ
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-108-krishnamurti-on-experience
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The first extract (2:49) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in New York 1966, titled ‘Can experience bring 
about transformation?’ 
The second and final extract in this episode (54:42) is from the first question and answer meeting at 
Brockwood Park in 1985, titled ‘Is there experience without an experiencer? 
Links 

(Apple) KP108 Krishnamurti on Experience 

(kfoundation.org) KP108 Krishnamurti on Experience 

(Podbean) KP108 Krishnamurti on Experience 

(Spotify) KP108 Krishnamurti on Experience 

(YouTube) KP108 Krishnamurti on Experience 

KP109 Krishnamurti on The Arts of Looking, Listening and Learning 

79 minutes 
Summary 
‘The real meaning of the word 'art' is to put everything in its right place, so that the mind is 
liberated.’  
This week’s episode on The arts of looking, listening and learning has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:46) is from the fourth talk in Ojai 1977, titled ‘In the art of listening there is 
freedom’.  
 
The second extract (11:07) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Madras 1978, titled ‘There is a great 
miracle in listening’.  
 
The third extract (17:19) is from the second talk in Colombo 1980, titled ‘Listening to the story of 
mankind’.  
 
The fourth extract (38:02) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Bombay 1978, titled ‘The art of 
seeing.’  
 
The final extract in this episode (49:50) is from the tenth talk in Saanen 1966, titled ‘The meaning of 
existence can only be discovered in seeing and listening. 
Links 

(Apple) KP109 Krishnamurti on The Arts of Looking, Listening and Learning 

(kfoundation.org) KP109 Krishnamurti on The Arts of Looking, Listening and Learning 

(Podbean) KP109 Krishnamurti on The Arts of Looking, Listening and Learning 

(Spotify) KP109 Krishnamurti on The Arts of Looking, Listening and Learning 

(YouTube) KP109 Krishnamurti on The Arts of Looking, Listening and Learning 

KP110 Krishnamurti on Sorrow 

63 minutes 
Summary 
‘What is sorrow? Why does one suffer? Will the discovery of the cause of suffering end suffering?’ 
This week’s episode on Sorrow has three sections.  
This first extract (2:58) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1972, titled ‘What is sorrow?’  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-experience/id1480713299?i=1000541302426
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-108-krishnamurti-on-experience
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-7hbv3-1124e89
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0ZyY8ImYzFsnkiol4qtEZl?si=Fsz2pm66S6yAFSaP7f-mBQ
https://youtu.be/GUHnMFHKCbk
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-109-krishnamurti-on-the-arts-of-looking-listening-and-learning
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-the-arts-of-looking-listening-and-learning/id1480713299?i=1000542172845
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-109-krishnamurti-on-the-arts-of-looking-listening-and-learning
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-xs6hi-1124e8d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2Zz6lYXqSA9KOOeU2kNl4n?si=L86GkxPYRS60yEN_e4Fikw
https://youtu.be/QnOsz11rtlQ?si=4zAqVk4hz739bZga
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-110-krishnamurti-on-sorrow
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The second extract (33:23) is from the first question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1980, 
titled ‘Is suffering necessary?’  
 
The final extract (53:44) in this episode is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Ojai 1985, titled ‘There 
can be no sorrow with love’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP110 Krishnamurti on Sorrow 

(kfoundation.org) KP110 Krishnamurti on Sorrow 

(Podbean) KP110 Krishnamurti on Sorrow 

(Spotify) KP110 Krishnamurti on Sorrow 

(YouTube) KP110 Krishnamurti on Sorrow 

KP111 Krishnamurti on Dialogue 

58 minutes 
Summary 
If a question is left in the air, it is like a rose bud that gradually unfolds to show its nature and depth; 
it has its own vitality, energy and drive. That is a dialogue, not just accepting or rejecting what the 
other is saying.'  
This week’s episode on Dialogue has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:34) is from the first discussion in Saanen 1976, titled ‘What does a dialogue 
imply?’  
 
The second extract (6:15) is from the third discussion in Saanen 1979, titled ‘Good relationship in 
dialogue’.  
 
The third extract (9:18) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Bombay 1978, titled ‘Don’t get caught in 
words’.  
 
The fourth extract (15:34) is from the fourth talk in Bombay 1984, titled ‘In dialogue you and I 
disappear and only the question remains’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (21:18) is from the first discussion at Brockwood Park in 1977, titled 
‘A dialogue with oneself’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP111 Krishnamurti on Dialogue 

(kfoundation.org) KP111 Krishnamurti on Dialogue 

(Podbean) KP111 Krishnamurti on Dialogue 

(Spotify) KP111 Krishnamurti on Dialogue 

(YouTube) KP111 Krishnamurti on Dialogue 

KP112 Krishnamurti on Energy 

72 minutes 
Summary 
The most creative energy has no identification; it comes with freedom, and that energy is creation.'  
This week’s episode on Energy has six sections.  

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-sorrow/id1480713299?i=1000542909001
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-110-krishnamurti-on-sorrow
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-da386-1124e93
https://open.spotify.com/episode/16B8bRnnqYEEGyva2CcBwN?si=pTQ7gO7HR3OA_i3Mbdp9bA
https://youtu.be/Tf-wNurdXw0
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-111-krishnamurti-on-dialogue
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000543580430
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-111-krishnamurti-on-dialogue
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-6p5wy-113f89b
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5QMoqegkWKnWqAHknyqQfx?si=asG3_qbHRXuzeo_LHn8xFw
https://youtu.be/PF_vv-gb870
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-112-krishnamurti-on-energy
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The first extract (2:35) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Madras 1986, titled ‘What is energy?’  
 
The second extract (16:19) is from the second question and answer meeting in Ojai 1983, titled ‘How 
do we waste energy?’  
 
The third extract (26:46) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1974, titled ‘An 
energy that resolves our problems’.  
 
The fourth extract (38:39) is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1975, titled ‘Is there an energy that 
brings unity?’  
 
The fifth extract (56:07) is from Krishnamurti’s eighth talk in New Delhi 1962, titled ‘An incorruptible 
energy’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:06:59) is from a direct recording by Krishnamurti in 1984, titled 
‘Silence builds up great energy’. This is an exclusive to this podcast, having not been previously 
released. 
Links 

(Apple) KP112 Krishnamurti on Energy 

(kfoundation.org) KP112 Krishnamurti on Energy 

(Podbean) KP112 Krishnamurti on Energy 

(Spotify) KP112 Krishnamurti on Energy 

(YouTube) KP112 Krishnamurti on Energy 

KP113 Krishnamurti on Mutation 

73 minutes 
Summary 
There must be a revolutionary change, a complete mutation at the very root of our being, otherwise 
our problems, both economic and social, will inevitably increase.'  
This week’s episode on Mutation has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:40) is from the fourth talk in Saanen 1964, titled ‘There must be a mutation and it 
must take place now’.  
 
The second extract (28:59) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1983, titled ‘What is going to 
happen to the human brain?’  
 
The third extract (50:14) is from the third talk in New Delhi 1966, titled ‘How do we bring about a 
mutation?’  
 
The fourth extract (55:25) is from the second question and answer meeting in Saanen 1983, titled 
‘With perception there is a mutation’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:05:29) is from Krishnamurti’s tenth talk in Saanen 1963, titled ‘Out 
of mutation there is action’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP113 Krishnamurti on Mutation 

(kfoundation.org) KP113 Krishnamurti on Mutation 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000544282245
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-112-krishnamurti-on-energy
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-vfw8t-113f8a1
https://open.spotify.com/episode/76VWKWR1pK2l4fYlaHblep?si=CAIhdWySR0SOAoLBTht6oA
https://youtu.be/QFabINdlnO0
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-113-krishnamurti-on-mutation
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000545011548
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-113-krishnamurti-on-mutation
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(Podbean) KP113 Krishnamurti on Mutation 

(Spotify) KP113 Krishnamurti on Mutation 

(YouTube) KP113 Krishnamurti on Mutation 

KP114 Krishnamurti on Dependence 

64 minutes 
Summary 
‘Seeing the whole structure and nature of dependence and how it makes the mind stupid, dull, and 
inactive, seeing of the totality of it, frees the mind.’  
This week’s episode on Dependence has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:46) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 1967, titled ‘We all depend on 
something.’  
 
The second extract (27:40) is from the second question and answer meeting in Saanen 1980, titled 
‘Dependence in relationship.’  
 
The third extract (44:58) is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 
1985, titled ‘Where do we draw the line of dependency?’  
 
The fourth extract (53:56) is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 
1980, titled ‘Depending on others to understand.’  
 
The final extract (59:59) in this episode is from the second question and answer meeting in Madras 
1985, titled ‘Independence is necessary.’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP114 Krishnamurti on Dependence 

(kfoundation.org) KP114 Krishnamurti on Dependence 

(Podbean) KP114 Krishnamurti on Dependence 

(Spotify) KP114 Krishnamurti on Dependence 

(YouTube) KP114 Krishnamurti on Dependence 

KP115 Krishnamurti on Pleasure 

66 minutes 
Summary 
‘At the moment of perception there is no pleasure. There is only perception.’  
This week’s episode on Pleasure has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:23) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Saanen 1973, titled ‘Is pleasure the 
meaning of life?’  
 
The second extract (21:32) is from the second talk at Brockwood Park 1976, titled ‘Continuance of 
pleasure’.  
 
The third extract (31:58) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1975, titled ‘Thought pursues 
pleasure.’  
 

https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-hpzw8-113f8d5
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1KTr0wy7mbSQA4WuKfB4nn?si=UexGHisCTUaxAM0tocZynw
https://youtu.be/4FKlFA6vyKQ
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-114-krishnamurti-on-dependence
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000545733259
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-114-krishnamurti-on-dependence
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-a5whc-115a6f9
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3XnIRXdQK2qq5bkhk3Yb8g?si=HD3Gdx9NRSODTClPosG2Hg
https://youtu.be/1RsvEp6c72M
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-115-krishnamurti-on-pleasure
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The fourth extract (51:24) is from the second talk at Brockwood Park in 1978, titled ‘Is it possible not 
to register pleasure?’.  
 
The final extract (58:42) this in this episode is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1970, titled ‘A 
life of ecstasy in which pleasure doesn’t enter’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP115 Krishnamurti on Pleasure 

(kfoundation.org) KP115 Krishnamurti on Pleasure 

(Podbean) KP115 Krishnamurti on Pleasure 

(Spotify) KP115 Krishnamurti on Pleasure 

(YouTube) KP115 Krishnamurti on Pleasure 

KP116 Krishnamurti on Values 

80 minutes 
Summary 
‘Is there action that is correct under all circumstances, not based on values?’  
This week’s episode on Values has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:35) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Rajghat 1969, titled ‘Question your values 
and traditions’.  
 
The second extract (30:20) is from the third talk in Saanen 1980, titled ‘Our actions are based on 
values.’  
 
The final extract (56:42) in this episode is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Ojai 1949, titled ‘We have 
taken our values and beliefs for granted’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP116 Krishnamurti on Values 

(kfoundation.org) KP116 Krishnamurti on Values 

(Podbean) KP116 Krishnamurti on Values 

(Spotify) KP116 Krishnamurti on Values 

(YouTube) KP116 Krishnamurti on Values 

KP117 Krishnamurti on the Mind 

83 minutes 
Summary 
‘A religious mind never thinks in terms of growth and evolution. It is always jumping out of time.’  
This week’s episode on The Mind has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:36) is from the tenth talk in London 1961, titled ‘The shallow mind’.  
 
The second extract (16:26) is from the fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1980, titled ‘Why is the mind 
caught in time?’  
 
The third extract (38:28) is from Krishnamurti’s eighth talk in Madras 1961, titled ‘The scientific mind 
and the religious mind’.  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000546389235
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-115-krishnamurti-on-pleasure
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-jakn2-115a705
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5pM7N8Vj03RxwEqPcuOb2z?si=WJJrNvbUQgWKr7e-m6aTfA
https://youtu.be/U-VlFoSvbvY
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-116-krishnamurti-on-values
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000546966867
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-116-krishnamurti-on-values
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-bs6y3-115a712
https://open.spotify.com/episode/00CUInqou2VKXUtm6PH5Zo?si=TZNdbee_T66IZsYBA6hSkg
https://youtu.be/4gtAjx0WxHw
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-117-krishnamurti-on-the-mind
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The fourth extract (1:02:12) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in Saanen 1971, titled ‘A mind in 
harmony’.  
 
The final extract (1:15:00) this in this episode is from the fourth talk in Madras 1974, titled ‘A mind 
with enormous space’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP117 Krishnamurti on the Mind 

(kfoundation.org) KP117 Krishnamurti on the Mind 

(Podbean) KP117 Krishnamurti on the Mind 

(Spotify) KP117 Krishnamurti on the Mind 

(YouTube) KP117 Krishnamurti on the Mind 

KP118 Krishnamurti on Order 

74 minutes 
Summary 
‘How is your mind to have complete, total order in action, in thought, in every movement, 
psychologically as well as physiologically?’  
This week’s episode on Order has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:51) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk at Brockwood Park in 1978, titled ‘How is 
one to have complete order in oneself?’  
 
The second extract (17:48) is from the second talk in Saanen 1971, titled ‘Can control bring order?’  
 
The third extract (33:23) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Bombay 1984, titled ‘The art of living in 
order.’  
 
The fourth extract (45:13) is from the third talk at Rajghat in 1981, titled ‘Putting your house in 
order’.  
 
The final extract (59:20) in this episode is from a direct recording by Krishnamurti in 1983, titled 
‘Order is the very essence of the universe.’ This is an exclusive to the podcast, not heard before 
outside of the archives. 
Links 

(Apple) KP118 Krishnamurti on Order 

(kfoundation.org) KP118 Krishnamurti on Order 

(Podbean) KP118 Krishnamurti on Order 

(Spotify) KP118 Krishnamurti on Order 

(YouTube) KP118 Krishnamurti on Order 

KP119 Krishnamurti on Fulfilment 

59 minutes 
Summary 
‘We have always thought of desire in terms of fulfilment, achieving, gaining, and getting rich 
inwardly or outwardly.’  
This week’s episode on Fulfilment has five sections.  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000547625446
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-117-krishnamurti-on-the-mind
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-jjdj9-115a71a
https://open.spotify.com/episode/19Y1bjzjG9JOQKv95ePN9F?si=WOf8wm23SJ-kad2tfJsf5Q
https://youtu.be/cDie3lg6C_4
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-118-krishnamurti-on-order
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000548307900
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-118-krishnamurti-on-order
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-b87sg-115a722
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2MkAfeewnXV85CeQDq95oW?si=NsLqXOKSRdyq4GASh0onQg
https://youtu.be/zHpLZjTKYIE
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-119-krishnamurti-on-fulfilment
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The first extract (2:22) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Saanen 1966, titled ‘Is there such thing as 
fulfilment?’  
 
The second extract (9:22) is from the seventh talk in London 1961, titled ‘The search for fulfilment.  
 
The third extract (32:14) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Madras 1964, titled ‘In fulfilment there 
is contradiction’.  
 
The fourth extract (38:24) is from the fifth talk in Ojai 1982, titled ‘Is love fulfilment in relationship?’  
 
The final extract (53:47) this in this episode is from the third question and answer meeting in Saanen 
1980, titled ‘Does creativity need fulfilling?’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP119 Krishnamurti on Fulfilment 

(kfoundation.org) KP119 Krishnamurti on Fulfilment 

(Podbean) KP119 Krishnamurti on Fulfilment 

(Spotify) KP119 Krishnamurti on Fulfilment 

(YouTube) KP119 Krishnamurti on Fulfilment 

KP120 Krishnamurti on Health 

67 minutes 
Summary 
‘One has to have a very good, healthy body, and a brain that is capable of thinking rationally, 
healthily, objectively, efficiently, a brain that is absolutely quiet.’  
This week’s episode on Health has seven sections.  
 
The first extract is (2:46) from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in Saanen 1970, titled ‘Yoga and health’.  
 
The second extract (12:50) is from the second discussion in Saanen 1975, titled ‘Health implies 
wholeness’.  
 
The third extract (21:35) is from the fourth question and answer meeting in Saanen 1980, titled 
‘How do you meet pain?’  
 
The fourth extract (32:19) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1969, titled 
‘Healing takes place when there is no ‘me’.  
 
The fifth extract (35:42) is from the fourth talk in Madras 1985, titled ‘Our bodies are as misused as 
our brains.’  
 
The sixth extract (46:00) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in San Diego 1970, titled ‘The body has its 
own intelligence.’  
 
The final extract (56:06) in this episode is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1971, titled ‘Harmony 
between the body, mind and heart’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP120 Krishnamurti on Health 

(kfoundation.org) KP120 Krishnamurti on Health 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000549020309
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-119-krishnamurti-on-fulfilment
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-hrb2a-1182f0d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7nxyOkwsXaL5ZhM6zXnEwr?si=6Zx1px_gTC6p4r1XR04_YA
https://youtu.be/wCP5qKQzRZo
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-120-krishnamurti-on-health
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000549738318
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-120-krishnamurti-on-health
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(Podbean) KP120 Krishnamurti on Health 

(Spotify) KP120 Krishnamurti on Health 

(YouTube) KP120 Krishnamurti on Health 

KP121 Krishnamurti on Krishnamurti 

54 minutes 
Summary 
‘I am nobody. It is as simple as that. I am nobody.’  
This week’s episode on Krishnamurti has seven sections.  
 
The first extract (2:33) is from the first talk in Saanen 1972, titled ‘I know why I am here’.  
 
The second extract (11:11) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Ojai 1981, titled ‘I am not a teacher’.  
 
The third extract (17:54) is from an interview by Roy Tuckman in Ojai 1983.  
 
The fourth extract (25:26) is from the third question and answer meeting in Saanen 1983, titled 
‘Krishnamurti’s experiences’.  
 
The fifth extract (36:15) is from the second question and answer meeting in Madras 1981, titled ‘Has 
Krishnamurti performed miracles?’  
 
The sixth extract (41:32) is from the first question and answer meeting in Ojai 1984, titled ‘Have you 
designated someone to carry on your teachings?’  
 
The final extract (46:33) this in this episode is from the third question and answer meeting in Saanen 
1981, titled ‘Who are you?’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP121 Krishnamurti on Krishnamurti 

(kfoundation.org) KP121 Krishnamurti on Krishnamurti 

(Podbean) KP121 Krishnamurti on Krishnamurti 

(Spotify) KP121 Krishnamurti on Krishnamurti 

(YouTube) KP121 Krishnamurti on Krishnamurti 

KP122 Krishnamurti on Attention and Inattention 

64 minutes 
Summary 
‘Is there a sustained attention? Of course not. So, it is important to understand why there is 
inattention.’  
This week’s episode on Attention and Inattention has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:41) is from the first question and answer meeting in Bombay 1985, titled ‘Why 
aren’t we capable of sustaining attention?’  
 
The second extract (13:53) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Rajghat in 1967, titled ‘What takes 
place when you give complete attention?’  
 

https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-is3he-1182f11
https://open.spotify.com/episode/70aAjS9fcZnngc4nE701sP?si=IxtR7iLGTCK3bWmsOFh8Rw
https://youtu.be/XOCsTWYIb10
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-121-krishnamurti-on-krishnamurti
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000550517457
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-121-krishnamurti-on-krishnamurti
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-bwzz3-1182f20
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2R7h69HoQBz9VlKm9k1IaS?si=MJmQNWk3SmW7btoawBpsYg
https://youtu.be/syuC9VyXkHc
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-122-krishnamurti-on-attention-and-inattention
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The third extract (27:08) is from the fourth talk in Bombay 1979, titled ‘Awareness of inattention is 
attention’.  
 
The fourth extract (35:34) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in New Delhi 1966, titled ‘Extraordinary 
attention’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (41:59) is from a direct recording by Krishnamurti in Ojai 1983, titled 
‘Awareness, attention and insight’. This is an exclusive to the podcast and has not been heard before 
outside of the archives. 
Links 

(Apple) KP122 Krishnamurti on Attention and Inattention 

(kfoundation.org) KP122 Krishnamurti on Attention and Inattention 

(Podbean) KP122 Krishnamurti on Attention and Inattention 

(Spotify) KP122 Krishnamurti on Attention and Inattention 

(YouTube) KP122 Krishnamurti on Attention and Inattention 

KP123 Krishnamurti on Measurement 

74 minutes 
Summary 
‘When you are free, when the brain is free of measurement, the very brain cells that have been used 
to measurement, conditioned by measurement, have suddenly awakened to the truth.’  
This week’s episode on Measurement has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:26) is from the fifth question and answer meeting in Saanen 1980, titled ‘We have 
fallen into the habit of measurement’.  
 
The second extract (28:18) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Saanen 1983, titled ‘The ‘better’ is 
measurable.’  
 
The third extract (40:34) is from the second talk at Brockwood Park in 1972, titled ‘Measurement 
brings fragmentation’.  
 
The fourth extract (1:01:52) is from the third question and answer meeting in Ojai 1982, titled 
‘Where there is measurement there is no spirituality’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:07:31) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in Saanen 1978, titled 
‘Attention is freedom from measurement’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP123 Krishnamurti on Measurement 

(kfoundation.org) KP123 Krishnamurti on Measurement 

(Podbean) KP123 Krishnamurti on Measurement 

(Spotify) KP123 Krishnamurti on Measurement 

(YouTube) KP123 Krishnamurti on Measurement 

KP124 Krishnamurti on the Psyche 

83 minutes 
Summary 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000551241791
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-122-krishnamurti-on-attention-and-inattention
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-jw4t2-11a1a50
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4IeEj2wmrCP4toH6HywghX?si=-MLcUZDmRo2CbMj-7y_Wpg
https://youtu.be/M-nQHp0AOhQ
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-123-krishnamurti-on-measurement
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000551960795
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-123-krishnamurti-on-measurement
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-zt44y-11a1a4c
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2fzfIDyp5RMXFY2Hb8r9M3?si=JfgxJl0PRvKh8uZusV8UFA
https://youtu.be/QNJ9CYREHz8
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-124-krishnamurti-on-the-psyche
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‘If thought, reason, knowledge or experience will not bring about a radical revolution in the psyche, 
what will?’  
This week’s episode on The Psyche has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:52) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Ojai 1976, titled ‘The psyche is put 
together by thought’.  
 
The second extract (26:05) is from the second talk in San Francisco 1983, titled ‘Time and the 
psyche’.  
 
The third extract (46:32) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in New York 1966, titled ‘What will bring 
about a revolution in the psyche?’  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:15:12) is from the fifth talk in Madras 1981, titled ‘It is not your 
psyche, it is the human psyche.’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP124 Krishnamurti on the Psyche 

(kfoundation.org) KP124 Krishnamurti on the Psyche 

(Podbean) KP124 Krishnamurti on the Psyche 

(Spotify) KP124 Krishnamurti on the Psyche 

(YouTube) KP124 Krishnamurti on the Psyche 

KP125 Krishnamurti on War and Killing 

83 minutes 
Summary 
‘Psychologically we are one. Unless human beings deeply realise this, we are going to have wars, we 
are going to be eternally in conflict.’  
This week’s episode on War and Killing has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:31) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Bombay 1984, titled ‘What is the cause of 
wars?’  
 
The second extract (20:08) is from the first talk in New Delhi 1965, titled ‘Is there such thing as a 
righteous war?’  
 
The third extract (33:16) is from Krishnamurti’s talk at the United Nations, New York 1984, titled ‘If 
there is no security in our relationships, that is the beginning of war.’  
 
The fourth extract (58:07) is from the second question and answer meeting in Saanen 1982, titled 
‘How can I not contribute to war?’  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:07:52) is from the second question and answer meeting in Saanen 
1984, titled ‘Can we live without bringing suffering or death?’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP125 Krishnamurti on War and Killing 

(kfoundation.org) KP125 Krishnamurti on War and Killing 

(Podbean) KP125 Krishnamurti on War and Killing 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000552656293
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-124-krishnamurti-on-the-psyche
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-tfn96-11a1a44
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6fd4Ave5LPrvjwFQkhVmFu?si=ruRV6gJATOOW8gyaeMF49A
https://youtu.be/q_VFgBy9RpI
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-125-krishnamurti-on-war-and-killing
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000553399262
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-125-krishnamurti-on-war-and-killing
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-h3s6c-11c2ee2
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(Spotify) KP125 Krishnamurti on War and Killing 

(YouTube) KP125 Krishnamurti on War and Killing 

KP126 Krishnamurti on Actuality 

70 minutes 
Summary 
‘We are not pursuing ideas or ideologies, but facing actuality. In actuality, and going beyond that 
actuality, is the truth.’  
This week’s episode on Actuality has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:47) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Washington DC, 1985, titled ‘We have done 
everything possible to run from actuality’.  
 
The second extract (20:51) is from the first talk at Brockwood Park in 1974, titled ‘Deal with 
actuality, not ideas’.  
 
The third extract (32:48) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1975, titled ‘Awareness of 
actuality’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (58:53) is from the second talk in Madras 1979, titled ‘Is the self an 
actuality?’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP126 Krishnamurti on Actuality 

(kfoundation.org) KP126 Krishnamurti on Actuality 

(Podbean) KP126 Krishnamurti on Actuality 

(Spotify) KP126 Krishnamurti on Actuality 

(YouTube) KP126 Krishnamurti on Actuality 

KP127 Krishnamurti on Aggression 

77 minutes 
Summary 
‘Aggression is the pattern from childhood - the education, our parents and society. Those around me 
are aggressive and it gives me pleasure. I accept this and become more aggressive’  
This week’s episode on Aggression has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:28) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Saanen 1970, titled ‘We are conditioned to 
be aggressive.’  
 
The second extract (12:02) is from the fourth question and answer meeting in Ojai 1980, titled ‘The 
pattern of aggression.’  
 
The third extract (21:17) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Rajghat 1967, titled ‘Looking at 
aggression as it is.’  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:08:55) is from the fourth talk in New York 1974, titled ‘Intelligence 
is above and beyond aggression.’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP127 Krishnamurti on Aggression 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/4q0RYplyZXgRjUbBmMPnQK?si=WOK9iN83R8yRvf4VixmyBg
https://youtu.be/mHW_2sfmx4Q
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-126-krishnamurti-on-actuality
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000554163919
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-126-krishnamurti-on-actuality
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-6suxu-11c2ee8
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5DlCVF03AbKJgLvfbVxIcI?si=7yA_lylLQZWjxMOwYtpngA
https://youtu.be/DW01i_z0U0w
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-127-krishnamurti-on-aggression
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000554936990
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(kfoundation.org) KP127 Krishnamurti on Aggression 

(Podbean) KP127 Krishnamurti on Aggression 

(Spotify) KP127 Krishnamurti on Aggression 

(YouTube) KP127 Krishnamurti on Aggression 

KP128 Krishnamurti on Ideals 

83 minutes 
Summary 
‘If we can put away all ideals, understanding their escaping and postponing quality, and face 
something as it is, directly, immediately, give our full attention to it, then there is a possibility of 
transforming it.’  
This week’s episode on Ideals has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:52) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Ojai 1978, titled ‘Why do we live with the 
pressure of ideals?’  
 
The second extract (17:48) is from the third talk in Saanen 1979, titled ‘Is there security in ideals?’  
 
The third extract (38:33) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in New Delhi 1972, titled ‘Ideals prevent 
action’.  
 
The final extract (51:03) in this episode is from the ninth talk in Ojai 1949, titled ‘Ideals are a 
postponement’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP128 Krishnamurti on Ideals 

(kfoundation.org) KP128 Krishnamurti on Ideals 

(Podbean) KP128 Krishnamurti on Ideals 

(Spotify) KP128 Krishnamurti on Ideals 

(YouTube) KP128 Krishnamurti on Ideals 

KP129 Krishnamurti on Identification 

80 minutes 
Summary 
‘When I identify myself with a group, idea, belief or conclusion, that identification is the very essence 
of being occupied with myself.’  
This week’s episode on Identification has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:43) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1978, titled ‘The movement of 
identification.’  
 
The second extract (20:50) is from the eighth talk in Ojai 1949, titled ‘Identification is the basis of 
illusion’.  
 
The third extract (35:30) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 1978, titled ‘Identification is 
occupation with oneself’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (55:58) is from the sixth talk in Saanen 1977, titled ‘To find out the 
truth of death, all identification must end.’ 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-127-krishnamurti-on-aggression
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-j4i4m-11d6ffb
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5AwliD6mkh5yE4A78dYWRy?si=6WN7UxGLQxm5cM6_Ieqdig
https://youtu.be/8s5OvZgNzhE
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-128-krishnamurti-on-ideals
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000555667735
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-128-krishnamurti-on-ideals
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-6qhdm-11dfcef
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7BLHHO8oLeQFPz4Zu9ArRY?si=KLSGrKwITHK5vAEurW0RcQ
https://youtu.be/myvKLpX32eA
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-129-krishnamurti-on-identification
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Links 

(Apple) KP129 Krishnamurti on Identification 

(kfoundation.org) KP129 Krishnamurti on Identification 

(Podbean) KP129 Krishnamurti on Identification 

(Spotify) KP129 Krishnamurti on Identification 

(YouTube) KP129 Krishnamurti on Identification 

KP130 Krishnamurti on Understanding 

70 minutes 
Summary 
‘In the state of understanding, there is no barrier between the fact and yourself. When you 
understand something, your whole attention is given to it.’  
This week’s episode on Understanding has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:50) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Madras 1964, titled ‘In what sense are we 
using the word ‘understand’?’  
 
The second extract (8:24) is from the first talk in Saanen 1962, titled ‘Will mental exploration bring 
about understanding?’  
 
The third extract (16:06) is from the first question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1985 
titled, ‘Does asking for guidance prevent understanding?’  
 
The fourth extract (30:10) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Ojai 1981, titled ‘Understanding 
brings its own discipline.’  
 
The fifth extract (45:42) is from the third talk in Paris 1965, titled ‘Is understanding a matter of 
time?’  
 
The final extract in this episode (58:35) is from the fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1971, titled 
‘Meditation can only begin with the total understanding of oneself’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP130 Krishnamurti on Understanding 

(kfoundation.org) KP130 Krishnamurti on Understanding 

(Podbean) KP130 Krishnamurti on Understanding 

(Spotify) KP130 Krishnamurti on Understanding 

(YouTube) KP130 Krishnamurti on Understanding 

KP131 Krishnamurti on Crisis 

58 minutes 
Summary 
‘The crisis is not in economics, politics or religion. The crisis is in our consciousness.’  
This week’s episode on Crisis has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:26) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Ojai 1985, titled ‘Where is the crisis?’  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000556378563
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-129-krishnamurti-on-identification
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-j2kpk-11dfd9d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/78aic8FIf7iPuyK0Bk0PrC?si=CNGLF8FuQWS3jTndqqeIRQ
https://youtu.be/dWZ3i9Ihx84
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-130-krishnamurti-on-understanding
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000557434144
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-130-krishnamurti-on-understanding
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-eypjp-11dfdcb
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7CUGtyLqbX5zMWcxsz42z7?si=8SrXr2VQQXmE89m7va5jtg
https://youtu.be/r29JrqHcpNk
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-131-krishnamurti-on-crisis
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The second extract (6:30) is from the fourth talk in Ojai 1981, titled ‘The crisis must be answered’.  
 
The third extract (28:15) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Ojai 1981, titled ‘To understand the crisis, 
we must be aware of thought’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (50:12) is from the fifth talk in Bombay 1964, titled ‘Facing a crisis 
inactively’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP131 Krishnamurti on Crisis 

(kfoundation.org) KP131 Krishnamurti on Crisis 

(Podbean) KP131 Krishnamurti on Crisis 

(Spotify) KP131 Krishnamurti on Crisis 

(YouTube) KP131 Krishnamurti on Crisis 

KP132 Krishnamurti on Light 

74 minutes 
Summary 
‘When you are a light to yourself you are a light to the world, because the world is you and you are 
the world.’  
This week’s episode on Light has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:45) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Madras 1965, titled ‘Observation and 
light go together’.  
 
The second extract (20:54) is from the first question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1981, 
titled ‘Can I be a light to myself?’  
 
The third extract (32:44) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Saanen 1979, titled ‘A light not kindled at 
another’s lamp’.  
 
The fourth extract (51:17) is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1976, titled ‘When you are a light to 
yourself, you are a light to the world’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:10:17) is from the fourth talk in Amsterdam 1968, titled ‘In the 
light of silence’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP132 Krishnamurti on Light 

(kfoundation.org) KP132 Krishnamurti on Light 

(Podbean) KP132 Krishnamurti on Light 

(Spotify) KP132 Krishnamurti on Light 

(YouTube) KP132 Krishnamurti on Light 

KP133 Krishnamurti on Struggle 

60 minutes 
Summary 
‘There is a way of living without conflict and struggle. It doesn’t mean becoming lazy, the mind 
becoming stagnant or dull. This way of living without effort can only come about if we understand 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000558113460
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-131-krishnamurti-on-crisis
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ztari-12049e2
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7nwmO3uIYm6lDhtRSkkT0o?si=2jToYBJ3Txu_5UfV4oD5NA
https://youtu.be/9uqSFHt8ZRQ
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-132-krishnamurti-on-light
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000558822042
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-132-krishnamurti-on-light
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-h4fqt-1204a1b
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5GWv7htNXHt9X5XrvZm4DA?si=kKwXkkjcQze1i3ULsqZM0A
https://youtu.be/fmEemQnWNhM
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-133-krishnamurti-on-struggle
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the whole process of contradiction.’  
This week’s episode on Struggle has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:48) is from the 1974 film Problems of Living, titled ‘We are caught in the trap of 
endless struggle’.  
 
The second extract (8:44) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Bombay 1962, titled ‘Why do we 
struggle?’  
 
The third extract (33:44) is from the first question and answer meeting at Rajghat in 1981, titled ‘We 
struggle for everything’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (44:00) is from the fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1980, titled 
‘Struggling to end all struggle’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP133 Krishnamurti on Struggle 

(kfoundation.org) KP133 Krishnamurti on Struggle 

(Podbean) KP133 Krishnamurti on Struggle 

(Spotify) KP133 Krishnamurti on Struggle 

(YouTube) KP133 Krishnamurti on Struggle 

KP134 Krishnamurti on Nothingness 

77 minutes 
Summary 
‘It is only out of nothingness that creation takes place; out of that emptiness is that creation that is 
the summation of all energy.’  
This week’s episode on Nothingness has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:50) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in London 1962, titled ‘Nothingness is not 
something mysterious’  
 
The second extract (7:18) is from the fourth talk in Saanen 1978, titled ‘We are frightened to be 
nothing.’  
 
The third extract (23:30) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Saanen 1975 titled, ‘In nothingness is 
complete security.’  
 
The fourth extract (41:12) is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1980, titled ‘Our culture says, Be 
something.’  
 
The fifth extract (54:55) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Madras 1973, titled ‘From nothingness 
comes the creative flowering of life.’  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:10:19) is from the fifth talk in Bombay 1962, titled ‘In nothingness 
is communion’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP134 Krishnamurti on Nothingness 

(kfoundation.org) KP134 Krishnamurti on Nothingness 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000559541905
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-133-krishnamurti-on-struggle
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-qhz4c-1204a23
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3TFUN2w3NpqvtkxY4gvA8T?si=ko_Wv5f8Ro6u5g_3zVobwQ
https://youtu.be/DxHvgp5Eojs
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-134-krishnamurti-on-nothingness
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000560415127
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-134-krishnamurti-on-nothingness
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(Podbean) KP134 Krishnamurti on Nothingness 

(Spotify) KP134 Krishnamurti on Nothingness 

(YouTube) KP134 Krishnamurti on Nothingness 

KP135 Krishnamurti on Sleep and Dreams 

65 minutes 
Summary 
‘When the brain is quiet in sleep, rejuvenation of its whole structure takes place and a quality of 
innocence comes into being.’  
This week’s episode on Sleep and Dreams has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:29) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk at Brockwood Park in 1969, titled ‘Can we 
understand ourselves by analysing our dreams?’  
 
The second extract (31:12) is from the second talk at Brockwood Park in 1972, titled ‘The mind tries 
to create order through dreams’.  
 
The third extract (36:56) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in San Diego 1970, titled ‘Attention during 
sleep’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (43:48) is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1970, titled ‘Can the brain 
be completely quiet in sleep?’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP135 Krishnamurti on Sleep and Dreams 

(kfoundation.org) KP135 Krishnamurti on Sleep and Dreams 

(Podbean) KP135 Krishnamurti on Sleep and Dreams 

(Spotify) KP135 Krishnamurti on Sleep and Dreams 

(YouTube) KP135 Krishnamurti on Sleep and Dreams 

KP136 Krishnamurti on The Future 

70 minutes 
Summary 
‘If there is no future, because the future and the past are now, then what is action?’  
This week’s episode on The Future has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:44) is from the third question and answer meeting in Saanen 1982, titled ‘What is 
the future of mankind?’  
 
The second extract (9:25) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Saanen 1976, titled ‘Is there such thing 
as tomorrow?’  
 
The third extract (19:26) is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 
1984, titled ‘The future is now’.  
 
The fourth extract (39:39) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1984, titled ‘Action without a 
future’.  
 

https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-q826c-121b95f
https://open.spotify.com/episode/67fDMY8l4JK9PitAz0U9hb?si=OfVwwzxDRzWM3jdiPknNvQ
https://youtu.be/E7Z7LviujwA
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-135-krishnamurti-on-sleep-and-dreams
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000562102436
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-135-krishnamurti-on-sleep-and-dreams
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-dkd6h-121b967
https://open.spotify.com/episode/23O37NHjzZpQKz8CQAusyD?si=xGBn_MqjSkKof_yritwVow
https://youtu.be/4qshiz8rimM
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-136-krishnamurti-on-the-future
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The final extract in this episode (1:01:14) is from the fourth talk in Bombay 1983, titled ‘There are 
only two possibilities left for us’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP136 Krishnamurti on The Future 

(kfoundation.org) KP136 Krishnamurti on The Future 

(Podbean) KP136 Krishnamurti on The Future 

(Spotify) KP136 Krishnamurti on The Future 

(YouTube) KP136 Krishnamurti on The Future 

KP137 Krishnamurti on The Observer 

80 minutes 
Summary 
‘When the observer is looking at itself, the observer is absolutely silent. If the observer is absolutely 
quiet, you see what actually is. If the observer is totally silent, then that which is, is non-existent.’  
This week’s episode on The Observer has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:43) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Brockwood Park in 1974, titled ‘Who is the 
observer?’  
 
The second extract (15:56) is from the first talk at Brockwood Park in 1970, titled ‘The observer is 
one of many fragments’.  
 
The third extract (27:30) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk at Brockwood Park in 1970, titled ‘The 
observer is the reservoir of knowledge’.  
 
The fourth extract (42:40) is from the first question and answer meeting in Ojai 1980, titled ‘The 
observer is the image maker’.  
 
The fifth extract (56:08) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 1978, titled ‘Is there an 
observer?’  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:12:53) is from the sixth talk in Ojai 1978, titled ‘In meditation 
there is neither the observer nor the observed’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP137 Krishnamurti on The Observer 

(kfoundation.org) KP137 Krishnamurti on The Observer 

(Podbean) KP137 Krishnamurti on The Observer 

(Spotify) KP137 Krishnamurti on The Observer 

(YouTube) KP137 Krishnamurti on The Observer 

KP138 Krishnamurti on Effort 

65 minutes 
Summary 
‘All effort implies resistance, all effort implies contradiction, all effort involves an idea separate from 
action; and hence our daily lives are in contradiction.’  
This week’s episode on Effort has four sections.  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000563732570
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-136-krishnamurti-on-the-future
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-t4bns-12347db
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0JdRHOAfi3aklvptIYrYnV?si=ytbRI7S3S4mKMoETqvQhgA
https://youtu.be/05yb771W4XM
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-137-krishnamurti-on-the-observer
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000564776299
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-137-krishnamurti-on-the-observer
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-3v6j8-12333a9
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7yT2hmkzTlEsvZBEakCIfN?si=N2a_soz7TgGE27vPV1jDgQ
https://youtu.be/P7I0k38vJEg
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-138-krishnamurti-on-effort
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The first extract (2:53) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Madras 1964, titled ‘Why do we make 
effort?’  
 
The second extract (17:15) is from the sixth talk in Saanen 1965, titled ‘Effort implies conformity.’  
 
The third extract (29:04) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in New Delhi 1964 titled, ‘Is it possible to 
live without effort?’  
 
The final extract (38:30) in this episode is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1981, titled ‘Does 
meditation require effort?’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP138 Krishnamurti on Effort 

(kfoundation.org) KP138 Krishnamurti on Effort 

(Podbean) KP138 Krishnamurti on Effort 

(Spotify) KP138 Krishnamurti on Effort 

(YouTube) KP138 Krishnamurti on Effort 

KP139 Krishnamurti on The Sacred 

74 minutes 
Summary 
‘The things that have been put in the churches, temples and mosques are not sacred, but yet we 
worship them. We worship symbols created by thought and pray to them. We project that which is 
sacred according to our conditioning.’  
This week’s episode on The Sacred has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:35) is from the second question and answer meeting in Ojai 1982, titled ‘Is 
thought sacred?’  
 
The second extract (10:26) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Ojai 1982, titled ‘Is there anything 
sacred in life?’  
 
The third extract (39:20) is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1975, titled ‘The sacred is mysterious’.  
 
The final extract (47:31) in this episode is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Madras 1974, titled 
‘Everything becomes sacred’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP139 Krishnamurti on The Sacred 

(kfoundation.org) KP139 Krishnamurti on The Sacred 

(Podbean) KP139 Krishnamurti on The Sacred 

(Spotify) KP139 Krishnamurti on The Sacred 

(YouTube) KP139 Krishnamurti on The Sacred 

KP140 Krishnamurti on Accumulation 

74 minutes 
Summary 
‘Accumulation is the centre, the 'me', the ego, and to learn about it one must be free of 
accumulation.’  

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000565593682
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-138-krishnamurti-on-effort
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-rdjue-12333b0
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0WraIBURSoBC4AgtUSFFSn?si=j83vczCMQNmybvUafycpFg
https://youtu.be/w_tiBPNnung
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-139-krishnamurti-on-the-sacred
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000566463903
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-139-krishnamurti-on-the-sacred
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-vk4yy-12333b8
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5zX6JW9AjqDcGfTmyPKTS7?si=aOmDTxC5SXKC7LYBfsrM5g
https://youtu.be/LaILcYZiv7o
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-140-krishnamurti-on-accumulation
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This week’s episode on Accumulation has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:39) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Madras 1971, titled ‘Learning is a constant 
movement with no accumulation’.  
 
The second extract (15:30) is from the fifth talk in Saanen 1982, titled ‘The accumulating brain is 
mechanical’.  
 
The final extract (38:03) in this episode is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Madras 1966, titled 
‘Accumulation leads to inertia’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP140 Krishnamurti on Accumulation 

(kfoundation.org) KP140 Krishnamurti on Accumulation 

(Podbean) KP140 Krishnamurti on Accumulation 

(Spotify) KP140 Krishnamurti on Accumulation 

(YouTube) KP140 Krishnamurti on Accumulation 

KP141 Krishnamurti on Ideas 

68 minutes 
Summary 
‘Ideas play an extraordinarily important part in our life: what we think, what we feel, the beliefs and 
ideas in which we are conditioned.’  
This week’s episode on Ideas has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:30) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in Bombay 1965, titled ‘God is an idea’.  
 
The second extract (21:42) is from the second talk in New Delhi 1964, titled ‘Is there an action 
without the idea?’  
 
The third extract (33:12) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk at Brockwood Park in 1974, titled ‘There 
is conflict between ideas and action’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (52:26) is from the eighth talk in Ojai 1949, titled ‘There is no idea 
without sensation’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP141 Krishnamurti on Ideas 

(kfoundation.org) KP141 Krishnamurti on Ideas 

(Podbean) KP141 Krishnamurti on Ideas 

(Spotify) KP141 Krishnamurti on Ideas 

(YouTube) KP141 Krishnamurti on Ideas 

KP142 Krishnamurti on Help 

73 minutes 
Summary 
‘Logically, sanely, I observe that nobody can help me. It is not that I become cynical; it is a fact. And 
so am I willing to stand alone?’  

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000567343848
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-140-krishnamurti-on-accumulation
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-vhs33-124f982
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0sGtmcFa1w3dP7L290EGf1?si=nJWy9jgbRNmdjjgaldPW1A
https://youtu.be/lzD9VQ94i-M
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-141-krishnamurti-on-ideas
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000568072226
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-141-krishnamurti-on-ideas
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-g5dhu-124f98f
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2kCspHV8Jz1pw89J8K9VJe?si=b6NkC0bdQWG9_H-TWDavbg
https://youtu.be/N8nk7x1spMc
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-142-krishnamurti-on-help
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This week’s episode on Help has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:49) from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in Bombay 1964, titled ‘We have always 
sought help from others’.  
 
The second extract (23:10) is from the first question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1981, 
titled ‘Why do I ask for help from another?’  
 
The third extract (52:24) is from the second question and answer meeting in Saanen 1984, titled, 
‘Can anybody help you?’  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:05:28) is from the thirteenth talk in Ojai 1949, titled ‘Wanting to 
help others’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP142 Krishnamurti on Help 

(kfoundation.org) KP142 Krishnamurti on Help 

(Podbean) KP142 Krishnamurti on Help 

(Spotify) KP142 Krishnamurti on Help 

(YouTube) KP142 Krishnamurti on Help 

KP143 Krishnamurti on Attachment 

75 minutes 
Summary 
‘Where there is attachment to a problem, to an idea, to an ideal, to a person, to a dogma, to a ritual, 
to an organisation, there must be corruption.’  
This week’s episode on Attachment has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:29) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Saanen 1972, titled ‘Why are we attached?’  
 
The second extract (11:04) is from the fifth question and answer meeting in Saanen 1980, titled ‘The 
consequences of attachment’.  
 
The third extract (23:14) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 1974, titled ‘Attachment is 
more important than detachment.’  
 
The fourth extract (34:47) is from the third talk in Saanen 1980, titled ‘Observing attachment.’  
 
The final extract in this episode (51:25) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Saanen 1978, titled ‘The 
ending of attachment’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP143 Krishnamurti on Attachment 

(kfoundation.org) KP143 Krishnamurti on Attachment 

(Podbean) KP143 Krishnamurti on Attachment 

(Spotify) KP143 Krishnamurti on Attachment 

(YouTube) KP143 Krishnamurti on Attachment 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000568962551
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-142-krishnamurti-on-help
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-q3fi4-124f998
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0QFCIraR1RzdZgMArZpeDN?si=5sN4v-rFQ3y5uiY7L2SgUg
https://youtu.be/sb3QFA5wULo
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-143-krishnamurti-on-attachment
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000569740780
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-143-krishnamurti-on-attachment
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-jpikc-126aa47
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7hhTX60WfOiDD6iTUvJXKR?si=sOfu7fCtSOecgbaAWKhhfQ
https://youtu.be/wOKizKU_b5A
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KP144 Krishnamurti on the Immeasurable 

68 minutes 
Summary 
‘You cannot invite the immeasurable - it then becomes a plaything. You cannot lay down the path for 
another to follow - it is not to be put into words.’  
This week’s episode on The Immeasurable has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:49) is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1985, 
titled ‘Can discipline lead to the immeasurable?’  
 
The second extract (11:36) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1971, titled ‘Inquiring into the 
immeasurable without illusion’.  
 
The third extract (30:47) is from the third talk in Saanen 1972, titled ‘Has thought a place in 
investigating the immeasurable?’  
 
The fourth extract (42:51) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1972, titled 
‘Finding out if there is something beyond all measure’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (57:17) is from a recording made by Krishnamurti in Ojai 1984, titled 
‘The brain tries to measure the immeasurable’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP144 Krishnamurti on the Immeasurable 

(kfoundation.org) KP144 Krishnamurti on the Immeasurable 

(Podbean) KP144 Krishnamurti on the Immeasurable 

(Spotify) KP144 Krishnamurti on the Immeasurable 

(YouTube) KP144 Krishnamurti on the Immeasurable 

KP145 Krishnamurti on Achievement 

62 minutes 
Summary 
‘What is it each one of us wants to achieve? More enlightened? To achieve heaven, nirvana or 
moksha?’  
This week’s episode on Achievement has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:39) is from the fourth talk in Saanen 1982, titled ‘Is it natural to want to achieve?’  
 
The second extract (16:47) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in New Delhi 1983, titled ‘We use time 
to achieve’.  
 
The third extract (27:45) is from the first question and answer meeting in Madras 1985, titled 
‘Achievement is the basis of self-interest’.  
 
The fourth extract (38:48) is from the fourth question and answer meeting in Saanen 1980, titled ‘Is 
enlightenment something to be achieved?’  
 
The final extract in this episode (49:49) is from the third talk in Madras 1986, titled ‘Achievement in 
meditation’. 
Links 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-144-krishnamurti-on-the-immeasurable
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000570543911
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-144-krishnamurti-on-the-immeasurable
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-4pjy9-126aa4d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0PVV03tLiy8LeEVBsvscR9?si=Q6xoKsHDQ5-0Y3SOgTylmA
https://youtu.be/3khVij8ZW-c
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-145-krishnamurti-on-achievement/
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(Apple) KP145 Krishnamurti on Achievement 

(kfoundation.org) KP145 Krishnamurti on Achievement 

(Podbean) KP145 Krishnamurti on Achievement 

(Spotify) KP145 Krishnamurti on Achievement 

(YouTube) KP145 Krishnamurti on Achievement 

KP146 Krishnamurti on Simplicity 

69 minutes 
Summary 
‘The modern world is becoming very, very complicated, and one must therefore make one's own life 
extraordinarily simple. That simplicity demands a great deal of intelligence.’  
This week’s episode on Simplicity has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:57) is from Krishnamurti’s eighth talk in Bombay 1962, titled ‘Simplicity and virtue 
in a complex world’.  
 
The second extract (25:07) is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1965, titled, ‘Simplicity comes with the 
understanding of sorrow’.  
 
The final extract in this episode (56:17) is from the first talk in San Francisco 1984, titled ‘Complexity 
must be approached with simplicity’ 
Links 

(Apple) KP146 Krishnamurti on Simplicity 

(kfoundation.org) KP146 Krishnamurti on Simplicity 

(Podbean) KP146 Krishnamurti on Simplicity 

(Spotify) KP146 Krishnamurti on Simplicity 

(YouTube) KP146 Krishnamurti on Simplicity 

KP147 Krishnamurti on Problems 

72 minutes 
Summary 
‘Social problems, economic problems, mechanical problems, computer problems, and our own 
problems in our daily life, in our relationships - why do we have problems at all? Is it necessary to 
have problems?’  
This week’s episode on Problems has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:34) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Bombay 1983, titled ‘What is a problem?’  
 
The second extract (20:21) is from the first talk at Brockwood Park in 1985, titled ‘A brain free to 
solve problems’.  
 
The third extract (42:34) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1965, titled ‘Dealing with 
problems immediately.’  
 
The final extract (1:06:19) in this episode is from the fifth talk in Ojai 1949, titled ‘Letting a problem 
tell its story’. 
Links 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000571295319
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-145-krishnamurti-on-achievement/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-i73wa-126aa54
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0oqn42eGdTDyE8MdcIBDzH?si=SYRdJcEORN6aJpjjse9KQA
https://youtu.be/Hrdjqa3ldtg
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-146-krishnamurti-on-simplicity/
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000574847419
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-146-krishnamurti-on-simplicity/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-mrpbf-1289bfe
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2gcoLdxxW9vzpmJzCXR1mg?si=g_ijbBYpSUKkfdFTvqVHzA
https://youtu.be/BRtjXun2oEI
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-147-krishnamurti-on-problems/
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(Apple) KP147 Krishnamurti on Problems 

(kfoundation.org) KP147 Krishnamurti on Problems 

(Podbean) KP147 Krishnamurti on Problems 

(Spotify) KP147 Krishnamurti on Problems 

(YouTube) KP147 Krishnamurti on Problems 

KP148 Krishnamurti on Entertainment 

66 minutes 
Summary 
‘We are going to lose ourselves in organised religion, or in entertainment of every kind. As a result, 
humanity will become more and more superficial.’  
This week’s episode on Entertainment has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:52) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in San Francisco 1973, titled ‘This is not 
entertainment’.  
 
The second extract (21:30) is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1964, titled ‘Are we being consumed 
by entertainment?’  
 
The third extract (34:11) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1981, titled ‘The world of 
entertainment is taking over’.  
 
The final extract (43:18) in this episode is from the fifth talk in Madras 1981, titled ‘We have only 
two choices left’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP148 Krishnamurti on Entertainment 

(kfoundation.org) KP148 Krishnamurti on Entertainment 

(Podbean) KP148 Krishnamurti on Entertainment 

(Spotify) KP148 Krishnamurti on Entertainment 

(YouTube) KP148 Krishnamurti on Entertainment 

KP149 Krishnamurti on Hope 

67 minutes 
Summary 
‘I hope to be; I hope to become; I hope to achieve; I hope to fulfil; I hope to reach heaven, 
enlightenment. All this psychologically demands time.’  
This week’s episode on Hope has four sections.  
This first extract (2:47) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Ojai 1973, titled ‘Is hope a reaction to 
despair?’  
 
The second extract (14:36) is from the first question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1981, 
titled ‘We hope somebody will cure us’.  
 
The third extract (37:43) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Ojai 1983, titled ‘Hope implies time’.  
 
The final extract (50:36) in this episode is from the fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1978, titled ‘Can 
time and hope come to an end?’ 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000575606902
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-147-krishnamurti-on-problems/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-wjpmy-128cab3
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0xDvBEo1Uz2kgoSjZni0cA?si=jRE_xx3oRbKR2sn8qn658w
https://youtu.be/rXu5B4fzHVw
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-148-krishnamurti-on-entertainment/
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000576325557
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-148-krishnamurti-on-entertainment/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ujsst-128caef
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0X8ABXvTWodVWF8xLOTfEC?si=Mnc3ErmwRWuRHNy8xrGVDQ
https://youtu.be/s7tSd5wJIRc
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-149-krishnamurti-on-hope/
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Links 

(Apple) KP149 Krishnamurti on Hope 

(kfoundation.org) KP149 Krishnamurti on Hope 

(Podbean) KP149 Krishnamurti on Hope 

(Spotify) KP149 Krishnamurti on Hope 

(YouTube) KP149 Krishnamurti on Hope 

KP150 Krishnamurti on Systems and Methods 

70 minutes 
Summary 
‘Systems have been created by man in his search for security, and the search for security through 
systems is destroying man.’  
This week’s episode on Methods and Systems has three sections.  
 
The first extract (3:00) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 1968, titled ‘No system is going 
to help us’.  
 
The second extract (25:26) is from the fourth talk in New York 1974, titled, ‘Systems are not sane’.  
 
The final extract (53:40) in this episode is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Ojai 1976, titled ‘Methods 
are mechanical’. 
Links 

(Apple) KP150 Krishnamurti on Systems and Methods 

(kfoundation.org) KP150 Krishnamurti on Systems and Methods 

(Podbean) KP150 Krishnamurti on Systems and Methods 

(Spotify) KP150 Krishnamurti on Systems and Methods 

(YouTube) KP150 Krishnamurti on Systems and Methods 

KP151 Krishnamurti on Krishnamurti Schools 

61 minutes 
Summary 
‘We saw the necessity of a new school. The meaning of the word 'school' is leisure, leisure in which 
to learn; and a place where students and teachers can flower as human beings, without fear, 
without confusion, with great integrity.’  
This week’s episode on Krishnamurti Schools has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:39) is from the first question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1980, 
titled: Why do you have schools and foundations?  
 
The second extract (9:30) is from the first question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1981, 
titled: Do your schools create an elite atmosphere?  
 
The third extract (18:36) is from the third question and answer meeting in Ojai 1982, titled: Why do 
people object to Krishnamurti schools?  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000577168095
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-149-krishnamurti-on-hope/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ar4ak-128caf8
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3xTITlHeCKRuvgF9rXIign?si=LwmA8nkgSCK2SSgtrEcv3Q
https://youtu.be/WlJYn-aqAdo
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-150-krishnamurti-on-methods-and-systems
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000577873093
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-150-krishnamurti-on-methods-and-systems
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-25zku-128cb09
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5vUdxgH6MVKWcdIJ3KJ301?si=kasEch2tS9CUs7_v3wvJSw
https://youtu.be/1i_gHKXaFFg
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-151-krishnamurti-on-krishnamurti-schools/
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The fourth extract (36:03) is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 
1984, titled: Do your schools give students an understanding of the total human problem?  
 
The fifth extract (45:50) is from a public discussion in Ojai 1975, titled: Can teachers and students 
uncondition themselves?  
 
The final extract in this episode (51:22) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Saanen 1974, titled: Can 
we end violence in our children? 
Links 

(Apple) KP151 Krishnamurti on Krishnamurti Schools 

(kfoundation.org) KP151 Krishnamurti on Krishnamurti Schools 

(Podbean) KP151 Krishnamurti on Krishnamurti Schools 

(Spotify) KP151 Krishnamurti on Krishnamurti Schools 

(YouTube) KP151 Krishnamurti on Krishnamurti Schools 

KP152 Krishnamurti on Doubt 

57 minutes 
Summary 
‘Most of us so easily accept things, especially in religious and so-called spiritual matters, where 
authority assumes it knows and that you don't know. But it is necessary to discover what truth is, 
and for this there must be doubt.’  
This week’s episode on Doubt has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:45) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in Saanen 1980, titled: Doubting Is Not the 
Same as Rejecting.  
 
The second extract (29:38) is from the six talk in Ojai 1982, titled: Doubt Is a Great Purifier.  
 
The final extract in this episode (39:27) is from the forth talk at Brockwood Park in 1974, titled: 
Doubt Is Necessary to Have No Illusion. 
Links 

(Apple) KP152 Krishnamurti on Doubt 

(kfoundation.org) KP152 Krishnamurti on Doubt 

(Podbean) KP152 Krishnamurti on Doubt 

(Spotify) KP152 Krishnamurti on Doubt 

(YouTube) KP152 Krishnamurti on Doubt 

KP153 Krishnamurti on Reincarnation 

72 minutes 
Summary 
‘Knowing you are going to die, there is fear and you have the comforting hope of reincarnation. You 
have never inquired what it is that reincarnates, but there is that hope.’  
This week’s episode on Reincarnation has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:39) is from the third question and answer meeting in Saanen 1983, titled: What Is 
It That Is Going To Be Reborn?  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000578655743
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-151-krishnamurti-on-krishnamurti-schools/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ydeqw-12b41c1
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2deoW5rpyDvs9osTMbqLiY?si=rHWqrtDhRSCKC-fYvxQqIg
https://youtu.be/rERDoQlo4wk
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-152-krishnamurti-on-doubt/
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000579412398
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-152-krishnamurti-on-doubt/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-g6gqh-12be960
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0um8d7YmcNJZA6N3U5BcTk?si=rj6qO5fuQUS6wXz4xd4mAw
https://youtu.be/6G9ND2qhn9Q
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-153-krishnamurti-on-reincarnation/
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The second extract (20:17) is from the third question and answer meeting in Ojai 1980, titled: Ending 
Conflict Now Is Far More Important Than Reincarnation.  
 
The third extract (36:09) is from the first question and answer meeting in Bombay 1985, titled: Does 
Past Suffering and Enjoyment Have Any Bearing on the Present Life?  
 
The final extract in this episode (48:21) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Bangalore 1974, titled: 
You have to be born anew this life, now. 
Links 

(Apple) KP153 Krishnamurti on Reincarnation 

(kfoundation.org) KP153 Krishnamurti on Reincarnation 

(Podbean) KP153 Krishnamurti on Reincarnation 

(Spotify) KP153 Krishnamurti on Reincarnation 

(YouTube) KP153 Krishnamurti on Reincarnation 

KP154 Krishnamurti on Unity 

62 minutes 
Summary 
‘There can be unity only when there is no division. I am divided because of my images, my 
conclusions, my opinions. When I have no conclusion, no image, there is no division.’  
This week’s episode on Unity has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:49) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk at Brockwood Park in 1979, titled: Can 
Religion Bring Unity?  
 
The second extract (19:26) is from the fourth talk in Saanen 1972, titled: Can There Be Unity 
Between Conditioned Minds?  
 
The third extract (25:39) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in New Delhi 1962, titled: Unity Cannot Be 
Brought About by a Symbol or Flag  
 
The final extract in this episode (34:57) is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1975, titled: Thought 
Wants Unity Yet Brings Division. 
Links 

(Apple) KP154 Krishnamurti on Unity 

(kfoundation.org) KP154 Krishnamurti on Unity 

(Podbean) KP154 Krishnamurti on Unity 

(Spotify) KP154 Krishnamurti on Unity 

(YouTube) KP154 Krishnamurti on Unity 

KP155 Krishnamurti on Innocence 

67 minutes 
Summary 
‘The mind must be innocent, though it has gone through experiences. For the mind to realize that 
state of innocency, the accumulations of experience must come to an end.’  
This week’s episode on Innocence has four sections.  

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000580142768
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-153-krishnamurti-on-reincarnation/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-cv4fh-12be96d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1RmG1AVccWjX9xePBPTrcm?si=cZQ7m0yOQsurBfnWQpvzRQ
https://youtu.be/99O_UKc_lTg
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-154-krishnamurti-on-unity/
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000580871304
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-154-krishnamurti-on-unity/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-mw9zz-12be997
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4vp8UqVaZsQhatPfe4sbAa?si=7BkpTMgyROm1eKsLjAyUJw
https://youtu.be/saF1Sr8gehw
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-155-krishnamurti-on-innocence/
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The first extract (2:36) is from Krishnamurti’s ninth talk in Saanen 1964, titled: An Innocent Mind Is 
Empty of Experience.  
 
The second extract (9:27) is from the second talk in Bombay 1967, titled: An Innocence Not Touched 
by Thought.  
 
The third extract (24:20) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in Saanen 1970, titled: Only an Innocent 
Mind Can See Truth.  
 
The final extract in this episode (41:40) is from the seventh talk in London 1962, titled: The Innocent 
Mind Is a Religious Mind. 
Links 

(Apple) KP155 Krishnamurti on Innocence 

(kfoundation.org) KP155 Krishnamurti on Innocence 

(Podbean) KP155 Krishnamurti on Innocence 

(Spotify) KP155 Krishnamurti on Innocence 

(YouTube) KP155 Krishnamurti on Innocence 

KP156 Krishnamurti on Facts 

66 minutes 
Summary 
‘To meet a fact totally implies meeting it not only intellectually but emotionally. This process of 
learning about the fact is not possible when you approach it with thought which already has known.’  
This week’s episode on Facts has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:48) is from the first question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1983, 
titled: What Is a Fact?  
 
The second extract (20:49) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Bombay 1966, titled: The Word Is 
Not the Fact.  
 
The third extract (38:48) is from the fifth talk in Saanen 1964, titled: Facing the Fact of Fear.  
 
The final extract in this episode (55:26) is from the forth talk in Bombay 1962, titled: Meeting Facts 
Without Thought. 
Links 

(Apple) KP156 Krishnamurti on Facts 

(kfoundation.org) KP156 Krishnamurti on Facts 

(Podbean) KP156 Krishnamurti on Facts 

(Spotify) KP156 Krishnamurti on Facts 

(YouTube) KP156 Krishnamurti on Facts 

KP157 Krishnamurti on Contradiction 

70 minutes 
Summary 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000581630166
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-155-krishnamurti-on-innocence/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-e5zk5-12d7afa
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3qikLDkpCXWmjdlrZSiMvT?si=UqLM6uQXT2aJRDlKeygOqA
https://youtu.be/HhacwuJz8kw
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-156-krishnamurti-on-facts/
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000582364839
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-156-krishnamurti-on-facts/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-rq95e-12d7aff
https://open.spotify.com/episode/43HbADq32QsYPgwXVZXiaQ?si=9UPWjs2FTPWCzM0hRnIA1g
https://youtu.be/lRYD1bZZux0
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-157-krishnamurti-on-contradiction/
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‘If there is no becoming, no attempting to be something, then there is no sense of fear. Then there is 
no contradiction, no lie in us at any level, consciously or unconsciously.’  
This week’s episode on Contradiction has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:46) is from Krishnamurti’s thirteenth talk in Ojai 1949, titled: Why Is There 
Contradiction in Ourselves?  
 
The second extract (18:03) is from the fifth talk in Paris 1965, titled: The Ending of Contradiction.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:00:28) is from a direct recording by Krishnamurti in Ojai 1984, 
titled: Contradiction Between the Outer and the Inner. This recording is previously unreleased. 
Links 

(Apple) KP157 Krishnamurti on Contradiction 

(kfoundation.org) KP157 Krishnamurti on Contradiction 

(Podbean) KP157 Krishnamurti on Contradiction 

(Spotify) KP157 Krishnamurti on Contradiction 

(YouTube) KP157 Krishnamurti on Contradiction 

KP158 Krishnamurti on Transformation 

80 minutes 
Summary 
‘The chief concern for a serious person is the total transformation of the human mind - total not 
partial, a complete revolution in the psyche - because that is the first movement which can 
transform the outward environment.’  
This week’s episode on Transformation has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:42) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk at Brockwood Park in 1976, titled: There 
Must Be a Transformation in Human Consciousness.  
 
The second extract (8:55) is from the first talk in Saanen 1973, titled: What Place Has Knowledge in 
the Transformation of the Mind?  
 
The third extract (39:47) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 1974, titled: The Energy 
Needed for Total Transformation.  
 
The fourth extract (53:34) is from the second question and answer meeting in Madras 1985, titled: 
Transformation Requires Clear Perception.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:06:05) is from Krishnamurti’s fourteenth talk in Ojai 1949, titled: 
Complete Transformation. 
Links 

(Apple) KP158 Krishnamurti on Transformation 

(kfoundation.org) KP158 Krishnamurti on Transformation 

(Podbean) KP158 Krishnamurti on Transformation 

(Spotify) KP158 Krishnamurti on Transformation 

(YouTube) KP158 Krishnamurti on Transformation 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000583116822
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-157-krishnamurti-on-contradiction/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-79q2t-12d7b03
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1RAFEpqWjiuCS6MVdRT25G?si=OKBPbUivRQSxtGYPvNLWXw
https://youtu.be/6-aAc7ppwsk
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-158-krishnamurti-on-transformation/
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000583912152
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-158-krishnamurti-on-transformation/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ekxtn-12f39bf
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0O9zLPu8ZQONtboO36arOd?si=_xLbZC0iSJGlhlsHUDk-WA
https://youtu.be/s-JRF-XLfco
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KP159 Krishnamurti on Occupation 

68 minutes 
Summary 
‘When one is occupied with oneself, with one's body, with one's beauty - this constant occupation 
with oneself - you deny all relationship.’  
This week’s episode on Occupation has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:33) is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1981, 
titled: Why Are Our Minds Perpetually Occupied?  
 
The second extract (13:58) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Saanen 1972, titled: Are We Afraid To 
Be Unoccupied?  
 
The third extract (23:57) is from the second talk in Saanen 1978, titled: Identification Is the Essence 
of Occupation.  
 
The fourth extract (36:39) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in New Delhi 1981, titled: You Cannot 
Observe if Your Mind Is Occupied.  
 
The fifth extract (47:41) is from the sixth talk in Saanen 1979, titled: An Occupied Mind Has No 
Order.  
 
The final extract in this episode (54:27) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1981, 
titled: Meditation Is Finding Out if the Brain Can Be Unoccupied. 
Links 

(Apple) KP159 Krishnamurti on Occupation 

(kfoundation.org) KP159 Krishnamurti on Occupation 

(Podbean) KP159 Krishnamurti on Occupation 

(Spotify) KP159 Krishnamurti on Occupation 

(YouTube) KP159 Krishnamurti on Occupation 

KP160 Krishnamurti on Learning 

72 minutes 
Summary 
‘A mind that is continually moving from the unknown to the unknown, learning, learning, learning, 
such a mind is a most extraordinarily sensitive mind and therefore a free mind.’  
This week’s episode on Learning has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:45) is from the second discussion with students in Rishi Valley 1981, titled: 
Holistic Learning.  
 
The second extract (12:01) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Madras 1969, titled: In Learning, There 
Is No Authority.  
 
The third extract (24:23) is from the third talk in New Delhi 1964, titled: Learning Is Never 
Accumulative.  
 
The final extract in this episode (54:20) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Brockwood Park in 1972, 
titled: Learning Is Instant Perception and Action. 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-159-krishnamurti-on-occupation/
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000584740938
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-159-krishnamurti-on-occupation/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ppaah-12f39c9
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2Big4jkbQJMLHZucY9zqNA?si=TbfHMe7US7ODngA7X-fVfg
https://youtu.be/TGx5dyZxsl4
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-160-krishnamurti-on-learning/
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Links 

(Apple) KP160 Krishnamurti on Learning 

(kfoundation.org) KP160 Krishnamurti on Learning 

(Podbean) KP160 Krishnamurti on Learning 

(Spotify) KP160 Krishnamurti on Learning 

(YouTube) KP160 Krishnamurti on Learning 

KP161 Krishnamurti on Morality 

63 minutes 
Summary 
‘Social conformity is called morality. But if you go into it very deeply, you see that such morality is 
immoral.’  
This week’s episode on Morality has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:35) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Madras 1971, titled: Our Social Morality Is 
Immorality.  
 
The second extract (19:02) is from the second talk in Madras 1969, titled: Is There Security in 
Morality?  
 
The third extract (39:51) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Paris 1965, titled: Virtue Has Nothing 
To Do With Our Social Morality.  
 
The final extract in this episode (55:14) is from the fourth talk in Bombay 1981, titled: Without 
Beauty There Is No Morality. 
Links 

(Apple) KP161 Krishnamurti on Morality 

(kfoundation.org) KP161 Krishnamurti on Morality 

(Podbean) KP161 Krishnamurti on Morality 

(Spotify) KP161 Krishnamurti on Morality 

(YouTube) KP161 Krishnamurti on Morality 

KP162 Krishnamurti on Cause and Effect 

75 minutes 
Summary 
‘When you discover the cause, the effect can be wiped away. But we are always dealing with 
effects.’  
This week’s episode on Cause and Effect has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:43) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk at Brockwood Park in 1982, titled: Ending 
the Cause of Conflict.  
 
The second extract (24:08) is from the third talk in Saanen 1982, titled: The Effect Can Be Ended by 
Ending the Cause.  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000585589418
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-160-krishnamurti-on-learning/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-6vexr-12f39d1
https://open.spotify.com/episode/59gzt3QUbzkyvINHIpsiCn?si=tucWVpRFR7yKii1FRLpPvg
https://youtu.be/YXDpnNp6Oxs
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-161-krishnamurti-on-morality/
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000586371303
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-161-krishnamurti-on-morality/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-hc8dd-130f2a9
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6RL9lj8uIez8B6ihRQ8DdJ?si=3pq8SdIqTb-1rB5fuURWJw
https://youtu.be/xyJOZ1dSYFg
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-162-krishnamurti-on-cause-and-effect/
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The third extract (1:00:40) is from the second question and answer meeting in Saanen 1982, titled: 
Can You Live Without a Cause?  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:05:56) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Madras 1964, titled: No 
Effect, No Cause, No Motive. 
Links 

(Apple) KP162 Krishnamurti on Cause and Effect 

(kfoundation.org) KP162 Krishnamurti on Cause and Effect 

(Podbean) KP162 Krishnamurti on Cause and Effect 

(Spotify) KP162 Krishnamurti on Cause and Effect 

(YouTube) KP162 Krishnamurti on Cause and Effect 

KP163 Krishnamurti on Frustration 

76 minutes 
Summary 
‘We want to fulfil ourselves but are prevented by circumstances, by our lack of capacity, by our 
desire to be secure, and so we are frustrated. Even if we do fulfil ourselves, there is always in 
fulfilment the shadow of frustration.’  
This week’s episode on Frustration has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:40) is from the seventh talk in New Delhi 1963, titled: Is There a Way Out of Our 
Fundamental Anxiety, Frustration and Despair?  
 
The second extract (21:23) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in London 1961, titled: We Are Caught 
in the Wheel of Fulfilment and Frustration.  
 
The third extract (51:36) is from the third question and answer meeting in Saanen 1980, titled: 
Frustration Is a Reaction to Discontent.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:05:58) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Saanen 1962, titled: 
Living Without Frustration or Fear. 
Links 

(Apple) KP163 Krishnamurti on Frustration 

(kfoundation.org) KP163 Krishnamurti on Frustration 

(Podbean) KP163 Krishnamurti on Frustration 

(Spotify) KP163 Krishnamurti on Frustration 

(YouTube) KP163 Krishnamurti on Frustration 

KP164 Krishnamurti on Gurus 

70 minutes 
Summary 
‘Why do you ask help of another? This is a very serious problem because gurus are multiplying, with 
enormous wealth.’  
This week’s episode on Gurus has three sections.  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000587215737
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-162-krishnamurti-on-cause-and-effect/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-xi5mz-130f2b5
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2u403qFOY7yy9d9I6xWnDp?si=XvsdY-7qTG-P1x53hwqHgw
https://youtu.be/xAtSJ5K3IzE
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-163-krishnamurti-on-frustration/
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000588058977
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-163-krishnamurti-on-frustration/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-gxcxm-130f2bc
https://open.spotify.com/episode/45xOG7q8lVCIqd9XghmbEp?si=Nac511vXS1KzDkc5UllACA
https://youtu.be/cTGme7EvKnY
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-164-krishnamurti-on-gurus
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The first extract (2:44) is from the first question and answer meeting in Saanen 1980, titled: Doubt 
What Gurus Are Saying.  
 
The second extract (19:20) is from the first question and answer meeting in Ojai 1983, titled: There Is 
No Right Guru, Only the Wrong Guru.  
 
The final extract in this episode (29:07) is from the first question and answer meeting at Brockwood 
Park in 1981, titled: What Makes You Want To Follow a Guru? 
Links 

(Apple) KP164 Krishnamurti on Gurus 

(kfoundation.org) KP164 Krishnamurti on Gurus 

(Podbean) KP164 Krishnamurti on Gurus 

(Spotify) KP164 Krishnamurti on Gurus 

(YouTube) KP164 Krishnamurti on Gurus 

KP165 Krishnamurti on Opinion and Judgment 

72 minutes 
Summary 
‘Observe your opinions, watch them, and by watching, not rationalising, not justifying, just watching, 
you will see that opinions do not matter at all.’  
This week’s episode on Opinion and Judgement has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:44) is from the second question and answer meeting in Ojai 1984, titled: Why 
Cling to Opinions, Not Facts?  
 
The second extract (16:41) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1983, titled: Opinions Bring 
Conflict.  
 
The third extract (25:10) is from the fourth talk in New Delhi 1972, titled: Opinions Prevent Clarity of 
Perception.  
 
The fourth extract (36:23) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Santa Monica 1974, titled: Opinions 
and Judgements Are a Barrier to Relationship.  
 
The final extract in this episode (59:42) is from the third discussion in Saanen 1976, titled: Is Right 
Action Based on Judgement? 
Links 

(Apple) KP165 Krishnamurti on Opinion and Judgment 

(kfoundation.org) KP165 Krishnamurti on Opinion and Judgment 

(Podbean) KP165 Krishnamurti on Opinion and Judgment 

(Spotify) KP165 Krishnamurti on Opinion and Judgment 

(YouTube) KP165 Krishnamurti on Opinion and Judgment 

KP166 Krishnamurti on Stimulation 

74 minutes 
Summary 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000589155081
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-164-krishnamurti-on-gurus
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-dsakj-132a5fa
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0w7bZ8G5rD2zBPit1rdnRp?si=pvF1y8ozQ9Ojyn3Fma_fFQ
https://youtu.be/hFQN563OBTE
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-165-krishnamurti-on-opinion-and-judgment
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/urgency-of-change-the-krishnamurti-podcast/id1480713299?i=1000590116539
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-165-krishnamurti-on-opinion-and-judgment
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-axir4-132a612
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1fEHfpAxOLSIwul6960ebq?si=vEyBt7vFQoKTFCrqh5A8zg
https://youtu.be/xB9p1la5HL4
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-166-krishnamurti-on-stimulation/
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‘When you realise that any form of outward or inward stimulation breeds indifference and dullness, 
when one sees the truth of it, the stimulation naturally will drop away.’  
This week’s episode on Stimulation has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:49) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Brockwood Park in 1983, titled: This Is Not 
Intellectual Stimulation.  
 
The second extract (9:13) is from the fourth talk in New Delhi 1966, titled: Most of Us Depend on 
Stimulation.  
 
The third extract (21:11) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Ojai 1949, titled: Relationship Is Not 
Stimulation.  
 
The fourth extract (35:07) is from the sixth talk in Bombay 1965, titled: Is Beauty Stimulation?  
 
The final extract in this episode (42:58) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth discussion in Saanen 1965, titled: 
Stimulants in Any Form Dull the Mind. 
Links 

(Apple) KP166 Krishnamurti on Stimulation 

(kfoundation.org) KP166 Krishnamurti on Stimulation 

(Podbean) KP166 Krishnamurti on Stimulation 

(Spotify) KP166 Krishnamurti on Stimulation 

(YouTube) KP166 Krishnamurti on Stimulation 

KP167 Krishnamurti on Aloneness 

75 minutes 
Summary 
‘Aloneness is something entirely different. Only the mind which is alone is not influenceable. This 
means the mind has understood the principle of pleasure, and therefore nothing can touch it.’  
This week’s episode on Aloneness has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:30) is from the second talk in Saanen 1972, titled: It Is Important To Stand 
Completely Alone.  
 
The second extract (14:39) is from Krishnamurti’s thirteenth talk in Ojai 1949, titled: You Must Be 
Alone To Understand.  
 
The third extract (26:08) is from the third talk in Saanen 1962, titled: The Mind Is Alone When It Has 
Understood Influence.  
 
The fourth extract (38:52) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Madras 1964, titled: Aloneness Is Not 
Loneliness.  
 
The fifth extract (44:35) is from the fourth talk in London 1961, titled: In Aloneness There Is No Fear.  
 
The final extract in this episode (59:46) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Madras 1966, titled: 
Silence Comes Because There Is Aloneness. 
Links 

(Apple) KP167 Krishnamurti on Aloneness 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-stimulation/id1480713299?i=1000590824973
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-166-krishnamurti-on-stimulation/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-g8a5f-132a639
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0e6fiskyeTCWfDy9kWMjEy?si=dP7cJgmBTp6wKJCvU-OYNA
https://youtu.be/e4w4P_6XutI
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-167-krishnamurti-on-aloneness/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-aloneness/id1480713299?i=1000591457090
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(kfoundation.org) KP167 Krishnamurti on Aloneness 

(Podbean) KP167 Krishnamurti on Aloneness 

(Spotify) KP167 Krishnamurti on Aloneness 

(YouTube) KP167 Krishnamurti on Aloneness 

KP168 Krishnamurti on Technology 

72 minutes 
Summary 
‘The brain has put man on the moon, it has invented terrible things that kill, and also technology has 
given man great comfort, hygiene and communication. But the brain is limited because, at present, it 
is incapable of going inward.’  
This week’s episode on Technology has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:49) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Brockwood Park in 1982, titled: Technology 
Is Invading Our Consciousness.  
 
The second extract (12:55) is from the first talk in Ojai 1981, titled: Is the Crisis One of Technology or 
Is It in Ourselves?  
 
The third extract (37:32) is from the first talk in Madras 1982, titled: Can the Brain Go in a Direction 
Other Than Technological?  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:04:45) is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1978, titled: Technology 
Stems From Measurement. 
Links 

(Apple) KP168 Krishnamurti on Technology 

(kfoundation.org) KP168 Krishnamurti on Technology 

(Podbean) KP168 Krishnamurti on Technology 

(Spotify) KP168 Krishnamurti on Technology 

(YouTube) KP168 Krishnamurti on Technology 

KP169 Krishnamurti on Insecurity 

63 minutes 
Summary 
‘If we can find out together what is insecurity and why we are insecure, then in the unfolding of it, in 
the causation of it, security naturally comes about.’  
This week’s episode on Insecurity has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:40) is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1982, 
titled: The Nature of Insecurity.  
 
The second extract (17:39) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Bombay 1985, titled: Why Are We 
So Insecure?  
 
The third extract (30:06) is from the second talk in Saanen 1982, titled: Total Insecurity.  
 
The final extract in this episode (53:45) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk at Rajghat in 1962, titled: 
Why This Insistence To Be Secure?  

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-167-krishnamurti-on-aloneness/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-pjh4a-132a670
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2qaEwGi3nsszdTGPEqCuhx?si=B1crAe1fSnm2z229KLuJRA
https://youtu.be/5lg54gHja2w
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-168-krishnamurti-on-technology/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-technology/id1480713299?i=1000592268537
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-168-krishnamurti-on-technology/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-prvmi-134d9f7
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0LsnEW8VcQjc54bkcgYL9r?si=a_qfOOoYT6KqKMgMiT-c1g
https://youtu.be/xdl-vVq4KGU
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-169-krishnamurti-on-insecurity/
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Links 

(Apple) KP169 Krishnamurti on Insecurity 

(kfoundation.org) KP169 Krishnamurti on Insecurity 

(Podbean) KP169 Krishnamurti on Insecurity 

(Spotify) KP169 Krishnamurti on Insecurity 

(YouTube) KP169 Krishnamurti on Insecurity 

KP170 Krishnamurti on Selfishness 

80 minutes 
Summary 
‘Selfishness is what it is. To observe it purely, without any distortion or pressure, that very 
observation exposes the whole consequences of selfishness and cleanses the mind of selfishness.’  
This week’s episode on Selfishness has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:50) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Bombay in 1982, titled: We Are All 
Selfish.  
 
The second extract (8:13) is from the first talk in Saanen 1978, titled: Why Are We So Appallingly 
Selfish?  
 
The third extract (33:40) is from the second question and answer meeting in Saanen 1981, titled: 
Total Dissipation of Selfishness.  
 
The fourth extract (42:16) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Bombay 1980, titled: Trying Not To Be 
Selfish Is Selfish.  
 
The final extract in this episode (51:59) is from the sixth talk in Saanen 1975, titled: Stepping Out of 
the Stream of Selfishness.  
Links 

(Apple) KP170 Krishnamurti on Selfishness 

(kfoundation.org) KP170 Krishnamurti on Selfishness 

(Podbean) KP170 Krishnamurti on Selfishness 

(Spotify) KP170 Krishnamurti on Selfishness 

(YouTube) KP170 Krishnamurti on Selfishness 

KP171 Krishnamurti on the Brain 

80 minutes 
Summary 
‘Here you have the clue or the key: to observe without the old brain responding. When the old brain 
doesn't respond, there is the quality of a new brain coming into being.’  
This week’s episode on The Brain has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:28) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 1983, titled: What Is the 
Function of the Brain?  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-insecurity/id1480713299?i=1000593630299
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-169-krishnamurti-on-insecurity/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-pchkb-134da07
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0jed7woEeE0JSWiecHrsJm?si=i4PuAOw3Sd-tINDtMN0Mmg
https://youtu.be/-QhaCWYt2rU
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-170-krishnamurti-on-selfishness/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-selfishness/id1480713299?i=1000595123452
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-170-krishnamurti-on-selfishness/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-heshx-134da10
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7dGepFc4xPifpthp63ZtXC?si=f16weJEDTmahpcYYMER7mw
https://youtu.be/BI4_A9qKoJ8
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-171-krishnamurti-on-the-brain/
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The second extract (38:16) is from the sixth talk in Madras 1979, titled: Can the Brain Only Register 
What Is Necessary?  
 
The final extract in this episode (47:27) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in Saanen 1970, titled: 
Can the Brain Be Quiet? 
Links 

(Apple) KP171 Krishnamurti on the Brain 

(kfoundation.org) KP171 Krishnamurti on the Brain 

(Podbean) KP171 Krishnamurti on the Brain 

(Spotify) KP171 Krishnamurti on the Brain 

(YouTube) KP171 Krishnamurti on the Brain 

KP172 Krishnamurti on Insight 

68 minutes 
Summary 
‘Insight is not brought about through will, through desire, through memory. It is immediate 
perception and therefore action.’  
This week’s episode on Insight has two sections.  
 
The first extract (2:39) is from the first question and answer meeting in Saanen 1981, titled: What Is 
Insight?  
The second and final extract in this episode (22:38) is from the second talk in Saanen 1972, titled: 
Constant Insight Without Conclusion. 
Links 

(Apple) KP172 Krishnamurti on Insight 

(kfoundation.org) KP172 Krishnamurti on Insight 

(Podbean) KP172 Krishnamurti on Insight 

(Spotify) KP172 Krishnamurti on Insight 

(YouTube) KP172 Krishnamurti on Insight 

KP173 Krishnamurti on Discipline 

73 minutes 
Summary 
‘Is happiness found through discipline? By practising a certain rule, a certain discipline, a mode of 
conduct, are you ever free?'  
This week’s episode on Discipline has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:40) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Ojai 1949, titled: Why Do We Discipline 
Ourselves?  
 
The second extract (25:19) is from the fourth talk in Bombay 1964, titled: Discipline Means to Learn.  
 
The final extract in this episode (46:08) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Ojai 1949, titled: Discipline 
in Meditation. 
Links 

(Apple) KP173 Krishnamurti on Discipline 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-the-brain/id1480713299?i=1000596426242
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-171-krishnamurti-on-the-brain/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-n85th-134da1a
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1gn1fvIpaP4YLAQst49dfN?si=MY19IIheTsas0qf6e0xJSg
https://youtu.be/6EETZ_WSD44
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-172-krishnamurti-on-insight/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-insight/id1480713299?i=1000597509041
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-172-krishnamurti-on-insight/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-rkfrq-137581b
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7hfyWKJV5nvCNHkyeag1aQ?si=FYcTRYxWQDi89c_dMmMJyw
https://youtu.be/vi7XXp4VeiM
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-173-krishnamurti-on-discipline/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-discipline/id1480713299?i=1000598585874
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(kfoundation.org) KP173 Krishnamurti on Discipline 

(Podbean) KP173 Krishnamurti on Discipline 

(Spotify) KP173 Krishnamurti on Discipline 

(YouTube) KP173 Krishnamurti on Discipline 

KP174 Krishnamurti on Spirituality 

75 minutes 
Summary 
‘What is a spiritual life? Is a spiritual life a life of total freedom? Freedom from sorrow, freedom from 
fear, freedom from all conditioning. To be free.’  
This week’s episode on Spirituality has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:52) is from the third question and answer meeting in Ojai 1982, titled: Are There 
Levels of Spirituality?  
 
The second extract (20:58) is from the first question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1985, 
titled: Are Spiritual Experiences Illusional?  
 
The third extract (40:06) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Saanen 1980, titled: There Is No 
Spiritual Authority.  
 
The fourth extract (54:38) is from the third question and answer meeting in Saanen 1983, titled: 
What Is a Spiritual Life?  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:01:57) is from the seventh talk in New Delhi 1963, titled: The 
Religious Spirit.  
Links 

(Apple) KP174 Krishnamurti on Spirituality 

(kfoundation.org) KP174 Krishnamurti on Spirituality 

(Podbean) KP174 Krishnamurti on Spirituality 

(Spotify) KP174 Krishnamurti on Spirituality 

(YouTube) KP174 Krishnamurti on Spirituality 

KP175 Krishnamurti on Pain 

67 minutes 
Summary 
‘As long as you think about pain, you intensify the memory of it. Therefore, thinking about pain 
increases the fear of it.’  
This week’s episode on Pain has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:23) is from the fourth question and answer meeting in Saanen 1980, titled: How 
Do You Meet Pain?  
 
The second extract (11:18) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Bombay 1971, titled: Fear of Pain.  
 
The final extract in this episode (33:58) is from the first question and answer meeting in Saanen 
1982, titled: Psychological and Physical Pain.  
Links 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-173-krishnamurti-on-discipline/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-dhen4-137582f
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0Vn5p5q0dcRumrBbdbqdAF?si=L0Vd5qT9QbCYmL7YzzQhGg
https://youtu.be/5dep5qBaL0U
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-174-krishnamurti-on-spirituality/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-spirituality/id1480713299?i=1000599681044
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-174-krishnamurti-on-spirituality/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-drun5-1375830
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1QNJJjCRO3jlQlo04of9OB?si=KZVD0q1MRVK8_idFRaI5eg
https://youtu.be/vp-4P8JUbyk
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-175-krishnamurti-on-pain
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(Apple) KP175 Krishnamurti on Pain 

(kfoundation.org) KP175 Krishnamurti on Pain 

(Podbean) KP175 Krishnamurti on Pain 

(Spotify) KP175 Krishnamurti on Pain 

(YouTube) KP175 Krishnamurti on Pain 

KP176 Krishnamurti on Responsibility 

62 minutes 
Summary 
‘We must lay the foundation not on sands but on the responsibility of our daily life, and try to bring 
about a tremendous revolution in that life.’  
This week’s episode on responsibility has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:39) is from the second question and answer meeting in Ojai 1985, titled: What Is 
Our Responsibility to Ourselves and Others?  
 
The second extract (19:09) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Santa Monica 1974, titled: Freedom 
and Responsibility Go Together.  
The third and final extract in this episode is (34:06) from the first talk in Bombay 1965, titled: It Is 
Your Responsibility To Bring About a Tremendous Change in the World 
Links 

(Apple) KP176 Krishnamurti on Responsibility 

(kfoundation.org) KP176 Krishnamurti on Responsibility 

(Podbean) KP176 Krishnamurti on Responsibility 

(Spotify) KP176 Krishnamurti on Responsibility 

(YouTube) KP176 Krishnamurti on Responsibility 

KP177 Krishnamurti on Teaching 

60 minutes 
Summary 
‘Teaching is the highest profession in the world. The highest profession because teachers are 
responsible for the future generation.’  
This week’s episode on Teaching has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:34) is from the first question and answer meeting in Madras 1981, titled: 
Teaching Is the Highest Profession.  
 
The second extract (15:42) is from the third discussion in Ojai 1977, titled: What Is the Function of a 
Teacher?  
 
The final extract in this episode (53:08) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Rajghat in 1964, titled: No 
Teacher Can Help You. 
Links 

(Apple) KP177 Krishnamurti on Teaching 

(kfoundation.org) KP177 Krishnamurti on Teaching 

(Podbean) KP177 Krishnamurti on Teaching 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-pain/id1480713299?i=1000601031238
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-175-krishnamurti-on-pain
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-fdx7i-1387c01
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1GDdGdFF2MaTHNpE7jlsXe?si=k-_JofOMTFCjWYMWVpNhNA
https://youtu.be/pK3Q3sGyQ28
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-176-krishnamurti-on-responsibility/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-responsibility/id1480713299?i=1000602234766
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-176-krishnamurti-on-responsibility/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-tpyes-1387c11
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1ElwaReNbwC90QYSsATeJM?si=1BdIxmOiRp2cQQlBElszjw
https://youtu.be/i5RiufmKsNA
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-177-krishnamurti-on-teaching/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-teaching/id1480713299?i=1000603240809
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-177-krishnamurti-on-teaching/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-vw68y-1387c1c
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(Spotify) KP177 Krishnamurti on Teaching 

(YouTube) KP177 Krishnamurti on Teaching 

KP178 Krishnamurti on Wholeness 

68 minutes 
Summary 
‘To find out a deep, abiding, unshakeable honesty, which is integrity, wholeness, is to discover a 
state of the brain in which there is no movement at all.’  
This week’s episode on Wholeness has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:46) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Brockwood Park in 1980, titled: A Sense of 
Wholeness, of Global Reality.  
 
The second extract (26:39) is from the fifth talk in Saanen 1973, titled: Can Wholeness Be Brought 
About by Thought?  
 
The third extract (35:52) is from the third question and answer meeting in Saanen 1984, titled: A 
Deep Abiding Wholeness and Integrity.  
 
The final extract in this episode (53:22) is from the fourth talk in Madras 1974, titled: A Mind That Is 
Whole, Not Fragmented. 
Links 

(Apple) KP178 Krishnamurti on Wholeness 

(kfoundation.org) KP178 Krishnamurti on Wholeness 

(Podbean) KP178 Krishnamurti on Wholeness 

(Spotify) KP178 Krishnamurti on Wholeness 

(YouTube) KP178 Krishnamurti on Wholeness 

KP179 Krishnamurti on Nationalism 

65 minutes 
Summary 
As long as you have sovereign governments - that is, nationalistic separate governments with their 
armies - you are bound to have wars.'  
This week’s episode on Nationalism has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:32) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Rajghat in 1965, titled: As Long as We Have 
Separate Nationalistic Governments, We Are Bound To Have Wars.  
 
The second extract (29:35) is from the first talk in Ojai 1977, titled: Is There Security in Nationalism?  
 
The final extract in this episode (44:49) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1983, titled: 
Nationalism Is Glorified Tribalism. 
Links 

(Apple) KP179 Krishnamurti on Nationalism 

(kfoundation.org) KP179 Krishnamurti on Nationalism 

(Podbean) KP179 Krishnamurti on Nationalism 

(Spotify) KP179 Krishnamurti on Nationalism 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/2Yh9Uba85GsDu2v3hT1QhH?si=gJH7Y4WfSwyGzjR_26XaFA
https://youtu.be/HH9xD6pfyPw
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-178-krishnamurti-on-wholeness/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-wholeness/id1480713299?i=1000604247875
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-178-krishnamurti-on-wholeness/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-w22t8-1387c61
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3jCysVsWvcVo6n3HZQQ8i8?si=DJ1XsbL7T3a1FFn-9cQbkw
https://youtu.be/MsMUeCiFoCk
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-179-krishnamurti-on-nationalism/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-nationalism/id1480713299?i=1000605281243
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-179-krishnamurti-on-nationalism/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-jpuhg-13bff4d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2GA12sZMFg29RovKxANjiK?si=ZdjldfQIRQKOex1jmwYCTA
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(YouTube) KP179 Krishnamurti on Nationalism 

KP180 Krishnamurti on The Present 

72 minutes 
Summary 
‘The future is the past, modified by the accidents of the present. Tomorrow is yesterday, reshaped 
by the experiences, reactions and knowledge of today. This is what we call time.’  
This week’s episode on The Present has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:49) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Paris 1966, titled: Living Is in the Active 
Present.  
 
The second extract (15:21) is from the seventh talk in Saanen 1963, titled: Is There a Present 
Untouched by the Past?  
 
The third extract (30:34) is from the second public discussion in Saanen 1974, titled: Can the Mind 
Live Wholly in the Present?  
 
The final extract in this episode (43:16) is from Krishnamurti’s eighth talk in Saanen 1966, titled: A 
Silent Mind Is Always in the Present. 
Links 

(Apple) KP180 Krishnamurti on The Present 

(kfoundation.org) KP180 Krishnamurti on The Present 

(Podbean) KP180 Krishnamurti on The Present 

(Spotify) KP180 Krishnamurti on The Present 

(YouTube) KP180 Krishnamurti on The Present 

KP181 Krishnamurti on Control 

78 minutes 
Summary 
‘Who is the controller whom all the time exercises authority to control? Who is the controller? Are 
they different from the controlled?’  
This week’s episode on Control has two sections.  
 
The first extract (2:35) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 1971, titled: Does Control Bring 
Order?  
The second and final extract in this episode (47:11) is from the fourth talk in Madras 1973, titled: Is It 
Possible To Live Without Control? 
Links 

(Apple) KP181 Krishnamurti on Control 

(kfoundation.org) KP181 Krishnamurti on Control 

(Podbean) KP181 Krishnamurti on Control 

(Spotify) KP181 Krishnamurti on Control 

(YouTube) KP181 Krishnamurti on Control 

KP182 Krishnamurti on Wisdom 

74 minutes 

https://youtu.be/tRyTb0hmWSA
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-180-krishnamurti-on-the-present/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-the-present/id1480713299?i=1000606403415
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-180-krishnamurti-on-the-present/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-9vt6m-13bff69
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3hvt6tNwUp2ryZPyh4dAeu?si=vtspnL1_R_-irXLFHFJvbw
https://youtu.be/NDtEdgV20Z4
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-181-krishnamurti-on-control/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-control/id1480713299?i=1000607465251
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-181-krishnamurti-on-control/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-q5tja-13bff76
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0jN143DQJLULBD6LcM0sX3?si=vxDZyxocRqiGAJhQMcUUZA
https://youtu.be/BJlbyrko2-8
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-182-krishnamurti-on-wisdom/
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Summary 
‘Perception reveals the truth, and out of that perception wisdom comes. Intelligence is the action of 
that wisdom in daily life.’  
This week’s episode on Wisdom has six sections.  
 
The first extract (2:45) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Paris 1965, titled: Wisdom and Self-
knowledge.  
 
The second extract (17:45) is from the second public discussion in Saanen 1973, titled: Wisdom and 
Clarity.  
 
The third extract (32:02) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1972, titled: Wisdom and Helping 
Another.  
 
The fourth extract (39:51) is from the fifth talk in Saanen 1974, titled: Wisdom and Sorrow.  
 
The fifth extract (49:28) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Bombay 1982, titled: Wisdom and 
Security.  
 
The final extract in this episode (57:08) is from the sixth talk in Ojai 1976, titled: Wisdom and 
Meditation. 
Links 

(Apple) KP182 Krishnamurti on Wisdom 

(kfoundation.org) KP182 Krishnamurti on Wisdom 

(Podbean) KP182 Krishnamurti on Wisdom 

(Spotify) KP182 Krishnamurti on Wisdom 

(YouTube) KP182 Krishnamurti on Wisdom 

KP183 Krishnamurti on Conclusions 

64 minutes 
Summary 
‘Distortion exists because you have opinions and conclusions. To observe, the mind must be free to 
look with no distortion, so that it is fresh to look and to learn.’  
This week’s episode on Conclusions has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:58) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in San Francisco 1973, titled: Can the Mind 
That Functions on Conclusions Be Free?  
 
The second extract (17:15) is from the second talk in Santa Monica 1974, titled: Preventing 
Conclusions in Relationship.  
 
The final extract in this episode (35:18) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk at Brockwood Park in 
1973, titled: Why Do We Draw Conclusions?  
Links 

(Apple) KP183 Krishnamurti on Conclusions 

(kfoundation.org) KP183 Krishnamurti on Conclusions 

(Podbean) KP183 Krishnamurti on Conclusions 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-wisdom/id1480713299?i=1000608548583
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-182-krishnamurti-on-wisdom/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-8yee9-13bff90
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3Zgg8JptblJLlEXH4sfu0U?si=Hj-PqXIKS2mF0ESvLM2Ctg
https://youtu.be/TxbuNJV4E3Y
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-183-krishnamurti-on-conclusions/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-conclusions/id1480713299?i=1000609578569
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-183-krishnamurti-on-conclusions/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-8xdbn-13e2e06
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(Spotify) KP183 Krishnamurti on Conclusions 

(YouTube) KP183 Krishnamurti on Conclusions 

KP184 Krishnamurti on Sensation 

66 minutes 
Summary 
‘We live by the senses, by sensation, and it is only when thought creates the image out of sensation 
that all the complexities of desire arise.’  
This week’s episode on Sensation has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:29) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Saanen 1966, titled: Our Lives Are Based 
on Sensation and Desire.  
 
The second extract (13:53) is from the eighth talk in Ojai 1949, titled: Ideas Are the Result of 
Sensation.  
 
The third extract (32:59) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Saanen 1976, titled: Total Sensation.  
 
The final extract in this episode (49:46) is from a direct recording by Krishnamurti in Ojai 1983, titled: 
A Spring Morning. 
Links 

(Apple) KP184 Krishnamurti on Sensation 

(kfoundation.org) KP184 Krishnamurti on Sensation 

(Podbean) KP184 Krishnamurti on Sensation 

(Spotify) KP184 Krishnamurti on Sensation 

(YouTube) KP184 Krishnamurti on Sensation 

KP185 Krishnamurti on Words and Language 

74 minutes 
Summary 
‘Words divide the fact from the observer. The word, or the screen of words, has separated the 
observer and the observed.’  
This week’s episode on Words and Language has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:40) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in New Delhi 1963, titled: A Mind Caught in 
Words.  
 
The second extract (13:19) is from the fifth discussion in Saanen 1976, titled: Separating Words From 
Facts.  
 
The third extract (30:20) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Ojai 1978, titled: The Pressure of 
Language.  
 
The fourth extract (46:40) is from the third discussion in Saanen 1974, titled: Words Separate the 
Observer From the Observed.  
 
The final extract in this episode (56:44) is from the sixth discussion in London 1965, titled: Looking 
Without Words. 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/4fegtQwfrvxoyrYcpRYbo0?si=Bf1DbOZpT42lMzBeWrHrNQ
https://youtu.be/VWRjgDHfRAw
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-184-krishnamurti-on-sensation/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-sensation/id1480713299?i=1000610658250
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-184-krishnamurti-on-sensation/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-jhxdn-13e2e12
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0tT5LfvYJBtslcl6d3B9Hq?si=YYwJv45fRBC8qCPQQC0QHg
https://youtu.be/-_MVb49YNOk?si=3wlTNX1aQVFmnuNW
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-185-krishnamurti-on-words-and-language
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Links 

(Apple) KP185 Krishnamurti on Words and Language 

(kfoundation.org) KP185 Krishnamurti on Words and Language 

(Podbean) KP185 Krishnamurti on Words and Language 

(Spotify) KP185 Krishnamurti on Words and Language 

(YouTube) KP185 Krishnamurti on Words and Language 

KP186 Krishnamurti on Conformity 

65 minutes 
Summary 
Only when we are free of conformity can we find out what is original, essential, true. Unless we find 
that out, we will always live a counterfeit, second-hand life of imitation.’  
This week’s episode on Conformity has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:43) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Madras 1964, titled: Most of Us Live a Life 
of Conformity.  
 
The second extract (16:54) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1965, titled: To What Extent 
Can Conformity Be Ended?  
 
The third extract (37:23) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Ojai 1973, titled: Are We Educated To 
Conform?  
 
The final extract in this episode (44:20) is from the second talk in Saanen 1970, titled: Freedom from 
Conformity. 
Links 

(Apple) KP186 Krishnamurti on Conformity 

(kfoundation.org) KP186 Krishnamurti on Conformity 

(Podbean) KP186 Krishnamurti on Conformity 

(Spotify) KP186 Krishnamurti on Conformity 

(YouTube) KP186 Krishnamurti on Conformity 

KP187 Krishnamurti on Urgency 

82 minutes 
Summary 
‘There can be understanding only when there is tremendous urgency. When there is an urgency, 
there is attention; and out of that comes freedom.’  
This week’s episode on Urgency has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:40) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Ojai 1966, titled: When There Is Urgency 
There Is Attention.  
 
The second extract (34:29) is from the fourth talk in Saanen 1970, titled: The Very Urgency of 
Change Is the Change.  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-words-and-language/id1480713299?i=1000611537992
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-185-krishnamurti-on-words-and-language
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-a52n6-13e2e1d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0ZPNeTPIAhwEDXJkJhjZAY?si=78HsIxygQkSDyDcigWVG2g
https://youtu.be/u-4nAYiSVO0
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-186-krishnamurti-on-conformity/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-conformity/id1480713299?i=1000612434931
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-186-krishnamurti-on-conformity/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-wntnk-13faee0
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5sDaiIKKbWT0pKuZOGX7HQ?si=xZJ_Ths_QpG7LjjgPNo9tg
https://youtu.be/j0suF3R3wBc
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-187-krishnamurti-on-urgency/
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The third extract (38:51) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 1977, titled: Urgency Puts the 
Background in Abeyance  
 
The fourth extract (52:42) is from the fifth talk at Rajghat in 1964, titled The Urgency of Love.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:14:22) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1978, titled: 
Urgency Removes Interference. 
Links 

(Apple) KP187 Krishnamurti on Urgency 

(kfoundation.org) KP187 Krishnamurti on Urgency 

(Podbean) KP187 Krishnamurti on Urgency 

(Spotify) KP187 Krishnamurti on Urgency 

(YouTube) KP187 Krishnamurti on Urgency 

KP188 Krishnamurti on Culture 

69 minutes 
Summary 
‘What is it that brings about a culture totally different from the mechanistic culture we have 
accepted for thousands of years?’  
This week’s episode on Culture has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:24) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Ojai 1982, titled: What Is Culture?  
 
The second extract (9:45) is from the second talk in Saanen 1973, titled: Trapped in This Culture, 
How Am I To Change?  
 
The third extract (22:58) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Saanen 1973, titled: Our Culture Is 
Based on Pleasure.  
 
The fourth extract (48:07) is from the third talk in Saanen 1971, titled: Culture Has Conditioned the 
Observer.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:01:58) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Saanen 1973, titled: 
Intelligence Has Nothing To Do With Culture.  
Links 

(Apple) KP188 Krishnamurti on Culture 

(kfoundation.org) KP188 Krishnamurti on Culture 

(Podbean) KP188 Krishnamurti on Culture 

(Spotify) KP188 Krishnamurti on Culture 

(YouTube) KP188 Krishnamurti on Culture 

KP189 Krishnamurti on Resistance 

86 minutes 
Summary 
‘There is an action in which there is no resistance, no interference of the past, no response of the 
'me'. That action is not in the field of time; it is instantaneous and therefore complete.’  

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-urgency/id1480713299?i=1000613327944
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-187-krishnamurti-on-urgency/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-83m2a-13faeec
https://open.spotify.com/episode/42A3nVsqNTLXqRhsZcGjJu?si=aiiEBn-lTAWxBruMXdL3qQ
https://youtu.be/w4NcYcpKSX8
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-188-krishnamurti-on-culture/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-culture/id1480713299?i=1000614255749
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-188-krishnamurti-on-culture/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-gp4tx-13faeef
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0CxGazlYTitAff5dNheLv6?si=t-ZGUVVbQhqPeB54XSh1fw
https://youtu.be/bh2qrKUY6Po
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-189-krishnamurti-on-resistance/
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This week’s episode on Resistance has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:47) is from Krishnamurti’s eighth talk in New Delhi 1962, titled: Our Lives Are Built 
on Resistance.  
 
The second extract (23:32) is from the first talk in Madras 1969, titled: We Seek Security Through 
Resistance.  
 
The final extract in this episode (52:37) is Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Saanen 1971, titled: To Live in 
This World Without Resistance.  
Links 

(Apple) KP189 Krishnamurti on Resistance 

(kfoundation.org) KP189 Krishnamurti on Resistance 

(Podbean) KP189 Krishnamurti on Resistance 

(Spotify) KP189 Krishnamurti on Resistance 

(YouTube) KP189 Krishnamurti on Resistance 

KP190 Krishnamurti on Humility 

64 minutes 
Summary 
‘Humility is not the subjugation of the desire that seeks fulfilment in success. Nor is it the religious 
humility of monks, saints and priests that cultivated austerity brings about.’  
This week’s episode on Humility has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:51) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Bombay 1962, titled: Without Humility 
You Cannot Learn.  
 
The second extract (11:47) is from the tenth talk in Saanen 1962, titled: You Cannot Cultivate 
Humility  
 
The third extract (26:09) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in Saanen 1978, titled: Power and 
Humility.  
 
The final extract in this episode (35:12) is from the fourth talk in Saanen 1961, titled: Humility 
Implies Total Destruction of the Self.  
Links 

(Apple) KP190 Krishnamurti on Humility 

(kfoundation.org) KP190 Krishnamurti on Humility 

(Podbean) KP190 Krishnamurti on Humility 

(Spotify) KP190 Krishnamurti on Humility 

(YouTube) KP190 Krishnamurti on Humility 

KP191 Krishnamurti on Seeking 

80 minutes 
Summary 
‘When you seek, you are seeking something away from the actual fact, towards something that will 
give you greater pleasure. One seeks because one is dissatisfied with the normal, shallow, narrow, 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-resistance/id1480713299?i=1000615098409
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-189-krishnamurti-on-resistance/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-zw8ju-1416f2f
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7bjcnnJQG0votQRfo0Z5vI?si=AR3XRdCnQU-Cmm70HhTTWg
https://youtu.be/jHIHoqCMxhg
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-190-krishnamurti-on-humility/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-humility/id1480713299?i=1000615953053
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-190-krishnamurti-on-humility/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-7nbja-1416f32
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4mwVxGLMWEtsW6XPozRmm8?si=D4l2QDI3RT2pK-Cb8_osww
https://youtu.be/CsRAAL-0jLs
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-191-krishnamurti-on-seeking
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cunning existence.’  
This week’s episode on Seeking has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:47) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Madras 1967, titled: What Are You 
Seeking?  
 
The second extract (44:14) is from the sixth talk in New York 1966, titled: There Must Be an End To 
Seeking.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:08:35) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in New Delhi 1962, titled: A 
Mind No Longer Seeking. 
Links 

(Apple) KP191 Krishnamurti on Seeking 

(kfoundation.org) KP191 Krishnamurti on Seeking 

(Podbean) KP191 Krishnamurti on Seeking 

(Spotify) KP191 Krishnamurti on Seeking 

(YouTube) KP191 Krishnamurti on Seeking 

KP192 Krishnamurti on Reaction 

71 minutes 
Summary 
‘You have to understand your reactions, from which your daily action springs. We react, we revolt, 
we accumulate, we defend, we resist, we acquire, we submit - all these are reactions.’  
This week’s episode on Reaction has five sections. 
 
The first extract (2:37) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Bombay 1962, titled: We Move From 
Reaction to Reaction. 
 
The second extract (12:20) is from the first talk at Brockwood Park in 1978, titled: The Reaction We 
Call Fear. 
 
The third extract (23:41) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in San Francisco 1983, titled: Looking at the 
Reaction of Violence. 
 
The fourth extract (33:04) is from the fourth talk in Saanen 1962, titled: Reactions Are Based on 
Ideas. 
 
The final extract in this episode (44:54) is from Krishnamurti’s eleventh talk in London 1961, titled: 
Revolution Is Not a Reaction. 
Links 

(Apple) KP192 Krishnamurti on Reaction 

(kfoundation.org) KP192 Krishnamurti on Reaction 

(Podbean) KP192 Krishnamurti on Reaction 

(Spotify) KP192 Krishnamurti on Reaction 

(YouTube) KP192 Krishnamurti on Reaction 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-seeking/id1480713299?i=1000616934803
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-191-krishnamurti-on-seeking
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-7ejue-1416f3b
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6aaTJUCtwmt2NAEipnC4SR?si=fUCbImPyTh-4PhqJhcNEkg
https://youtu.be/gmDUI3IgMco
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-192-krishnamurti-on-reaction/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-reaction/id1480713299?i=1000617800896
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-192-krishnamurti-on-reaction/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-kuwwm-1416f3e
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6YUZSDSnlTFWjNgb4J3UGR?si=XlEUlhR0QpSJhHvujg4coQ
https://youtu.be/HVTdl33UuyI
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KP193 Krishnamurti on Limitation 

74 minutes 
Summary 
‘I cling to my limitation, you cling to your limitation, and therefore there is perpetual conflict.’  
This week’s episode on Limitation has four sections.  
 
 
The first extract (2:37) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Bombay 1980, titled: Is There an Energy 
That Is Limitless?  
 
The second extract (23:54) is from the third talk in Saanen 1978, titled: Thought Is Everlastingly 
Limited.  
 
The third extract (41:42) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 1983, titled: Self-Security in 
Limitation.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:03:49) is from the fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1972, titled: 
Can the Mind See Its Own Limitation? 
Links 

(Apple) KP193 Krishnamurti on Limitation 

(kfoundation.org) KP193 Krishnamurti on Limitation 

(Podbean) KP193 Krishnamurti on Limitation 

(Spotify) KP193 Krishnamurti on Limitation 

(YouTube) KP193 Krishnamurti on Limitation 

KP194 Krishnamurti on Power 

71 minutes 
Summary 
‘Every human being wants power in some form or other.’  
This week’s episode on Power has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:48) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in Saanen 1978, titled: Why Do We Want 
Power?  
 
The second extract (15:11) is from the second talk at Brockwood Park in 1984, titled: Power Is Evil.  
 
The third extract (21:03) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in New Delhi 1983, titled: We Worship 
Power.  
 
The fourth extract (27:59) is from the third talk in Bombay 1962, titled: We Use Function To Achieve 
Status and Power.  
 
The final extract in this episode (36:07) is from Krishnamurti’s eleventh talk in London 1961, titled: 
The Power of Love. 
Links 

(Apple) KP194 Krishnamurti on Power 

(kfoundation.org) KP194 Krishnamurti on Power 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-193-krishnamurti-on-limitation/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-limitation/id1480713299?i=1000618574301
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-193-krishnamurti-on-limitation/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-f4jmm-143c892
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6GtVAQ3wYKi5ESfDYpgtM5?si=29745391ad74476d
https://youtu.be/RMDDzN090Oo?si=KzsLElG_06w8rgEf
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-194-krishnamurti-on-power/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-power/id1480713299?i=1000619331411
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-194-krishnamurti-on-power/
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(Podbean) KP194 Krishnamurti on Power 

(Spotify) KP194 Krishnamurti on Power 

(YouTube) KP194 Krishnamurti on Power 

KP195 Krishnamurti on Discontent 

76 minutes 
Summary 
‘The flame of discontent, because it has no outlet, because it has no object in which it can fulfil itself, 
becomes great passion.’  
This week’s episode on Discontent has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:45) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Rishi Valley 1967, titled: Discontent Is One 
Thing, Revolt Another.  
 
The second extract (15:13) is from the second talk at Brockwood Park in 1980, titled: Discontent Is 
Good.  
 
The third extract (23:38) is from the third question and answer meeting in Saanen 1980, titled: 
Discontent Without a Cause.  
 
The fourth extract (46:36) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1977, titled: The Tremendous 
Flame of Discontent.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:01:33) is from the seventh talk in New Delhi 1964, titled: Total 
Discontent. 
Links 

(Apple) KP195 Krishnamurti on Discontent 

(kfoundation.org) KP195 Krishnamurti on Discontent 

(Podbean) KP195 Krishnamurti on Discontent 

(Spotify) KP195 Krishnamurti on Discontent 

(YouTube) KP195 Krishnamurti on Discontent 

KP196 Krishnamurti on Reward and Punishment 

66 minutes 
Summary 
‘Is there an action that is not mechanistic, which is not based on reward and punishment?’  
This week’s episode on Reward and Punishment has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:30) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk at Rajghat in 1965, titled: Do Reward and 
Punishment Help Us To Change?  
 
The second extract (19:09) is from the third talk in Madras 1985, titled: Pleasure, Reward and 
Punishment.  
 
The third extract (29:42) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Bangalore 1974, titled: Reward, 
Punishment and the Mechanical Mind.  
 

https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-yad72-143c8ac
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0RRBkg1RQtsqP0whhJIBGh?si=3e3c8197f95141c5
https://youtu.be/NZA6uv0xr1M?si=dLL-V0XNzdnTME1o
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-195-krishnamurti-on-discontent/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-discontent/id1480713299?i=1000620853508
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-195-krishnamurti-on-discontent/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-mp8m6-143c8b3
https://open.spotify.com/episode/42dkoeaeUSDoSeZ2YAUX12?si=3679c0e269f84ca8
https://youtu.be/DrXekRFt5O4?si=2PG-J2YJaGIyXY50
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-196-krishnamurti-on-reward-and-punishment/
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The fourth extract (40:42) is from the third talk at Brockwood Park in 1977, titled: Through Suffering 
We Seek a Reward.  
 
The final extract in this episode (50:15) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Santa Monica 1974, 
titled: There Is No Reward in Meditation. 
Links 

(Apple) KP196 Krishnamurti on Reward and Punishment 

(kfoundation.org) KP196 Krishnamurti on Reward and Punishment 

(Podbean) KP196 Krishnamurti on Reward and Punishment 

(Spotify) KP196 Krishnamurti on Reward and Punishment 

(YouTube) KP196 Krishnamurti on Reward and Punishment 

KP197 Krishnamurti on Seriousness 

60 minutes 
Summary 
‘Life is serious and it is only one who is really serious that knows how to live, not the flippant or 
those who are merely seeking entertainment.’  
This week’s episode on Seriousness has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:39) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in London 1966, titled: What Is It To Be 
Serious?  
 
The second extract (11:05) is from the first talk in Saanen 1973, titled: I Don’t Know How Serious You 
Are.  
 
The third extract (16:39) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1970, titled: You Have To Be 
Serious Confronted With the Chaos in the World.  
 
The final extract in this episode (46:38) is from the first talk in Saanen 1963, titled: A Serious Mind. 
Links 

(Apple) KP197 Krishnamurti on Seriousness 

(kfoundation.org) KP197 Krishnamurti on Seriousness 

(Podbean) KP197 Krishnamurti on Seriousness 

(Spotify) KP197 Krishnamurti on Seriousness 

(YouTube) KP197 Krishnamurti on Seriousness 

KP198 Krishnamurti on Hurt 

60 minutes 
Summary 
‘Can your mind know it has been hurt, be aware of it, and not react at the conscious or unconscious 
level?’  
This week’s episode on Hurt has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:40) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Bombay 1974, titled: What Is It That Gets 
Hurt?  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-reward-and-punishment/id1480713299?i=1000621596394
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-196-krishnamurti-on-reward-and-punishment/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-qs754-143c8b9
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3Xu1g7wGew4ia5jAYpek7i?si=3902349157664748
https://youtu.be/XBZBK579A8I?si=DA_b9mLQ865nwzX0
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-197-krishnamurti-on-seriousness/
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-seriousness/id1480713299?i=1000622357419
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-197-krishnamurti-on-seriousness/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-v8tkt-145de9c
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5XZYTHNXKCr5Z9nwKkLqpZ?si=3b26d962659c4303
https://youtu.be/HX69YKWHHU8?si=WHiv4MFOzK7cEgJU
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-198-krishnamurti-on-hurt/
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The second extract (22:29) is from the fifth talk in Saanen 1974, titled: The Tradition of Hurt.  
 
The final extract in this episode (39:40) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Saanen 1974, titled: No 
More Hurt. 
Links 

(Apple) KP198 Krishnamurti on Hurt 

(kfoundation.org) KP198 Krishnamurti on Hurt 

(Podbean) KP198 Krishnamurti on Hurt 

(Spotify) KP198 Krishnamurti on Hurt 

(YouTube) KP198 Krishnamurti on Hurt 

KP199 Krishnamurti on Being and Becoming 

62 minutes 
Summary 
‘As you observe with attentive passion, that very attention puts an end to becoming, which is of time 
and thought.’  
This week’s episode on Being and Becoming has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:42) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Saanen 1983, titled: Most of Us Want To 
Become Something.  
 
The second extract (11:16) is from the second talk in Saanen in 1980, titled: Becoming Is the 
Movement of Thought.  
 
The third extract (31:04) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in San Francisco 1984, titled: Attention 
Puts an End To Becoming.  
 
The final extract in this episode (50:19) is from the sixth talk in Madras 1982, titled: In Meditation 
There Is No Becoming or Being.  
Links 

(Apple) KP199 Krishnamurti on Being and Becoming 

(kfoundation.org) KP199 Krishnamurti on Being and Becoming 

(Podbean) KP199 Krishnamurti on Being and Becoming 

(Spotify) KP199 Krishnamurti on Being and Becoming 

(YouTube) KP199 Krishnamurti on Being and Becoming 

KP200 Krishnamurti on Tradition 

77 minutes 
Summary 
‘Tradition can be 10,000 years old or two days old, and according to that I live. This means I live in 
the past and am therefore betraying the present.’  
This week’s episode on Tradition has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:39) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in New Delhi 1962, titled: Tradition Is Habit 
Seasoned in Time.  
 

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-hurt/id1480713299?i=1000623132191
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-198-krishnamurti-on-hurt/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ph4bq-145deba
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4hGpDDeZHylgwaDdxU5Asb?si=351ec65d646c4134
https://youtu.be/pMa9ygOFfMM?si=IUSgR-_cvi_05PUT
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-199-krishnamurti-on-being-and-becoming/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-being-and-becoming/id1480713299?i=1000623882345
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-199-krishnamurti-on-being-and-becoming/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-e67ev-145deda
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7s9ReE8xydLgx8j377zc7R?si=aaef6a9c592947ed
https://youtu.be/wIBYAN2Aqak?si=Nc3sKmX3FN-eLGi7
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-200-krishnamurti-on-tradition/
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The second extract (13:19) is from the first talk in Bombay 1974, titled: Tradition Makes the Mind 
Mechanical.  
 
The third extract (30:22) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 1970, titled: The Authority of 
Tradition.  
 
The fourth extract (46:06) is from the fourth talk in Bombay 1978, titled: Is Tradition Different From 
You?  
 
The final extract in this episode (59:59) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in Madras 1979, titled: The 
Tradition of Time. 
Links 

(Apple) KP200 Krishnamurti on Tradition 

(kfoundation.org) KP200 Krishnamurti on Tradition 

(Podbean) KP200 Krishnamurti on Tradition 

(Spotify) KP200 Krishnamurti on Tradition 

(YouTube) KP200 Krishnamurti on Tradition 

KP201 Krishnamurti on Ending 

68 minutes 
Summary 
‘When you end the past, there is not only a new observation but a sense of extraordinary freedom 
and movement.’  
This week’s episode, the first in Season 5, is on Ending. It has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:23) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Saanen 1978, titled: Find Out What It 
Means to End.  
 
The second extract (21:05) is from the third talk in Saanen 1982, titled: Ending Without a Cause.  
 
The third extract (44:13) is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 
1980, titled: The Ending of Thought.  
 
The final extract in this episode (59:40) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Saanen 1976, titled: An 
Ending With No Beginning. 
Links 

(Apple) KP201 Krishnamurti on Ending 

(kfoundation.org) KP201 Krishnamurti on Ending 

(Podbean) KP201 Krishnamurti on Ending 

(Spotify) KP201 Krishnamurti on Ending 

(YouTube) KP201 Krishnamurti on Ending 

KP202 Krishnamurti on Sex 

76 minutes 
Summary 
‘Why has sex such an important part in our life? Though it is one of our primary urges, why has it 
assumed such fantastic magnitude?’  

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-tradition/id1480713299?i=1000624605208
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-200-krishnamurti-on-tradition/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-yueyf-145dee2
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0we6OpzESIbaRc8GDwLPiR?si=b20a27be0229481b
https://youtu.be/TNiXShnqtYk?si=sRdbxqKp875ygAnG
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-201-krishnamurti-on-ending/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-ending/id1480713299?i=1000627688517
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-201-krishnamurti-on-ending/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-vnsss-149d2ee
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2x6pOr6Am1u1bRtWGCdBbq?si=0d62f69d7d95483e
https://youtu.be/vYwopmtdZVw?si=tD1OuaPL2ByTcBLC
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-202-krishnamurti-on-sex/
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This week’s episode on Sex has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:38) is from the second question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1979, 
titled: Why Have We Given Sex Such Importance?  
 
The second extract (14:00) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk at Brockwood Park in 1971, titled: Sex, 
Pleasure and Love.  
 
The third extract (57:23) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in New Delhi in 1966, titled: Is Sex a 
Problem?  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:09:30) is from the second small group discussion at Brockwood 
Park in 1978, titled: Non-Identification With Sex. 
Links 

(Apple) KP202 Krishnamurti on Sex 

(kfoundation.org) KP202 Krishnamurti on Sex 

(Podbean) KP202 Krishnamurti on Sex 

(Spotify) KP202 Krishnamurti on Sex 

(YouTube) KP202 Krishnamurti on Sex 

KP203 Krishnamurti on Belief 

75 minutes 
Summary 
‘Belief is a projection or an invention of thought. But we are attached to it because it gives a certain 
feeling of security, however illusory it is.’  
This week’s episode on Belief has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:33) is from Krishnamurti’s sixth talk in Ojai 1976, titled: Religion Is Not Belief.  
 
The second extract (12:54) is from the second talk in Saanen 1975, titled: Belief Is Incorrect Thinking.  
 
The third extract (19:53) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Amsterdam 1981, titled: Belief Is 
Merely a Projection.  
 
The fourth extract (50:30) is from the fourth talk in New Delhi 1982, titled: Is It Possible To Be Free of 
All Belief?  
 
The final extract in this episode (57:05) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Ojai 1949, titled: Would 
We Be Lost Without Beliefs?  
Links 

(Apple) KP203 Krishnamurti on Belief 

(kfoundation.org) KP203 Krishnamurti on Belief 

(Podbean) KP203 Krishnamurti on Belief 

(Spotify) KP203 Krishnamurti on Belief 

(YouTube) KP203 Krishnamurti on Belief 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-sex/id1480713299?i=1000628528000
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-202-krishnamurti-on-sex/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-h4upi-14a6dd0
https://open.spotify.com/episode/59zDYpx63JXYV3PhKIne2l?si=feb5999432b54317
https://youtu.be/hKrplaZg6dE?si=muhkKjPHSNAnyM9p
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-203-krishnamurti-on-belief/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-belief/id1480713299?i=1000629292933
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-203-krishnamurti-on-belief/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-9mpyk-14a6de2
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1BMdY8AxNE5HiB9OCdwSwZ?si=83bf0f66216641dd
https://youtu.be/pSiot8ucoc4?si=uCh8xEvzVdLU1Epp
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KP204 Krishnamurti on Work 

81 minutes 
Summary 
‘Shall I seek a job according to my idiosyncrasies, which means, according to my conditioning? My 
conditioning is the result of society which says prestige and status are most important, not function.’  
This week’s episode on Work has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:48) is from the second question and answer meeting in Saanen 1980, titled: Right 
Living, Right Livelihood.  
 
The second extract (14:34) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in Saanen 1972, titled: A Job You 
Love.  
 
The third extract (28:01) is from the second talk in Saanen 1973, titled: Deny the Culture, Yet Live in 
the World.  
 
The fourth extract (52:08) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1973, titled: Work as Part of a 
Harmonious Life.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:04:55) is from the second talk in Ojai 1977, titled: I Have No 
Problem With Livelihood.  
Links 

(Apple) KP204 Krishnamurti on Work 

(kfoundation.org) KP204 Krishnamurti on Work 

(Podbean) KP204 Krishnamurti on Work 

(Spotify) KP204 Krishnamurti on Work 

(YouTube) KP204 Krishnamurti on Work 

KP205 Krishnamurti on Joy 

67 minutes 
Summary 
‘Is there a way of life, having understood pleasure and fear, which is joyous, which is enjoyment, not 
the carrying over of pleasure from day to day?’  
This week’s episode on Joy has five sections.  
 
The first extract (2:42) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk in New Delhi 1966, titled: Joy Is Entirely 
Different From Pleasure.  
 
The second extract (13:41) is from the fourth talk in Saanen 1977, titled: Thought Turns Joy Into 
Pleasure.  
 
The third extract (27:18) is from Krishnamurti’s fifth talk in Saanen 1970, titled: A Joy Untouched by 
Thought and Pleasure.  
 
The fourth extract (42:29) is from the eighth talk in Bombay 1962, titled: Simplicity and Joy.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:01:55) is from a direct recording by Krishnamurti in 1983, titled: A 
Sense of Great Joy. 
Links 

https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-204-krishnamurti-on-work/
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-work/id1480713299?i=1000630132335
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-204-krishnamurti-on-work/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-hcg4z-14a6df9
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0YBLlzGNpgI2u4ZdDWyX6k?si=03ec0eccbfd9447b
https://youtu.be/38X5aZZcqUo?si=NhzpEnbbcB24PBXL
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-205-krishnamurti-on-joy/
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(Apple) KP205 Krishnamurti on Joy 

(kfoundation.org) KP205 Krishnamurti on Joy 

(Podbean) KP205 Krishnamurti on Joy 

(Spotify) KP205 Krishnamurti on Joy 

(YouTube) KP205 Krishnamurti on Joy 

KP206 Krishnamurti on Illusion 

74 minutes 
Summary 
‘When the mind sees thought is the creator of illusion, you have an insight into the whole nature of 
illusion. It is that insight that dissolves all illusions.’  
This week’s episode on Illusion has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:36) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Saanen 1979, titled: Security in Illusion.  
 
The second extract (37:56) is from the second question and answer meeting in Ojai 1980, titled: 
Freedom From Any Form of Illusion.  
 
The final extract in this episode (58:55) is from Krishnamurti’s seventh talk in Saanen 1963, titled: A 
Brain Without Illusion or Fear. 
Links 

(Apple) KP206 Krishnamurti on Illusion 

(kfoundation.org) KP206 Krishnamurti on Illusion 

(Podbean) KP206 Krishnamurti on Illusion 

(Spotify) KP206 Krishnamurti on Illusion 

(YouTube) KP206 Krishnamurti on Illusion 

KP207 Krishnamurti on Virtue 

63 minutes 
Summary 
‘Virtue has nothing whatsoever to do with society and its so-called morality. Virtue can come about 
only when there is psychological order within oneself.’ 
This week’s episode on Virtue has four sections. 
 
The first extract (2:35) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Saanen 1962, titled: Respectability Is Not 
Virtue. 
 
The second extract (13:14) is from the fourth talk in Paris 1965, titled: Order, Virtue and Freedom. 
 
The third extract (28:35) is from the fifth talk in New York 1966, titled: Virtue Has No Authority. 
 
The final extract in this episode (43:02) is from Krishnamurti’s eighth talk in Bombay 1962, titled: The 
Simplicity of Virtue. 
Links 

(Apple) KP207 Krishnamurti on Virtue 

(kfoundation.org) KP207 Krishnamurti on Virtue 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-joy/id1480713299?i=1000630918161
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-205-krishnamurti-on-joy/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-2iv5d-14c2970
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6H139yWqp8XZLjvVurhr9I?si=a2f9700591824717
https://youtu.be/_F0i2tt8Was?si=YwpuDwC_OM2kldXl
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-206-krishnamurti-on-illusion/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-illusion/id1480713299?i=1000631689134
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-206-krishnamurti-on-illusion/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-p8z9c-14c2978
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5Iab4Q6ZocV29H54bEKtvt?si=1eb540d30fb04929
https://youtu.be/p-nqswzV5QI?si=pGHbGYRnj-6D4TLb
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-207-krishnamurti-on-virtue/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-virtue/id1480713299?i=1000632531141
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-207-krishnamurti-on-virtue/
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(Podbean) KP207 Krishnamurti on Virtue 

(Spotify) KP207 Krishnamurti on Virtue 

(YouTube) KP207 Krishnamurti on Virtue 

KP208 Krishnamurti on Division 

72 minutes 
Summary 
‘There is division between the Jew and the Arab, between the Hindu and the Muslim, between 
various forms of ideologies. Wherever there is a division, inwardly and outwardly, there must be not 
only conflict and struggle, but war.’  
This week’s episode on Division has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:43) is from Krishnamurti’s talk in Rome 1973, titled: Where There Is Division 
There Is Always Conflict.  
 
The second extract (16:36) is from the second talk in Ojai 1977, titled: Why Do We Live in Division?  
 
The final extract in this episode (34:08) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Madras 1983, titled: Time 
Is Division. 
Links 

(Apple) KP208 Krishnamurti on Division 

(kfoundation.org) KP208 Krishnamurti on Division 

(Podbean) KP208 Krishnamurti on Division 

(Spotify) KP208 Krishnamurti on Division 

(YouTube) KP208 Krishnamurti on Division 

KP209 Krishnamurti on Creation 

78 minutes 
Summary 
‘There cannot be compassion and love without death, which is the ending of everything. Then there 
is creation.’  
This week’s episode on Creation has three sections.  
 
The first extract (2:39) is from the first question and answer meeting in Saanen 1985, titled: What is 
Creation?  
 
The second extract (17:15) is from Krishnamurti’s talk at Los Alamos in 1984, titled: Creation Can 
Only Take Place When Thought Is Silent.  
 
The final extract in this episode (1:03:16) is from the ninth talk in Saanen 1961, titled: Destruction Is 
Creation. 
Links 

(Apple) KP209 Krishnamurti on Creation 

(kfoundation.org) KP209 Krishnamurti on Creation 

(Podbean) KP209 Krishnamurti on Creation 

(Spotify) KP209 Krishnamurti on Creation 

https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-8bkfe-14c297d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/52nGUJ6KhO51mQLJDD2xyT?si=59b791f240f149a4
https://youtu.be/KuvbqG6Zyhw?si=PZs56Mlznh5xu8V_
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-208-krishnamurti-on-division/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-division/id1480713299?i=1000633325922
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-208-krishnamurti-on-division/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-je8mw-14e8496
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5n9h80xnPZmZeReeUgNJbC?si=29e88e868d354a46
https://youtu.be/vs9OBfQcG2g?si=ziI0Mc1sL-a6eRNB
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-209-krishnamurti-on-creation/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-creation/id1480713299?i=1000634093604
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-209-krishnamurti-on-creation/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-nv86w-14e1392
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1s95xRLNFmt2MWtmZjusTL?si=a5a0bfca76824a5c
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(YouTube) KP209 Krishnamurti on Creation 

KP210 Krishnamurti on Desire 

67 minutes 
Summary 
‘Desire for a car, desire for a woman or man, desire for position, desire for money, desire for 
enlightenment, are all on the same level.’  
This week’s episode on Desire has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:39) is from Krishnamurti’s third talk in Bombay 1979, titled: What Is Desire?  
 
The second extract (18:05) is from the fifth talk in Saanen 1979, titled: Is Desire Responsible For 
Fear?  
 
The third extract (34:52) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Ojai 1979, titled: Desire’s Right Place.  
 
The final extract in this episode (50:16) is from the fourth talk in Bombay 1984, titled: Meditation 
Has Nothing To Do With Desire. 
Links 

(Apple) KP210 Krishnamurti on Desire 

(kfoundation.org) KP210 Krishnamurti on Desire 

(Podbean) KP210 Krishnamurti on Desire 

(Spotify) KP210 Krishnamurti on Desire 

(YouTube) KP210 Krishnamurti on Desire 

KP211 Krishnamurti on 'What Is' 

80 minutes 
Summary 
‘There is only 'what is', and not the changing of 'what is'. The changing of 'what is' is the movement 
of thought in time.’  
This week’s episode on What Is has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:38) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Ojai 1983, titled: ‘What is’ and ‘what 
should be’.  
 
The second extract (29:30) is from the third talk at Brockwood Park in 1978, titled: ‘What is’ has no 
opposite.  
 
The third extract (40:20) is from the eighth discussion in Saanen 1970, titled: ‘What is’ contains the 
past, present and future.  
 
The final extract in this episode (59:55) is from Krishnamurti’s fourth talk at Brockwood Park in 1973, 
titled: The cessation of ‘what is’.  
Links 

(Apple) KP211 Krishnamurti on 'What Is' 

(kfoundation.org) KP211 Krishnamurti on 'What Is' 

(Podbean) KP211 Krishnamurti on 'What Is' 

https://youtu.be/BQJN8nyxrWA?si=1n2CzmTFsgsbJK4p
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-210-krishnamurti-on-desire/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-desire/id1480713299?i=1000634865214
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-210-krishnamurti-on-desire/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-bmb4g-14f570c
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3XSMpjB7JQxJN12SH6xCX8?si=ad2af68d472b4510
https://youtu.be/BQFW99pK2yY?si=ObXWNCR5A_CTrsYf
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-211-krishnamurti-on-what-is/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/krishnamurti-on-what-is/id1480713299?i=1000635642625
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-211-krishnamurti-on-what-is/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-sww47-14f570d
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(Spotify) KP211 Krishnamurti on 'What Is' 

(YouTube) KP211 Krishnamurti on 'What Is' 

KP212 Krishnamurti on Following 

66 minutes 
Summary 
‘The easiest thing for the mind, which is generally very lazy, is to follow what somebody else has 
said.’  
This week’s episode on Following has two sections.  
 
The first extract (2:25) is from the first question and answer meeting at Brockwood Park in 1981, 
titled: Why do we follow?  
The second and final extract in this episode (43:39) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 
1970, titled: Following means we are second-hand human beings. 
Links 

(Apple) KP212 Krishnamurti on Following 

(kfoundation.org) KP212 Krishnamurti on Following 

(Podbean) KP212 Krishnamurti on Following 

(Spotify) KP212 Krishnamurti on Following 

(YouTube) KP212 Krishnamurti on Following 

KP213 Krishnamurti on Thinking Together 

68 minutes 
Summary 
‘Thinking together does not mean that you agree or disagree, accept or reject, defend or offend, but 
together find out if it is possible, by thinking together, to act together.’  
This week’s episode on Thinking Together has four sections.  
 
The first extract (2:39) is from Krishnamurti’s first talk in Saanen 1979, titled: Thinking Together 
Without Barriers.  
 
The second extract (33:47) is from the second talk in Ojai 1980, titled: Thinking Together to Eliminate 
Conflict.  
 
The third extract (46:03) is from Krishnamurti’s second talk in Saanen 1979, titled: In thinking 
together, relationship changes completely.  
 
The final extract in this episode (56:57) is from the third question and answer meeting in Saanen 
1980, titled: What do you mean when you ask us to think together? 
Links 

(Apple) KP213 Krishnamurti on Thinking Together 

(kfoundation.org) KP213 Krishnamurti on Thinking Together 

(Podbean) KP213 Krishnamurti on Thinking Together 

(Spotify) KP213 Krishnamurti on Thinking Together 

(YouTube) KP213 Krishnamurti on Thinking Together (YouTube) 
 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/2YnWSc6WSfVAlfThGjjNDU?si=1d80401a3a5a4103
https://youtu.be/tzJ6OlfXOjs?si=4Z_FgGUpJpRVdPvl
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-212-krishnamurti-on-following/
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-following/id1480713299?i=1000636867160
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-212-krishnamurti-on-following/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-d2ues-14f570f
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4DnNjx9p6skLUtJPv92Tqe?si=BEwH0dy_SbuqDdurXFT0Tw
https://youtu.be/cLdkHuSL8gs?si=kodayTqbzWLCiEeU
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-213-krishnamurti-on-thinking-together/
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/krishnamurti-on-thinking-together/id1480713299?i=1000637644688
https://kfoundation.org/urgency-of-change-podcast-episode-213-krishnamurti-on-thinking-together/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-sxjbb-14f5712
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1Xaz8yugM77tdu3nC2Re1G?si=TaUuvpS_SXK3Xcrsrk4fZw
https://youtu.be/ZzujJGJwWBI?si=KA78D0LoC-dS1e4Y
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